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PREFACE

This volume contains the contributed papers of the 32-nd seminar of the European
Association of Agricultural Economists (EAAE), held in Wageningen, March 22—23,
1993.
The background and objectives of the seminar are as follows. Agriculture, both in
West- and East-European countries, finds itself in a process of structural change, due to
changes in political, economic and environmental circumstances. Agricultural producers
are facing difficult decisions on investments in land, breeding livestock, buildings and
machinery. Successful adjustment and transformation requires that financial implications are adequately dealt with. This applies not only to the agricultural firms but also to
the financial institutions and to the governments which are held responsible for the
functioning of the agricultural sector. The objective of the seminar is to gain insight into
the financial situation and perspectives of agriculture in West- and East-European
agriculture.
The seminar is organized by Wageningen Agricultural University (P.C. van den
Noort, J.A. Renkema, A.T.J. Nooij, W.J.M. Heijman and H.J. Silvis), in cooperation
with the Dutch Society for Agricultural Economics (J. Knoppers), the Agricultural
Economics Research Institute LEI-DLO (L.C. Zachariasse and K.J. Poppe), the Dutch
ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries and Rabobank (A.M. Dierick).

H.J. Silvis,
Working Group on Agricultural Policy
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PAPER SESSION

1. TRANSFORMATION OF AGRICULTURE

Martin Odening and Roland Richter
Financial Problems of East German Farms

Konrad Hagedorn and Klaus Klare
Policies for Financing Privatisation of Agriculture in Eastern Germany
László Kârpáti, Adrás Nábrádi and Mária Ujhelyi
Transformation of Hungarian Agriculture and its Financial Aspects

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS OF EAST GERMAN FARMS

Martin Odening (Institut für Agrarbetriebs- und Standorts
ökonomie, Technische Universität Berlin)
Roland Richter (Institut für landwirtschaftliche Betriebs- und
Arbeitslehre, Universität Rostock)

ABSTRACT

The process of change in the agricultural sector of East Ger
many requires a substantial amount of capital. In this paper
capital requirements of reestablished family farms and restruc
tured cooperatives are described. We also discuss the funds
which have been established to subsidize these farms and co
operatives. Compared to West Germany, East German farms are
chacterized by a high debt-equity-ratio. We try to analyse the
consequences of financial leverage and the reactions of firms
to capital scarcity.
1 Introduction and background
The German reunification has initiated a radical process
of change in the agricultural sector of the former GOR, i.e.
the transition from a centrally planned economy to a market
economy. The legal foundation of this process is given by the
'Landwirtschaftsanpassungsgesetz' (LAG). The LAG defines the
modalities of separation, fusion and liquidation of the former
agricultural cooperatives (LPGs). Of special importance are the
regulations of the share-ownership schemes, the exit of mem
bers, and the possible legal forms which the restructured co
operatives can choose.
The initial situation of the adjustment process is cha
racterized by the idea of an industrialized agriculural produc
tion. In 1989 1,150 LPGs with an average farm size of 4,500
hectares and 80 state-owned farms (VEGs) with ari average farm
size of 5,000 hectares where specialized on erop production,
whereas 2,700 LPGs and 300 VEGs were specialized on livestock
production. Including associated firms about 10% of the total
workforce were employed in agriculture.
The reunification was accompanied by disturbances of
agricultural markets. The cooperatives found no market for
their products, and market regulations had no immediate effect.

In many cases the LPGs were forced to accept dumping prices to
avoid illiquidity, sometimes without success. This 'chaotic'
period of the transformation process has been left behind; almost all prices (excluding milk) have reached the West German
level.

In 1992 (spring) the structure of East German agriculture
is as follows (Agra-Europe, 1992): 12,647 (76%) farms are sing—
le enterprises

(family farms)

farming 17% of the agricultural

land, among them 5,565 full time farms with an average size of
135 hectares. 43% of the single enterprises are specialized on
crop production, 48% are dairy farms. In additional 933 farms
in the legal form of general partnerships have been founded.

They have an average size of 398 hectares, and their number is
increasing rapidly. 3,039 legal entities (cooperatives, private
limited companies, joint stock (incorporate) companies) with an
average farm size of 1,266 hectares are operating 75% of the
total agricultural area. This situation is far from being the
end of the transformation process. Family farms are still being
founded and,

on the other hand,

some cooperatives seem to be

running into illiquidity.
The different farm types have one aspect in common: their
enormous need for capital as a consequence of the introduction
of efficient labour-saving technologies. In this paper we intend to analyse in what way the availiability of capital has
influenced the reorganisation of agricultural farms, by which
strategies farms react to capital scarcity, and what consequences might arise for the different farm types,

especially for

their viability.

2 Capital requirements and capital funds
In this section we try to describe the most important reasons
for financial requirements as well as possible capital sources
taking into account the special situation of East German farms.
It seems to be appropriate to distinguish between reestablished
family farms and restructured cooperatives, which can be regar—
ded as sucessors of former LPGs.

2.1 Family farms
Capital requirements may result from
a)

investments

This is the largest item which differs widely depending
on the farm type.

In most cases new machine equipment has to be

bought. The expenditures on buildings are relatively small for
cropping farms but large in the case of livestock production.
Purchases of land are rare. Usually the farm size is expanded
by renting land.
b) operational capital
This item has often been underestimated in financial
plans. In crop production 1,200-1,500 DM/ha should be provided
for.
c)

rents and wages

The expenses for hired labour are insignificant on family
farms. The opposite is true for rents due to the small proportion of owned land (about 10%), but it should be mentioned that
the rent per hectare is less than in West Germany (150 - 400

DM) .
Possible capital funds are
a) liquid equity capital (current assets)
This item can almost be neglected since newly founded
firms have no opportunity to make profits and savings.
b)

receipts from current production

Difficulties arise when farm operating receipts are smaller than expected,

for example because of time lags,

new pro-

duction technologies or disadvantageous weather conditions. In
some areas of East Germany crop yields were very low due to two
years of drought.
c) compensation payments from the former LPGs
In accordance with the LAG, the LPGs have to compensate

their members for machinery, equipment, and livestock those
members were forced to contribute to the cooperatives during
the socialistic period. The amount of these payments depends

heavily on the LPG's financial situation.
d) financial support
Because of the farms' desolate financial situation several programmes for financial support were established.

The Eu-

ropean Community has released 6.15 billion DM to support the
process of economic development in Eastern Germany until the

end of 1993 (Paarlberg, 1992); but only a part of this fund
goes directly into the agricultural sector. Firstly, there is
an investment support program targeting newly reestablished

family farms, including a starting assistance (23,500 DM per
farm), interest rate subsidies of 5 percentage points for a
commercial credit with a maximum of 400,000 DM, and a public
credit of up to 160,000 DM (in special cases 400,000 DM) with

1% interest and 2% amortization. The programme also provides
for payments of up to 50,000 DM per farm for investments in
pasture livestock. The state can provide securities for 80% of

the credits. The pre—conditions for taking part in this program
are the following:
- agriculture as primary income source,

- a labour income of less than 55,800 DM per capita,
- and a minimum owner contribution of 10% of the investment.
In addition to this progamme an investment grant for machines
is offered. 12% of the purchase price is refunded. To compen—
sate the sharp fall in prices during 1990, the farms have been
able to receive an adjustment aid until the end of 1992. It
consists of a basic amount of 5,000 DM and 1,100 DM for each
thousand manhours of labour.
d) commercial credits

They play an important role as an intermediate financial
means until subsidized credits are available.

They are also

important for the purchase of farm operating resources and
livestock.
2.2 Restructured companies

Financial requirements may result from:
a)

investments

The need for machine investments is relatively small com—
pared to newly founded farms since the LPG sucessors have the

chance to employ used durable goods. Reinvestments are restricted to certain technologies, like planting and pest control.
The technical condition of buildings varies and so do the expenses for modernization. In many cases livestock buildings
must be replaced.

In many cases land has to be purchased be—

cause buildings are located on land that is not property of the
cooperative.
b)

wages

Although the number of employees was drastically reduced
by the cooperatives (König and Isermeyer,1992) and the wage
rates are relatively small compared to West Germany, wages are

still an important part of the firms expenses.
c) compensation payments to leaving members
Members, who prefer to leave the cooperative have a claim

on payments according to their share in the company. Members
intending to reestablish their own farms have an immediate
claim, others must receive their payments during the five years
after the LPG's restructuring. The financial situation of the

restructured cooperatives depends heavily on the rate at which
members leave.

d) repayments of earlier credits
Many of the LPG successors had a large amount of debts at

the beginning of the transformation process. Those debts
originating in the socialistic period were transferred into the
new balance sheets with an exchange rate of 2:1.

The debts sum

up to 7.6 billion DM. 1.4 billion DM were canceled by the Treu—
handanstalt. For the rest, a deferral of repayments is planned
depending on the economic success: the LPG successors are re-

leased from principal and interest payments until they make
profits. In that case 20% of the profits must be used for the
repayment of the credits.
Financial funds of companies
a) liquid equity capital
The initial financial situationtation of restructured
cooperatives is heterogenous. Next to a majority of

cooperatives which are deeply in debt (in some cases negative
equity capital) there is a minority of firms which were rather
successful in the past and could accumulate considerable
assets.

b)

financial support

As a counterpart to the programme for reestablished fami—
ly farms, a programme for the restructuring of former LPGs and
the establishment of farms in the form of legal persons has

been designed. Support is primarily given for investments to
improve the efficiency of production. Investments connected
with a capacity expansion are excluded. An interest subsidy of
5% is given for 90% of the credits obtained in capital markets.
The eligible investment volume is 3.5 million DM (before that
2.25 million DM). Public credits and state securities for credits are not offered.

Companies can also take advantage of

adjustment assistance and 12% investment grants. Additionally,
compensations for the reduction of milk quotas are payed.
c)

funds provided by external persons

This is more of a possibility for smaller private limited
companies than for large cooperatives.

3 Some empirical results
In the section above the financial framework has been

described in a purely qualitative manner. The question is left

open, in what way those conditions can be found in the concrete
financial situation of East German farms. However, stastistical
data as available for West German farms do not yet exist. As a

substitute we present some data from an empirical investigation
in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, which may give a rough impression of
the financial situation of newly founded farms. The sample consists of 103 farms, mainly family farms, among them 92 full
time farms. For comparative purposes we also list some of the
corresponding data for West German full time farms.
East Germany

149
25.2
49.5
90
2.1

average farm size(ha)
farm size < 50 ha (%)
farm size > 100 ha (%)
proportion of rented land (%)
man—land—ratio (100 ha)
gross investments

(DM/ha)

proportion of equity capital(%)
total debts

(DM/ha)

with interest subsidy(DM/ha)
public credits (DM/ha)
commercial credits (DM/ha)
interest payments

(DM/ha)

West Germany a

c.

1,000

17
2,261

31.9
74.5
2.5
45.8
5.05
1,082

79.4
2,715

943
595
723
136

170

a Agrarbericht der Bundesregierung 1992, Materialband
Conclusions from these data must be drawn carefully,

since the two groups are not directly comparable; they might be
composed of different farm types. However, there are signifi—
cant differences concerning the average farm size, the proportion of hired land and the debt-equity-ratiol). It is interesting to note that gross investments and total debts per hecta—
re do not differ largely between East and West German farms.

4 Consequences for the farm development

In this section we try to describe some possible conse—
quences of capital scarcity for the development of East German

agriculture on the farm level, especially taking into account
the limited capital availability. These results are, of course,
hypothetical. We first consider (potential) profitability and
then turn to financing.

4.1 Profitability

Theoretical results concerning the relation between the
debt-equity-ratio and the profitability of a farm firm are not
easy to derive. Some common heuristic rules for farm financing
state that

(Boehlje and Eidmann,

1984)

a) the proportion of equity should exceed 50% of all the assets. This is an often applied rule by creditors to protect
their credits.
b)

Debts should not exceed the value of current and interme-

diate assets to make a debt-free abandonment of farming pos—
sible.
c) Years of use of an investment and time of credit amortization should coincide.
Especially the first but also the second rule does not hold and

does not seem very helpful for solving the financial problems
of East German agriculture.
Ceteris paribus profits, cash flow, and funds for net
investments are the smaller the higher payments for interest

and principal are. On the other hand, supplying debt capital
creates the possibility to increase the returns on equity capital. This effect is called 'leverage effect' in the literature.
A positive leverage effect is possible if the returns on capital exceed the interest rate. Unfortunately, a negative leverage effect is possible, too, and it is the more likely the high—
er the investment risk is. But theoretical results from a simple model of bankruptcy show that a priori there is no unique
relationship between a firm's leverage and its probability of
bankruptcy (Odening, 1991). Apart from these theoretical consi—
derations, there is empirical evidence that, for instance, a
debt-equity-ratio of less than 50% is required for a profitable, sustainable agricultural production. One can observe that
large crop producing farms with a very low proportion of equity
capital have been founded. These farms seem to operate economically successfully. Usually farms, characterized by a low

man-land-ratio, operate capital-intensive and take advantage of
economies of size. This line of reasoning is supported by empirical investigations in 250 LPG successors (König and Isermeyer,

1992):

indeed the most successful cooperatives show

relatively small liabilities per hectare but the cooperatives
with the largest debt did not perform worst.
Although indebtedness and financial leverage are important determinants of a farms profits, it seems that disadvan-

tages of East German farms might be compensated by other fac—

tors, especially by economies of size. Model calculations for
cropping farms show that expenses, depreciation, and interest
per hectare for machines can be reduced considerably for farm
sizes of 500 to 1000 hectares. Decreasing unit costs in milk

production are possible up to herd sizes of about 100 cows
(Kasten,

1991).

The above table shows that agricultural production in
East Germany is less capital-intensive than in West Germany,
but this would not be compelling if natural yields were not
comparable.

However,

for most products differences in yields

which were observable before the reunification have almost
ceased to exist since fertilizer,

chemicals,

and western tech—

nology have become available. One exception is milk production.
In many cases the milk yields per cow have not reached the le-

vel of West German dairy farms because milk production is carried out in outdated facilities. This is a consequence of limited capital availability. In this context it is interesting to
compare the economic success of reestablished family farms pro-

ducing milk to the economic success of LPG successors. König
and Isermeyer

(1992)

show that at least the more successful co-

operatives do not perform worse than East German family farms.

This contradicts the widely hold View that an industrialized
milk production in herd sizes of several hundred cows could not

be profitable because of wages and transaction costs.
To summarize, we believe that in spite of their small
share of equity capital East German farms have good chances to
undergo a positive economic development, if the advantages of
economies of size are strong enough. We now ask whether such

structures can be established, especially if they are meant to
be financially feasible.
4.2 Financial feasibility
From section 2 it is clear that financing East German's
agriculture depends heavily on public support. Welfare econo—
mists argue that financial support should not affect the compe-

titiveness of different legal forms and sizes of farms. Recent
developments in East German agriculture do not meet this re-

quirement. The design of the above mentioned programs and other
administrative measures have an influence on the viability of
the different farm types. For instance, the upper limits of
credits with interest subsidy are valid for a farm irrespective
of its actual size. This is,

of course,

a disadvantage for the

establishment of large farms in the form of single proprietor—
ship. Furthermore, the pre-condition that farm income per capita should not exceed 55,800 DM excludes farms with a low man-

land-ratio from financial support although these farms would
have the best starting position for a successful development.

Apart from this, it is criticized that operating capital, which
increases constantly with farm size, is not considered in financial support programs.

In contrast, the financial support

for small or medium—size family farms seems sufficient for a
reestablishment, but it is doubtful whether the income capacity
of these farms is large enoughz).

This can be regarded as a

dilemma: potentially profitable farms are difficult to finance,
whereas subsidized farms seem to be less competitive in the
long run. Accordingly, the concept of public support and other

administrative interventions were critizised as an attempt to
force the model of West German family farms onto East Germany

(KallfaB,1991).

‚

For reasons mentioned above,

especially large East German

farms have to rely more or less on commercial credits.

But at

this point difficulties arise. Securities are insufficient due
to the small share of equity capital. Land renting contracts
are often only short termed. Another objection concerns the
creditworthiness of the borrowers. Most of them had no chance

to prove their management qualities in the past. For that reason farms or companies with West German partnerships have much
better chances to receive credits than for example LPG suc—

cessors. We believe that a change of the traditional credit
transactions seems necessary to overcome the difficulties of
agricultural financing in East Germany. Credits, which were
usually real estate credits in the past,

should be replaced by

credits to the entrepreneur. This requires convincing development plans for the enterprise.

Indeed,

one can observe that at

least some credit institutes are willing to finance large farms
recognizing their promising concepts.
\
Another aspect of poor endowment with equity capital is
the stability of newly founded farms. Farms with a large proportion of debt are usually more sensitive to changes in farm

receipts. Although only a relatively small part of the reesta—
blished farms have been forced to close down since the reuni—
fication, the urgent demands for immediate financial support by
farms which have been affected by the drought in 1992, is a
further indication of serious financial problems.
Special difficulties arise for cooperatives. A reduction
of wage expenses is the most important pre-condition for the

viability of LPG successors (König and Isermeyer, 1992). This
was partly possible by abandoning some of their former activi—
ties and by organizational improvements, but a further reduction of wage expenses requires investments undertaken for
rationalization purposes. As already mentioned, the lending
behaviour of credit institutes is restrictive in the case of
cooperatives. The dismissal of employees may have a side—
effect:

shareholders of the company or cooperation have less

incentives to leave their capital inside the firm if they are
dismissed.
Additionally, the financial situation of legal persons is
discriminated against by the German tax system. Whereas family
farms take advantage of several benefits, legal persons have to
pay trade and corporation taxes. Cooperatives are exempted from

the trade tax until 1993, but it is hard to build up sufficient
reserves, because whenever previous loans have to be repaid
only 30% of the gross profit remain at the company's disposal

(50% of the gross profit for corporation tax, 20% for interest
and principal (Köhne, 1992)).

5 Reactions to capital scarcity
In the following section we describe some possible (and
actual) reactions of East German farms to capital limitations.
First, many farms restrict themselves to crop production
because of lower investment requirements.

In many cases used

machines and equipment have been purchased, although an invest—
ment aid (12%) was only possible for new aggregates. New facilities for milk or hog production are rarely built. Instead,
existing buildings are modernized.
Second, many farms are operating without a complete set
of owned machines.

In those cases, machines are shared or la-

bour is hired from contractors or 'Maschinenringen', which have
been established since the reunification.
Third, general partnerships consisting of two or three
members are being founded. This allows a more efficient use of
machinery, and the upper limits for investment aids are up to
three times high as for a single farm.
LPG successors had the following options:
Choice of the legal form. There are several effects on
the financial situation. For instance, credit institutes are

reluctant to give loans to companies with limited liability.
Another aspect is the removal of equity capital by leaving

10

shareholders. In this context Köhne (1992) recommends structures similiar to those of a stock holding company: share-

holders participate directly in the economic success (or failure)

of the company,

but purchasing shares does not decrease

the equity capital. Apart from this, the choice of the legal
status has influence on the tax payments.

There is another possibility for the companies to protect
themselves against the removal of equity capital in legal entities. They have to avoid personal attribution of the company's
assets as far as it is possible (Köhne, 1992). Instead, capital
should be used to build up reserves.

In fact,

one can observe

that liquidations are not restricted to highly indebted and inefficient LPGs. Members also voted for liquidation when there
was a chance of making individual profits.
In many cases the survival of cooperatives has been made
possible by reduced payments for labour,

land,

and capital of

the shareholders. And this again has been made possible by even
lower opportunity costs for these factors.

6 Summary and conclusions
According to experts, the German reunification bears the
unique chance of the development of competitive full-time-farms
which are independent of public support in the long run.

Such a

powerful agricultural structure cannot arise without initial
financial support because of enormous capital requirements. It
has been argued that competition and markets should select
farms size, type, and legal status, but this is impossible because the competition conditions are influenced by political
decisions, e.g. the LAG, the tax system, the design of finan—
cial programs or the distribution of quotas. We have argued
that large enterprises have particular difficulties in initial
financing. It is far from being clear what will happen if these
firms run into illiquidity. Smaller family farms could arise,
but it is also possible that large production units are purchased and maintained by financially strong West European investors (neglecting possible social conflicts). However, if the
lack of capital or quotas leads to production units of suboptimal size probably the same problems which are known from
West Germany's agriculture will appear,

i.e.

the lack of com-

petitiveness and a need for state intervention. Experience
shows that once such a structure is established, it will persist until a more efficient structure will arise. This can be

H

explained by low opportunity costs for labour and sunk costs

for investments and education. Consequently, agricultural poli—
cy makers should be careful to encourage the setting up of re—

latively small family farms by the
or tax reductions. In our opinion,
selective, taking into account the
efficient, i.e. sufficiently large

allotment of public credits
financial support must be
requirements of potentially
agricultural enterprises.

Notes

1) The absolute value of the equity capital derived from an
opening balance sheet should of course not be overinterpreted.
Nevertheless, we use it as a measure of self-financing.
2)

Model calculations for cropping and dairy farms can be found

in Odening, Balmann, and Peter (1992).
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POLICIES FOR FINANCING PRIVATISATION OF AGRICULTURE IN EASTERN
GERMANY
Konrad Hagedorn and Klaus Klare (Institute of Structural Research, Federal Agricultural
Research Centre Braunschweig-Völkenrode (FAL), Bundesallee 50, W-33OO Braunschweig,
Germany

ABSTRACT
German government has introduced a whole variety of instruments to support the

transformation and restructuring process of agriculture in Eastern Germany. Above all, the
institutional and structural changes will be inﬂuenced by two government programmes: by a
bunch of subsidies offered to persons who re—establish family farms or restructure existing
farm units, and by a privatisation scheme to be implemented by the Treuhandanstalt (THA,

i.e., the government agency privatising Eastern Germany's property). This paper deals
mainly with the ﬁrst programme, but before it gives an overview of the political objectives
and policy instruments related to the process of transformation in agriculture. For this purpose, the debate in agricultural economics on guiding concepts regarding the aspired outcome of the process of transformation is outlined. Then the main policies which are supposed to support the restructuring process and to cushion the fundamental changes are
described, in particular the programmes concerning privatisation of nationalised agricultural

land and investment support for re—establishment of farms. The latter programme which is
analysed in detail offers credits with preferential interest rates, government loans with very
favourable conditions, a starting aid for the new enterprise, an investment subsidy in the
case of animal production based on grassland, etc. to the farmers. They may also apply for
other measures like special ﬁnancial aid for young farmers and a general investment sup—
plement. Model calculations are presented which, in particular, analyse the liquidity of reestablished farms during the initial period of transformation. For this purpose, acceptable
loan charges and achievable ﬁnancial assets typical for large-scale market crops farms and
forage-growing farms are pointed out, and the investment support measures are converted

into capital values and annual amounts of income. The calculations and considerations
suggest that two aspects of the investment support programme should be emphasized: On
the one hand, it grants high subsidies and provides the recipients with considerable privileges, if we compare them with other groups of population in Eastern Germany. On the

other hand, the present regulations of the programme are not sufﬁciently oriented toward
the objective to overcome short—term ﬁnancial difﬁculties and to secure long-term viability

of the re-established farms, even in the case of relatively large farm units. From this point
of view, it even appears reasonable to extend investment support and to facilitate ﬁnancing

of circulation capital which is excluded up to now. In contrast, if we look at the income
effects of the support measures granted by the existing regulations, it seems impossible to

justify additional aid.

1

Introduction

Like in most other East European countries, in East Germany the process of collectivization and nationalization of agriculture had resulted in a centrally planned system of

large-scale agriculture which was mainly organized by collective and state farms.
Accordingly, the institutional structure of agriculture in East Germany was very similar to
that one prevailing in the other communist countries, except for Poland where small private
farms still played a major role. However, there is much less similarity between Eastern

Germany and the other member states of the former COMECON, if we look at the way
how the process of transformation presently takes place (and is probably going to continue)

in the farming sector. In this respect, Eastern Germany ﬁnds itself in a unique situation
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which provides it with a rather privileged position, as it were, facilitating the required
changes. Therefore, the course, speed, and perhaps also the outcome of the restructuring

process will be different in Eastern Germany compared with the other centrally planned
economies in transition.
1.1

Favourable conditions for a rapid process of transformation

Transformation of agrarian institutions in Eastern Germany cannot be considered as a
model forother East European countries which have to cope with a similar task. The ﬁnan-

cial, institutional, and legal conditions which are crucial for the success of restructuring
policies are signiﬁcantly different in Eastern Germany. As already mentioned above, this is
due to the process of German uniﬁcation (see Hagedorn, Heinrich and Wendt, 1992). These

advantages enabled Germany to decide for a quick restructuring process in the farm sector
in Eastern Germany. Above all, we have to keep in mind that transformation of a centrally
planned system of large-scale socialistic farms into a viable market-oriented farming system

can only be achieved successfully, if society is able to pay for huge investments in institu—
tion building, education and training, clariﬁcation of property rights, solving social conﬂicts, equipment and buildings, livestock and circulation capital, advisory services and
infrastructure, etc. In other words: transformation of socialistic agricultural systems causes

considerable "transaction costs" which are usually "sunk costs". For this reason, only a
relatively wealthy society like the German one can afford to reorganize agriculture in its
"New Federal States" ("Neue Bundesländer") within a short period of time. In this respect,

uniﬁcation is associated with a unique advantage not available to other restructuring countries.
1.2

Particular problems of restructuring from a political point of view

However, there is also a particular disadvantage if we consider the problem from the

politicians' point of view. After uniﬁcation Germany is a country with very different insti—
tutional forms and farm sizes, if its Eastern and Western regions are compared. The rules of
agricultural policies and the policy—making process have to take account of this speciﬁc

situation. Before uniﬁcation, agricultural policies in West Germany were primarily oriented
toward the interests of small or medium—sized farms. Now they must cover the interests of
large—scale East German farms as well. Since the contrast regarding the political expecta-

tions of the two groups would represent a permanent source of conﬂict, e. g., if it comes to
the question which objectives and criteria are supposed to be relevant for structural policies
in the future, politicians must have a fundamental interest in harmonizing the institutional
setting and economic structure of the farm sector in Eastern and Western Germany. Thus,

German uniﬁcation also has produced a special type of pressure on politicians to promote
the restructuring process.

This problem is reinforced by contradicting problems of efﬁciency: West German
family farms are often too small, and East German state farms and producers' cooperatives
are often oversized. One of the main ideological goals of agricultural policy in East
Germany was to "industrialize" agricultural production and to establish a socialistic way of
farm life. As a consequence, not only the size of cooperatives and state farms was increased

considerably. In addition, plant production and animal production were separated. This
process has led to very large and highly specialized farm units (see Table 1). In 1988, there
were 3,855 producers' cooperatives and 390 state farms. 1,159 producers' cooperatives and
79 state farms had specialized in plant production, and 2,696 producers' cooperatives and
311 state farms concentrated on animal production. On the average, a collective farm
engaged in plant production operated 4,600 ha of land, covering about seven villages. No

less than 500 family farms were seized in the process of collectivization to create one of
these large units. The average labour force per unit was about 240 persons.
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This paper is organised as follows: We ﬁrst try to point out political objectives and
policy instruments related to the process of transformation in agriculture. For this purpose,

the debate in agricultural economics on guiding concepts regarding the aspired outcome of
the process of transformation is outlined. Then the main policies which are supposed to
support the restructuring process and to cushion the fundamental changes are described very
brieﬂy, in particular the programmes concerning privatisation of nationalised agricultural
land and investment support for re—establishment of farms. We concentrate on the latter one
in the next part of the pa er. For the analysis of the investment subsidies we refer to the
EC Efﬁciency Regulation , which has been adapted to the requirements of the transforma-

tion process in Eastern Germany, and to the German guide-lines based on these modiﬁed
EC Regulation called "Principles for Supporting Re-establishment and Modernisation of
Family—type Full—time Farms" ("Grundsätze für die Förderung zur Wiedereinn'chtung und

Modernisierung bäuerlicher Familienbetriebe im Haupterwerb"). The latter is part of the
nineteenth conceptual framework of the policy area "Improvement of Agricultural Structure
and of Coast Protection" which is organised as a joint project of the German Federal
("Gemeinschaftsaufgabe Verbesserung der
Government and the Federal States
"Principles" mentioned above are only valid
The
Küstenschutzes").
des
Agrarstruktur und

for Eastern Germany, and there are different rules for farm investment support in Western

‘

Germany3.

First, we will brieﬂy describe the investment support programme for so-called "reestablishers"4 in the New Federal States of Germany. Then we ask the question whether or
not the programme can be instrumental for the farmers to cope with the many difﬁculties,
above all with the ﬁnancial problems, Eastern Germany's agriculture will have to overcome
particularly in the ﬁrst phase of transformation. We shall try to give an answer to some

aspects of this question by means of model calculations which, in particular, analyse the
liquidity of re-established farms during the initial period of transformation. For this pur—
pose, acceptable loan charges and achievable ﬁnancial assets typical for large-scale market
crops farms and large-scale forage-growing farms are pointed out. To illustrate the impact
of the investment support measures, they are converted in capital values and annual amounts
of income.

2

Objectives and instruments related to the process of transformation in agriculture

2.1

The debate on guiding concepts in agricultural economics

Due to the particular circumstances outlined above, an intensive discussion on the
question what should be the outcome of transformation of agriculture in Eastern Germany
arose among farm politicians and agricultural economists as well. The debate on the
problem which new structures should replace the old ones concentrates on two questions
(see Hagedorn, 1991a,b; l992a,b‚c,d):
(a)

(b)

What farm size will prevail? And, to what extent will digressive production cost be
accompanied by patterns of digressive transaction cost or be compensated for by pat-

terns of progressive transaction cost?
Which farm type is more efﬁcient? This refers mainly to a comparison between
cooperative and family farms.
In search for an answer to these questions, most agricultural economists have arrived

at the result, that cooperative production has only poor competitive chances. As to the most
efﬁcient farm size and the optimum form of organization, agricultural economists hold dif-

ferent views. Many of them are convinced of the economic superiority in family farms. It
relies on the organizational advantages of the family farm which is founded on a " system of

incentives and individual productivity checks, altruism and intra-family solidarity" (Schmitt,
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l991d). As a result, family-operated farms are very ﬂexible. In Germany, many agricultural economists agree with the following hypothesis promoted mainly by Schmitt
(l990a,b,c,d,e): If the freedom of self—organization in agriculture is guarantied, mainly

family farms develop and survive, except for explicable exceptions, because they have low
transaction costs. Therefore, sooner or later, the formation of family farms will prevail in
the transformation of socialistic agrarian institutions. The major reasons supporting this

hypothesis are:

(1)

In Western industrialized countries where the development of agrarian institutions has
not been subjected to coercive actions like collectivization, mainly family farms and
almost no cooperative farms have formed. The latter are solely to be found where the
cohesiveness of religious groups exerts a similar integrating function as does the
institution of the family farm (see Weber, 1990). This can be explained as follows:
- Within certain limits, production costs can be saved with increasing farm size,

however, such economies of size are soon overcompensated for by an increase in
transaction cost. This is clearly the case when there is a transition to hired labour or

when the farm family has to give up managing the farm themselves.
- The reason for the rapid increase of transaction cost is due to the high cost of supervi-

sion and administration of large farm ﬁrms. Particularly the East German farm
cooperatives had surpassed optimum size as can be demonstrated from their high
expenditure for administration.
— Large agricultural ﬁrms with hired labour must deal with problems (such as performance motivation, performance-dependent pay, and free-rider behaviour) not faced by

family farms (see Pollak, 1985). Family farms are characterized by integrating
properties that support motivation and the readiness to cooperate. One exception

involving hired labour, i.e., plantation ﬁrms with easily standardizable tasks, can
result in a competitive advantage.
(2)

These causes of high transaction cost are even ampliﬁed when a cooperative type of

farm organization occurs in addition to a large farm size. The following problems
increase transaction cost in this regard (see Bonus, 1986; Henrichsmeyer, 1991):
- Due to inappropriate economic incentives, the individual interest of the members of

the cooperative is not always effectively directed toward the economic success of the
joint operation.
- Experience shows that the complicated and expensive hierarchical management struc-

ture of cooperatives is often too inﬂexible to make rapid and correct decisions.
— Cooperative farms face special difﬁculties, if they want to adjust their labour force to
the requirements of structural change.

— They have low propensities for savings and investment, and this also limits their
capacity to perform economic adjustments.

The decisive factor for institutional choice in the area of farming is obviously the
degree to which entrepreneurial decisions can be stream-lined such that they can be made

and implemented more efﬁciently in centrally—administered large ﬁrms than at the decen—
tralized level of small ﬁrm units. We can summarize, that there is a collection of reasons
for family farms to have a competitive advantage in the future. This supports the prediction

that a large portion of cooperatives will be turned into family farms or derivatives of the
family-type farm, i.e., small groups that are easy to be coordinated and that maintain

similar advantages of transaction cost by keeping the management in the hands of a family
and employ only a few hired or seasonal labourers.
However, a long transition period with a great heterogeneity of organizational forms
and also farm sizes different from Western Germany are to be expected. Furthermore,
future dominance of family—type farms including its derivatives mentioned above does not
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mean that farming will take place in small units. Some agricultural economists are even
convinced that farming based on a higher degree of division of labour than it is possible in a
traditional family farm has good prospects (see Isermeyer, 1991).

2.2

Policies supporting the restructuring process and cushioning the fundamental
changes

Guided by policy objectives which are more or less in accordance with the above
conception of the transformation problem, German government has introduced a whole
variety of instruments in order to support the inevitable restructuring process. Two equally

important goals which are not always easy to harmonize had to be taken into account
simultaneously: cushioning the social hardships resulting from economic frictions, and
reshaping agrarian institutions and farm structure by means of huge reallocation procedures.

The instruments employed for these purposes can be summarized as follows:
(1)

(2)

Subsidies for re—establishment of family farms, e. g., a lump sum to facilitate the start
of farming, credits with preferential interest rates, government loans on easy terms,
and other kinds of ﬁnancial aid (see Table 2 and 3).
Measures for restructuring agricultural enterprises, e. g., the "Agricultural Adjustment
Act" ("Landwirtschaftsanpassungsgesetz") which provides the rules for reorganisation

or liquidation of producers' cooperatives, preferential interest rates, special grants,
debt remission and consolidation, adjustment aids and pre-pension payments for

unemployed farm workers.
(3)

(4)

Additional aids for several purposes, e.g., covering the cost of advisory services,
investment guarantees, and a general adjustment aid paid to all farms in Eastern
Germany according to the actual size and calculated manpower requirements of the
farms.
Measures in support of a rearrangement of the land tenure and land use system, e. g.,

land consolidation schemes and voluntary exchange of land.
(5)

Set-aside and extensiﬁcation programmes which signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the structure

of farming in Eastern Germany, because more than 10 % of its arable land has been
withdrawn from production due to the high proportion of marginal soils.
,

Above all, the path of restructuring will be inﬂuenced by two government pro-

grammes: by a bunch of subsidies offered to persons who establish new family farms, and
by a privatisation scheme to be implemented by the Treuhandanstalt (THA, i.e., the

government agency privatising Eastern Germany's property). These two programmes will
be outlined very brieﬂy in the following paragraphs.

2.3

Investment support for re-establishment
nationalized agricultural land

of

farms

and

privatisation

of

Operators of re—established private farms are eligible for preferential interest rates
which are up to 5 % (in less favoured areas up to 6 %) lower than the interest rates paid for

a regular bank loan, limited to a maximum credit amount of 300,000 DEM in 1991 and of
400,000 DEM in 1992. Additionally, they are entitled to a government loan characterized
by very favourable conditions, i.e., 1 % interest rate and 2 % repayment per year, and the
maximum amount is 250,000 DEM in 1991 and 400,000 DEM in 1992 (see Table 2 and 3).
Furthermore, they can claim a lump sum of 23,500 DEM to cope with ﬁnancial difﬁculties

which are typical of the initial phase of the new enterprise. In the case of animal production
based on grassland, the new farmers can get an investment subsidy amounting to a

50,000 DEM maximum5. Finally, they may also apply for other measures like special
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ﬁnancial aid for young farmers and a general investment supplement which increases ﬁnan-

cial means by 12 %.
The THA has to take care of 1.95 million ha of agricultural land which has been
expropriated during the Third Reich and by the so—called land reform from 1945-1949. If

the land has been expropriated during the latter period, it will not be given back to the
former land owners; but they are entitled to compensatory payments according to the rules
of the "Compensation Act" ("Entschädigungsgesetz") which is being prepared and will

probably be concluded by the German Parliament in summer 1993. 1 or 1.2 million ha of
land will not be returned to the owners and has to be sold or leased on the land market. In
addition, there are 1.96 million ha of forests, of which 0.5 million ha will be sold. The

THA has commissioned the implementation of the privatisation scheme to a "Land Utilization and Administration Company" which is constituted by a group of banks.
In principle, everybody is eligible for buying or renting land from the THA.
However, if several persons want the same area, the following priority list was proposed in
Summer 1992 by the so-called Gerster Committee in order to select the candidate who gets
the land (see Agra-Europe, 1991a):
(1)

Persons who re—establish their private farm in Eastern Germany. In this case, two
subgroups can be distinguished:
(a) Land owners who have withdrawn the land they own from a producers' coopera-

tive and want to enlarge their holding by buying or renting additional land from the
THA.
(b) Former land owners whose land has been expropriated during the so—called "land

reform" in the period from 1945—1949, provided that they are ready to move to their
farm in Eastern Germany.
(2)

Residents of Eastern Germany who did not own any land, but want to establish a new

(3)

were employed by a producers' cooperative or by a state farm.
Companies originating from the reorganization of former producers' cooperatives,

farm of their own, e.g., because they had a training as a farm worker or manager and
provided that it is necessary for them to buy or to rent the land in order to fulﬁl the
requirements of a restructuring and development plan which must be conﬁrmed by

(4)

local authorities.
Persons who establish a new private farm and become local residents and/or are going
to start a cooperation with local farmers in Eastern Germany.

If the land is not sold but leased on a long—term contract, persons who "re-establish"
their "old farm" and those who "establish" a "new farm" are treated equally. An additional
stipulation suggested by the Gerster Committee is a differentiation in priorities, i.e., ﬁrst

only the "re—establishers" may buy land, then - after a deadline has elapsed - the
"establishers" are also permitted to buy land. In contrast, the THA and the agriculture
ministers of the New Federal States in Eastern Germany insist on equal treatment of the two
groups (see Agra-Europe, 1992b).
Certain upper limits to the amount of land which can be bought or rented by one per—

son, company or cooperative were also determined. Applicants must be able to submit a
farm development concept. Land prices and rents are to be set in accordance with market

values, which have to be found out by means of a special evaluation method based on
comparable sale or lease contracts in the region. If this is not feasible due to a lack of

transactions on the regional land market (to be expected in most cases), 150 DEM per soil
point will be taken as a guide—line.
In addition, persons entitled to a so—called " settlement model" were supposed to obtain

land at very low credit charges (see Doll and Klare, 1992). The precise conditions provided
by these models are still debated in Germany, but they will prospectively be characterized
by interest rates between 1 and 3 %, amortization rates of l % and a redemption period of
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about 30 years. Introduction of these favourable models is motivated by mainly two rea—
sons: ﬁrst, the THA wants to stimulate demand for land to achieve a rapid course of pri—
vatisation which would soon be connected with additional receipts for the federal budget.
Secondly, it seems to be necessary to ease the ﬁnancial burden on the re—established farm
enterprises, if the process of transformation is supposed to result in viable farms capable of
surviving in the future.
However, there were very controversial discussions on the concept presented by the
Gerster Committee. The main conﬂict arose from priority given to persons who want to re-

establish their old farm (i.e., former owners). They were supposed to be privileged to those
who want to establish a new farm (e.g., former workers or leaders of producers' coopera—
tives or state farms). To prevent this plan to be implemented, the THA and the agriculture
ministers of the New Federal States in Eastern Germany urged the Gerster Committee to
present a revised concept in December 1992 (see Agra—Europe, 1992c). According to this

proposal, privatisation of nationalized agricultural land is supposed to be arranged in three
phases: in the ﬁrst period, land is only leased on the basis of long-term contracts, in the

second period beginning 1995, implementation of settlement projects takes place; and in the
third period, the rest of the land is sold to everybody without any market restrictions.
However, decisions on this concept are still to be ﬁnalised.
Before we analyse the farm investment support programme for Eastern Germany in

the following sections, a fundamental question arises: Why should re—establishment and
modernisation of farms in Eastern Germany be promoted by political intervention and not
be left to market forces? Our ﬁrst answer to this question refers to the fact that transformation of socialistic agriculture causes very high transaction costs; and since these costs are
sunk costs which have to be invested to rebuild agrarian and rural institutions, farmers

would not be able to bear them without any help from society as a whole. A second justiﬁ—
cation may be derived from the following consideration: We already mentioned the predic—
tion the majority of agricultural economists in Germany agrees to, that a large portion of

the cooperative and state farms in Eastern Germany will in the long run be turned into
family farms or into derivatives of the family-type farm. If this will actually happen, there
is some logic in the conclusion that the process of transformation toward this particular type
of organisation of farm production should be promoted by means of investment subsidies.
Accordingly, this paper does not ask the question whether or not investment support
favouring this organisational structure of agriculture should be granted at all, but discusses
the question how the measures already implemented inﬂuence the conditions of re—
establishment (see also Klare, 1991b,c). The fact that this analysis is restricted to

investment aids for the establishment and modernisation of family farms and the derivatives
mentioned above does not mean, that it would not be useful to do a similar analysis for
farm organised in a different way, in particular for successors of the producers'
cooperatives of the former GDR.

3

Investment support for re-establishment of farms

3.1

The EC Efficiency Regulation

Since 1972 ﬁnancial support of farm investment is regulated by common rules which
are valid for all member states of the BC. In 1985, the Efﬁciency Regulation mentioned
above has been introduced for this purpose. It presents a legal framework for investment
subsidies which is binding for national farm investment programmes in every member state.
In general, this framework leaves sufﬁcient freedom to the member states to take account of

national particularities. However, if it comes to the problem of transforming socialistic
agrarian institutions, this is not true for the following reasons:

(1)

The Efﬁciency Regulation is based on the assumption that family farms or other forms
of organisation for agricultural production compatible with the institutional framework
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of a social market economy already exist, and it is oriented toward gradual improve—
ment of this agricultural structure. Thus, the maximum amounts of investment support
measures which are shaped by these objectives are too low for Eastern Germany,
where farms as a whole have to be re—established.

(2)

Numerous conditions which are imposed on the recipients of investment support mea—
sures in order to weaken certain conﬂicts regarding other objectives of agricultural
policy would impede the process of transforming agrarian institutions in Eastern Ger—
many. Above all, this applies to the well—known goal conﬂict between investment
promotion in agriculture and less over—production in order to get closer to the market
equilibrium:

"Improvement of farm structure by means of raising productivity, which results in an
increase of agricultural production, meets with insurmountable difﬁculties, due to the

situation on the markets for numerous agricultural products. The investment subsidies
are not only aimed at an expansion of production capacities, but are also supposed to
improve conditions of production with regard to their quality. Therefore, it is necessary to restrict subsidies to such investments, which make it possible to lower produc-

tion costs, to improve conditions of work and life, or to rearrange the way of production" (cod. Reg.: 3).
"The goal to move toward market equilibrium in the Community requires special con-

ditions when investments in pig, dairy and beef production are subsidised; moreover,
this objective demands a ban on all investment subsidies in the area of egg and poultry
production" (con. Reg..: 3).

If investment support is concentrated on the improvement of conditions of production
as mentioned above, it is implicitly assumed that the production capacities existing on

the farms are sufﬁcient to achieve the aspired income goals. In the case of reestablished farms in Eastern Germany,
requirement are still to be built up.

(3)

production

capacities

fulﬁlling

this

The family farm is the prevailing guiding concept of agricultural structure policy in
Germany and on the EC level as well. Accordingly, investment support programmes
are supposed to strengthen this form of agricultural organisation. This has become

evident by the introduction of upper support thresholds for income and livestock density up to which investments are ﬁnancially supported. Measured against the orders of
magnitude prevailing in the "industrially" organised agricultural sector, as it had been
systematically established in the former GDR, these thresholds are rather low. For
example, if a farmer who wants to re—establish a farm takes over the farmstead,
buildings, machinery and indoor farm equipment from a former producers' coopera—

tive (LPG), this would not be compatible with the "support corset" of the EC.
However, from an economic point of view, it might be quite reasonable to continue to
use the already existing production plant of the former collective farm, which could
also be done jointly by several cooperating family farms.
For these reasons, it would not have been adequate just to apply the investment sup—
port programme to Eastern Germany with the same conditions and regulations as they had
been agreed upon by the EC member states before the two Germanies were uniﬁed. As a
consequence, the Council of Agriculture Ministers decided to introduce special rules for
implementation of the investment support programme in Eastern Germany (see con. Reg..,
art. 38), which are better suited to promote the transformation process in agriculture. These

special regulations which will expire at the end of 1993 contain the following modiﬁcations:

(1)
(2)

The special ﬁnancial support for young farmers usually restricted to persons below the
age of 40 can be extended to recipients up to the age of 50.
The total amount of investment per labour unit and per farm respectively, which is
eligible for ﬁnancial support by the programme, can be raised by the factor 2.3.
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(3)

Re—establishment or modernisation of dairy farms can be supported, even if the

investments will result in more than 40 cows per annual labour unit or more than 60

(4)

cows per farm, provided that the farm has a sufﬁcient milk quota6. However, the total
number of cows held on the new or restructured farms must not exceed the number of
cows held on the old farms.
Since 1991, ﬁnancial aid for such investments which lead to extended production

capacities in the area of pig production has been adjourned. This interruption is not
applied to Eastern Germany. The same is true for the limitation in numbers regarding
the pig fattening places per farm which were eligible for ﬁnancial support before the

adjournment mentioned above was declared (a maximum of 300 pigs was permitted,
provided that the total number of pigs was not higher than 800). However, also in this

case the total number of pig fattening places on the new or restructured farms are not
(5)

to not exceed the number of places available on the old farms.
In 1991, a special regulation for the promotion of farm investments in less favoured
areas can be applied in Eastern Germany. On what criteria delimitation of these areas

is based, could be decided on the national level and was not subject to approval by the
BC.
In spite of these exemptions, one area of traditional farm production continues to be
excluded from the programme even in Eastern Germany, i.e., egg and poultry production
(see con. Reg.., art. 6, para. 3, and art. 38). In this case, only investments which are due

to regulations in the area of environmental policies and animal protection are eligible for the
programme.
These concessions in favour of agriculture in Eastern Germany show that the Council
has granted a broad scope of action to the national decision makers in Germany. The
expenditure caused by these modiﬁed policy instruments can be reimbursed from the
EAGGF, Guidance Section, according to the general rules determined by the Efﬁciency
Regulation (see con. Reg.., art. 35). Only the part of the budget used for investment subsi-

dies for so-called "young farmers" which are above the age of 39 years has to be ﬁnanced
without any contribution from the EC.
Not only for Eastern Germany, but for all member states the domain of national decision making has been extended by additional competencies. In the following areas they are
permitted. to implement measures which, however, must be in accordance with the art. 92,
93 and 94 of the Treaty of Rome (see con. Reg.., art. 12) and are not eligible for reimbursement from the EAGGF:

- improvement of farm buildings,
- relocation of farmsteads from built-up areas,
- soil amelioration,

- investments for environmental protection,
— purchase of land.
The member states are also allowed to give working credits at reduced rates to their

farmers or to act as a guarantor of bank credits for them and to pay the interests.
3.2

Principles of the investment support programme in Eastern Germany
German Government has nearly completely made use of the scope of action it has

been conceded by the Council in order to shape a special and favourable investment support
programme for Eastern Germany. This becomes evident, if we look at the "Principles of the
Programme for Re-establishment and Modernisation of Family-type Full-time Farms in
Eastern Germany", which were concluded at the end of 1990 (see Table 2-5):
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generous. This is
(1) The conditions recipients of investment support must fulﬁl are rather
reliable criteria for
the outcome of an understandable decision, because sufﬁciently

selection of viable farms, successful farm operators and rewarding investment projects
are not available due to the particular circumstances of the transformation process;
e. g., book-keeping data of collective or state farms from the past can only provide

(2)

limited information after the economic system has changed.
The establishment subsidy for so-called young farmers amounts to a 23,500 DEM
maximum. It is an element of the programme in Western Germany as well as in
Eastern Germany. In the latter case, it is given to persons who re—establish a farm as a

starting aid not bound to any special investment, provided that the new farmers are

(3)

not older than 55 years.
The intensity of support, i.e., the share of the capital value resulting from the investment aids7 in the total ﬁnancial assets from outside sources, is particularly high for
building projects. The public loans8 and subsidies provided in this case considerably
exceed those amounts which are eligible for proportionate reimbursement from the

EAGGF. In this way, the scope of action conceded by art. 12 of the Efﬁciency
Regulation has been used comprehensively.

farms invest in branches
(4) The highest intensity of support occurs when re-established
only in these cases the following

(5)

of livestock husbandry based on grassland, because
two measures may cumulate: not only a public loan up to a 160,000 DEM maximum
can be obtained, but in addition a subsidy up to a 50,000 DEM maximum may be
granted.
The authorities which are responsible for the implementation of the programme in the

Federal States may even grant public loans higher than 160,000 DEM per farm for reestablishment (50,000 DEM per farm for modernisation). But in these cases a special

justiﬁcation for that exceptional treatment is demanded, and a maximum amount of
250,000 DEM (90,000 DEM) must not be exceeded.

(6)

Investments in machinery (including ﬁrst acquisition of second-hand machines) and
livestock (only cattle without beef calves) are supported by reductions in interest rates.
They are reduced by up to 5 % for capital market credits limited to 300,000 DEM per

(7)

_.
farm and a maximum period of ten years.
To facilitate acquisition of credits government can act as a guarantor of capital market

(8)

credits with reduced interest rates.
Consulting costs paid to architects, engineers and advisers are reimbursable within

(9)

certain limits by means of a subsidy.
If the recipient does not use of the maximum amount of support which he could
obtain, the share of the capital value resulting from the investment aids in the total
ﬁnancial assets from outside sources increases, provided that he receives the maximum amount of those support measures which show the highest capital value (for
illustration, compare the results in Table 2 with those in Table 4). In practice,

however, the programme is applied differently, because the procedures and rules of
implementation are determined by the Federal States. According to their guide-lines,
the particularly favourable instruments are often only used for the purpose of "top

(10)

ﬁnancing", i.e. , to meet the ﬁnancial requirements of very large investment projects.
The farmers can also take part in the investment support programme, if they are a
member of a cooperative. In this case, the upper thresholds also apply as they do to

(11)

If the farmer cannot offer sufﬁcient surety to obtain a credit from a bank and to make

single farms (see Table 5).
use of the reductions in interest rates, government can act as guarantor for a maxi—

mum of 60 % of the credit amount.
In 1992, the investment support thresholds were considerably raised (see Table 2 and
3). These improvements were demanded by the agriculture ministers of the New Federal

States to accelerate the process of transformation. If the regulations outlined above were
compared with the principles and impact of the programme in Western Germany, what is
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beyond the scope of this paper, we would see that re—establishment and modernisation of
farms in Eastern Germany is supported much more comprehensively. However, also in
Eastern Germany short-run credits which are often necessary for ﬁnancing circulation capital are excluded from subsidisation9.

Critical assessment of the investment support programme for re—establishment of
farms

4.1

Cumulation of problems during the initial period of transformation
An investment support programme which is supposed to be oriented toward the spe-

ciﬁc situation in Eastern Germany should be well-suited to help the farmers concerned to
cope with cumulative economic and ﬁnancial difﬁculties during the initial period of trans—

formation. When full~time farms are re-established or modernised, they usually face some
typical problems:

(1) There is a lack of economic performance due to insufﬁcient knowledge or experiences
in the areas of production techniques, management and ﬁnancing strategies“).
Entrepreneurial capabilities and extension services have to be adapted to the changes

in agrarian institutions and structure (for improvement of advisory services, see

(2)

Köhne, 1991: 3).
As the upstream and downstream industries of agriculture are also in a process of
transformation, these branches also show a gap in efﬁciency resulting in higher input
prices and lower output prices for farmers than in Western Germany. Prospectively,
such differences will last for years, because increases in efﬁciency require considerable investments and time.

(3) When farms are re—established in Eastern Germany, the portion of investment which
(4)

can be ﬁnanced by the owner's capital is often very small.
Often it is difﬁcult for farmers in Eastern Germany to receive high amounts of credit,
because they lack sufﬁcient surety. This is often due to gaps in the cadastral registers
and to insecurities regarding the appraisal of real estate.

(5)

Usually, there is also a lack of documents, e. g., book-keeping results, to prove good
economic performance and to raise the amount of credit which can be obtained.

(6) Due to 40 years of socialisation in a centrally planned economy, farmers in Eastern
than
Germany are probably more risk averse and are more afraid of high indebtedness
farmers in Western countries.

(7)

Additional insecurities play a role, e. g., the credit experts of the banks cannot simply

(8)

transfer and apply their experiences and criteria taken from the Western part of the
country to Eastern Germany, because the institutional and economic environment still
differs.
Since the administrations and committees which decide on the applications for invest—

(9)

Conﬂicts with the former producers' cooperatives may also delay re—establishment

ment support measures are still being built up, approvals will be delayed.
projects, because it is often difﬁcult for the farmers to get back the land and some of
the capital they contributed to the collective farm.

(10) The period of re-establishment of new or restructured farms in Eastern Germany will
probably coincide with further deterioration of the terms of trade of agriculture, due
to the outcome of GATT negotiations and EC reform decisions. In the long run, direct
payments introduced to compensate for the resulting income losses will probably
favour small and medium-sized farms and disfavour larger farms which are likely to
prevail in Eastern Germany.

(11)

Re-established dairy farms face particular insecurities, because there are intransparen—
cies regarding the distribution of milk quotas. Considerable reserves of quotas held by
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the New Federal States are distributed on a preliminary basis, but the criteria applied
in this process are not clear.

4.2

Model calculations for analysing the liquidity of re-established farms during the
initial period of transformation

4.2. 1 Methodology
Whether investment support is necessary and useful in order to overcome the hin—
drances outlined above, depends crucially on the loan charges which re-established farms in

Eastern Germany will be able to pay. We try to answer this question by means of model
calculations for re-established farms, which differ with respect to their production pro-

grammes and farm seizes, because reliable and representative book-keeping data from these
farms are not available yet (see Agra-Europe, 1991c).

Our calculations and considerations are based on the gross income11 of various farm
groups in Western Germany taken from the Agricultural Report. From this data, the level
of gross income for farms in Eastern Germany is derived by several deductions, which are
made to account for the described disadvantages of these farms. We also take into account
that farm indicators and transfer payments differ considerably between Eastern and Western
Germany. In addition, we have to make adequate assumptions on the notional charges for
unpaid family labour12 in Eastern Germany, which are also lower than in the Western part

of the country. By means of these modiﬁcations, we simulate the gross income of farms in
Eastern Germany, from which the amount of money they can pay as loan charges is ﬁnally
derived.

Then we point out which volume of total investment can be ﬁnanced, if the level of
loan charges varies, and provided that the investment support measures offered by the
government are used as far as possible. First, these calculations which are made for market
crops farms and forage—growing farms are supposed to indicate the means of ﬁnancing
founders of such farms in Eastern Germany may make use of. Secondly, they show which
investment projects cause particularly high credit costs. In the latter case, some examples
illustrate the reasons why costs of ﬁnancing are high.

4.2.2 Results and assumptions

The economic indicators shown in Table 6 for the accounting year 1989/90 are taken
from market crops farms with different sizes in Western Germany. They serve as a frame of
reference for the model calculations analysing the problems of re—establishment of comparable market crops farms in Eastern Germany in 1990/91. The results are outlined in
Table 7. The gross income of the farms in the Western part of the country is increased by
notional charges for paid labour, the amount of depreciation, and maintenance expenses for
buildings. Furthermore, it is reduced by 20 % (variant 1) and 50 % (variant 2) respectively
in order to account for the fact that terms of trade were less favourable for agriculture in the

accounting year 1990/91 than in 1989/90. The other economic indicators are transferred
without any modiﬁcations. The results are taken as a basis to illustrate the economic and
ﬁnangal situation of the market crops farms in Eastern Germany during the calendar year
1991 .
The calculation of loan charges _which can be paid by potential founders of farms is
ﬁrst based on the assumption that the farmers estimate opportunity costs for their own assets
during the initial period of farming. This seems reasonable, because they will take into
account alternatives of gainful activity, many of them are rather pessimistic regarding the

future agricultural incomes, and the new farmers may also be sufﬁciently realistic to take
into account that cessation of farming will cause them considerable " sunk costs". For these
reasons, the analysis of re—establishment must include an additional cost component to com—
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pensate for the special risks associated with the foundation of a farm and the high proba—
bility that such a project may fail to be successful.
The next step of the analysis shows the amount that could be spent on loan charges in
period after reestablishment, if opportunity costs are not taken into account. This
initial
the

may be realistic in the case of those farm founders, who feel strong preferences for agri—
culture and hold an optimistic View of their economic prospects, after the initial difﬁculties

have been overcome. Thus, they are prepared to relinquish of opportunity costs for their
own assets and to restrict personal cash ﬂow withdrawn from the farm for private consumption to a minimum.

5

Acceptable loan charges

5.1

Acceptable loan charges when opportunity costs are taken into account

In the second part of Table 7 loan charges are pointed out for market crops farms with
different sizes in Eastern Germany. These calculations which are supposed to show the
situation during the ﬁrst years after the farm has been re—established are based on the following assumptions:

(1)

The rents paid for leased land as well as opportunity costs estimated for the owner's
land, i.e. , notional rents, amount to 250 DEM/ha”.

(2)

Paid labour is employed to the same extent as it is in Western Germany, but wages

(3)

Unpaid family labour is also used to the same extent as it is in Western Germany, and
notional charges for unpaid family labour are estimated 26,500 DEM/ALU15.
The owner's capital amounts to 40,000 DEM in the case of smaller farms and to

are lower by 20 %.
(4)

80,000 DEM for larger farms, and the notional return on this type of capital is calculated with an interest rate of 5 % .
(5)

Farmers in Eastern Germany do not receive the "Socio-Structural Income Compensation" ("Soziostruktureller Einkommensausgleich"), i.e., payments distributed by

means of the VAT system and related to the agricultural area operated by the farmer,

(6)

according to the "Law on the Support of Family Farms" ("Gesetz zur Förderung der
bäuerlichen Landwirtschaft").
Instead, farmers in Eastern Germany obtain adjustment subsidies and so-called sup-

plements graduated according to the conditions of location“. We assume that the
latter are comparable to the compensatory payments in less favoured areas granted in
Western Germany, whereas the adjustment aid is limited to Eastern Germany. It has

been introduced to cushion the effects of the sudden drop in prices caused by the
change in economic and political conditions, and to improve liquidity of the farms. In
1991, these payments amounted to 10,000 and 15,000 DEM respectively per half a
year for those farms which the model calculations are based on. For the following
years, decisions on the level and conditions of these subsidies were still to be
ﬁnalised, when these calculations were ﬁnished“.
(7)

As already mentioned, supplementary cost components are taken into account to com—

pensate for those risks, which are particular to the problems of re—establishment; i.e.,
for example, various difﬁculties regarding production techniques and management
during the ﬁrst years after re—establishment (that will only temporarily be compensated

for by the adjustment aid, because this political instrument is soon to expire) and
decreasing farm prices.

In Table 8 and 9 results based on similar considerations are pointed out for foragegrowing farms with different sizes. Like in the case of market crops farms, data taken from

comparable farms in Western Germany serve as a frame of reference. However, the results
presented here should be interpreted cautiously, because they are derived from model
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calculations, and the actual conditions in Eastern Germany may differ more or less from the
assumptions outlined above. This can be illustrated by the following examples:

% respectively to account for
(1) The assumed gross income reduction by 20 % and 50 Germany
would be equivalent
Eastern
in
foundation
farm
of
difﬁculties
particular
the
to a decrease in producer prices by 5.5 % and 14 % respectively in the case of market
crops farms, and by 6.5 % and 16 % respectively for forage-growing farms in the
accounting year 1989/9018. This can be important, if there are regions in Eastern
Germany where producer prices are considerably below average (e. g., for milk; see
BMELF—Informationen, 1991a). For farms in these regions, the economic situation

may be even worse than suggested by the results of variant 2 of the model calculations.

(2)

We assume that, on the average, the operators of re-established private farms in
Eastern Germany have the same skills in production and management as their

colleagues in Western Germany. At least for the ﬁrst years, this assumption is too
optimistic. However, we also know that the abilities of farm operators, which have a

crucial inﬂuence on the economic performance of the farm, show a considerable
variation in Western Germany (see, e. g., Agricultural Report 1991, appendix), and
the same phenomenon will probably arise in Eastern Germany. This means that in

individual cases the economic efﬁciency of the farm in question may considerably
differ from the results of our model calculations. In this context, the lack of well-

established advisory services mentioned above plays a role and leads to disadvantages

for the farm founders.

(3)

In Eastern Germany, the percentage of sugar beets grown on the arable land of market
crop farms will be lower than in Western Germany, where it amounts to 14 % (see

Table 6). Prospectively, only 4 % of the arable land will be used for sugar beets. Due
to the regulations on distribution of quotas, this share of sugar beets is more or less
equally distributed over the total arable area (like it was in the former GDR). The
lower percentage of sugar beets will also lead to smaller gross incomes of the farms,
because this crop usually delivers the highest gross margins.

(4)

In dairy production, the model calculations depend on the precondition that the new
farms have been provided with a sufﬁcient milk quota, which they may have received
either by assignment from the reserves held by the New Federal States or by a transfer
of quotas from a dissolved or restructured producers' cooperative in accordance with
the regulations determined by the revised Agricultural Adjustment Act. However, as
private farms can only get a maximum of 300 tons per year out of the reserves of the

New Federal States, solely for this reason the data in Table 9 taken from large-scale
forage-growing farms in Western Germany must be scaled down, when they are
applied to comparable farms in Eastern Germany.

actual opportunity
(5) The notional charges for unpaid family labour may underestimate
to farming may be available
costs, because other gainful activities as an alternative
and be more proﬁtable than we have assumed, also with regard to subjective utility.

(6)

The same may be true for hired labour. We also have to keep in mind that the wage
differences between Eastern and Western Germany will probably disappear within a
few years. This means that the earnings of agricultural workers and the opportunity
costs of unpaid family labour will considerably increase.
Personal cash ﬂow for private consumption is assumed to be lower than the notional
charges for family labour. In individual cases, private consumption may be higher.

(7) The provisions necessary to cover special risks can only be estimated very roughly,
because information on future problems is subject to insecurity.

The share of farm income which can be used for loan charges is pointed out in two
ways: ﬁrst, the adjustment aid paid in 1991 is included in the calculations, and then it is
excluded. The results can be summarized as follows:
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(1)

The amount of money available for loan charges grows, when the size of the re-

established farms is increased. This is true for variant 1 and 2 and for both types of
large-scale farms, market crops farms and forage-growing farms.

(2)

The capacity to pay loan charges can be extended by exploiting economies of scale,
but this strategy proves to be more rewarding for forage—growing farms than for crops

(3)

growing farms, at least if we consider the farm sizes assumed in our calculations.
If gross income occurs to be lower than indicated by the average data, e. g., due to
low producer prices, the loan charges which can be paid decrease correspondingly.

(4)

It is true that risk provisions should not completely be abandoned; but particularly in
those cases, when the starting conditions are unfavourable (as in variant 2), strong

risk aversion regarding the initial period of farming and demand for high security can
prevent investment projects that might be rewarding in the long run.

(5)

For both types of farms the adjustment aid granted in 1991 comes at least to 30 %
(variant 1) and to 54 % (variant 2) respectively of the amount which would be avail-

able for loan charges, if this subsidy was not paid. This percentage is deﬁnitely higher
for smaller farms than for larger farms.

5.2

Acceptable loan charges when opportunity costs are not taken into account

If notional charges representing the opportunity costs of the owner‘s capital and of the
operator's own land are completely renounced, the surplus which can be used for loan
charges is raised correspondingly”. Furthermore, this amount can be additionally
increased, if the farm families are also prepared to reduce personal cash ﬂow for private

consumption to a low level and to restrict provisions for the case of disability to the minimum legally demanded (which will be explained below). But in this way the risks connected

to the loans also increase from the point of view of the credit institutions. Therefore, this
method of ﬁnancing borrowed capital should be kept within certain limits, also to serve the
interests of the farm families concerned.
However, there is some evidence that the level of private consumption will not be
much lower than the notional charges for unpaid family labour, which are not very high.
Thus, the possibilities to compensate for insufﬁcient economic performance by a reduction
of consumption must not be overestimated:
(1)

The personal cash ﬂow is not only used for covering the cost of living, but also to pay

private insurance contributions and private taxes. In 1991, this additional expenditure
included the following components in Eastern Germany:
(a) Health Insurance for Farmers: operators of re-established farms are subject to com-

pulsory insurance, and at least three of the four model farms have to pay the maximum contribution, i.e., 288 DEM/month or 3,456 DEM/year.

(b) Old age insurance: operators of re—established farms are subject to compulsory
insurance, but they are not members of the special pension scheme for farmers yet
that exists in Western Germany. They are still insured by the general pension scheme
for workers and employees, as they were in the former GDR (for details and difﬁculties of a forthcoming reform in this area, see Mehl and Hagedorn, 1992; Stiiwe,
1991). If an East German farmer does not apply for individual treatment, his contribution is based on the average income of reference, i.e., 18,480 DEM/year. As the

rate of contribution is 18.7 %, he has to pay 3,456 DEM/year. If he applies for individual treatment, there are two possibilities. His contribution can be reduced to the
half (1,728 DEM/year), or it can be calculated in accordance with his actual labour

income. In the latter case, the upper income limit for calculation of contributions is
3,000 DEM/month, i.e., the maximum contribution amounts to 6,732 DEM/year. If a
farmer does not apply for actual labour income as a basis of his contribution, because

he wants to keep his expenses low, he will have insufﬁcient social security in case of
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disability and old age, i.e., the level of his pension will not be sufﬁcient to secure a
living. In case he had not become a self-employed farmer but preferred to be a depen—
dent worker or employee, such a gap in his social security would not arise. Surely, he

can ﬁll this gap on a voluntary basis by means of a life insurance; but this will require
a premium which is similar to the contribution to the compulsory pension scheme
based on actual labour income.
(0) Income tax: the insurance contributions mentioned above are deductible from the
income which is subject to taxes. When income amounts to 10,000 (20,000; 30,000;
40,000) DEM, 0 (ca. 1,700; 3,700; 5,900) DEM taxes have to be paid (plus church

tax).
(2)

The insurance contributions and taxes outlined above already amount at least to ca.
10,000 DEM/year. Only the rest of the private cash ﬂow can be spent for other purposes. If we also take into account that particularly in Eastern Germany often considerable investments in housing and durable consumer goods are necessary, we have

to conclude that the scope for reduction of private expenditure is very narrow. There
may be some exceptions, where the farm families are ready to make sacriﬁces for
years in order to be able to build up a farm of their own.

If the new farmers relinquish opportunity costs, possess 30 ha own land, and reduce
private expenses to a level that is 10 % lower than the notional charges assumed in the

model calculations, the amounts available for loan charges pointed out in Table 7 and 8 are
increased by 10,000 to 15 ‚OOO DEM. They are even much higher, if the farm families are
ready to renounce of adequate provisions for special risks and social security, but because

of the described problems this usually cannot be considered a reasonable solution. Farmers
in Western Germany are also used to enlarge their farms step by step, although the capital

structure of their farms is rather favourable. On the average, they own between 57 and
68 % of their assets, as indicated in Table 6 and 8; but in spite of this, they tend to behave

risk avers. Therefore, the new farmers in Eastern Germany are unlikely to show less risk
avers1on.
6

Achievable financial assets

6.1

Achievable financial assets when adjustment aid is not taken into account

The total amount of ﬁnancial assets which can be used for re—establishment of those
farms which are outlined in Table 6 and 8 is derived from the results of the model calculations on acceptable loan charges shown in Table 7 and 9. The adjustment subsidy, which is

likely to expire soon, is excluded in order to illustrate whether or not re-establishment of a
viable farm will be possible. For this purpose, we consider different levels of the calculated
potential for loan charges and assume that farm founders make use of the investment sup-

port measures as far as possible.
The maximum volume of ﬁnancial means available for re-establishment under these

conditions is shown in Table 10. In addition, the investment supplement is pointed out
(12 % of the amount of investments eligible for this subsidy). This special subsidy in
Eastern Germany is granted for the ﬁrst acquisition or construction of new investment
goods, which must be subject to depreciation and have to be mobile, and for animals and
plants as well (see Dreses, 1991: 10ff.). In Table 11 which is based on the same results as
Table 8 two examples are presented. They show, how complete ﬁnancing of an establishment project could be arranged for a forage—growing farm and a market crops farm, both
belonging to the group of relatively large farms.
In Table 10 the sequence of support measures allocated for re—establishment is deter-

mined by their capital value. This is to illustrate how the volume of investment that can be
ﬁnanced grows, when the amount of loan charges is increased”. If the results presented in
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Table 10 are interpreted in coherence with the ﬁgures in Table 7, 9 and 11, we can draw
the following conclusions:

(1)

In the case of variant l the forage-growing farm and the market crops farm are able to
pay the loan charges necessary to ﬁnance the volume of investment assumed in
Table 11 (i.e., 880,000 and 740,000 DEM respectively). and they can also make
reserves covering special risks. In contrast, if variant 2 is relevant, they do not

achieve the required amount of loan charges, unless reserves compensating for special

(2)

risks are used to cover credit costs and the farm family renounces of opportunity costs
and also reduces the level of private consumption.
If the re—established farms are smaller, less ﬁnancial means are necessary; but the

results show very clearly, particularly those of variant 2, that both the market crops
farm as well as the forage—growing farm are only able to pay low loan charges under

these conditions. Accordingly, such investments cause even higher risks than invest(3)

ments in larger farms.
If the investment support measures with the highest capital value are granted in the

ﬁrst place, the volume of ﬁnancial assets which can be ﬁnanced by the ﬁrst
10,000 DEM of loan charges amount to ca. 250,000 DEM on the market crops farm
and to ca. 410,000 DEM on the forage-growing farm. In contrast, if credit costs are

raised from 20,000 to 30,000 DEM, ﬁnancial means are only increased by
100,000 DEM.
Admittedly, the sequence of ﬁnancial assets assumed in Table 10 is not necessarily

realistic, because ﬁrst the ﬁnancial means for buildings, then those for machinery and livestock, and only at last those for circulation capital are allocated. In contrast, any re-

established farm needs an adequate composition of all these types of assets. However, we
can conclude from the calculations that the loan charges during the initial period after reestablishment are very high, in spite of the strong investment support granted by the pro—
gramme. Loan charges are particularly high, if the farm founders must also borrow their

circulation capital. In this case, the ﬁnancial risks of re-establishment are considerably
higher.

It may be often necessary to borrow circulation capital, because the amount of
owner' s capital is usually low, unless investors come from Western Germany or from
a.broad If the new farmers have been residents of Eastern Germany and have withdrawn the
land they own from a producer cooperative, an additional reason for lacking owner' s capital

has to be taken into account. It is often difﬁcult for them to get their share of assets out of
the producers' cooperative. In forage-growing farms it is possible to construct buildings

economically or to save money by using existing buildings. In this way, a larger share of
the credits with reduced interest rates can be used for the acquisition of livestock, which is
eligible for investment support measures. In contrast, for market crops farms circulation

capital (including stocks) is not supported by the programme.

6.2

Achievable ﬁnancial assets when adjustment aid is taken into account

The lack of owner's capital and the costs of borrowing circulation capital are the main
reasons why the adjustment aid, which is paid during the ﬁrst years after uniﬁcation, plays
a major role for the viability of the re—established farms. This subsidy can help to overcome
ﬁnancial barriers during the ﬁrst period after reestablishment, because it can be used to

replace bank loans for circulation capital, which are excluded from the investment support
programme and, as a consequence, cause high credit costs. According to the existing regu-

lations the recipients are even obliged to use the subsidy for this purpose.
If the adjustment aid which amounts to 19,000 to 30,000 DEM per farm in 1991 (see
Table 7 and 9) is used to replace bank loans obtained to ﬁnance circulation capital, capital

structure of the farm is improved and liquidity, an important prerequisite for successful
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management, can be maintained. The annual loan charges decrease by ca. 2,300 to
3,600 DEM, if we assume that the interest rate for bank loans is 12 %. In other words: the
30,000 DEM adjustment aid and the reduction of credit costs it can be used for appear to be
rather small compared to the total ﬁnancial assets and the total amount of loan charges,
which are necessary for the re—establishment project (see Table 11); but these values cannot
serve as an adequate frame of reference. Instead, we should consider the question, how

much borrowed capital can be ﬁnanced by the adjustment aid in the ﬁrst year, because
improvement of liquidity in the starting period represents one of the main problems:
(1)

(2)

250,000 DEM bank credits can be obtained to ﬁnance circulation capital on a long
term, if 30,000 DEM adjustment aid is used for the payment of credit cost and if the
interest rate is 12 %.
If the adjustment aid is used in this way, it is possible to limit annual loan charges to
50,000 DEM in the case of large-scale market crops farm and to 40,000 DEM for
large—scale forage-growing farms. This would cover the total ﬁnancial assets necessary for ﬁnancing ﬁxed assets (pointed out in Table 10 and 11) and sufﬁcient circula-

tion capital as well already in the ﬁrst year. In case the adjustment aid is cut or
expires in the following years, the resulting deﬁcit would have to be ﬁlled by an
increase in farm income in order to pay the loan charges and maintain liquidity. As it

seems not always realistic to expect that economic performance of the new farm will
improve that fast, it may be reasonable to grant the adjustment aid for a longer period

of time or to include circulation capital into the investment support programme (for an
extended discussion of this recommendation, see Klare, 1991b,c: 35-47).

7

Conclusions

The calculations and considerations presented in this paper suggest that two aspects of
the investment support programme should be emphasized: On the one hand, it grants high
subsidies and provides the recipients with considerable privileges, if we compare them with
other groups of population in Eastern Germany. On the other hand, the present regulations

of the programme are not sufﬁciently oriented toward the objective to overcome short-term
ﬁnancial difﬁculties and to secure long-term viability of the re-established farms, even in
the case of relatively large farm units. From this point of view, it appears to be reasonable

to extend investment support and to facilitate ﬁnancing of circulation capital as considered
above. In contrast, if we look at the following ﬁgures which show the income effects of the

support measures already granted by the existing regulations, it seems impossible to justify
additional aid.
Operators of re—established farms who make use of all opportunities offered by the
programme (see Table 2) are able to obtain investment support which amounts to ca.
280,000 DEM in capital value for market crops farms and to ca. 330,000 DEM for foragegrowing farms; in this way, more than 50 %, sometimes up to 70 % of the total invest—

ments in the re—established farm are covered by government support. If this is converted
into an annual amount for the period of a generation (30 years) assuming a constant 10 %
interest rate on the capital market, this comes to 28,000 and 33,000 DEM respectively.
In addition, consulting costs are covered by grants and, what is less important, 60 %
of the costs of a farm re-establishment and modernisation plan are paid. Furthermore, the

farmers can apply for the investment supplement to certain investments in the farm ﬁrm, for
the adjustment aid, and for special investment support to improve farm dwellings granted
by the so-called "Agricultural Credit Programme" (“Agrarkreditprogramm”). In total, the

capital value of investment support can be increased by 100,000 DEM by these additional
measures. If this is also converted into an annual amount for the period of a generation and
added to the ﬁrst one calculated above, the resulting total annual amount can even exceed

the notional charges assumed as a reward for family labour (see Table 7 and 9).
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Notes

l.

Council Regulation (EEC) No. 797/85 of 12 March 1985 on Improving the Efﬁciency of
Agricultural Structures (Ofﬁcial Journal No. L 93 of 30.03.1985: 1ff.). In March 1991, this

regulation was consolidated by the EC-Commission (see Ofﬁcial Journal No. C 82 of
27.03.1991: 7ff.), and in July 1991 it was ﬁnalised by the Council of Agriculture Ministers
without major modiﬁcations. See Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2328/91 of 15 July 1991 on

Improving the Efﬁciency of Agricultural Structures (Ofﬁcial Journal No. L 218 of
6.8.91: 1ff.). In the following sections, we shall refer to this consolidated regulation by using
the abbreviation "con. Reg.".
We refer to the version from May 21, 1991, cf. 521—6048(1): 85-91.
Ibid.: 13—20.

Though we have assumed this term often used in Germany for the purpose of this paper, it is
somewhat misleading, because the changes really taking place would be characterised more

precisely by the term " establishment".
Small cooperating groups of private farms can apply for more or less three times this amount.
Corporations can obtain up to 3,500,000 DEM. They are not eligible for public loans, but
only for reductions in interest rates.
In art. 6, para. 3, con. Reg. this upper threshold has been made more ﬂexible; the number of
cows per farm can be increased by up to 15 %, if there are more than 1.5 ALU on the farm.
The capital value of the investment support measures is calculated by discounting the
preferential conditions of public loans and reductions in interest rates to the date when the

ﬁnancial means are made available to the investors, plus the amount of subsidies granted.
This equals the payment the recipients would obtain, if total support was exclusively granted
as a subsidy.
Conditions: 1 % interest rate and 2 % amortisation rate (plus saved interest) after f0ur years
free of redemption.

Only ﬁrst acquisition of livestock is supported, except for pigs, poultry, beef calves and
sheep.

10.

In this context, we should stress the point that the long-standing tradition of family farms has
been interrupted in Eastern Germany. Socialization of an individual within a farm milieu can

be considered as an investment in a particular type of human capital, i.e., an accumulation of
capabilities which is adjusted to the peculiarities, and especially to the heterogeneity of deci-

sion-making problems in family farm operations. In situations where the family farm tradition
has been interrupted through nationalization and collectivization, however, such investments

have only occurred on a very limited scale. This especially concerns the training function of
the farm family, the norms (work ethics), the experience of economic independence, and also
the esteem awarded a self—employed farmer (see Hagedorn, 1991a: 143).
11.

Gross income = gross output minus gross input. It presents the reward to unpaid family
labour and unpaid management, and to owner's and borrowed capital.

12.

In this paper, the term "family labour" includes both the labour of the farmer and his spouse
as well as the labour of other members of the family.
The calendar year 1991 was preferred to the accounting year 1990/91, because in 1990 the
economic and monetary union of the two German states was introduced. This lead to a rapid
decrease in producer prices for East German farms. Only gradually this situation returned to

13.

normal economic conditions.

14.

The situation and expected developments on the market for leased land in Eastern Germany
are described by Klare (1991a; 1992) and Fricke (1991).
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15.

This value is derived from the opportunity costs of 1.5 family labour units working on the
farm, which are assumed to be 40,000 DEM.

16.

The legal basis for these instruments is provided by the "Regulation on the Payment of
Adjustment Subsidies and of Supplements Related to the Conditions of Location in 1991 for
Agriculture in the Area Pointed out in Art. 3 of the Treaty of Uniﬁcation" ("Verordnung zur
Gewährung von Anpassungshilfen und standortbezogenen Zuschlägen im Jahre 1991 ﬁir die

Landwirtschaft in dem in Artikel 3 des Einigungsvertrages genannten Gebiet - Landwirtschafts—Anpassungshilfenverordnung - LaAV"); (BGBl 1991: 1598ff.). The guide-lines
for implementation of this regulation have been published in advance (see Bundesanzeiger,

1991, No. 63: 2374).
17.

The adjustment subsidies belong to the measures of the Support Act of 6 July, 1990 (BGBl I
No. 42: 633), which were still in force after the Treaty of Uniﬁcation was concluded. For the
year 1991, 800 million DEM were granted as adjustment aid. In principle, all agricultural
enterprises were eligible for this measure, independent from their juridical form, and the

means are paid as a subsidy. This payment consists of a basic component and an additional
component and is determined by two separated procedures for the ﬁrst and the second half of
the year. The basic component amounts to a 2,500 DEM minimum and a 5,000 DEM
maximum per half a year and per farm. The additional component is graduated according to

the calculated manpower requirements of the farms and was determined 1,000 DEM per
1,000 working hours per year (for the calculation of the manpower requirements, see Bundesanzeiger 1991, No. 63: 2374). As the same amounts were paid for the second half of 1991,
the adjustment aid included in the model calculations comes to 20,000 DEM per year in the
case of smaller forage-growing farms and to 30,000 DEM per year for large-scale foragegrowing farms.

18.

The values are taken from the Agricultural Report (1991: 211ff.) and converted according to

the following formula:
Gross income per farm
x 0.20 (0.50 respectively)

Gross output per farm
It is assumed that farm input and the quantities of farm output are not modiﬁed, when producer prices decrease. It is also assumed that gross output exclusively results from natural
output and producer prices, i.e., that transfer payments related to the farm enterprise etc. do
not exist. Due to these assumptions which are not realistic the impact of price cuts on the
level of gross incomes is overestimated. To achieve the assumed effects on incomes higher
price cuts would be necessary.

19.

The following considerations are also based on the results presented in Table 7 and 9. But
interpretation of these ﬁgures is extended by adding some aspects which are important when
opportunity costs are abandoned.

20.

The loan charges have been calculated for the initial period after re—establishment and are
based on the following conditions:

Credits from the capital market without any reduction in interest rates during the redemption
period: constantly 10 % (including processing fee and additional costs).
Credits from the capital market with reduced interest rates: the reductions in interest rates are

granted by a subsidy which amounts to 25 % of the credit when the redemption period is 20
years and to 20 % when it is 10 years.
Public loans: only the ﬁrst four years are taken into account; during these years, 1.0 % interest plus 0,375 % processing fee etc. and no redemptions have to be paid.

Subsidies: no loan charges must be paid (processing fee is negligible).
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APPENDIX

Contrasting structure of agriculture in East and West Germany (1988)

Table 1.

Number
of farms

Average
size
in ha

Agricultural area
in ha

in %

WEST GERMANY

Full—time
Full-time
non-farm
Part-time
Total

farmsa
farms with
incomeb
farmsc

319,000

31,4

9,148,000

78.4

58,000
272,000
649,000

19,1
6,1
19,6

980,100
1,540,200
11,668,300

8 .4
13.2
100.0

448,900

7.3

EAST GERMANY

State farms

390

- Animal production

311

30

53,900

0.9

79
4,054
2,696
1,159
199

4,560

396,000
5,358,400
83,800
5,259,900
14,700
363,700
6,171,000

6.4
86.7
1.4
85.1
0.2
6.7
100.0

O-OU‘SB

— Plant production
Producer cooperatives
- Animal production
- Plant production
- Horticult. production
Other production units
Total

165
5,420

4,444d

"Vollerwerbsbetriebe" ;
"Zuerwerbsbetriebe" ;
" Nebenerwerbsbetriebe" ;
Without other production units.

Source: Agricultural Report 1990 and 1991.
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38

.
.
100/ 100
25/ 20
73/ 73
.
.

61
23.5
300
250
.
67
23.5
300
250
50

667
623.5

'000 DEM

(%)a

.
.
100/ 100
25/ 20
73/ 73
100/100

.
.
53/ 51

CV

Market crops and

1

300
90

43

433
390

.

.

'000 DEM

(%)al

RF
RFC = Repayment factor of a capital market credit not subsidised by an investment support programme; we assume a 10 % irciterest rate.
RFC = Repayment factor of a credit or a subsidy in the investment support programme.

.
.
25/ 20
73/ 73
.
.

.
.
36/ 32

CV

forage-growing farms

The capital value (CV) of the investment support is calculated according to the following formula: CV = (RFC - RFCS) - --

.
.
49/ 46

(%)a

611
573.5

CV

Forage-growing farms

Modernisation

Source: own calculations.

Information: additionally, consulting costs are covered by grants, and 60 % of the costs of a farm re—establishment and modernisation plan are paid.

° We assume a subsidy which amounts to 25 % (20%) of the total investment. It can be paid instead of a reduction in interest rates by 5 % applied
to capital market credits with a 20 (25) years redemption period.
d Conditions: 1 % interest rate and 2 % amortisation rate after four years free of redemption.

The differences between the values before and behind the slash result from the fact that the capital value (CV) of the reductions in interest rates
of capital market credits is different (see footnote c).
b Without self—ﬁnancing exceeding the starting aid.

*

Total
Total without self-ﬁnancingb
Means of ﬁnancing
Self-ﬁnancing (10 %)
thereof subsidy, starting aid
Low interest credits, subsidyc
Public loand
Subsidy, top ﬁnancing

Amount of investment (without VAT)

'000 DEM

Market crops farms

Re—establishment

Investment support thresholds for the re-establishment and modernisation offamily farms in Eastern Germany in 1991

Amount and ﬁnance of investment

Table 2.

Moi
..
“IN."ÌÎ‘“.
v-Ĳ-Ĳ-‘NNNNNN

Amount of investment (without VAT)

r-‘N

39

89
23.5
400
400
.

889
823.5
.
.
100/ 100
35/ 30
73/ 73
.
.

.
.
53/ 53

CV (%)a

94
23.5
400
400
50

944
873.5

'000 DEM
(%)a

.
.
100/100
35/ 30
73/ 73
100/ 100

.
.
58/ 56

CV

Forage-growing farms

400
130

59

589
530

.

.

'000 DEM

(%)a

.
.
35/ 30
73/ 73
.
.

.
.
44/ 41

CV

Market crops and
forage-growing farms

Modernisation

Conditions: l % interest rate and 2 % amortisation rate after four years free of redemption.

RFC = Repayment factor of a credit or a subsidy in the investment support programme.
The differences between the values before and behind the slash result from the fact that the capital value (CV) of the reductions in interest rates
of capital market credits is different (see footnote c).
Without self-ﬁnancing exceeding the starting aid.
We assume a subsidy which amounts to 25 % (20%) of the total investment. It can be paid instead of a reduction in interest rates by 5 % applied
to capital market credits with a 20 (25) years redemption period.

Source: own calculations.

Information: additionally, consulting costs are covered by grants, and 60 % of the costs of a farm re—establishment and modernisation plan are paid.

v-‘Nmﬁ'ln

1
The capital value (CV) of the investment support is calculated according to the following formula: CV = (RFC - RFCS) - -RF
RFC = Repayment factor of a capital market credit not subsidised by an investment support programme; we assume a 10 % irclierest rate.

Total
Total without self-ﬁnancingb
Means of ﬁnancing
Self—ﬁnancing (10 %)
Thereof subsidy, starting aid
Low interest credits, subsidyc
Public loand
Subsidy, top ﬁnancing

'000 DEM

Market crops farms

Re-establishment

Investment support thresholds for the re-establishment and modernisation offamily farms in Eastern Germany in 1992

Amount and ﬁnance of investment

Table 3.

«v—ï—ímm'm'm'm'oí

300,000 (150,000) DEM in 1991

eens…

40

(%)a

25/ 20
73/ 73
100/100

60
160
50

25/ 20
73/ 73
.
.

65
160

Low interest credits, subsidyc
Public loand
Subsidy, top ﬁnancing

.

Market crops and

1

75
50

25

150
125

.

.

'000 DEM

(%)a

.

Conditions: 1 % interest rate and 2 % amortisation rate after four years free of redemption.

to capital market credits with a 20 (25) years redemption period.

We assume a subsidy which amounts to 25 % (20%) of the total investment. It can be paid instead of a reduction in interest rates by 5 % applied

Without self-ﬁnancing exceeding the starting aid.

of capital market credits is different (see footnote c).

RFC = Repayment factor of a credit or a subsidy in the investment support programme.
The differences between the values before and behind the slash result from the fact that the capital value (CV) of the reductions in interest rates

RF
it(fterest rate.
%
10
a
assume
we
programme;
support
investment
an
by
subsidised
not
credit
market
capital
a
of
factor
RFC = Repayment

25/ 20
73/ 73
.
.

.

.
.
44/ 41

CV

forage-growing farms

The capital value (CV) of the investment support is calculated according to the following formula: CV = (RFC - RFCS) - -—-—

.

.
100/ 100

30
23.5

.
100/ 100

25

.
.
70/ 69

CV

23.5

300
293.5

'000 DEM

Self-ﬁnancing (10 %)

.

.
.
63/ 62

(%)a

thereof subsidy, starting aid

Means of ﬁnancing

250
248.5

CV

Forage-growing farms

Modernisation

Source: own calculations.

Information: additionally, consulting costs are covered by grants, and 60 % of the costs of a farm re-establishment and modernisation plan are paid.

d

Amount of investment (without VAT)

Total
Total without self-ﬁnancingb

'000 DEM

Market crops farms

Re—establishment

Support of the re-establishment (modernisation) offamily farms in Eastern Germany with an amount of investment from 250,000 to

Amount and ﬁnance of investment

Table 4.

MN.

41

.
.
100/ 100
25/ 20
73/ 73
.
.

153
70.5
900
480
.
170
70.5
900
480
150

1,700
1,600.5

'000 DEM

(%)"l

.
.
100/ 100
25/ 20
73/ 73
100/ 100

.
.
50/ 47

CV

1

900
150

117

1,167
1,050

.

.

'000 DEM

(%)a

The differences between the values before and behind the slash result from the fact that the capital value (CV) of the reductions in interest rates

RF
RFC = Repayment factor of a capital market credit not subsidised by an investment support programme; we assume a 10 % igterest rate.
RFC = Repayment factor of a credit or a subsidy in the investment support programme.

.
.
.
.
25/ 20
73/ 73
.
.

.
.
32/ 28

CV

Market crops and
forage—growing farms

The capital value (CV) of the investment support is calculated according to the following formula: CV = (RFC - RFCS) - --

.
.
45/ 41

(%)a

1,533
1,450.5

CV

Forage—growing farms

Modernisation

Source: own calculations.

Information: additionally, consulting costs are covered by grants, and 60 % of the costs of a farm re—establishment and modernisation plan are paid.

of capital market credits is different (see footnote c).
b Without self-ﬁnancing exceeding the starting aid.
° We assume a subsidy which amounts to 25 % (20%) of the total investment. It can be paid instead of a reduction in interest rates by 5 % applied
to capital market credits with a 20 (25Lyears redemption period.
d Conditions: 1 % interest rate and 2 % amortisation rate after four years free of redemption.

a

Amount of investment (without VAT)
Total
Total without self—ﬁnancingb
Means of ﬁnancing
Self-ﬁnancing (10 %)
mereof subsidy, starting aid
Low interest credits, subsidyc
Public loand
Subsidy, top ﬁnancing

'000 DEM

Market crops farms

Re—establishment

Upper thresholds for investment supportfor cooperating groups offamily farms in Eastern Germany in 1991

Amount and ﬁnance of investment

Table 5.

F‘N
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Table 6.

Economic indicators of market crops farms with different seizes (ca. 70 and 140 ha agricultural area) in the accounting year 1989/90

Market crops farms
ca. 70 ha
ca. 140 ha

Indicator

Unit of reference

Farm size

ha agricultural area

72

137

Leased land
Arable land

% agricultural area
ha agricultural area

48
68

130

Livestock

LU/farm

71

61

Dairy cows

LU/farm

3

2

Grain share
Sugar beet share

% arable land
% arable land

63.9
14.2

63.4
14.0

Grain yield
Sugar beet yield
Wheat pricea
Sugar beet pricea

dt/ha
dt/ha
DEM/dt
DEM/dt

62.5
536.0
36.60
9.90

63.0
498.0

.

Manpower total

ALU/farm

2.03

2.79

Thereof family labour

ALU/farm

1.38

1.35

Assets totalb

'000 DEM/farm

530

840

'000 DEM/farm
'000 DEM/farm

310
(110)

475
(125)

(Machinery)

'000 DEM/farm

(160)

(275)

(Other)
Thereof livestock

'000 DEM/farm
'000 DEM/farm

(40)
60

(75)
55

Thereof other

'000 DEM/farm

160

310 -

Thereof ﬁxed assets without

livestockb
(Buildings)

Liabilities totalb

'000 DEM/farm

530

840

Thereof owner's capitalb

'000 DEM/farm

315

575

Thereof borrowed capital
(Long—run credits)

'000 DEM/farm
'000 DEM/farm

200
(110)

250
(130)

Thereof other“

'000 DEM/farm

15

15

%

59

68

Share of owner's capitalb
a

Without VAT

b
°

Without land
For the larger farms the same amount was assumed as for the smaller farms, because special data
were not available.

Source: Agricultural Report 1991, appendix: 211ff. and 227, and own calculations.
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Table 7.

I

Model calculations analysing the economic situation of market crops farms with different
sizes in Eastern Germany (ca. 70 and 140 ha agricultural land)

Frame of reference: the economic situation of farms in Western Germany in the accounting
years 1989/90 and 1990/91

Indicator

ca. 70 ha agricultural area

ca. 140 ha agricultural area

('000 DEM/farm)

1989/90

1990/91":1

Gross return
- Gross input
= Gross income

421
305
116

93

162

130

+ Wages for hired labour
= Farm income

21
137

21
114

51
213

51
181

+ Depreciation of machinery

30

30

52b

52b

+ Deprecation of farm buildings

12

12

14b

14b

179

156

1989/90

.

1990/91a

.

.

= Basic amount from which
further considerations can be

derived

279

247

a It is assumed that the gross income in 1989/90 will decrease by 20 %, but all other indicators
will be unchanged.
b We assume the same rate of depreciation as for farms with ca. 70 ha agricultural area.
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Table 7.

11

Model calculations analysing the economic situation of market crops farms with different
sizes in Eastern Germany (ca. 70 and 140 ha agricultural land)
(continuation)

in
Model calculations: loan charges (i. e. repayment and interest) which the above farms

Eastern Germany are able to pay in 1991 if their gross income is by 20 %” (variant I) and by
50 % (variant II) respectively lower than it is in Western Germany
Indicator

ca. 70 ha agricultural land

ca. 140 ha agricultural land
Variant I

Variant 11

Variant I

Variant II

156

156

247

247

Ĳ.

m

2_2_1

_18_2

18
17
102

18
17
75

34
41
146

34
41
107

37

37

37

37

2
63

2
36

4
105

4
66

Income compensation by VAT
Compensatory payments in less

6

6

8

8

favoured areas

-

-

-

-

('000 DEM/farm)
Basic amount (BA)

Reduced BAa
Rents (250 DEM/ha)
Wages for hired labour (80 %)
Subtotal I
Assumed wages for family
labour (1.4 ALU)
- Assumed interest for owner's
capital (5 %)
= Subtotal II

-

-

57

30

97

70

of the reduced BA)

14

11

23

18

+ Adjustment support
payment 1991

19

19

22

22

43

19

74

41

62

38

96

63

= Subtotal III
-

Compensation for risks (10 %

= Available for loan charges
- Without adjustment support

payment
- With adjustment support
payment

a The level of gross income for farms in Eastern Germany is assumed to be 20 %and 50 %
respectively lower than for farms in Western Germany in the accounting year 1990/90. All other
indicators used for the calculations of the BA are assumed to be equal.
Source: own calculations.
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Table 8.

Economic indicators for forage-growing farms (ca. 40 and 80 dairy cows) in the
accounting year 1989/90

Indicator

Unit of reference

Forage—growing farms
ca. 40 cows
ca. 80 cows

Farm size
Leased land

ha agricultural area
% agricultural area

49
51

85
62

Arable land

ha agricultural area

21

26

Livestock

LU/farm

79

159

Dairy cows

LU/farm

37

84

Milk yield
Milk pricea

kg/animal
DEM/kg

5 180
0.69

5 290
0.68

Grain share
Sugar beet share

Grain yield
Wheat pricea
Manpower total
Thereof family labour

Assets totalb

% arable land
% arable land

52.6
2.3

dt/ha
DEM/dt

53.3
35.80

ALU/farm
ALU/farm

1.86
1.50

.

55.0

2.55
1.46

'000 DEM/farm

540

875

'000 DEM/farm
'000 DEM/farm

310
(160)

480c
(250)0

(Machinery)

'000 DEM/farm

(120)

(180)0

(Other)

'000 DEM/farm

(30)

(50)°

Thereof livestock
Thereof other

'000 DEM/farm
'000 DEM/farm

150
80

265c
1300

Liabilities totalb
Thereof owner's capitalb

'000 DEM/farm
'000 DEM/farm

540
325

875
495

Thereof borrowed capital
(Long-run credits)
Thereof other

'000 DEM/farm
'000 DEM/farm
'000 DEM/farm

200
(145)
15

360

Share of owner's capitalb

%

60

57

Thereof ﬁxed assets without

livestockb
(Buildings)

.
200

a

Without VAT

b
°

Without land
The values were estimated in accordance with the capital structure of farms with 40 cows,
because special data were not available.

Source: Agricultural Report 1991, volume of materials: 51, and appendix: 214ff.
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Table 9.

Model calculations analysing the economic situation of forage-growing farms with

different sizes in Eastern Germany (ca. 40 and 80 cows)
1

Frame of reference: the economic situation of farms in Western Germany in the accounting
years 1989/90 and 1990/91

Indicator
('000 DEM/farm)

-

ca. 40 cows
1989/90
1990/91a

Gross return

301

Gross input

202

= Gross income
+ Wages for hired labour
= Farm income

ca. 80 cows
1989/90
1990/918

.

99
10
109

79
10
89

+ Depreciation of machinery
+ Deprecation of farm buildings

21
12

21
12

= Basic amount from which
further considerations can be
derived

142

Ĳ

.
169
30
199

31b
18b

248

.
135
30
165

31b
18b

M

a It is assumed that the gross income in 1989/90 will decrease by 20 %, but all other indicators
will be unchanged.
b We assume the same rate of depreciation as for farms with ca. 40 cows.
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Table 9.

Model calculations analysing the economic situation of forage-growing farms with
different sizes in Eastern Germany (ca. 40 and 80 cows)
(continuation)

II

Model calculations: loan charges (i. e. repayment and interest) which the above farms in

Eastern Germany are able to pay in 1991 if their gross income is by 20 % (variant 1) and by
50 % (variant II) respectively lower than it is in Western Germany
Indicator
('000 DEM/farm)

ca. 40 cows
Variant I
Variant II

ca. 80 cows
Variant I
Variant 11

Basic amount (BA)

122

122

214

214

reduced BAa

m

196

&

&

—

Rents (150 DEM/ha)

7

7

13

13

-

Wages for hired labour (80 %)

8

8

24

24

91

68

150

110

4O

40

40

40

= Subtotal I
-

Assumed wages for family
labour (1.5 ALU)

-

Assumed interest for owner's
capital (5 %)

= Subtotal II
-

Income compensation by VAT
Compensatory payments in less
favoured areas

2

2

4

4

49

26

106

66

4

4

8

8

-

-

-

45

22

98

58

of the reduced BA)

11

8

19

15

+ Adjustment support
payment 1991

20

20

30

30

34

14

79

43

54

34

109

73

= Subtotal III
-

Compensation for risks (10 %

= Available for loan charges
- Without adjustment support
payment
- With adjustment support
payment

a The level of gross income for farms in Eastern Germany is assumed to be 20 % and 50 %
respectively lower than for farms in Western Germany in the accounting year 1990/90. All other
indicators used for the calculations of the BA are assumed to be equal.
Source: own calculations.
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48

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70

(Footnotes see next page)

-

250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160

minimum6

|
39
84
129

10 years

20
42
65

support

Bank
credit
without

|

8.2
13.4
18.7
23.8
29.2
39.5
42.0
42.0
42.0

(10 %)f

Investment
supplement

Total

74
131
188
188
188
188
188
188
188

-

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

I

|

|

38
77
112
112
112
112
|

|

|

|

|
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5

Forage-growing farms

13.9
19.6
25.8
29.1
33.0
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5

2.3
6.2
10.0
13.9
21.5
22.5
22.5
22.5

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

24
69
114
159

—
12
35
57
80

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

4.2
12.0
17.2
22.5
32.5
41.5
46.8
46.8

411.4
478.3
549.3
595.8
644.0
728.5
805.5
877.8
945.8

251.7
297.2
345.4
392.3
440.6
534.5
607.0
674.0
742.0

starting aide

Credit
without
support,

Market crops farms
60
|
23.5
98
23.5
137
|
23.5
175
23.5
214
|
23.5
290
23.5
300
|
23.5
300
23.5
300
|
23.5

10 years)

Subsidy,

Selfﬁnancing,

|

|

|

|

|

I

|

|

|

|

35.2
100.0
143.2
187.2
268.1
345.5
390.0
390.0

68.2
111.4
155.7
198.8
243.2
329.5
350.0
350.0
350.0

'000 DEM

supplementf

Financial assets
Thereof
eligible
for
investment

‘000 DEM

livestock

Other
support
(reduced
interest
rates,

Financial assets without VAT in '000 DEM

20 years

Subsidy for

Public loan

Reduced
interest
rates,

10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70

per year in
'000 DEM

charges

Level of
loan

Support for buildings

varies and investment support is made use of as comprehensively as possibleb - model calculationsc ”’

Table 10. Total ﬁnancial assets available for the establishment of market crops and forage—growìng forms“ when the capacity to pay loan charges
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investments and purchase of livestock up to 290,000 DEM are assumed to be eligible for the supplement. When the investments supported by the

farmer's circulation capital which is not granted by the programme.

are replaced. As far as the self-ﬁnanced assets and the starting aid are concerned, we assume that they are exclusively used for ﬁnancing the

supplement were calculated, we took into account that for the amount of investment covered by the supplement other ﬁnancial support measures

Source: own calculations.

f

assume that the self-ﬁnanced assets and the starting aid are exclusively used for ﬁnancing the farmer's circulation capital which is not granted by
the programme.
The investment supplement is only provided for the acquisition or construction of new investment goods which must be subject to depreciation
and have to be mobile, and for animals and plants as well. For market crops farms we assume that investments in machinery up to 350,000 DEM
are eligible for the supplement. In the case of forage-growing farms, technical equipment in buildings (limited to 100,000 DEM), machinery

port by the programme, according to the "Principles for Supporting Re-establishment and Modernisation of Family-type Full-time Farms". We

period: 8,810 (13,020) DEM; capital market credits without support and with a 10 years redemption period: 16,278 DEM; bank credits:
12,000 DEM. For more information see the explanations in the paper.
° The self—ﬁnanced assets and the starting aid taken together must at least amount to 10 % of those total ﬁnancial assets which are eligible for sup-

‘1 Financial assets without VAT.
b We assume that those investment support measures which have the highest capital value (CV) are granted in the ﬁrst place. In practice, however,
this assumption usually fails.
° The model calculations are based on the results of Table 7 and 9.
d Depending on the way of ﬁnancing, loan charges per 100,000 DEM of ﬁnancial assets differ as follows: subsidies: 0 DEM; public loans during
the starting period (i. e. without redemption payments): 1,375 DEM; capital market credits at reduced rates and with a 20 (10) years redemption

varies and investment support is made use of as comprehensively as possibleb - model calculationsc d
(Continuation: footnotes)

Table 10. Total ﬁnancial assets available for the establishment of market crops and forage—growing forms“ when the capacity to pay loan charges

Table 11. Examples of ﬁnancing the establishment of forage—growing and market crops farms“
(without VAT)

Forage-growing farm
Indicator

1

80 ha, 60 cows

Market crops farm
150 ha, arable land

Assets (thereof investment

supplement)

'000 DEM

('000 DEM)

'000 DEM

('000 DEM)

1.1

Fixed assets

640

(28.8)

510

(42)

500
140
150

(12)
(16.8)
(18)

160
350
0

(0)
(42)
(0)

1 .2

thereof buildings,
constructed assets
machinery
Livestock

1 .3

Stocks

50

(0)

200

(0)

1.4

Financial working capital

40

(0)

30

(0)

1 .5

Total

880

(46. 8)

740

2

Liabilities (loan charges)

2.1

Self-ﬁnanced assets
thereof starting aid

2.2
2.3
2.4

Subsidy for buildings
Public loan
Capital market credit,

2.5

20 years, reduced
interest rates
Capital market credit,

'000 DEM
60
23.5

50
250

('000 DEM)
(0)
(0)

(0)
(3.4)

188

(16)

112
115

'000 DEM
46
23.5

0
160

42
('000 DEM)
(0)
(0)

(0)
(2.2)

0

(0)

(14.6)

300

(39)

10 years, reduced
2.6

interest rates
Capital market credit,
10 years, without support

(18.7)

128

(20.8)

2.7

Bank credit (12 %)

58.2

(7)

64

(7)

2.8

Investment supplement

46.8

(0)

42

(0)

2.9

Totalb

(60.3)

740

(69.7)

2.10 Total per cow and per
ha arable land respectively
a

880
14.7

(1.005)

4.9

(0.465)

The examples of ﬁnancing are supposed to illustrate the results shown in Table 10 by a different

way of presentation.
b If the amount of self-ﬁnanced assets would exceed the amount assumed in Table 10 by more than
50,000 DEM , these additional assets could be used to replace to those capital market credits

which are not supported by the programme. In this case, the loan charges decrease ceteris
paribus by ca. 8,100 DEM, i. e. by ca. 12 to 13 %, although the increase in self-ﬁnance only

amounts to 6 to 7 % of the total ﬁnancial assets. This example already shows that re—establishing
a farm is facilitated when the share of owner's capital increases.
Source: own calculations.
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ABSTRACT

Agriculture

was

one

of

the

most

successful

areas

of

the

Hungarian national economy in the past and even in recent years.
At present it is under tremendous reorganisation, not because of

poor achievements, but because of political changes in the country.
This transformation will be modified substantially. Financial
resources are usually available, but the new firms and farms are

not able to utilize them properly, due to the lack of the specific
knowledge on strategic planning, marketing, and finance.
For that reason in the future the emphasis should be put on the
development of human resource management to improve of knowledge

of the important areas of agri-business like processing, packaging,
marketing of the processed goods, and trading as well as financing.

INTRODUCTION

The Hungarian agricultural sector was a very important branch
of the national economy in the past and still can he considered
as a very important one. Approximately 20-25% of the GDP comes

from the agribusiness sector. In addition to the self-supply of
the domestic demand agriculture contributes to the export
activities as well. Agriculture consists of about 30% of exports
and earns hard currency for the Hungarian economy.

In the early

90's parallel with the political changes in Eastern Europe this
contribution increased enormously. (At present as much as 50% of
this figures.) Formerly and still in 1992 it's characteristic of
the Hungarian agriculture dominants of the large scale farms,
state-farms and co-operative farms. The average size of those are
7000, and 4000 hectars respectively.

The first free election which took place in 1990, brought a
new government. In March 1991, the Hungarian Government formulated
and published a four—year programme for transformation and

development of the Hungarian economy. The objective of the
programme is to establish a socially responsible market economy
which would provide the opportunity for improvement for everyone.
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The major targets ofithe programme were the completion of the
structural change from a centralized system to a free market
economy within two years, and stabilization of that change
including Hungarian agriculture as well. This change means that
the dominance of the large—scale farms would disappear in the
future, as smaller and different types of farms will appear in
Hungary within the next few years. The major target pre-supposed

the energetic pursuit of privatization,
because among the
conditions for the proper functioning of a market economy, a key
issue is the transformation of ownership conditions.

1. Driving forces behind agricultural changes

Based on the free election in 1990 a coalition government was
formed from 3 parties, one of them is a so called "Independent

Smallholders Party"

(ISP). The main political endeavour of this

party was the privatization of the land;

it means that the land

and other properties which were confiscated during the communist
regime would be given back to the original owners. This target
has not been achieved totally due to the fact that ISP is just
one of the coalition partners in the government. However, they
were partly successful, because the so called "Compensation Act"
had been passed in 1991. The main purpose of this act is to give

partial compensation to the original owners of land and other
properties in the form of securities which can be used for different
purposes (mostly to get their land back; not at the original

location, but similar in size and quality).
Another important act that passed in 1991 was the "Act of the
new type cooperatives". Based on this act the transformation of

the existing cooperative farms would take place during 1992. The
implementation of the compensation act will also take place in
the second half of 1992, and over the next two years as well.
Another important part of the Hungarian agricultural system was
the state farms. The state farm is the property of the Hungarian
State, and the state is represented by the so called "State

Property Agency" based on the privatisation act. Most of the state
owned farms will be privatized in the near future.
These three acts, namely the compensation.act, the cooperative
act, and the privatisation act, would mean enormous changes within

the next two or three years in the structure of Hungarian
agriculture. In addition to these acts, the Company's act which
had been passed in 1988, has to be mentioned as the force behind
agricultural changes. This act is a very modern, European type
of legislation, which allows forming private companies similar
or nearly the same as can be found in Western Europe and America.
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2. Expected organisation forms and their sizes

On the basis of the driving forces mentioned above, deep
changes will be expected in the Hungarian agriculture. The
traditional forms will be dissolved or basically transformed, and
new type of business will be formed parallel to it. The picture
which was fairly uniform so far

positions)

(large scale-farms in dominant

will disappear and a broad picture of the different

agricultural business types will be formed.

Here we would like

to list some, which we think will become in dominant position
within the next three years.
2.1.Transformation of the cooperative farms.

It is expected that these new types of cooperative farms will be
in existence for a long period of time. Their size will diminish
with regard to the acreage, and their number, which is about 1300
(1991),

will

increase.

According

to

the

plan

the

new

type

of

cooperative farms will be.different.according to their activities.
So far seven different models can be expected to be formed in the
future:

— The general type cooperative farm, which operates similar to
the traditional type cooperative farms.
- The rural cooperative farm, where rural community activities
are the framework in the agricultural operations.

Other social

tasks are also carried out by those farms. Size limitation will
be applied to these farms, meaning that these cooperatives can
not be larger than a rural community village, or another
settlements.

- The land-rent type cooperative farm. It is characteristic that
the owners of the land will rent the land to the cooperative farm.

The size can be larger in this case, but due to the fact, that
land is scattered in the country, it would be difficult to form
concentrated land for this type of cooperative farm. This form
would be very useful for those owners who don't want to deal with

the agricultural production and especially those who are living
in the cities and don't want to abandon their primary activities
there.

— The holding type cooperative farm. It is useful in the case of
those cooperatives where formerly a similar type of arrangement
was carried out. (It means that different groups or members rent

specific land or other stables, properties, and machinery to carry
out those tasks.) So in the modernized farm this form can survive.
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This type of arrangement presumes an entrepreneur- type membership
and participation. The later mentioned private company form can
be part of this holding type cooperative as well.
— The milk cooperative farm, where the production is done privately.
The cooperative deals with the collecting, processing and marketing
of milk.
- The wine—
—cellar cooperative farm, where the production of grape
is done by the individual farmers, but processing, wine-marketing
and stocking are done through cooperatives.
— The service type cooperative farm model, where the production
is done individually. The cooperative will provide machinery and
other services for the members as well as contributing to the
input purchasing and the products' marketing.
2.2.

Transformation of the state farms

From the 140 state farms only a few will remain in the same form,
namely farms on the land of the Hungarian State, which serve
strategic goals in the breeding cﬂfcattle, poultry etc. and other

very important agricultural issues. The rest of the state farms
will be privatized and will be transformed to other business
types.

2.3. Limited companies
The limited company type is one of the main forms into which the
state farms would be transformed. Other owners will also form
similar limited companies. Those companies will deal extensively
with non- agricultural type business activities as well. In addition
to the large—
—scale Ltd's, smaller—scale private limited companies
will also be formed,
on agricultural and non- agricultural

activities.

Their number is expected to be fairly high in the

next years.

2.4.Partnership
The main advantage in connection with partnership is that a high
quoting of equity is not needed for forming this company. Therefore
it can be expected that sma11-scale farmers will join and form
this kind of partnership in the field of agriculture.
2.5.

Individual farmers

It can be expected that a lot of new farmers will

start their

business in the near future on land that individuals acquired
because of the compensation act, as well as by buying land with
their own financial resources. It was characteristic so far in

Hungary, but the area of land that they owned was fairly limited.
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Within the next few years the acreage of private land will increase
and the private sector will become a very powerful part of the

new Hungarian agriculture.

3.

Financial forms to achieve the main targets

Financing

agriculture

production

and

requires a special type of financing
fluctuations of production and marketing.

marketing

generally

due to the seasonal
In the case of Hungary

the substantial reorganization of the structure and ownership
requires much additional arrangements in case of the financing
as well. The main purpose of this financing is to create financial
sources to acquire new technology, machinery and other assets
like crop production inputs, animals and animal feeding. The

reorganization certainly requires_the introduction of a new type
of machinery and new technologies which have effects on the size
of enterprises. Financing agriculture traditionally was a task
of the Hungarian National Bank, but a new type of banking system
was formed in 1986. Prior to that time Hungary had joined the

World Bank and the International Monetary Fund in 1983. So it can
be said that more modern types of financing have existed for about
ten years in Hungary. There are about 15 commercial banks which

directly finance agricultural production.

Two include the word

"agriculture" in the name. Although the name says "agriculture"

it can be stated that no special agricultural financial institution
exists in Hungary and we do not expect that such an institution
would be formed in the near future. In spite of this fact there
are a lot of possibilities in the commercial banks,

but in the

past few years other possibilities arose due to the fact of our
membership in the World Bank as well as the foreign investments
supporting the Hungarian political
transition.
These
are
multilateral, and bilateral connections in nature, and can be
considered as a new type of financial support for Hungarian
agriculture.
In appendix I. the most important financial sources of foreign
support are listed. At present there are about 15 important foreign
sources of support available for Hungary. Those are generally

fairly favourable ones according to the timing. Also the interest
rate is generally lower than in case of the Hungarian commercial
banks. To acquire these funds, which can be considered as very
favourable is however, not so easy for the companies. The Hungarian

companies, especially the agricultural farms, are not experienced
in acquiring this kind of money, because it requires an extensive
application process, the presence of business plans, knowledge
of foreign languages and many other things. The Hungarian companies

were not able to utilize these opportunities which arose in the
last few years on the basis of foreign support to
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Hungary.

Since the acquisition of this foreign support is not so easy for
an

average

Hungarian

agricultural

farm,

most

of

them

prefer

Hungarian domestic financial sources.
In the appendix II. we listed the ten most important financial
resources available from Hungarian sources and issued in Hungarian
Forint (HUF). The conditions of these loans are not so favourable

in this case especially when somebody looks for the required own
resources.

Most

unfavourable

is

the

interest

rate,

which

is

generally fairly high ( over 30%; just a few resources are available
under 30%) and profitability of the agricultural production is
generally below that. That is why it certainly is difficult to
acquire this land for the Hungarian farms. From the ten sources
only a few are below 30% interest rates charge,

but we have to

note that those credits are available for a specific purpose only
and that those credits require similar application processes as
are

necessary

for

foreign

support.

In

spite

of

the

problems

associated with the credits it can be stated that at present a
lot of opportunities are available to the Hungarian agricultural
farms and companies, but the development is not so fast. Why this
process is not dynamic can be explained hy five main facts;
- 1. The political transition period of 1992. The companies are
not able to concentrate properly on the financing of new agriculture

because

they

are

ownership-changes,

engaged

in

the

frustrates their activities in the area of
- 2.

transformation,

and similar political issues.

financing.

The Hungarian companies are not experienced

planning.

in

This certainly

in business

They don't know exactly how to acquire knowledge and

experience in this field.

The extension service does not give

proper support for the companies for example, which sources should

be used for which purpose and under what conditions. The companies
lack this information.
- 3. The profitability of agricultural production itself is not
high enough to pay the loans back even under the reduced interest

charges . To pay back safely requires more extension of agricultural
production towards the processing as well as towards marketing
and trading activities. The traditional Hungarian agricultural
firms were not experienced enough in these areas.
- 4. The lack of knowledge of specific areas of processing,
marketing, packaging, and promotion activities. Although the
Hungarian cooperative

farms

and state

farms were ahead of the

other East European agricultural firms, it can be stated that
this knowledge is still limited. Some successful cooperative farms
will be dissolving and the knowledge will be shared. Newly formed
companies will not automatically have experts who can help or
assist in these areas. Human resource development would be needed

to upgrade economic activities.
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-5. Hungarian companies, especially agricultural companies, have
not enough specific financial knowledge. Traditionally the area
of finance was associated with accounting and banking. In the
modern Western firms

it can be considered as a

specific area.

This expertise and knowledge are certainly missing in most
Hungarian agricultural firms. Dissemination of specific financial
knowledge

is needed for future success.

Conclusion

Hungarian agriculture will go through a period of substantial
transformation. The scene of
uniform large-scale farms will be
transformed into a mixed type agricultural
structure from

state-farm down to private farms through
partnership and cooperative farms as well.

private

companies,

The supporting of this transformation process through financing
is not a simple task. The specific agricultural financial
institutions, credit associations etc. are missing in Hungary.
Instead of that a lot of other foreign and domestic resources are

available as financial resources for the new Hungarian companies.
These companies however, are not able to utilize it properly due
to a lack of knowledge of very important areas of the agri-business,
like processing, packaging, marketing of the processed goods,
trading as well as financing. To utilize available financial
resources the dissemination of knowledge is needed and foreign
assistance should not only focus on increasing the tangible assets
of the Hungarian firms, but also on the intangible assets,
human resource development.

like
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Appendix:I. Main agricultural financial resources based on foreign
support
FINANCIAL
PROGRAM N AM E

PURPOSE

1 ‚World

Export production

ELIGIBILITY

AMOUNT

TIMING

Non limited

USD 8M

years
10

Technical assistence
Consultation

Non limited

Technology

Application on new

Development
Program

R&D results

2.START
credit
(GERMANY)

Starting
businesses

3.Hungarian-Amer

Development
of
Hungarian
private

Bank

OWN SOURCES
REQUIRED %

INTEREST RATES %

20

20-28

Unlimited

20

20-26

Companies

Unlimited

10

20-26

Small and medium
sized businesses
Food
processing

Not known

30

18.5+4

HUF 7M

N ot know n

26

HUF 200M

50

26-28

Agri-industriel

Modernisation
Program
-Integrated

Agriculture Export
Program

ican Venture Fund

new

companies

Sector
4 ‚European

Investment
Credit

New

Bank

5.IFC Loan

Investment

Food

processing

with EC Partners

companies

Private

Private companies

HUF BOOM

39

25

27

Hungarian-German

DEM BOOM

Not known

N ot know n

in DEM 12-13
in HUF 26

business

development

-Bravarian

Importing
German
Investment Goods

Joint ventures

-German

Importing

German

Hungarian companies

min.DEM 0.5M

Not known

in DEM 14

-Ita|ian

Investment Goods
Importing
Italian
Goods
-consumer

Hungarian companies

min ITL 2.5MD,
min ITL 100M

15

in ITL 9-14
in HUF 26

Hungarian companies

min.USD 0.1M

8.5

15

in HUF 26
in USD 10-14

6.|mport Loans

-investment
-Finnish

Importing
Finnish
goods, services and

know-how
-Swedish

Importing
Swedish
investment goods

Hungarian companies

min. SEK 0.3M

N ot know n

15

in HUF 26
in SEK 10—14

—French(Al

Importing
French
investment goods

French—H ungarian joint

10

Not known

in FRF 6.5

3-5

Not known

in FRF 15-16

512

15

in JPY 11-12

-FrenchlB)

Importing
French
investment goods

Hungarian companies

60% is not payable
back
Not known

Japanese

Importing Japanese
investment goods

Hungarian companies

min. JPY 20M

Appendix

II.

ventures

Main

agricultural

financial

resources

based

domestic support
FINANCIAL
PROGRAM NAME

PURPOSE

1 .Existency Loan

Privatizing
state
owned companies

Hungarian

2.
MNB
Privatization Loan

Privatization of state

Hungarian

owned properties

or private companies

3
OM FB
Innovation Credit

Promotion
technical

AMOUNT

ELIGIBILITY

private

Unlimited

6-10

OWN SOURCES
REQUIRED %
2-25

individuals

Unlimited

10

25

TIMING

years

development

of

INTEREST RATES %

21.5

20.5

individuals

Small businesses

Not known

17

Individuals and private
companies

Unlimited

24-41

Individuals and private
companies

HUF 0.3-50M

Non limited

200% of the equity

Individuals and private

max.

and

innovation
4.
AGROBANK
Credit
5.MEZOBANK Rt

Development

Credit

purposes

6.Magyar

16

20
30-5-

36

3

33

36

Agreement

50

Agreement

33-35

Hitelbank Rt Loan
7.0KHB Credit
8.
Investment
Promotion Fund

companies

equity

Promotion of foreign

Foreign firms or joint

Not known

investment
Hungary

ventures

in

Non limited

9 .Export
Development

Development
of
Export
production

System
1 0.

capacities
Buying former co—op

Individuals,

Reorganization

eratives'assets

co—perativea
private companies

Credit Program

200%

of

the

Not known

HUF 2MD
and
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22

25

22

on
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LIMITS TO BORROWING
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Edinburgh)

ABSTRACT

Farmers can and do adjust their level of borrowing in
response to high interest rates and uncertainty about the
future level of farm income support. Whilst it is impossible
to eliminate policy risk emanating from the linkage between
GATT and CAP reform, farmers own subjective judgement about
future price changes can be incorporated into a rapid risk
appraisal
of
the
business.
The
case
study
shows
how
a
subjective risk appraisal can be conducted and incorporated
into
risk
programming
models
for
planning
purposes
The
concepts
of
business
risk
and
total
risk
are
used
to
demonstrate
that
there
are
rational
limits
to borrowing
depending on a probability statement expressing the amount of
risk the individual decision maker is willing to bear.

l

Introduction.

Historically, lenders have had a tendency to place limits
to borrowing based on collateral asset value. As long as the
perceived risk to the lender‘ was satisfactorily' covered. by
saleable
assets,
lenders
were
prepared
to
lend,
often
unsecured.
The borrower may have derived a false sense of security
from the apparent willingness of lenders to lend more than
required, in a climate of stable price policy, guaranteed
markets, and increasing land values.
There is a case to be made against policies which reduce
risk (Collins 1985). It is suggested that such policies induce
excessive investment in the protected sector. This in jpart
explains
the
increase
in
land
values
deriving
from
agricultural protection policies. Land values are driven up
not only because of
greater price expectations but
also
because of relative risk reduction.
When policies change and protection is reduced,
asset
values fall. Lenders will try to secure their loans and call
in overdrafts from those trapped into a position we can
describe as
over borrowed. Farmers who can, will run down
their level of borrowing. Those who can not form a queue for
exit from farming. The present linkage between GATT and CAP
reform has exposed European farmers to the risks emanating
from policy change. Empirically this is difficult to separate
from the effects of high interest rates.
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e peaked at
The external liabilities of Scottish agricultur
path ever
ard
downw
£1236 millions in 1986 and has been on a
to date.
ons
milli
since. There has been a reduction of £150
of bank
ons
milli
This reduction derives mainly from £145
overdraft repaid (Scottish Office 1991 p10).
of external
Borrowing' on overdraft is the inajor source
ntage of
perce
a
as
finance for farming in Britain. Overdraft
at 75.7%
d
peake
total external liabilities on Scottish farms
level it
the
66%
in 1988 and has since fallen back to around
loans
term
using
was at a decade ago. Structured borrowing
in
way
the
not
is
long medium or short for different purposes
In
raft.
overd
on
t
which the industry operates. Farms are bough
a
where
know
to
the business of farming it is important
sensible overdraft limit lies.
ess survey
Analysis of the balance sheets of the farm busin
ng ratios
geari
shows that there are marked differences in
within farm types and tenurial systems.
fixed asset
Land and buildings represent about 84% of the
Farms are
and.
base or 74% of the total asset base in Scotl
tenanted.
and
divided into two major groupings mainly owned
y owned.
mainl
now
Sixty four percent of the 31,000 units are
a
for
makes
therefore
buildings
and
land
of
Ownership
power
wing
borro
significant difference in the collateral and
The net worth of
of owner occupiers compared with tenants.
er than the net
owner occupiers is two or three times great
worth of tenants.
external
Because tenants have a much smaller asset base
assets
total
of
liabilities tend to be a greater proportion
on
20%
than
more
and averages from 17% on sheep farms to
farm
ied
occup
cropping farms and dairy farms. Generally owner
en 10% on sheep
types have average external liabilities betwe
to this rule is
farms to 20% on cropping farms. The exception
e farms where
arabl
currently to be found in less favoured area
The sample
s.
asset
external liabilities are 27.9% of total
of severe
y
bilit
size is only eight which suggests the possi
to the
bring
could
distortion which a recently purchased farm
sample
wings of farm
The frequency distribution of bank borro
increasing
and
large
businesses in England reveals that a
. The
p108)
1991
(MAFF
proportion of farms have zero borrowings

proportion rose

from 28%

to

35% between

1985/6

and 1989/90.

to uncertainty and high

This is surely a continuing response
interest rates.
borrowings
A small but persistent 5% of farms have heavy
operating
the
lish
of over £100,000. It is important to estab
gh a
throu
debt
of
conditions which can carry such a burden
lt.
defau
of
risk
period of high interest rates with negligible
not
d
shoul
es
charg
A rule of thumb such that rent and interest
of
xt
conte
'the
in
exceed 15% of gross output. was reviewed
nable
reaso
is
rule
Scottish conditions (Crabtree 1984). The
this level are
because borrowings with service charges below
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associated with a longer term increase in net worth.
Investing inside or outside the farm business is not
simply
a
matter
of
the
investment
appraisal
generating
expected internal rates of return in excess of the loan rate.
Borrowing induces risk. Funds may be raised on the strength of
one business for investment in another. Risk analysis should
be applied by both lending and borrowing parties before the
decisions to utilize borrowed funds are made.
Whilst it is impossible to eliminate price risk emanating
from the linkage between GATT and CAP reform, farmers within
the EEC have had a long time to adjust to growing public
criticism concerning the size and effects of the CAP budget.
The
apparent
unwillingness
of
voters
and
their
elected
governments to continue the current level of farm support.
should not have gone unnoticed.
There are also political questions concerning the future
of eastern Europe with vast agricultural potential. The prices
and markets in western Europe currently may look attractive.
Further enlargement of the EEC may be possible. Post reform,
will farming be the best place to sink capital investment?
Subjective judgements have already been made in anticipation
of likely changes in the shape and form of the EEC.
The value of agricultural land inside or outside the EEC
is implicitly bound. up in farmers own. subjective judgement
about the future. Historic price series may have no relevance
for future levels of farm prices. MacSharry proposals have to
be projected into an uncertain future yet farmers still have

to make plans and get on with the business of

farming.

Risk

oriented farm planning methods should incorporate subjective
belief about the future if they are to be of relevance to
practical decision making.

2

Rapid risk appraisal

The tools of rapid risk appraisal are designed to provide
farmers with the facility for rational decision making based
on. a full appreciation of the risks involved. Since gross
margin planning is now well understood it can serve as a
framework for estimation of business risk in farming.
Standard farm management handbooks provide recipes for
expected gross margins without any indication of what the
standard deviations attaching to those gross margins may be.
The techniques of rapid risk appraisal identify the key
single—valued variables in the gross margin calculation and
replace them with random variables with triangular probability
distributions. This is done in the absence of more complete
information concerning distributions of the random variables.
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The triangular distribution is an effective tool for rapid
subjective
estimation
of
the
probabilities
involved.
The
single-point forecast is replaced by min, max and most likely
values
The case study farm is a 134 hectare cropping farm growing
wheat,
barley,
potatoes,
and fattens some beef cattle on
grazing and arable fodder crops. The strength of belief about
the future levels of yields and prices will often be a more
practical benchmark than historical time series in a period of
rapid change.
The deficiencies of historic data for ex-ante decision
making are discussed by (McSweeney et. al 1987 ) and a case is
made for mean square forecast error as the appropriate measure
of uncertainty in risk programming models.
Given
the
level
of
information
used
in
financial
management reported by (Gasson 1989) it is unlikely that many
British farmers will directly employ forecasting' models or
futures
markets
as
the
basis
of
their
expectations
in
financial planning. The issue is not what information the
farmer should use in the formulation of expectations but what
farmers expectations are and how to use them.
Given state of the art information technology there is a
vast range of sources and types of information flowing into
the
forming
of
individual
expectations.
Farmers
have
an
existing
information
system
as
part
of
their
subjective
decision making process. The parameters of the three point
forecast are easily understood and farmers can be expected to
provide them without too much effort in response to the direct
questions what are the minimum maximum and most likely values
of the variables in question.
Table 1. Case study forecasts of yields and prices
yields t/ha
min a
mode m
max b
wheat
7
9
10
barley
4.5
5
6
potato
30
35
50
prices £/t
wheat
barley
potato

min a
85
95
60

mode m
90
100
80

max b
105
120
200

prices E/head
fatstock
fwd.stores
yng.stores

min a
550
350
280

mode m
600
450
350

max b
650
500
400

The general results for the moments of the triangular
distribution can be calculated around the mode or most likely
value (Johnson and Kotz 1970, chapter 25):-
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A random variable X, triangular on the
range a,b with mode m, T(a,b,m), has

expectation E[X] = (a+b+m)/3
and variance

V[X] ={(m-a)2+(m-a)(b—m)+(b—m)2}/18

The most likely value, the mode (parameter m) will not be
equal to the expected value (arithmetic mean) in distributions
which are skewed.
All
gross
margin
calculations
are
simple
algebraic
functions (sums, differences or products) of the key random
variables for yield, price and variable costs. The expected
value and standard deviation for each enterprise can be
calculated rapidly from the parameters of
the
triangular
distributions of prices and yields used in the gross margin
calculation.
Prices [P] and Yields [Y] are forecasts of events a season
ahead and are subject to uncertainties. In most cases variable
costs will be known with reasonable precision and may be
discounted as a major source of variation.
Table 2.
Expectation and variation of forecasts
yields t/ha
mean
variance
s.dev

wheat
barley

8.67
5.17

0.39
0.10

0.62
0.31

potato

38.33

18.06

4.25

prices E/t

mean

wheat
barley
potato

93.33
105.00
113.33

prices £/head

mean

variance

s.dev

18.06
29.17
955.56

4.25
5.40
30.91

variance

s.dev

fatstock
fwd.stores

600.00
433.33

416.67
972.22

20.41
31.18

yng.stores

343.33

605.56

24.61

The possible influence of covariances between the random
variables can be studied using the underlying correlation
coefficients, which are subject to finite limits (-1<r<1) and

historical

correlations

may

be

invoked

at

the

analysts

discretion. The weak assumption of a correlation of r= —0.5
may' be invoked. on the argument that (—1<r<0) to gauge the
likely effects of covariance. The products of random variables
have
been
explored
and
direct
calculation
is
possible
(Bohrnstedt & Goldberger 1969):Products of price and yield.
E[P.Y]

= E[P]

E[Y]

+ COV[P.Y]

r : COV[P.Y]/ J(V[P].V[Y])
V[P.Y] = E2[P] V[Y]+E2[Y] V[P]+2E[P]E[Y]COV[P.Y]
+V[P]V[Y]+COV2[P.Y]
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The expected gross margin X is derived from gross output
minus variable costs and is usually expressed as a rate per
hectare or per head:-

Eixil= Eind…-vc;
V[Xi]= V[Pi-Yi]

In the case of the livestock enterprises the gross margin
is based on the difference between selling price and purchase
price plus any variable cost arising from purchased feed
excluding the share of fodder variable costs. The variance of
the gross margin is the sum of the variances of selling price
and purchase price.
Table 3.

Expectation and variability of gross
r=0
r=0
r=—0.5
gross
standard
gross
margin
deviation
margin
wheat
E/ha
601.89
68.93
600.56
barley E/ha
395.50
43.05
394.66
potato £/ha
3134.44
1285.81
3068.77
yng.st.£/head 212.00
31.97
212.00
fwd.st.£/head 165.00
37.27
165.00

margins.
r=—0.5
standard
deviation
51.08
30.67
1042.58
31.97
37.27

forage £/ha

—112.00

0

-112.00

0

let....£/ha

594.00

0

594.00

0

Forage costs are accounted for in the LP models with
requirements of 0.34 ha/head for young stores and 0.65 ha/head
for forward stores. Potato area is restricted by quota,
and
there is opportunity to let 20 ha cropping land.
The variance and expectations used in rapid risk appraisal
are essentially subjective, and are based on the decision
makers strength of belief about future events. The objective
is to make decisions consistent with beliefs about the future.
Table 3 reveals that the impact of any negative covariance is
minimal on expectation but significant to variation.
Given that the standard deviations oi: JV[Xi]
can be
estimated for a unit of enterprise,
the total farm gross
margin expectation E[T] and variance V[T] can be calculated
when combining enterprises by applying the appropriate scaling
factors ai for the units of enterprise.
Any interaction between enterprise gross margins will be
reflected in the existence of covariances between enterprise
gross margins and the corresponding correlation coefficients:—
E[T]=En aiE[Xi]
i=1

V[T]=En aizoiz + 2 2“ aiaj covij
:l. ‚ j=1
i=1
1>j

where covij = rijoioj
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The key question is whether the enterprise gross margins
are statistically independent rijzo
or whether historical
correlations are significant enough to be invoked.
Table 4. Correlations between enterprise gross margins
wheat
barley potato yng.st
fwd.st
wheat
1.0
barley
—0.849
1.0
potato
-0.362
-0.185
1.0
yng.st.
—0.451
0.854
-0.669
1.0
fwd.st.
—0.644
0.951
-0.480
0.973
1.0
With

appear

only

but

as

n=3

seasons

expected.

information

using

large

t=r2J(n-2)/J(1—r2)

correlations

with

(n—2)

degrees of freedom none are significantly different from zero
at 10% probability or less.
If
historical
correlations
between
enterprise
gross
margins are weak and not to be relied upon in the future
independence may be the best assumption (Thomas et. al 1972)
and (Kennedy and Ng 1978).
Activity levels from an LP solution. maximizing ex—ante
expectations are presented below together with the
activity
levels
used
in
1990
which
gives
the
expectation
and
variability based on no change of plan.
Whilst any individual enterprise may have non normal risk
there is an inevitable tendency towards normality in the
combined risks making up the farms portfolio by appeal to the
central limit theorem. This standard deviation of total farm
gross margin can 'be used. as the basis for risk. assessment
associated with any particular farm plan under the assumption
of independence between enterprise gross margins.
Table 5.Enterprise Activity levels expectation and variability
no change
max exp LP
wheat ha
37.4
53.75
barley ha
55.2
30.51
potato ha
9.0
13.40
let
ha
15.4
20.00
forage ha
16.8
16.43
yng stores
27.0
48.32
fwd.stores
10.0
00.00
E[T] exp GM
£86,505
£105,726
OT
st dev.
£ 9,769
£ 14,352
Given the correlation matrix (Hardaker and Tronsco 1978)
have shown how to map simple planning problems into a MOTAD
framework using a discrete approximation of a multinormal
distribution. This procedure may not be satisfactory with as
little as three years observation in the determination of the
correlation coefficients.
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3

Measures of riskiness.

The coefficient of variation can be used as an appropriate
expression of ‘riskiness‘ in rapid risk assessment. Let the
total farm gross margin have an expected value E[T] with
variance V[T]. Let there be expected fixed costs E[F], which
must be met, other than those arising out of borrowing. Then
we can define a residual R:—
with expectation
with variance

E[R] = E[T] — E[F]
V[R] = V[T] + V[F].

and standard deviation

oR = JV[R]

Fixed costs are tabulated below no major changes
anticipated from the actual level recorded for 1990:Hired & paid family labour
fuel oil & electricity
machinery repairs
machinery depreciation
contract work
rent & rates
property repairs
ownership expenses
insurances
miscellaneous
interest
total

were

9732
4517
5079
16222
236
213
977
1002
2122
4205
1037
45342

In
this
example
E[F]=£45342—(£16222+£1037)=£28083.
Machinery depreciation is an example of a fixed cost which
does not have to be met immediately and interest charges are a
cost of borrowing. Other fixed liabilities rent, rates, wages
which must be paid are usually known, so V[F] may be taken to
be
zero
and
consequently
V[R]=V[T]
and
oR=oT.
Variable
interest payments are consigned to the the financial risk
section of the analysis.
Business risk inherent in the enterprise combination can
be expressed as the coefficient
of
variation by dividing the
standard deviation of the residual oR by the expectation or
mean of the residual E[R]:Expected residual from alternative policies
no change
max exp LP

E[R]=
E[R]=
GR

£86,505-28,083
£58,422
£ 9,769

Business Risk cv
no change
cv%
max.exp LP
cv%

-

=
=

£105,726—28,083
£77,643
£14,352

OR / E[R]
16.72%
18.48%
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Business risk has been defined as the risk in a
business independent of the way in which the business is
financed. Total risk is business risk if there is virtually no
debt as in this case. Alternative scenarios can be built up by
loading the example with a burden of debt eg £100,000 of bank
overdraft borrowing with an historical equivalent service
charge of eleven percent (£11037). Interest rates are falling
so the expected service charge will be lower and subject to
the vagaries
of_ the market place
and the
interest rate
policies of the government. Again subjective judgement will
prove useful. Base rates have fallen to 7% Further falls may
be anticipated. A min of 4% max of 8% and most likely 5% is
the
anticipated
average
for
the
next
years
base
rates.
Overdraft
is
negotiated
at
3%
over
base.
Utilizing
the
triangular distribution the expected rate is (7+8+11/3)=8.67%
with a variance of ((1)2+(1)(3)+(3)2)/18)=0.72%. On an average
of £100,000 overdraft, interest due would be of the order of
£8,670 with a standard deviation of £850
Total risk is increased by the existence of debt. Firstly
the residual as the basis of the return to the equity holder
is reduced by the expected service payment:-

E'[R] = E[R] - E[S]
no change
max exp LP

E‘[R] : £58,422—£8,670 = £49,752
E‘[R] = £77,643—£8,670 = £68,973

Secondly the variance of the residual is increased by the
variance attributable to the debt service payment:-

no change
max.exp.LP

V'[R] = V[R] + V[S].
V'[R] = 9.7693x106 +0.72x106=96.15x106
V‘[R].=14.3523x106 +0.72x106=206.7x106

The variability in debt service payment is mainly derived from
fluctuations in interest rates:—
Total Risk
no change
max.exp.LP

cv
cv%
cv%

= o'R / E‘[R]
=19.71%
=20.84%

Total risk expressed as a coefficient of variation is
increased by both increase in numerator and reduction in
denominator.
Financial risk is the risk induced by the way in which the
business is financed. The principal effect is through the debt
service requirement which is required to be paid before the
owner receives a share of any surplus. Financial risk can be
calculated as total risk minus business risk (Gabriel & Baker
1980). Statisticians do not like
additivity of coefficients
of variation in this model. Total risk in cv% is the sum of
business risk in. cv% and financial risk in. cv% “derived. by
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difference.
As an alternative
(Barry & Baker 1984, p187)
follow (Barry 1983) in using a nmltiplicative model. Total
risk is defined as the product of business risk and financial
risk. On this definition financial risk is extracted from
total risk by division and is a multiplier applied to business
risk:Financial Risk
Financial Risk
no change
FR
max exp LP FR

Total Risk / Business Risk

O‘R E[R] / GR-E'[R]
19.71/16.72=1.179
20.84/18.48=1.128

Financial risk of borrowing £100,000 causes an increase of
17.9% over the business risk of the no change policy and an
increase of 12.8% over the business risk in the max. exp LP
policy.
The consequences of additional fund raising, investment or
the disposal of surplus funds can be rapidly evaluated in this
subjective risk framework. Surplus funds can be diverted to
reduce borrowing or assist with the purchase of additional
capital
assets.
The
newly
acquired
asset
will
increase
expected residual to E‘[R+] with standard deviation o'R+after
allowing for any additional debt servicing
requirements. The
capacity of the farm business to service additional investment
can be explored using this methodology to derive probability
judgements based on the magnitude of o'R+ in relation to
E‘[R+] resulting from the priority of payments.
What distinguishes farm businesses from most other private
sector business is that household subsistence is in conflict
with business development. A risk analysis for farming family
business must directly take into account the requirement for
personal drawings and proceed from there.
The distinction between tenants and owner occupiers can be
introduced at this stage since rent is a priority claim on the
surplus and grossed in with personal drawings.
The historical level of personal drawings may be no guide
to the future because there are many life cycle features such
as the need for education of children and the provision for
retirement. Most families will be able to give a guesstimate
of their minimum consumption requirements.
The
residual
after
allowance
for
personal
drawings
£25,000
and
rent
if
any
will
cause
a
large
shift
in
coefficient of
variation since
the standard deviation
is
unchanged
and
the
residual
expectation
reduced.
The
probability of drawing on contingency reserves can be derived
from the tables of the standard normal distribution after
recalculation of the residual expectation R:-

E"[R]=E[T]—E[F]—E[S]-E[Hl
V"[R]=V[T]+V[S] = V'[R]
OIIR=Jle[R]
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Maximum acceptable risk can be defined by the
and relative frequency of the negative residual:Pr ( R < 0

magnitude

)

The probability argument can be used to define a maximum
acceptable risk of calling on contingency reserves when R is
negative. The probability chosen is a reflection of attitude
to risk by the decision maker.
The risk averse might choose a call on contingency
reserves with a frequency of not more than one year in twenty
(probability of .05) with a corresponding normal deviate of
1.64o"R. For this condition to hold E"[R] must be greater
than
or
equal
to
1.640"R
it
follows
that
the maximum
coefficient of variation in the residual is sixty one percent
for this degree of risk aversion:-

Maximum acceptable risk cv
i.e.1/1.64 x 100 = 61%

= o"R / 1.640“R

If R ex—post were zero this would imply an accounting loss
of
the
order
of
£16,222
the
extent
of
the
machinery
depreciation.
Setting
E“[R]
at
1.64
o"R
implies
an
expectation of almost zero accounting profit with no change
policy or the expectation of a modest £7,500 accounting profit
with a maximizing expectations policy.

4

Risk efficiency

Risk efficiency can be defined as minimizing a measure of
variability for a given
level of
expectation.
Parametric
linear programming is commonly used to define the set of risk
efficient
farm
plans
minimizing
partial
mean
absolute
deviation as
the measure of
variability.
This method is
equally valid with minimizing variance for a given level of
expectation and similar risk efficient farm plans may be
identified.
Setting E"[R] greater than 1.64 o“R could be described

as a safety first technique. With two rows such a constraint
can be incorporated directly into an LP model of the farm. A
row of standard deviations is entered to compute the weighted
sum of enterprise standard deviations. This is a consistent
upwardly biased estimator of the whole farm gross margin
standard deviation.
Subtracting the
1.64 multiple
from a
second row setting the target level of gross margin will
achieve more than the desired level of probability.
This
technique was first demonstrated by (Rahman & Bender 1971).
Modern
spreadsheets
will
solve
LP
and
facilitate
simultaneous calculation of the unbiased estimate of the whole
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farm standard deviation. An iterative adjustment of the 1.64
multiplier is used to provide the appropriate probability if
the constraint is binding. Otherwise the upward bias in the
estimate has guaranteed a higher level of safety.
The merit of this approach is that it provides a best
solution
and
avoids
the
weighting
problem
implicit
in
compromise
risk
programming.
The
idea
that
the
ideal
compromise is some where on a convex surface facing the ideal
point in E V or E PAD space may not easily lead to realistic
trade off.
Whilst maximizing expectation may lead to an
acceptable and feasible solution, minimising variance or mean
partial absolute deviation is feasible but generally does not
produce acceptable
solutions since
it will usually imply
severe losses.
Gaining a. satisfactory compromise requires acceptability
as well as feasibility. Exponents of the art of compromise
risk programming dismiss this problem as simply a matter of
finding the appropriate set of weights. The ideal solution may
in fact be maximizing expectations and a convoluted weighting
procedure may be required to produce such an outcome.
If
the
analyst wishes
to explore the
risk efficient
surface this is easily achieved by parametrically reducing the
expectation
and
minimizing
the
Rahman—Bender
linear
approximation to the standard deviation as a weighted sum of
independent standard deviations.
This is justified on the grounds that motad surfaces have
already gained acceptance as an alternative form of risk
efficiency where covariances are
significant.
The RahmanBender biased approximation is suitable for cases where the
covariances are not significant and the enterprises are to be
considered as independent random variables. The same result
would
be
achieved
if
the
mean
absolute
deviation
were
substituted
for
the
standard
deviation
in
the
objective
function row since each enterprise MAD1= oiJ(2/n).
The
advantage
of
this
procedure
is
that
the
range
of
compromise has a sensible lower bound from which to start the
weighting procedure
and
an
ideal
compromise
more
easily
obtained.

5

Limits to borrowing.

Having
fixed
the
maximum
acceptable
risk
through
the
probability limit to calls on contingency reserves the implied
limit to the coefficient of variation also sets the limits to
borrowing.
In the context of Scottish conditions where the majority of
borrowing is on overdraft it is appropriate to calculate a
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suitable overdraft
limit for the business. Both the
expectation and the variability of the residual are influenced
by the level of additional borrowing X. Let Z be the current
value of the expected residual with standard deviation O z .
Additional overdraft X incurs an expected service charge at an
average annual rate µ=.0867 with variance o 2 = .000072:Limit to borrowing
c.v.max > ✓{o 2 z+o 2 X 2 )/{Z-J.LX)
(c.v.max) 2 (Z-µX) 2 > (o 2 z+o 2 X 2 )
(c.v.max) 2 (Z-µX) 2 -(o 2 Z+o 2 X 2 ) > 0
solve for X max.
(0.61) 2 (Z-.0867 X) 2 -(o 2 z +.000072 X 2 )=0
With the no change policy Z=f.24,752 and O z = f9,806 under
maximize expectations LP Z=f.43,973 and o z = f-14,377. The rental
equivalent is f14,840 and is subtracted from Z for tenants
limits.
policy
no change
max.exp LP

LIMIT TO BORROWING
tenant
owner
E 99,427
EO
E64,007
E232,868

The tenant under a no change policy bas a coefficient of
variation of 98% in the residual and can not raise funds on
overdraft by the probability limit imposed. The implication
may be that tenant farmers have to go for higher levels of
expectation, less stringent risk aversion or lower personal
consumption. Allowing the probability of calls on contingency
to rise to one year in five (cv= l.19) the tenant bas a limit
of E19,275 with no change in policy.
The accounts of the farm under the no change policy were
presented to a Banker who examined the prospects of the owner
occupier farmer with overdraft debt levels of zero, f.100,000
and E200,000. Whilst an owner with up to El00,000 of existing
debt would be considered to be an attractive customer, a debt
level of E200,000 was considered to be over the top and such a
client was probably in a position which could not be
sustained.
The limit to borrowing calculation appears credible in the
context of commercial banking practice and may be worthy of
more commercial exposure as an alternative to the rule of
thumb. The limit to the owner at 15% on a gross output of
f.125000 under a no change policy is E214,000. This has already
been judged as excessive by the Banker.
The rental equivalent of this farm was f.14,840 and any
tenant farmer would be restricted severely at 15% gross output
for combined rent and interest. The allowable borrowing to be
serviced here would be around E45000. Tenants on the other
hand may have less expectation in terms of lifestyle expenses.
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The dramatic impact which additional expectation has on
the limits to borrowing from the same resource base should be
interpreted in the context that such performance would have
been expressed in a track record of at least three years
before the bankers would be convinced of the wisdom of such
lending.
6
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FINANCLÀL LEVERAGE AND RISK IN FARM FIRMS
Svend Rasmussen (Agricultural University, KVL, Denmark)

ABSTRACT

As family farms grow larger and become more specialized, the income of the farm
family becomes more exposed to variability due to variability in yields and prices (production
risk). Under such circumstances it is important that the capital structure of the farm is

adjusted accordingly, so that the total variability in income after payment of interest on
borrowed capital is kept within a limit, so that the economic survival of the farm family is
not seriously threatened.
The paper describes the relation between production risk, capital structure, and total
risk. It is stressed that the choice of capital structure (debt/equity ratio) is an important
parameter in the risk management of the farm ﬁrm. The choice of capital structure is

determined by the balance between the desire for a high return on equity capital, and the risk
of going bankrupt. It is shown that an optimal capital structure will vary from one farm ﬁrm
to another, because it depends on production risk and the availability of ﬁnancial reserves.
It is concluded that to keep total risk at a reasonably low level, the demand for equity
capital in business oriented agricultural ﬁrms is so high, that the young farmer cann0t be
expected to raise the necessary amount. Therefore new forms of raising equity capital, for
instance in the form of capital from sale of stocks, have to be considered. An example of
ﬁnancing Danish farms in this way will be presented.

1.

Introduction

Agriculture in the western countries has traditionally been based on family farms and
private ownership. In Denmark, owner—occupancy (meaning that the farm family both owns
and runs the farm), has been the predominant mode of tenure. The change in structure

towards larger units has not yet had any impact on this state of affairs. About 98% of the
farms in Denmark are held in owner—occupancy, and the tenancy system seen in many of the
other EEC—countries, has only been used to a very limited extent in Denmark.
The trade of agricultural holdings takes place at free market prices, and the
economical advantages in family transactions are rather limited. About 60% of the deals in
real property in Denmark takes place in the open market, while the remaining 40% are family
transactions.
To ﬁnance investments including the take over of a farm, the Danish farmers have

access to a very liberal and efﬁcient credit system. This credit system operates almost
exclusively on market condition. Mortgage associations may ﬁnance up to 70% of an
investment or a farm take over, by capital raised by sale of bonds in the open market. The
ﬁnal 30% are typically ﬁnanced by ordinary bank loans, private loans, or by the farmers own
savings.

The easy access to external capital has been an advantage to the young farmer, who
wants to take over his own farm, and to the established farmer, who wants to ﬁnance the
growth of his farm. In both cases it has been possible to make large investments with only
small amounts of own capital.
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The consequence has been a relatively high burden of debt in Danish agriculture. For
the agricultural sector as a whole, the debt is around 56% of the assets, and a signiﬁcant

number of farmers - especially the young ones - have a debt of 80, 90 and even 100% of the
value of the assets.
Such a high degree of indebtedness is dangerous, and may seriously threat the survival

of the farm ﬁrm. The farm ﬁrm needs a certain amount of equity as a buffer. Otherwise it
becomes too vulnerable to the uncertain conditions such as ﬂuctuating prices and climatic
variability characterizing agriculture.
This paper focuses on the problems involved in determining the optimal capital structure (equity/asset ratio) of a farm ﬁrm. It will be shown that the optimal capital structure

depends on a number of individual conditions, with the business risk and the ﬁnancial
reserves as the most important elements.

With the increasing size of farm ﬁrms, the demand for equity necessary to establish
a sound capital structure may well exceed the ability of the individual farmer to save the
necessary amount of own capital. In such cases, other ways of ﬁnancing with equity has to
be considered. One possibility considered in this paper is the use of company ownership.

2.

The model

To determine the optimal capital structure of a farm ﬁrm, the following analysis is
based on the theory of portfolio selection (Markowitz 1952), which has been described in a
number of textbooks on ﬁnancing (for instance Levy and Sarnat 1990, cha. 11 and 13).

The general assumption is that the investor (the farmer) wants to maximize proﬁt and
minimize risk with the overall objective to ensure the survival of the ﬁrm.
We assume that this goal structure can be modelled in the form of convex iso-utility
curves in the EV space, where E is expected return and V is the variance (or standard

deviation) of the return. Such a framework is shown in Figure 1, with one of the iso-utility
curves with a utility level of U is drawn.
The investor is assumed to have a certain amount of own capital (equity), which he
or she may invest in one of a number of investment alternatives. These investment alternatives give expected return to capital of E(z) with a standard deviation 0(2), and are illustrated

as points on or below the curve A—A in Figure 1.
If the investor has access to a perfect capital market in which he may borrow money
at an interest rate of r (8% in Figure l), the optimal investment is B. This investment gives

an expected return to capital E(z) of 13% with a standard deviation a(z) of 2,5 %. If the total
investment is equal to the amount of own capital (equity), the expected return to equity E(y)
is also 13% with a standard deviation a(y) of 2,5%.

However, the farmer may increase his utility by increasing the scale of investment.
By borrowing money at an interest rate of r (8%) to supplement his own capital, he is able
to move to the right with a constant trade-off between expected return to equity (E(y)) and
risk (a(y)) given by: E(y) =r+Por(y), where P is the trade-off, or "price of risk", given by:
P=(E(z)—r)/a(z) (Levy and Sarnat p.277). By moving to the point C, the utility is maximized.
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Figure 1. Selection of optimal investment and ﬁnancing
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The model illustrates the well—known fact, that the decision concerning which type of
investment to choose can be separated from the decision how to ﬁnance the investment. The

optimal choice of investment among the efﬁcient investments along the line A-A only depends
on the rate of interest (r) on the capital market.
After having chosen the type of investment, the investor has to decide on the scale of
investment. By borrowing money (ﬁnancial leverage), the investor may increase the scale
beyond investment of his own capital. By doing so (and if the investment yields a higher
return to capital than the interest rate on the capital market), the expected return to own
capital (equity) will increase. However, so will also the standard deviation on the return to

own capital. The ﬁnal decision on how far to increase the scale (how much money to borrow,
i.e. choice of ﬁnancial leverage), will depend on the form of the utility curve, which will

depend on the investor’s attitude towards risk, and his ability to meet risk.
To illustrate the concept of ﬁnancial leverage, consider the two examples1n Table 1.
A young farmer considers which farm he should buy, farm A or farm B. The young farmer
has saved 10,000. If he buys farm A he has just enough money to ﬁnance the price of
10,000. If he buys farm B, he needs to borrow another 10,000 to ﬁnance the price of 20,000.
The expected (average) gross margin per year is 3,500 on farm A, and 7,000 on farm
B. However, the gross margin is uncertain, and it may vary up to +/- 750 on farm A, and
up to +/- 1500 on farm B.
The average return to capital is in both cases 8% (Net output divided by value of

assets), with an upper and lower level of 15.5% and 0.5%, respectively.
On farm A, the return to equity is the same (no borrowed capital). However, on farm
B, the average return on equity is higher, namely 10%. At the same time the variability has
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Table 1. Financial leverage.
Farm A

Financial leverage:

Farm B

0%

Assets:

_

10.000

Borrowed capital (BC):

0

Equity (EQ):

7

20.000

"

10.000

10.000
Highest

50%

10.000

Avg.

Lowest

Highest

Avg.

Lowest

Gross margin

4250

3500

2750

8500

7000

5500

—capacity costs, cash
—depreciations
-family remuneration

600
1200
900

600
1200
900

600
1200
900

2100
2400
900

2100
2400
900

2100
2400
900

= Net output:

1550

800

50

3100

1600

100

O

0

600

600

600

1550

800

50

2500

1000

-500

as % of EQ:

15.5

8.0

0.5

25.0

10.0

-5.0

Return to capital and family:

2450

1700

950

4000

2500

1000

0

O

O

600

600

600

2450

1700

950

3400

1900

400

-interest (6% of BC):

0

: Net proﬁt
(return to

equity):
Net proﬁt

-interest (6% of BC):

= Return to equity
and family:

increased, so that the upper and lower level is 25% and -5% respectively. Thus increasing
the ﬁnancial leverage increases both the average return and the variability on the return.
The consequences of increasing the ﬁnancial leverage can be illustrated more generally

by using the type of ﬁgure shown in Figure 2.
Let us assume that the gross margins in Table 1 follow normal distributions, and let
us for convenience assume, that the highest and lowest gross margins in the table are equal
to the highest and lowest values of normal distributions truncated at +/- 2.5 times the
standard deviation.

Under these assumptions, the relation between expected return, risk, and ﬁnancial
leverage can be illustrated as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Business risk, ﬁnancial risk and total risk

Return to

B (L=50%)

Return to

capital, %
6\\Business
risk

The normal distribution of Net output in per cent of assets (return to capital) is

illustrated along the horizontal axis. For practical reasons, this distribution is drawn upside
down. The standard deviation of this distribution illustrates the so—called business risk, which
is identical on farm A and farm B.
The distribution of return to equity is illustrated on the vertical axis. In the case with
no external capital (leverage 0%, farm A), the distribution of return to equity is equal to the
overall return to capital. In the case of a 50% leverage (farm B), the distribution of return
to equity is displaced upwards, and has a higher standard deviation.

The standard deviation of the distributions along the vertical axis illustrates the total
risk. Total risk is the product of business risk and ﬁnancial risk, where ﬁnancial risk is an
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increasing function of leverage.
The relation between business risk, leverage, and total risk can be graphically
illustrated as follows. First draw a 45° straight line through origo. This line represents the
situation with zero leverage (L=0% , farm A). Next ﬁnd the point on this line corresponding

to a capital return of r, i.e. the interest rate on borrowed capital (in our example from Table
l, 6%). Call this point P. Then draw a new straight line through P, with a slope of l/(1-L),
where L is the leverage (debt divided by total value of assets). In the case of farm B, L has
the value of 0.50 (L=50%, farm B), and the slope of the line is therefore 2.

Now, the distribution on the vertical axis (return to equity) may be constructed simply
by using the relevant straight line in the lst quadrant as a mirror to transform the distribution

on the horizontal axis (return to capital) to the vertical axis.
This model framework may be used more generally to analyze the relation between
business risk, leverage, and total risk. Increasing leverage will increase the slope of the line
through P, and thereby the variability on the return to equity. With a value of leverage close
to 100%, the distribution of return to equity will have a range from minus to plus inﬁnity.

3.

Choice of ﬁnancial leverage

In the following, I shall use the established model framework to analyze the
considerations on which to base the choice of ﬁnancial leverage.
First of all it is obvious, that if we consider the goal, to maximize average proﬁt, the

ﬁnancial leverage should be as large as possible. With a given amount of own capital, and
with an average overall return to capital larger than the rate of interest on borrowed capital,
the long run return to own capital (equity) will increase with increasing leverage. (The distribution on the vertical axis in Figure 2 is displaced upwards).
On the other hand, if we consider the goal to minimize uncertainty, increasing

leverage has a negative impact because the variability of return to equity increases.
The negative consequence of uncertainty is the threat to the survival of the ﬁrm in the
short run. Due to uncertainty, the return to capital may in the short run deviate considerably

from the average. This threat will have its effect when the return falls under a certain critical
limit.
Let us for a moment assume that we have identiﬁed this critical limit in the sense that
we have identiﬁed an amount, which, if the net proﬁt in a year is below this level, will have

the consequence, that the ﬁrm will not survive.
If the actual leverage does not involve the risk of having a year with a net proﬁt below
this level, the leverage may be increased. By doing this, the average return to equity will
increase, and at the same time, the ﬁrm will not face the risk of not surviving, as long as the

leverage is not increased more than corresponding to a lowest net proﬁt above the critical
limit.
If on the other hand the actual leverage involves a level of risk which is not acceptable
from this short run survival point View, there are in principle two ways in which this

condition could be changed: Either by reducing the leverage, or by reducing the business risk.
For the established farmer on an owner-occupied farm, reducing leverage takes time.
The only way to reduce leverage is to save from the return to equity and family, and to use
these savings to repay loans. (If instead the farm ﬁrm had been in company ownership, the
leverage could have been reduced almost immediately by issuing stocks, and using the raised
capital to repay loans).
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Reducing business risk is the other alternative. In principle, there are three ways in
which it is possible to reduce business risk:
1) Reduction of business risk within the existing enterprises through

adoption of measures, which may reduce yield and price uncertainty
(improved production management, irrigation, price contract, etc.).
2) Change to other enterprises with a lower business risk.

3) Introduction of new activities, which are relatively independent of the
existing ones (diversiﬁcation).

It is outside the subject of this paper to go into further details concerning these opportunities.
However, it is obvious that these opportunities have to be considered as part of the strategic
considerations involved in ﬁnancial planning.
It has now been identiﬁed, that if the level of risk exceeds a critical level from the

point of view that the farm ﬁrm should be able to survive under unfavorable conditions, then
there are two possibilities: To reduce ﬁnancial leverage or to reduce business risk.
However, to make things operational, we still need a way to identify the so-called
critical limit mentioned above.
Let us consider a net proﬁt of zero as a possible critical limit. If the net proﬁt is less

than zero, the farmer will apparently not be able to fulﬁll its obligations, because he will not
be able to pay the full amount of interest on borrowed capital. The survival of the farm is
thereby threatened because the creditor may demand forced sale. This possibility exists on
farm B, and we might conclude that a ﬁnancial leverage of 50% is too high.

However, this is not necessarily so. To see this, consider for instance the family
remuneration of 900 in Table 1. This ﬁgure is a calculated cost, which may not necessarily
involve a withdrawal of cash of the same amount. The farm family may be able to save in
the short run and be able to survive on a withdrawal of for instance 400. In that case the farm
family on farm B may survive even a year with the lowest outcome.
Depreciations (2400 on farm B in Table 1) are also calculated costs, which do not

necessarily involve the same amount of cash withdrawal. The actual withdrawal of cash for
re—investments and repayment of loans may be more or less.
The consequence is that we can not draw any deﬁnite conclusions on the basis of
ﬁgures from the proﬁtability statements shown in table 1. We need to supplement the

proﬁtability statement with a liquidity statement.
To illustrate this, consider the example shown in Table 2.
The right hand side of the table shows a proﬁtability statement for a farm ﬁrm”. The

calculations are similar to the ones in Table l. The left hand side of the table shows the
corresponding liquidity statement.

The example illustrates what has just been mentioned, namely that the actual cash ﬂow
in a certain period may deviate considerably from the corresponding costs. Actual investments
and repayment of loans deviate considerably from depreciations. The actual withdrawal for
private consumption and taxes is lower than the calculated cost of family labour and
management (family remuneration). And the family has had a non-agricultural income to
supplement the income from farming. Finally, the farmer has raised new loans to cover the
cash deﬁcit.
It is obvious from this example, that the actual net proﬁt does not in itself indicate

whether the farm may be able to survive in the short run. The critical level of net proﬁt, and
therefore the acceptable level of leverage, has to be determined individually. Not only does
it depend on the business risk, but also on the short run ability to raise cash in one way or
another.
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Table 2. Example of proﬁtability and cash ﬂow statements for a farm ﬁrm.

Total agricultural assets (A):

439,000 ECU

Debt, % of assets (B):

61,5 %

Profitability
1000 ECU
Gross output:
- costs, cash:
- depreciation:

Cash flow

1000 ECU
172
101
ĳ

Gross proﬁt:
— family remuneration:

52
33

Net output (C):
- interest on debt:

19
E

Gross output:
— costs, cash:

Cash income from agriculture:

172

1_01
71

+ non-agricultural

family income:

Net proﬁt (D):

Overall rate of
return (C/A):

Gross income, cash:
- investments:
- repayment of loans:
- interest on debt:

- l7

Subtotal:

- private consumption

4.3 %

and taxes:

Rate of return on equity

D/((1—B)A):

- 10.1 %

Net cash before

ﬁnancing:
+ new loans:
Balance:

Source: Figures based on Agricultural Accounts Statistics 1991/92, Institute of Agricultural Economics, Denmark,

average of farms in size group 50-100 hectares.

This may be done either the direct way by taking up new loans to ﬁnance the cash
deﬁcit (borrowing slack), or by postponement of planned payments (payment slack). In the

following I use the term ﬁnancial reserves as the name of these two types of slack.
A farm ﬁrm with large ﬁnancial reserves has a higher ability to meet short term
reduction in net proﬁt than has a farm ﬁrm with small or even no ﬁnancial reserves.
Therefore, when determining the critical level of net proﬁt mentioned above, the amount of
ﬁnancial reserves has to be taken into account.

The conclusion of this section is that the choice of ﬁnancial leverage should be based
on the size of business risk involved in the production and the amount of ﬁnancial reserves
available. The larger the business risk, the lower the acceptable leverage, and the larger the
ﬁnancial reserves are, the larger is the acceptable leverage.
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4.

Financial management

The conclusion of the previous section was that the capital structure (ﬁnancial
leverage) has to be determined individually, as it depends both on the business risk and the
ﬁnancial reserves. However, even in the individual case it might be difﬁcult to arrive at an

objective measure, because the ﬁnal choice also depends on a number of subjective elements
such as the evaluation of how small the probability of a fatal loss should be before it is
considered insigniﬁcant.
I shall therefore not elaborate more on this topic. Instead I shall use the general
concept to make some general comments on ﬁnancial management.

The starting point of ﬁnancial management is the estimation of business risk (probability distribution of net output) and ﬁnancial reserves. On the basis of these estimates, the
acceptable level of ﬁnancial leverage is determined according to the considerations mentioned
previously. The choice of ﬁnancial leverage should be considered as a strategic decision,

which sets the framework for the ﬁnancial decisions at the tactical and operational level.
Having decided the long term strategy concerning ﬁnancial leverage, the objective of
ﬁnancial management is in short, to make sure that the actual leverage does not deviate too
much from the leverage determined at the strategic level, and if it does, to make sure that it
moves back towards this level.
This objective of ﬁnancial management should be the basis of all ﬁnancial decisions
within the ﬁrm. Using the above deﬁnition as a guide it is relatively easy to deduce rules
concerning ﬁnancing re-investments, ﬁnancing growth investments, choice of payback period
for loans, growth rate, choice of discount rate, etc..

5.

Financing with equity

The previous sections have been dealing with ﬁnancial decisions under the assumption of

private ownership to farm ﬁrms. This assumption is valid for almost all Danish farms, as
98% of the farms are held in owner-occupancy. However, a couple of years ago, it became
legal in Denmark, that a company can own a farm, and at the same time laws were changed

which made it possible in practice to establish parts of a farm business within a company
framework. Therefore it has become more interesting to consider other ways of ﬁnancing
Danish agriculture. This trend has been supported by the increasing size of agricultural ﬁrms,
and the fact that many farm families have not been able to make the necessary consolidation.
If a farm or part of a farm is established as a company, it gives new opportunities.
Besides ﬁnancing investments with borrowed capital and equity in the form of own capital
saved by the farm family, the ﬁrm now has the possibility to use equity in the form of share
capital from stockholders as ﬁnancial resource. This means that the desired leverage of the

ﬁrm can be established without the farm family having to save the necessary amount in
advance. This will become even more important as the size of the farm ﬁrms increases, and
the demand for equity to establish a reasonable level of leverage grows well beyond the

ability of the farm family to save the necessary amount of own capital.
A problem in agriculture may be to ﬁnd external investors, who are willing to invest

their capital in a business like agriculture, which has never been known for its high return
to capital. Obviously, to attract capital to a risky business like agriculture, one would expect
that the investors will demand a relatively high average return as a compensation for sharing

the risk with the farmer.
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A few companies have been established within Danish agriculture in the last 1-2 years.

These companies are established mainly within pig production, and the model on which these
companies have been established is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Example of capital structure for farm with specialized pig production.

Farm firm

Land

Livestock

Owned
by the
farmer

Owned by
company
(Farmer

Stables

Equipment etc.

20-49 %

100 %

DPL—A/S
51-80 %)

Dwelling

Oprat.

capital

The company is based on a collaboration between the farmer and an outside investor.
In the cases to which I refer, the outside investor is itself a company (with the name of DPL
Invest A/S), owned by 6 large ﬁnancial institutions in Denmark.
The external investor (DPL-A/S) demands to have the controlling interest of the

company. Thus the model is a company with the external investor having 51—80% of the
stocks, and the farmer the remaining 20—49%.
The company does not own the farm, and the ownership to the farm (land, original
stables, dwelling) remains completely in the hands of the farm family. Instead the farmer
leases buildings and land to the company. The company itself makes the necessary invest—

ments in production equipment, livestock, feed stock, etc., and takes the full responsibility
for the pig production. The farmer is hired by the company as manager of production, and

is paid a ﬁxed salary plus a 20% commission.
The advantage to the farmer of such a construction is that he becomes able to establish

a large production unit without the prohibitive amount of own capital necessary to establish
a reasonable relation between equity and borrowed capital. The capital from the external
investor is equity with the same obligation to bear the business risk as the own capital
invested by the farmer.
The advantage is thus primarily risk sharing. However, other advantages are involved.
Through the company board the farmer gets access to one or more sparring partners, with
whom the farmer may discuss the business, and share the responsibility for major decisions.
An advantage is also a better continuity in the development of the ﬁrm over time, and a

larger degree of ﬂexibility in relation to change of ownership. It should also be mentioned,
that according to this construction, the farm family remains the full owner of the farm as
such, and therefore also of the farm as a home. Thus, in the extreme case that the company

goes bankrupt, the home of the farm family will in principle not be affected.
Many farmers may see a disadvantage in the fact, that they lose their self—determina-
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tion. Historically, farmers have been independent (or at least thought they were!), and the
share of ownership with others is not part of their tradition. This is underlined by the results

shown in Table 3, which are part of the results from a survey carried out in the autumn 1991
amongst the progressive part of pig producers in Danish agriculture.

Table 3. Attitude towards limited companies in agriculture (Answer in per cent).

Limited company with capital and inﬂuence from:
- family members

- external investors

Don’t

Don’t

Farm group

Positive

Negative

know

Total

Positive

Negative

know

Total

20-75 sows

55

27

18

100

27

55

18

100

75-150 sows

54

29

17

100

25

57

18

100

150-300 sows

46

29

25

100

23

64

13

100

> 300 sows

61

29

10

100

37

46

17

100

Spec. porker prod.

50

35

15

100

26

59

15

100

Average

53

29

18

100

26

58

16

100

(Timed on 256 observations)

Source: Stryg,P.E. , K.-Â.H.Poulsen‚ M.H.Knudsen, F.Andersen (1992): Produktionstekniske og akonomiske forhold
pà storre svinebedrifter. Papers from Dep. of Econ. and Natural Resources, Social Science Series no.2, Agricultural
University, KVL, Denmark, page 50.

The results show that 58% of the farmers in the survey are adversary to a company
construction with an external investor, unless the external investor is a family member, and

only 26% has a positive attitude. The participants were also asked whether they had
considered to change their farm into a company. 25% said yes, while 75% said no. The
farmers who said yes gave various reasons for their attitude. 50% said that their motive was
to make it easier to pass the farm on to the next generation. Only 25 % said that their motive
for a yes was risk sharing. This is despite the fact that the farmers within the ﬁve groups had
an average debt of from 72 to 79% of the assets, with standard deviations from 20 to 30

percentage point (Stryg et.al, 1992). Thus the leverage on a large part of the farms in this
survey is very high.
The greatest problem in relation to company ownership in agriculture is probably to
attract external capital to be invested as equity in agricultural ﬁrms. The above mentioned
company DLP invest A/S has a strategy not to invest capital in this kind of business unless
they can expect to get at least 15—20% in return (Jantzen 1992). This level of return on equity

is rarity — at least in Danish agriculture —and it is obvious that the relatively low rate on return
to capital in agriculture will be the major obstacle to a major spreading of this kind of
ownership. The condition is at least that the management of a farm ﬁrm becomes much more
business oriented than is the case today in large parts of the agricultural industry.
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6.

Summary and conclusion

The optimal capital structure (leverage) of a farm ﬁrm depends on the business risk
involved in production and sale, and the amount of ﬁnancial reserves available. The objective
is to ﬁnd a proper balance between the two goals, namely to maximize return to equity and
minimize the probability that the farm ﬁrm will go bankrupt. As farms grow larger and

become more specialized it becomes extremely difﬁcult for the individual farm family to raise
enough own capital to ensure a capital structure with enough equity to ensure the survival of
the farm ﬁrm (under market conditions).
We therefore have to consider other ways to ensure a responsible degree of ﬁnancing

with equity in farm ﬁrms. The objective is primarily to introduce a higher degree of risk
sharing. One possibility described in this paper is the use of company ownership in
agriculture. Company ownership means, that it will be possible to ﬁnance investments with
external capital in the form of equity. While this opportunity seems attractive on the paper,

there may be problems involved. Partly because of the tradition of individual ownership. And
partly because of the relatively low rate of return to capital in agriculture. In the (probably
many) cases where the ﬁnancial problems in agriculture are due to a low rate of return in

general, the problems should probably be solved by other means than through a change of
the ﬁnancial structure.

Notes

1) The actual data concern the average of Danish farms in size group 50-100 ha in the year 1991/92. In relation to
the use in this example, the actual data are relatively unimportant. However, the data are included to give an
impression of the actual ﬁgures from Danish agriculture.
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AGENCY THEORY AND FINANCE IN HORTICULTURE*
M. Mulder
(Agricultural Economics Research Institute, The Netherlands)

ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to deal systematically with the finance
characteristics of Dutch horticultural firms. The analysis is based on the
idea of the agency theory that there are several actors contributing to a
firm who demand in exchange a reward. In this theory it is assumed a
necessary condition for continuation of a firm is the satisfaction of all
the various disparate interests. For the participants manager, owner,

creditor and public authority measures are determined for calculating the
extend to which their interests are satisfied. On the basis of these
measures and the data from the Dutch Farm Accountancy Data Network the
question is answered to which extend the interests of the mentioned

participants are satisfied. The research shows there are significant
differences between the firms in the extend they reward their participants.

From the research follows also the existence of a rank order of the various
interests. The satisfaction of the interest of the creditor seems to be the
most important condition for continuation of a firm.

1.

Introduction

The LEI—DLO publishes yearly accounting data of agricultural firms on
the basis of the Dutch Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN). These figures
give information about profitability, income and finance. However, a deeper
insight in the finance characteristics of the agricultural firms follows
not directly from these figures. In order to reach a more systematic view
on agriculture and finance a theory is needed. The agency theory seems to
be a good starting point for interpreting the bookkeeping figures
systematically. The central idea of this theory is I) there are various
actors contributing to a firm (called participants) and 2) the risks and

rewards (incentives) should be equal distributed among these participants.
On the basis of these theory the following questions can be put forward:
1. who are the participants in horticultural firms having an interest in

finance?
2. by means of which measures is it possible to determine the satisfaction
of these interests?
3.

to which extend are the interests satisfied of participants in Dutch

horticultural firms?
4. to which extend is this satisfaction equally distributed among the
participants?

5. are there differences between types of farming in horticulture in extend
they satisfy the participants?
This paper tries to answer these questions. The first two questions
are answered in section 2 where a theoretical framework is developed. After
describing the contents of the agency theory briefly, for each participant
measures are determined for calculating the extend to which the interests
are satisfied. In the next section these measures are applied on the
accounting data of horticultural firms from the FADN in order to answer
questions 3, 4 and 5.

In the last section of this paper the results of the

research will be discussed.

* The author thanks M.P. Koolhaas and K.J. Poppe for helpful comments.
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2.

Theoretical framework1

2.1

The firm as a coalition and agency theory

In neoclassical micro-economic theory the firm is presented as a
black-box striving for profit maximalisation and operating on the markets
of inputs and outputs. There is hardly any attention for organizational
aspects of the firm (see e.g. Hendrikse et. al., 1990). In behavioural
theories, in contrast with traditional economic theory, the firm is
presented as a coalition of interest groups (see e.g. Maulders, 1981).

The participants in the firm are those actors who contribute to the firm.
Some authors,

like Wytzes (1990), confine the possible participants to the

suppliers of manpower or financial means. Others, like Van der Wilde (1987,
define the group of participants much broader. Following the latter, the
group of participants in the firm can be distinguished in managers, owners
(shareholders), creditors, workers, subcontracters, clients, the public

authorities and the public.
In general the participants in the firm have common interests. In the
opinion of Wytzes (1990) those common interests are the continuity, the
remunerability and eventually the growth of the firm. These three
conditions are necessary to satisfy the interests of the various

participants. Besides those common interests the participants in the firm
have different interests and will therefore strive for influence in the
firm in order to plead for the satisfaction of their interests (see e.g.
Fama, 1980). A necessary condition for continuation of the firm is the
satisfaction of all the various disparate interests.

With the help of the agency theory the interactions between the
various participants can be described (see e.g. Jensen, et. al,

1976). In

this theory it is assumed the participants in the firm are (implicitly)
making agreements with each other. In connection with that the organization
is considered as a nexus of contracts. The relations between the

participants are viewed as the relations between a principal and a agent.
The principal makes with the agent such an agreement which minimizes the
difference between goals of the principal and those of the agent. The costs
which the principal has to make in order to exercise the fullfilment of the

agreement and thus exercise influence, are called agency costs. The problem
is "how to structure an agreement that will induce agents to serve the
principal's interest even when their actions and information are not
observed by the principal" (Pratt, l980:2). In general the best system is
the one in which the risks and incentives are optimally distributed among
the participants.

2.2 Participants concerned in financing of horticultural firms
Finance is defined as the recruiting of capital in order to tie it up

in durable goods or providing capital. There are various forms of capital.
The main distinction is that between equity and debt capital. Equity is in

principle permanent available, while debt capital is only available during
a certain period. The owners of equity bear both business and financial
risk, while the lenders of debt money bear only business risk.2 Because of
the necessity to repay debt capital,

this form of capital is attended with

liquidity stress.
From the definition of finance follows there are at least two actors
involved: one who demands capital and one who offers capital.3 The demander

of capital in the case of a firm is the manager. Since there are two main
types of finance, two types of participants can be distinguished at the
active side of finance: the supplier of risk bearing capital (equity) and
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the supplier of debt capital. In a firm there are thus three participants
directly involved in finance: the manager, the owner of equity and the
lender of debt capital. In horticultural firms the manager and the owner of
equity are often the same person. From the point of view of the agency
theory this person plays two roles. It may be expected this has effects on
the finance of the firm. The other participants are indirectly involved,
since the way of finance influence the development of the firm. In this
paper the attention is confined to the position of the public authority.

2.3

Manager: maximizing firm growth
Managers are generally supposed to pursue power, prestige and income.

In theories of the firm managers are often assumed maximizing growth,
mostly in terms of discounted sales (Van Loon, 1981; Wijn, 1988). Following
these authors, it is assumed the interest of the manager is to maximize
firm growth. Firm growth has to be financed. Finance sources can be
distinguished in internal and external sources. The internal finance source
is profit after reduction of taxes and capital costs (=P). External finance
sources are equity (=E) and debt capital (=D). In order to reach firm

growth at least one of these sources must be available. Since the finance
source P is not attended with increasing influence of other participants,

as is the case when E or D are attracted, it can be assumed the manager
prefers the former one as the finance source for firm growth (=G). The

manager's goal function can therefore be described as:
max G = max P

(l)

The level of the quantity P is a function of the operational results, the
taxrate and the capital costs. Given the subject of this paper, the way of
finance will be discussed as a method for realizing firm growth.
In general the demanded rate of return on equity (=rd) is higher than
the rate of after tax costs of debt capital (=c). The explanation
for this

difference is twofold, namely 1) providing permanent risk bearing capital
demands a risk premium compared to risk free investments and 2) equity

finance lacks tax advantages. The existence of this difference implies that
the rate of capital cost (=t) can be minimized by choosing the optimal
leverage factor (the ratio debt capital/equity = D/E = L) (see e.g. Bouma,
1980).

In the case L30,

the demanded rate of return on total invested

capital is equal to the demanded rate of return on equity (see figure
1).
By rising the leverage the capital costs will therefore decline. However,
this decline will change in a rise when the portion of debt capital has
risen to much. The reason for this is that a rising portion of debt capital
causes agency costs and bankruptcy costs‘. The suppliers of equity and
the
suppliers of debt capital will therefore demand a higher return on their
investments. Supposing simple lineair relations, rd, c and t can be
described as follows:
rd = r0 + r1 * L

(2)

c

= c0 + c1 * L

(3)

t

D
E
= rd * -—- + c * —-D+E
D+E

(4)

On the basis of equations 2 and 3 equation 4 can be rewritten in:
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1

L

L2

t = ro * —-- + (r1 + c0) * ---- + c1 * ---L+1
L+1
L+1

(5)

mm M
mmm!
emu

Figure 1

Minimal demanded return on equity (=rd), on debt capital
(=c)
and on total capital (=t) in relation to leverage factor
(=L)

The curve which describes the relation between the minimal
demanded

rate of return on total capital and the leverage factor is known
as the
bath-tub curve (see e.g. De Haan, 1992). The optimal leverage factor
is
that ratio between debt capital and equity where the demanded
rate of
return on total capital is minimal,

thus where the bath—tub curve is

horizontal (see figure 1). This is the case where dt/dL is equal
to zero
under the condition L being positive:
dt

1

--------dl

*

-r0+r1+c0+c1(L*2+2L*)

*
2
(L-+1)

-2+ 4—4*-

=O

(6)

r0'1"1‘°0

-------------

*
C1
L------------------------------

(7)

i»iw hira

Possible reasons for real leverage factor (=L') being differe
nt from
are:
the owner demands a rate of return on equity different from
rd;
the manager is rationed on the market of equity;
the manager is rationed on the market of debt capital.
Reasons 2. and 3. depend on the extend the manager is able to
satisfy the
interests of the suppliers of equity and debt capital (see subsect
ions 2.4
and 2.5).
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2.4 Owner: maximizing wealth
The interest of the owner is generally to receive a sufficient high
rate of return on equity. In theories of the firm the shareholders are'
often assumed maximizing the sum of the discounted value of dividends and
the discounted valued of the final equity (see Van Loon, 1981; Ooghe, 1979;
Boehlje and Eidman, 1983). Following these authors it is assumed the owner

is striving after maximum current value of wealth. The current value of
wealth (=W) is a function of the actual level of equity, the rate of return
on equity (=r) in each year of the period (i=1...n)
and the capitalization
rate based on n and t*5 (=cr):

max W = Ei=0 +

(8)

Z .........

The return on equity is a function of the rate of distributed dividend
(=dd) and the rate of capital gains c.q. capital losses (=ca):
r = dd + ca

(9)

Given the characteristic of equity as risk bearing capital, the rate of
distributed dividend is a function of the rate of return on total capital
(=t), the distribution rate (sdi), the after tax cost rate of debt capital
(=c) and the leverage factor (see equation 10). It is assumed the manager

determines di in such a way that r is never higher than rd.
dd = di * (t + (t

- c) * L), 0 <= di <= 1

(10)

The rate of capital gains c.q. capital losses is determined by the value
development of the assets (=dA) and the level of equity:

dA
ca = -E

(11)

In order to be attractive for suppliers of equity r should be equal to
rd. When r is lower than rd, equity is not available as a finance source.
When r is equal to rd, the availability of equity (S_E) depends on other
factors (=of),

such as institutional and social aspects of equity

investing:
S_E = f (rd, r, of)

(12)

2.5 Creditor: receiving interest and instalments and lending new capital
The interest of the creditor concerns in the first place the receiving
of interest and instalments on current debt and in the second place the
lending of new capital. The satisfaction of the first interest (=CI_1) is a
function of the level of interests and instalments (=INT) which the debtor

has to pay back during each year of the periode (i=1...n), the yearly cash
flow from operations (=CF), the stock of liquid means at the beginning of
the period (=LI) and the capitalization rate:

LI + (CF/cr)
cr 1 = ------------

(13)
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The debtor is expected to be able to pay the interest and instalments when

CI_1 is greater than 1.
The lending of new capital is determined by the demand for and supply

of debt capital. The demand for debt capital (=D_D) depends on the level of
planned investments (=I) and the stock of liquid means at the beginning of
the period:

D_D = I - LI
The supply
conditions
liquidity6
the source

(14)

of debt capital (=S_D) is a function of the extend the
of liquidity, solvency and collateral are satisfied. The
condition is based on the idea that the annual cash inflows are
for paying interests and instalments. To avoid financial

distress annual cash inflows must meet or exceed consumption expenses,

taxes, debt service obligations and cash operating expenses. The maximum
amount of debt a firm can borrow is therefore determined by it's capacity
to pay the interests and instalments (see e.g. Hanson and Thompson, 1980).
The solvency condition is based on the following considerations: 1) debt
capital is not suited very well for the finance of assets with a permanent
capital need, 2) risk full behaviour of the manager is prevented when

equity is also a source of finance and 3) when the operational leverage is
high and/or the returns are fluctuating a lot, the risk of illiquidity can
be lowered by rising the solvency. The collateral condition is based on the
need of securities. Each of these conditions sets bounds to the maximum
amount a firm can borrow.
The maximum amount a firm can borrow on the basis of the liquidity
(=dL) is a function of the cash flow from operations, the indebted
interests and instalments on current debt and the rate of interest and
instalment on new debt (=ri):

dL = --------- ,

if

CF - INT > O

(15)

The maximum amount a firm can borrow on the basis of the solvency (=dS) is

a function of the minimal demanded solvency by the lender of debt capital
(=sn),

the current level of debt capital and the current level of total

capital:

(1 — sn) * (D + E) _ D
dS = ----------------------

(16)

The maximum amount a firm can borrow on basis of the collateral (=dC) is a

function of the liquidation value of the current and planned new assets of_
the firm (=LV),

the current level of debt and the confidence the lender of

debt capital has in the qualities of the demander of debt capital (=con):
dC = con * LV - D,

0 <= con <= 1

On the basis of equations 15,
is determined:

(17)

16 and 17 the maximum supply of debt capital

S_D = min (dL,dS,dC)

(18)

On the basis of equations 14 and 18 the amount of debt capital is
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determined which is actually lended/borrowed (CI_2):
CI_2 = min (D_D, S_D)

(19)

The goal of the creditor is to maximize CI_2. In the rest of this paper the

attention is directed to CI_1.

2.6 Public authority: sustainable development of sector
Generally the interest of the public authority in a firm is its
contribution to the realisation of the goals like economic growth and full
employment (see e.g. Ooghe, 1979). A specific goal of the Dutch
agricultural policy is the sustainable development of agriculture. In order
to reach such a development horticultural firms have to invest in
environmental friendly systems. A measure for the degree in which the
interest of the public authority is satisfied, is therefore the portion of
firms which are able to finance the environmental investments.

The capability to finance these investments (=P) depends on the level
of these investments (=Ie) and the availability of financial means (=FM).

FM is a function of the stock of liquid means at the beginning of the
period, the supply of equity, the supply of debt capital and the level of
investments which also have to be financed (=Io):

FM

LI+S_E+S_D-Io

F = -- = -------------------

(20)

The interest of the public authority is satisfied when F is greater than
one.

2.7 Integration
In the foregoing subsection measures concerning the interests of the
participants manager, owner, creditor and public authority are determined.

In table l these measures are summarized on the diagonal axis. For so far
finance is concerned,

the manager demands minimal capital costs, the owner

demands a minimum return on equity, the creditor wants the paying of
interest and instalments on current debt, while the public authority is
interested in financing of environmental investments.
According to the agency theory each participant desires in addition
certain actions of the other participants. The manager wants the owner to
minimize the demanded rate of return on equity, the creditor to minimize
the cost of debt capital and the demanded solvency and to maximize the
confidence in his qualities and the public authority to minimize the tax
rate and to maximize finance support. The owner wants the manager to

maximize the rate of profit on total capital, the creditor to minimize the
cost of debt capital and the public authority to minimize tax rate and to
maximize finance support. The creditor wants the manager to maximize the

cash flow from operations, the owner to supply sufficient equity and the
public authority to minimize the tax rate and to maximize finance support.

The public authority wants the manager to minimize investments which
compete with the available financial means, the owner to supply sufficient
equity and the creditor to supply sufficient debt capital.
The outcome of the 'play’ between the participants determines the
extend to which the satisfaction of interests is equal distributed. There
is a complete equal distribution when or zero or all participants are
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satisfied. When one, two or three participants are satisfied, the
conclusion can be drawn that the concerning participants have a strong

position in the firm. Those actors are succesfull principals in their
relation with the weaker participants playing the role of the agent.

Table 1 Demanded return in exchange for contribution per
participant (diagonal) and demanded action by participants (rows)

of other participants (columns)
M
M

1Î=L*

O

max.

0

C

.

t

.

P
.

.

min. r

min. c, min. sn
max. con

min. tax rate
finance support

r>-=rd

min. c

min.

tax rate

finance support

C

max. CF

s>=sn

CI_1>=1

min. tax rate
finance support

Meaning of symbols:
M = Manager; 0 = Owner; C = Creditor; P = Public authority;

Lr = real leverage factor; L: = optimal leverage factor; r = rate of return
on equity; rd = demanded rate of return on equity; c= rate of after tax
costs of debt capital; t = rate of capital costs; 5 = solvency; sn =

minimal demanded solvency by supplier of debt capital; CF = cash flow from
operations; CI_1 = firm’s ability to pay interests and instalments; 10 =
non-environmental investments; S_E = supply of equity; S_D = supply of debt
capital; F = firm's ability to finance environmental investments

3.

Agency theory and finance in Dutch horticulture: an application

3.1

Introduction

On the basis of the above described theory questions 3, 4 and 5 are
answered (see section 1). The research is based on the accounting data from
the year 1990 in the Dutch Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN). The FADN

is based on a stratificated sample. The population of this sample is
defined as all horticultural firms above the threshold of 16 European Size
Units. The population of horticulture is stratified into eight types of
farming: growing of vegetables under glass, growing of cut flowers under
glass, growing of pot plants under glass, mushroom farming, outdoor crowing
of vegetables, fruit growing, tree nursery and bulb growing.

3.2 Satisfaction of participants interests
Leverage factor
The optimal leverage factor of horticultural firms is known, when ro,
r1, co and c1 are known. The rate of after tax costs of debt capital, co,

can easily be based on the interest rate of standard long term bank loans.
In 1990 this rate was about 8%. Since the average tax rate of horticultural
firms is about 20%, c0 is about 6.5%. More difficult is the determination
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of the demanded rate of return on equity of a horticultural firm. Penson,
et al.

(1981) state that r0 is much higher than co.

"Investments in farm

assets are frequently not as liquid as other types of investment
opportunities. The market is much narrower, with fewer prospective buyers
and sellers for financial assets. Risks and returns are less wel defined.
Finally, the success of a venture may be linked to the management ability
of an individual farmer or to the strength of a specific commodity market.
Hence, such an investment may require a higher risk premium than would
financial assets." Therefore, it is assumed ro is significantly (say 25 to
50%) higher than c0 (thus about 8 to 10%). Further is assumed that the

effect of a rising leverage on the demanded risk premium is equal for
equity and debt capital. It seems reasonable to assume r1=c1=l.7 From
formula 7 and this assumptions follows lf is between 0.3 and 0.8, which is
the same as a solvency between 80 and 50%.
A lot of horticultural firms have a leverage factor which differs from
the optimal leverage factor (see table 2). For example,

32% of the firms

specialized in the growing of vegetables under glass has a leverage which
is lower than 0.3, while 50% has a leverage higher than 0.8. The half of
the firms in this type of farming thus use much debt capital. On the other
hand, tree nursery firms are scarcely heavily indebted. Only 9% of these
firms has a leverage higher than 0.8, while 64% has a leverage lower than
0.3.

Table 2 Distribution of firms (in %) by leverage factor, per type of
farming (1990)

Type of farming

--------------------<0.3
0 3-0 8
>0 8

All
firms

Vegetables under glass
Flowers under glass
Potplants under glass
Mushroom farming

32
44
37
27

18
16
17
12

50
40
46
61

100
100
100
100

Outdoor crop of vegetables

49

20

31

100

Fruit growing
Tree nursery
Bulb growing

47
64
41

33
27
24

20
9
35

100
100
100

Source:

LEI-DLO

In order to determine whether or not the firms with a low leverage are
rationed on the market of debt capital and the firms with a high leverage
are rationed on the market of equity, table 3 is constructed. From this
table follows a great portion of the firms having a leverage lower than 0.3
are able to attract debt capital, since they meet the suppliers demands
concerning liquidity, solvency and collateral. A reason for nevertheless
having a low leverage is the demanded rate of return on equity being lower
than rd.8 From table 3 follows also there are few firms having a high
leverage who are able to rise the level of equity. The measure used here is
the rate of return on equity. From empirical research of the financing of
glassholdings follows there are some other reasons for not being able to
attract equity (Alleblas, et al., 1992). These reasons concern the annual

fluctations in the rate of return and the strong linkage between the
success of firm and the capabilities of the grower.
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Table 3 Relation between level of leverage factor and ability to attract
debt capital and equity, per type of farming (1990)
1Î<0.3

Type of farming
Vegetables under glass
Flowers under glass
Potplants under glass
Mushroom farming
Outdoor crop of vegetables
Fruit growing
Tree nursery
Bulb growing

Lr>0 8

Percentage of firms
able to attract D

Percentage of firms
able to attract E

79
83
91
89
82
91
97
94

33
20
37
12
15
24
25
21

lf = real leverage factor; D = debt capital; E = equity
Source: LEI-DLO

Return on equi ty

The rate of return on equity is calculated by assuming that the labour
of the grower and family is fully remunerated in accordance with collective
agreement standards. From table 4 follows that more than a half of all
horticultural firms generates a return on equity lower than 5%. The type of
farming with most firms generating a return on equity higher than 10% is
the growing of potplants under glass. From this figures it can be concluded
that a lot of owners in horiticulture receive less than the demanded rate
of return on equity.

Table 4 Distribution of firms (in %) by return to equity, per type of
farming (1990)

Type of farming
Vegetables under glass
Flowers under glass
Potplants under glass
Mushroom farming
Outdoor crop of vegetables
Fruit growing
Tree nursery
Bulb growing

-------------------<5%
5-10% >10%
50
57
49
73
61
76
52
76

15
15
12
9
16
12
25
19

35
27
39
18
23
12
23
5

All
firms
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Source: LEI-DLO

Capability to pay interests and instalments
The yearly cash flows, which are one of the sources for paying
interests and instalments, are calculated on the basis of the cash flow
in
1990 and expectations concerning future returns (see Mulder, et al. 1993).

In most horticulture types of farming about 95% of the firms is able to pay
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the indebted interests and instalments (see table 5). The other firms are
in financial difficulties.

Table 5 Distribution of firms (in %) by capability to pay interest and
instalments on current debt, per type of farming (1990)
Capability to pay interest

Type of farming
Vegetables under glass
Flowers under glass
Potplants under glass
Mushroom farming
Outdoor crop of vegetables
Fruit growing
Tree nursery
Bulb growing
Source:

and instalments
-------------------------sufficient
insufficient
92
98
95
94
89
94
95
96

8
2
5
6
11
6
5
4

All
firms
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

LEI-DLO

Capability to finance environmental investments
The level of environmental investments is calculated on the basis of
Mulder et al. (1992). Since the possibilities to attract equity in

horticulture are very small, the available finance means are calculated on
basis of the stock of liquid means at the end of 1990 and the capabilities
to attract debt capital. A lot of horticultural firms are not able to
finance the environmental investments completely (see table 6). The supply
of capital is not sufficient to finance these investments. These shortage
of financial means has a restraining influence of the sustainable
development of Dutch agriculture.

Table 6 Distribution of firms (in %) by capability to finance
environmental investments, per type of farming (1990)
Capability to finance
environmental investments

Type of farming
Vegetables under glass
Flowers under glass
Potplants under glass
Mushroom farming
Outdoor crop of vegetables
Fruit growing
Tree nursery
Bulb growing
Source:

----------------------------sufficient
insufficient
63
77
71
73
58
49
89
74

LEI—DLO
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37
23
29
27
42
51
11
26

All
firms
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

3.3

Integral view on satisfaction of participants

The fourth question to be answered in this paper concerns the extend
the satisfaction of the interests is equally distributed among the
participants. There is a big difference between firms in the number of
participants they satisfy (see table 7). For example, on 8% of the firms

specialized in the growing of vegetables under glass none of the
participants is satisfied, while on 9% of the firms all participants are

satisfied. For each type of farming applies the statement that the biggest
group exists of firms where two participant are satisfied. This means that
on most firms the satisfaction of interests is not equally distributed.
Table 7 Distribution of firms (in %) by number of participants satisfied,

per type of farming (1990)

Type of farming

Average Number of participants satisfied
number -------------------------------satisf.
Zero One
Two
Three Four

Vegetables under glass

2

8

9

Flowers under glass

2

0

5

Potplants under glass
Mushroom farming
Outdoor crop of veget.
Fruit growing
Tree nursery
Bulb growing

2.
1.98
1
1
2
1

l
3
9
3
l
5

Source:

21

56

7
5
7
2
5
2

15

All
firms

100

LEI-DLO

The question which follows from table 7 is: who are the participants

whose interests are (not) satisfied? When there is only one satisfied
participant the identity is in most cases the creditor (see table 8). When
there are two satisfied participants then the creditor is in all cases one
of them. The other satisfied participant is mostly the public authority.

When there are three satisfied participants then the creditor is in all
cases, the public authority in most cases and the manager and the owner in
some cases part of them.

Table 8 Distribution of firms (in %) with one satisfied participant by
identy of this participant, per type of farming (1990)
Manager

Owner

0
0
0
0
0
9
35
0

0
7
14
14
6
0
0
0

Creditor

Type of farming
Vegetables under glass
Flowers under glass
Potplants under glass
Mushroom farming
Outdoor crop of veget.
Fruit growing
Tree nursery
Bulb growing
Source:

LEI-DLO
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100
93
86
86
94
91
65
100

Public
authority
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

All
firms
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

The fifth question of this paper concerns the existence of differences
in satisfaction of the participants between the distinguished types of
farming. From table 7 follows that the top average number of satisfied
participants is in tree nursery (2.35), while in the outdoor crop of
vegetables the average number is the lowest (1.88). The former type of
farming can therefore be viewed as the best economic sector in
horticulture, while the development in the latter seems less favourable.

4.

Discussion

One of the key ideas of the agency theory is that the satisfaction of
all the various disparate interests is a necessary condition for the
continuation of a firm. Since there are only few horticultural firms
satisfying all participants, the conclusion can be drawn that a lot of
horticultural firms will disappear, unless the participants accept lower
rewards than they should do from theoretical point of View. Whether or not
participants accept a lower reward depends on the extend in which that loss
is compensated.

The manager and the owner have in the financing of horticultural firms
weak positions. On most firms they are not able to influence the actions of
the other participants sufficiently. Therefore a lot of them have to accept
the non-satisfaction of their interests. Since most owners are also
managers and workers, they are prepared to accept a low (or even negative)

return on equity in exchange for labour income and nonmonetary rewards. See
for example Fiske, et al. (1986), when they state that "(...) typical farm
owner-operators accept lower returns on capital than nonproprietor

investors because they can include a variety of nonmonetary rewards in
their calculation of total return on investment." Another argument for
accepting a lower return on equity is the existence of low opportunity

costs of the grower's labour. In addition to this, it is possible that
investing in horticulture land lowers the risk of an investment portfolio.
The usual explanation for the low leverage on a lot of horticultural
firms that "the operating profits are inadequatly to fully reward the
factors of production labour and capital" (LEI/Rabobank Nederland, 1990)
suggests that the firms are not able to attract more debt capital. From the

figures in this paper follows this is not the case. The real reason for the
low leverage is the acceptance of a low rate of return on equity by the
owner. The high leverage on other firms is the result of a shortage of
supply of equity. Because of the insufficient return on equity, social and
institutional factors the manager is rationed on the market of enterprising
capital.
A crucial role in financing of horticultural firms is played by the
creditor. The creditor has a strong position, since this actor is a
succesfull player of the role of principal by including covenants in the
indenture provisions, such as constraints on management's behaviour
regarding family spending and maintenance of working capital (see also e.g.

Jensen, 1976). A creditor will only be prepared to give extension of
payment when he expects negative effects of a bankruptcy on the development
of firms which are also financed with debt capital or when most firms in a

sector have met financial difficulties at the same moment. Generally the
interest of the creditor has to be satisfied. The satisfaction of the
creditor can therefore be viewed as a necessary condition for continuation
of the firm.
The public authority is in the middle between the weak position of the
manager and the owner and the strong position of the creditor. This actor
is able to demand the reduction of other investments which are competing
for finance means by making laws and to advance the supply of debt capital
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by giving finance support by means of for example the instrument of
government guarantees. In the case finance of environmental investments is
none the less not possible, the public authority has to make the choice
whether or not to accept a delay of environmental investments. Arguments
for doing so concerns the magnitude of other undesirable effects, such as
an improving unemployment.

Notes

1. A remark concerning the symbols: small characters are used for
percentages, portions, etc., while capital characters are used for
nominal quantities.

2. Business risk is defined as risk inherent in the firm, independent of
the way it is financed. Business risk is reflected in the variability in
the cash flow from operations. Financial risk is the risk of being
unable to meet prior claims with cash generated by the firm. (See e.g.
Gabriel and Baker,

1980).

3. The demand of capital is called 'passive finance', because it is
directly concerned to the passive side of the balance sheet. Passive
finance exists of the attraction of capital in a form and size and

against conditions which are most suitable for realising the goals of
the demander of capital. The offering of capital on the other hand is
called 'active finance’, because it has consequences for the active side

of the balance sheet. The providing of capital is an investment from the
viewpoint of the concerning actor, just as the tieing up of capital in
durable goods is an investment for the other actor.
4. Bankruptcy costs arise as a result of the threat of a bankruptcy. These
costs exist of the difference between the discounted expected cash flow
in case of going concern and the expected returns in case of bankruptcy.

5. Future returns have to be capitalized by t*‚ which is the minimal
capital costs given the demands of the offerers of capital (see
subsection 2.3)

(see e.g. Moerland,

1992).

6. Liquidity can be defined as the ability to satisfy at every moment the
financial obligations under the assumption of continuation of the firm
(see e.g.Scholten (1962).

7. The cost of debt capital is in general a negative exponential function
of the solvency. For example, when c0=6.5%, c1=l and the solvency is
100%,

75%,

50% and 25%,

then c is respectively 6.5%,

6.8%, 7.5% and

9.5%. When the solvency is lower than the by lenders of debt capital
minimal demanded solvency (see subsection 2.4), they are only prepared
to lend money at high interest rates (see e.g. Syben, 1991).

8. From equation 7 follows the declining of lf by lowering the difference
between r0 and c0.
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SUMMARY.

This paper aims to assess the total amount of investments made by the
Belgian farmers and horticulturists during the period 1970-1990,and to
clarify their consequences on farm management and economics.
First the concept of

“investment”

is analyzed (1).The global amount of

investments in the Belgian agriculture is evaluated (2) and,finally,their
consequences for farmers are examined.(3)
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1.lntroductory Remarks
1.1. Notions

With MASSE,it can be said that “the investment act consists in the exchange of a
certain and immediate satisfaction to which the investor renounces against a hope the
support of which is the invested good".
The elements involved in this concept are: the subject who invests,the object
which is invested,the immediate cost and the certainty of the incurred deprivation
and,lastly,the value of the hope generated.
1.2. Who are the Investors?

Investments can be carried out by: (a) the individual enterprises,for instance for
buying land or machines,modernizing a building....; (b) the producers groupings (
cooperatives ),to build a grain silo,to expand a veiling (fruit or vegetable market)...;(c) the

Public Services ‚for instance,to fund agricultural research,teaching and extension
(human investments),or to improve the agricultural basic equipment (hydraulic,road
works,regrouping ...).The investments are private in the two first cases and public in the
third
1.3. Typology.
1.3.1. Financing.
According to their financing,the self—financed investments and those financed by
the credit may be distinguished.
The self-financing is the financing by own resources of the inveStor (farmer),coming
from levies on the liquid assets of the farm,or from the private savings previously
accumulatedln this case,the privation of income generated by the investment occurs
before it is performed .
The credit consists in placing a given sum of money at the farmer’s disposal by a
financial institution (bank,saving bank...) in order to perform the investmentln this
case,the privations of income
take place after its implementation,and consists in the
levies on the future income during the whole duration of the repayment (amortization and
interests).

1.3.2.Material support.
According to their material support,the investments may concern the
infrastructure,machines,buildings...
1.3.3. Objectives and effects.
According to their objectives and effects,the investments may be carried on for
the:(a) first installation (taking over of the farm),(b)modernization (new equipment for a
cowshed...),(c)expansion of production (building of a new hen house...),or (d)
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replacement (for instance of an old machine...)
But the above distinction is not always clear,and some investments may have a
mixed character:for example,the replacement of a piggery by a greater and better
equipped one proceeds in fact from the three last types of investments.
1.3.4.Repartition in time
As far as the spreading out of their costs and income in time is concerned,one
distinguishes the following investments:(a) point input-point output (forestry
plantings...),(b) point input-continuous output (machine buyings...),(c) continuous inputpoint output,and (d) continuous input-continuous output (permanent funding of
research,teaching and extension...)

2.Assessment of the investments carried out by the Belgian
farmers (1970-1990).
2.1. Evaluation of their amount

The following valuation of the investments carried out by the Belgian farmers
during the period 1970—1990 depends strongly on the availability of reliable statistical
data.We distinguish the two following subsets
2.1.1. Transfers of Capital goods within agriculture.
By “transfers within agriculture",we mean the redistribution of some investments
goods between persons of the agricultural sector.
To be considered as investments,these transfers must give rise to expenses effect

ively borne by farmers and receipts encashed by persons not carrying on any
agricultural activities,like for instance the land owners,the retired farmers...The transfers

of capital goods may take place
2.1.1.1. Into space.

One may distinguish
2.1.1.1.1. The buyings of agricultural land (table 1)
These are buyings by farmers of arable land and pastures sold by the
proprietorsThese latter,who are not farmers,find good reasons to sell their land in the
characteristics of the investments in real estates such as their poor profitability,land

taxes,very uncertain increase of their value in the future...
_As far as the buyers are concerned,a sampling of notaries and credit institutions reveals
that they are ,almost exclusively, farmers purchasing land for a personal exploitation.As
a consequence,we supposed that 95 % of the land sold was bought by the farmers
(table 1,col 5)
The transfers of agricultural land (buyings and sales ) are regularly published in the
financial Statistics issued by the National Insitute of StatisticsThe acreage sold (col 2) is
the total of the following items:(a) arable land (approximately 63-65 % of the total),
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(b)meadows (about 23-25 % of the total,) and (c) arable and grassland (about 10-12 %

of the total);the global amount of sales (col 3) appear also in the same statistics; the
weighted average value (1000 frs /ha,col 4) is simply obtained by dividing the total
amount of sales by the total acreage.
This average amount ,so as the global amount of sales ‚doesn’t include the
purchase costs,!et be the registration taxes,the notary costs... :in fact,these expenses are
included in the gross formation of fixed capital.

TABLE 1 - Transfers of Capital Goods within Agriculture,1970—1990.
buyings

transfers agricult. land
Year

total

total

average

bought

acreage

value

value
(3/2 x

by
farmers

1000)

(3) x 0,95

of agricult. for over—
takings
buildings

col 2

1970
1975
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

15,5
18,1
18,8
18,4
20,9
22,6
26,2
25,8
25,7
24,8
25,3
26,8
27,8

col 3

4
5,3
9
8,1
8,4
9
10,6
10,5
10,6
10,4
10,6
11,7
12,6

total

TOTAL

credits

(S+6+8)

for over-

(CGER,

takings

CERA,
INCA)

(7) x 1,15

frs )

(1000 ha) (milliards(1000 frs (milliards
frs)
/ha)
frs)
col 1

credits

col 4

col S

col 6

col 7

col 8

col 9

258
293
479
440
402
398
405
407
412
419
419
437
454

3,8
5
8,6
7,7
8
8,6
10,1
10
10,1
9,9
10,1
11,1
_12

0,4
0,9
1,4
1,3
1,3
1,2
1,4
1,5
1,7
1,9

0,7
1,2
2,9
2,2
2
2,5
3,2
3,8
4,1
4,1
5,3
6,9
8,4

0,8
1,4
3,3
2,5
2,3
2,9
3,6
4,4
4,7
4,8
6,1
8
9,6

5
7,3
13,3
11,5
11,6
12,7
15,1
15,9
16,5
16,6
18,2
21,5
24,4

2,4
2,8

2.1.1.1.2.Buyings of agricultural buildings.
The purchases of agricultural buildings appear in the financial statistics published
by the _ National
Institute of Statistics . As for the land , the fi ures a earin in
_
' table 1 col
6) dont include the acquisition costs.
9
pp
g
(

We suppose that the agricultural buildings were bought exclusively by the farmers
2.1.1.2.ln timeztakings over of farms.
The farms takings over are also transfers of capital goods within the agricultural
sector,but these latter occur in time,let be from one generation to the next one.The young
farmers who takes a farm (cessionary) over,pays the amounts of the retaken assets to
the farmer who stopped his activities (assigning party).
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The takings over of farms are extremely high and we supposed that their amount is
exclusively financed by the credit.This assumption implies that the amounts paid for
takings over is supposedly equal to the credits granted in this purpose;but this way of
doing involve a negative bias in the assessment of their amount ‚equal to the proportion
of the taking over financed by the own resources of young farmers.

The credits granted to take a farm over are published in the statistics of the
Agricultural Economics lnstitute,but these consider only the three main credit institutions
which,during the covered period,have issued the following approximate proportions of
the total granted credits:(a) Caisse générale d'Epargne et de Retraite (CGER)‚fr0m 16%
(1970) to 14% (1990);Centrale Raiffaisen Kas (CERA),from 44%(1970) to 58 %(1990); .and (0) National Institute for Agricultural Credit,from 4O % (1970) to 28 % (1990).

At the above estimated sum must be added the credits granted by the other"
institutions .We supposed that these latter amounted to 15 % of the total credits granted

by the three institutions above.This last proportion comes from the Reports of the
Agricultural Investment Fundzduring the period 1970-1990,the credits granted by these
other institutions and enjoying the full benefits of the Fund (State guarantee and
subvention interest) represented approximately 15% of the total credits conceded by the
three main institutions.We simply applied this proportion to the credits for farms over takings.
On the whole,the transfers of capital goods within the agricultural sector reached
about 24,4 milliards frs in 1990(col 9):moreover,they increased at the yearly rate of 8,2
% from 1970 to 1990.The expenses done by the farmers in that respect aim simply to
acquire the ground tool necessary to carry on their activities.About half these expenses
goes to the non farmers landlords. and,consequently, leaves agriculture,when the other

half is paid to the farmers who ceased their activities:it can be supposed that the income
from these amounts ‚like the income from the formerly saved money,are very much
appreciated,as they increase somewhat the (very) modest pension granted to the
retired farmers.

Lastly, let’s point out that these considerable amounts are necessarily financed by

by the farmers income - past,current or future - and that these increased at the average
yearly rate of only 4,1%,appreciably lower than the growth of the internal transfers.
2.1.2.The interior formation of gross fixed capital.

The interior formation of gross fixed capital is the sum of the expenses incurred by
the whole of farmers to buy investments goods to the other economic sectors or for
payments to the State.

.

It is the second part of the investment expenses and comprises the following
.
.
u-

constituents: (a) buyings of tractors and other pulling means, (b) prchases of new

machines, (c) erection of new buildings,greenhouses... and works of civil engeneering
and hydraulics (the registration rights and the bill of sale costs are not included), and (d)
the bill of sale and registration costs on occasion of estate transfers of agricultural land
and buildings.
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"

The amounts related to the interior formation of gross fixed capital are published
in the Statistica! Yearbooks issued by the National lnstitue of Statistics (Ministry of
Economy).They figure in table 2 , according to the above headings.Table 2 (col 7)
retakes also the global amount of the capita! goods transfers within the agricultural
sector (table 1,col 9) so as the total investments performed by the Belgian
agricualturists and horticulturists (col 8).

TABLE 2 - Gross Formation of fixed capita! in the Belgian Agriculture and total amount of
investments,1970-1990 (milliards frs).
Year

col 1
1970
1975
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

q r o s s fo rm a t io n o f fixe d c apit a!
capita!
TOTAL
buyings
buildings registration TOTAL transfers INVESTMENTS
buyings
l
tractors �gricultura onstruction and bill
within
(6) +(7)
machines works of bf safe costs
agriculture
civil
engineering
col 2
col 4
col 3
col 6
col 8
col 5
col 7
1
7,3
0,9
12,3
1, 7
5
3,6
10,7
2,2
5
1, 2
18
2,3
7,3
5
14,8
9
6,2
28, 1
1 3,3
4,2
1,
2,
2,6
5,6
25
4
11,5
13,5
1,3
4, 1
6,2
3, 1
14,8
11,6
26,4
1,3
15,4
28,1
5,7
2,2
3,8
12,7
3,7
4,2
16,6
1 ,8
15, 1
31,7
6,4
4,2
6,5
1 6, 7
1 5,9
4,3
4,2
1, 7
32,6
5, 1
18,2
7,7
16,5
34,7
1,7
3,7
4,8
20,1
36,7
1,8
6,3
16,6
7,2
4,7
19, 1
5,6
1,8
7, 1
18,2
37,3
6,2
20,1
7,2
21,5
41,6
4,8
1,9
4, 7
7,2
1 9,9
5,9
44,3
24,4
2, 1

2.2.Causes of the investments

The spectacular growth of the investments during these last years may be
explained by the following facts:
2.2.1. The vigorous expansion of the productions not.or few ,bound to the
land (greenhouse productions ,eggs,poultry,pork meat...) has involved considerable
investments,namely tor erection and equipment of well adapted buildings
(greenhouses, hen houses,piggeries...). These expenses were necessary to establish
and to keep competitivity on the for�ign markets
2.2.2.Technological progresses have made indispensable the buyings of
machines not formerly used (sprayers bound to the growing use of pesticides ,precision
sowing machines tor sugarbeets...)while others consisted in mechanizing tasks
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manually performed (potatoes Iifters,beat pullers...)
2.2.3. The requirements of the modernization of farms and the increase of
their average size result chiefly from the disappearing of submarginal farms (farms in a
loss-situation) and the efforts carried out to improve agricultural structures .Their impacts
on the investments have consisted in (a) the buyings of machines by an increasing
number of farms (milking machines,combines...) and,at the same time, (b ) the
progressive increase of their average working capacity (power of the tractor,cutting
breadth of the combines,machines gigantism...),(c)the modernization of traditional
cowsheds...

2.2.4.Moreover the increase of wages and construction costs,of land and
machines prices...have contributed to raise the investments expenses expressed in

current prices
2.2.5.Final|y,the aids to investments granted since the creating of the
Agricultural Investment Fund (15.2.1961) and later by the European Fund for

Agricultural Orientation and Guarantee have stimulated the demand for capital goods.
2.3.Analysis of their financing.
We try now to determine the proportions of investments respectively financed by
the credit and the own resources of farmersThe credits granted by the 3 main credit
institutions (CGER,CERA and INCA) are the starting point of these estimates.Until the
year 1982,they are regularly published in the Statistical Yearbooks and ventilated
according to their affectednes;afterwards they appear in the Satistics of the Agricultural
Economics Institute.
These credits are distinguished in about 30 headings and we have admitted that
the following items concerned investments:(a) purchase of land ,farms and machines,(b)
building and/or

transformation of farms,greenhouses and silos,(c) improvement of

Iand,equipment and drainage,(d) farms takings over,and (e) going out of joint
possession .
Lastly the sum of the amounts related to the items above and to the three main

credit institutions has been raised by an additional charge of 15 % to take into account
the credits for investments granted by the others credit institutions.This increase of 15 %
has been justified above.Table 3 summarizes the results of our estimates.
The amounts of table 3 (col 5) show that the proportion

of the investments

financed by the credit has approximately doubled from the beginning to the end of the
analyzed period,and reached about 72 % in 1990.
These ratios are appreciably higher than those assessed from the accountable
data related to the farms the book-keeping of which is hold by the Agricultural
Economics Institute (GOFFINET,1990,pp.85-88).But these data are differently
established ,and concern only a sample of farms the gross standard margin of which
amounts at least to 500.000 frs.Moreover,the above figures include the farms over-takes
,of which the total amount has been supposed financed by the credit. By recomputing the
proportions without consideration of the amounts of the takings over,as well in the

investments (col 2) as for the credits granted (col 4),we get figures approximately the
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same as those of the microeconomic study.

ABLE 3 - Financing of the lnvestments carried out by the Belgian farmers,1970 - 1990.

Year

col 1

1970
1975
1980

proportion of
amount of
total credits granted for
investments self-financed
in v e s t m e n t s bv
financed by
investments
all the
CGER
total
credits
(6) = (2) -(4)
institutions
CERA
investments
(3) X 1,15 (4) / (2) X 100
INCA
(milliards frs)
(milliards frs) (milliards frs) (milliards frs)
(%)
col 6
col 5
col 4
col 3
col 2

1 2,3
18
28,1

3,9
4,8
9,8

4,5
5,5
11,2

36,6
30,6
39,9

7,8
12,5
1 6,9

1981
1982
1983
1984

25
26,4
28,1
31,7

7,7
8,3
11,7
14,1

8,9
9,5
13,4
16,3

35,6
36
47,7
51,4

16,1
16,9
14,7
15,4

1986
1987
i988
1989

34,7
36,7
37,3
41,6

17,6
17,3
20,4
23,6

20,2
19,8
23,5
27,1

58,2
54
63
65,1

14,5
16,9
13,8
14,5

1985

1990

32,6

44,3

14,8

27,7

5 2,1

17

71,8

31,8

15,6

12,5

3.lmpacts of investments on economics of farms.
3.1.Decrease of the

available income.

3.1.1.The conventional income (computed income).
The income of agricuktural and horticultural exploitations is yearly established by
the Agricultural Economics lnstitute and published in the reports annually presented by
the Government according to the so-called parity law (29.3.1963).
This income is computed as fellows.From the gross value of agricultural
productions,the
following exploitation costs are
subtracted:seeds, feedstuffs, fertilizers,pesticides,energy, cattle,small aquipment,machines
maintnance and repairs expenses,other goeds.The difference is the gross added value
at market prices .From this latter,are subtracted the following items:
- depreciations
- net taxes,equal to the difference between indirect taxes and subsidies
The difference is the net added value at factor costs. ;trom this latter,the three
following elements are still subtracted:
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— rentszthose include all the estate costs,computed by assuming that the whole
agricultural land is rented by the farmers
- the interests paid on the amounts borrowed to acquire the exploitation capital (chiefly
on occasion of the takes over)

- the costs of the salaried workers
The difference is the revenue of entrepreneurs.
Let us remark that the conventional way to compute the agricultural income has
undergone some variations during the 1970-1990 periodBut the agricultural land has
always been considered as totally rented by the farmers.
3.1.2.The available income:notion and valuation.

The payments to the credit institutions to repay the borrowed capital don’t appear
in the exploitation costs,so as the investments self-financed.

Now these payments above must be financed by the liquid assets of the farm(er)
so as by the levies on the income of the preceding years or ,more exactly,the saved part

of these incomes,obviously reducing by the same amount the available income or,in
other words,the income being affected to saving and consumption expenses.
We assumed that these repayments of the borrowed capital,so as the self-financed
investments of one given year,are supported by the revenue of this year,such as this
latter is traditionally computed.|t is possible ‚and even probable, that these amounts

are,in fact,supported by the revenue of several past years .But the above assumption
doesn’t involve any bias in the estimation of the whole charge,but only in its distribution
between two or several successive years.

On the other hand, the depreciation is considered as a current charge,although it
doesn’t give raise in fact to any payment from year to year,owing to the fact that only
the expense to acquire the initial capital had to be consented.
3.1.3.Computed and available income.

The relation between the available and the computed income is as follows:
Available income = Computed income
+ depreciation
- self-financed investments
- repayments ,as amortization,of the formerly borrowed capitals (1)
The computed income and the depreciation appear as such in the parity
reports.The proportion of self-financed investments has been computed above (table

3,col 6).As far as the yearly repayments by the farmers for the borrowed sums for '
investments are concerned,they comprise the debt amortization and the interest on the

due balance.But the interests effectively paid are considered as current costs and have
already been subtracted from the gross value of production,so as only the refunded
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sums as amortization for the borrowings formerly contracted for investment purposes
must be taken into account .They are estimated from the following expression:

Enc (t) = Enc (t- 1) + CA (t) - R (t)

(2)

Expression 2 simply means that the balance due of credits at the end of year t
(Enc (t)) is equal to the balance due at the end of year t-1 (Enc (t-1)),plus
the amount of

credits granted during yeart (CA (t)),and minus the repayments as amortization
of the
debts during this same yeart (R (t)).From expression 2,we infer easily:

R (t) = Enc (H) + CA (t) - Enc (t)

(3)

The credits granted for investment (CA (t)) have been estimated above and figure
In table 3 (col 4).
As far as the balance due of credits (Enc (t -1), Enc (t) ...) are concerned,we have
supposed that they were equal to the amount of the rubric “Borrowings" appeari
ng

among the liabilities at the balances of agriculture annexed to the parity reportsBut the
balance due (Enc (t)) includes a part related to the credits not affected to investm
ents
(Enc (t,ni)) and another Specific to the credits affected for investments .(Enc (LL)).
One
can write:
Enc (t-1) = Enc (t-1,ni) + Enc (t-1,i)

(4)

Enc (t) = Enc (t,ni) +Enc (Li)

I

(5)

and,consequently:

Enc (t-1) - Enc (t) = Enc (t-1,i) - Enc (t,i) + Enc (t-1,ni) + Enc (t,ni)

(6)

But the analysis of the balance due on the basis of the available statistics is
practically impossible.Moreover,the credits granted during one given year and repaid
before the end of this year (short term credits to pay taxes,buyings of raw materials...)
doesn't give rise to any balance at the end of this latter.Consequently, we have
considered the balance related to all the granted credits ‚This simplification involves
a
bias equal to the difference between the balance due non affected to investments
and
related to two successive years.We believe this bias is weak,because of the small
v'ariation of this balance from one year to the next one .

The results of the valuation of the available income on the basis of the elements
of expression 1 appear in table 4.This shows the great importance of levies operate
d on
the farm income for investments purposes:those have been reduced,according
to the
years, from 2 % to23 % of their global amount (col 9).
The above proportions are still more important if we take the income taxes
into

account .Even if we admit that they represent only 20 % of the computed income
and if
we begin again on this new base all the operations of table 4, we easily establi
sh that
investments financing and repayments of the borrowings contracted in this purpos
e
represent cuttings down of income varying from 2% to 29 % during the analyzed period.
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· ltura1 1 neome ' computed and available ' 1970-1990 (milliards frs)
TABLE 4 - A1gncu
Year

col 1
1970
1975
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

1 - Rd /Re
Rd
amortization of b o r r o w i n q s
selfcomputed
X 100
mortization 8) = (2) +
agricultur al depreciations financed balance due credits
of
(3)-(4) for
ot
investments
income
(7)
borrowings investments borrowings
(Re)
(%)
R
t))
(
(
(CA (t))
(Ene (t))
col
9
col
8
col 7
col 6
col 5
col 4
col 3
col 2
14,5
27,2
1, 6
4,5
32,9
7,8
4,8
31,8
17,2
39,6
3,4
s,s
39,4
12,5
7,7
47,8
22,8
39,6
5,8
11,2
78,6
1 6,9
11
51, 3
18,4
48,3
6,5
8,9
81
16,1
11,7
5 9,2
17
55,8
6,8
9,5
83,7
16,9
12,3
67,2
1
1,1
66,3
7,2
13,4
89,9
14,7
13,6
74,6
8,5
67,8
5,5
16,2
100,6
15,4
14,6
74, 1
12,8
1
63,
9,3
17
108,3
15,6
1 5,6
72,4
11,1
64,4
10,3
20,2
118,2
14,5
16,8
72,4
13,2
56,4
9,3
19,8
128,7
16,9
17,6
65
11,3
61,5
12
23,5
140,2
13,8
18
69,3
14,8
73,1
17,1
27,1
150,2
14,5
18,9
85,8
1,8
78,5
8,4
31,8
173,6
12,5
1 9,5
79,9

3.2.Transformation of income in equipment goods.
The necessity to achieve the competitivity and the survival of farms through
modern farm structures,has induced the continuous transformation of income in
equipment goods.This transformation is perfectly compatible with the fact that the global
volume of capitals of the Belgian agriculture ,so as the volume of farmers-owned
capitals didn't increase but even slightly decreased (BUBLOT and DEWIT,1984).
This establishment is explainable by the following facts.Firstly,the decrease of the
global volume of capitals comes chiefly trom the decrease of agricultural land (arable
and pastures),as these represent about 70 % of their total value.Secondly,we
mentioned above that the capitals transfers within the agricultural sector approximately
amounted to half agricultural investments.
Finally the greater part of investments relates to assets subject to depreciation
and which must be continuously replaced (machines,buildings...) when a small part of
these expenses (only 30 % ) is devoted to patrimonia! acquisitions the value of which
increases in time (land) or depreciates very slowly (buildings).
The acquisitions of land and the accumulation of capita! goods within the farms
may be considered as a forced saving J the income of which will very usefully complete
,when the farm is taken over.the (very modest) retirement pension perceived by the
farmer- grantor.
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3.3.Increase of

rigidities and uncertainties.

The equipment goods acquired by the farmers during the last years are often
specific to one production,such as,for instance, the harvest machines (beet
pullers,milking machines,...)‚the buildings (greenhouses,hen houses,piggeries...)...
Consequently, rigidities arise in the farms,coming from the obligation for them to
continue to produce the products for which the specific investments have been
made.On the other hand,as the investments specific to every production are often
considerable,it is not possible for a farm to equip oneself for a too greater number of
productions.As a consequence,the exploitations must specialize,i.e. to reduce the
number of their productions.But by doing so they become more and more dependent on
the political decisionsso as of the more and more severe restrictions imposed to
themzprice decrease,reduction of the interventions,coresposibility levy,greater quality
requirements...

CONCLUSIONS.

According to the conventional book-keeping methods,the farm income
is established by considering the depreciation as an effective cost,when
this don’t give rise to any payment during a given year.

But on the other hand, they don’t include,neither the investments selffinanced by the farmers nor the repayment,as amortization of the formerly
contracted borrowings,when those give rise to payments necessarily
coming from levies on the income ‚involving their real cutting down.
As a consequence,the real charges of the investments (a) are greater
in the counts published in the official statistics,and
than those appearing
(b) considerably increased during the last years:during the period 19701990,they reduced the income,according to the years,from 2 % to 23 %(2%
to 29 % by including an average income tax of 20 %),such as those
appear from the official statistics.
The growing charges of

capitals arise from

several factors: (a) the

price increase of capital goods, (b) the technological progresses, (c) the

production increase,chiefly for not land-bound productions,and (d) the
repartition of

the existing capitals

between a decreasing number of

farmers (take-over...).
Finally,it appears
thanks to

necessary to have a better management

possible actions

of capitals

like for instance: (a) land utilization and

acquisition ,(b) efficient use of machines , (c) an adequate stocks and
liquid assets management, (d) credit profitability,establishment of the
highest possible running into debts
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THE ESTIMATION OF INVESTMENT EQUATIONS AT THE FARM LEVEL

J. Paul Elhorst (University of Groningenl)

Abstract
On the basis of annual data for individual farms, a model is estimated

which explains investment by the Dutch dairy sector in land, buildings and
machinery. As a farmer does not invest in all three capital goods every
year, a large number of observations are clustered at zero. Because of
this, the commonly—used estimation methods are unsatisfactory. In this
study an adjusted estimation method is developed, known as an ’infrequency
purchase model’. Application of this statistical model offers the

opportunity to build an investment model which is based on the neoclassical production theory, but also contains some elements of the
financial theory of investment.

1.

Introduction

The purpose of this article is to provide a better understanding of
the investment behaviour of individual farmers. For this purpose an
econometric model has been designed. An econometric model is a useful tool

for increasing our understanding of a complex system.
.
The designation of investment behaviour as a complex system is based
on the fact that our understanding of investment behaviour, both
theoretical and empirical, is still unsatisfactory. There are two reasons
for this. The first is that, up to now, little agreement has been reached

as to the precise factors which influence the level of investment. Business
economics certainly gives a great deal of attention to the investment
problem and the factors which affect the decision to invest, but only in
general terms; it does not take account of the actual starting situations
of real farms, or measure the impact of the factors which distinguish them.
General economics similarly gives attention to the factors which a producer

would take into account in making an investment decision, but this has
given rise to diverse theories. The most circulated of these are the
acceleration principle (Eisner,

1978),

the neo—classical production theory

(Jorgenson,

1971) and the financial theory (Kuh, 1963). The acceleration
principle is based upon the assumption of a fixed ratio between capital and
production. More production leads to the input of more capital and

thereby — given full capacity — to more investment. Substitution is not

1Department of Economics, University of Groningen, P.O. Box 800,
9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands.
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taken into account; capital is complementary to other production factors,
mostly labour. The neo-classical production theory does not make this
assumption. lt takes into account the role which is played by the price
ratio between production factors. A low price of capital in relation to
other production factors leads, if all else is equal, to a greater demand
for capital and, thereby, to more investment. The financial theory is more
difficult to characterize because its basis is neither unified nor
rigorous. A common theme, though, is an emphasis on the role of financial
variables - such as profits, cash flow or liquidities. These are commonly
referred to as 'profit theories' of investment. This article, which begins
with the development of a theoretical model, is principally based upon the
neo-classical production theory. This is discussed in section 2.
Afterwards, when the developed model is estimated, we also pay attention to
the financial theory.
The second reason why our understanding of investment behaviour is
still unsatisfactory, is the level of the research. Studies of investment
behaviour, especially those which are made outside agriculture, are mainly
carried out on a meso- and macro-level, and only rarely on a micro-level.
The difference is that, while meso- or macro-level studies are based upon
aggregated data, micro-level studies use the data of individual firms.
Because it is the individual firm which, in general terms, constitutes the
basis of the given theoretical background at whatever level the study is
carried out, there is often a weak relationship between the theory on which
the model is based and the empirical results, which of course considerably
complicates their interpretation. Another problem is the usually limited
size of the available data. The present study does not have those problems,
precisely because it is based on individual farm observations.
lt should be stressed, however, that a micro-economie dataset does not
simplify the analysis. Such a dataset means that account must be taken of
the variety between firms; attention must be given to firm-specific
circumstances, and it must be borne in mind that the observations cannot be
treated all in the same way. In the words of Griliches (1985: 198): 'At the
macro-level and even in the usual industry level study, it is common to
assume away the underlying heterogeneity of the individual actors and
analyse the data within the framework of the 'representative' firm or
'average' individual, ignoring the aggregation difficulties associated with
such concepts. In analysing micro data, it is much more difficult to evade
this issue and hence much attention is paid to various individual 'effects'
and 'heterogeneity' issues'. The precise implications of this are made
clear in the development of the statistical model, also in section 2. lt
will be found that zero observations.in particular (ie those which occur
because a farmer does not invest in all capital goods every year) require
an estimation method other than the common ones - OLS, probit and tobit
analysis.
The plan of this article, then, is as follows. In section 2 we develop
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an empirical model, adapted to the theoretical and statistical
considerations just mentioned. In section 3 the developed model is made the
subject of an empirical analysis. We estimate investment equations for
three types of capital goods: land, buildings and machinery. The empirical
analysis is based upon 4,204 observations of Dutch dairy farms between
1978/79 and 1988/89. These observations were made available by the farm
account network of the Agricultural Economics Research Institute (LEI) in
the Netherlands, and they constitute a survey of all Dutch farms more than
two-thirds of whose total return can be attributed to dairy enterprise. An
important aspect of this survey, and one which we make substantial use of
in section 2, is that farms were chosen according to a rotating panel:
every year approximately 15-20% were replaced, so that in general no farm
was included in the survey for more than 6 years. In section 4 we give our
conclusions.

2. The empirical model: theoretical and statistical considerations
The starting-point of our analysis is the value function. The
theoretical background of this function is the neo-classical production
theory and the duality which exists between the value function and the
production function. This duality has been discussed by earlier writers
(Epstein, 1981; Epstein and Denny, 1983; Vasavada and Ball, 1988). Use of
the value function requires three basic behavioural assumptions:
the farmer maximizes profit;
the farmer is a price taker in all markets;
the production technique available to the farmer can be described by
a well-behaved multiproduct production function. In this study we
assume that the production factors can be divided into three
different kinds: variable inputs, quasi-fixed inputs (land, buildings
and machinery) and fixed inputs (family labour).
In order to derive estimation equations, we adopt a quadratic specification
of the value function:
(1)

where z'=(p,w,q,K,L)' and A is a symmetrie matrix. To put it into words,
the value function is expressed in terms of the prices of outputs (p),
variable inputs (w) and capital goods (q) and in the stock of capital goods
(K) and fixed inputs (L). In this case the output supply, variable input
demand and investment equations become (see Vasavada and Ball, 1988: 128130):
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V=—r<a„+A„pp+A…w+A…,q+A„xK+A„LL)+A„K<I-áK). <2b>
I-ÄqK[r(aq +qup+Aqu+Aqqq+AqKK+AqLL)+K]+âK,
..

(2c)

-1

where AqK-AQK. Note that the specification of the value function in (1) also

implies that net investment can be expressed as a multivariate flexible
accelerator model,

I—âK=M(K-Ë), with adjustment matrix M-(r+A¢02. Given

the equations in (2),

three possibilities are open to estimation by

investment equations. We can estimate the whole structural model, including
the output supply and variable input demand equations. We can estimate only

the structural equation for investment; or we can estimate a simplified
investment equation, without paying attention to all the underlying
structural parameters.

In the latter case we can write the investment

equation as follows:

I — co + clp + czw + c3q + CAK + c5L

Where

c°=Aquaq ,

(3)

C 1=ÄquA

qp’ C2=AquAqV , C3=ÄquAq» Ck= ( r+ÄqK+â) ‚ and
c5=ÄquAqL. In short, investment can be expressed as a linear function of
the prices of outputs,

inputs and capital goods and of the stock of capital

goods and fixed inputs.
The final investment equation is not very special.

Several authors who

use the neo—classical production theory as the starting-point of their
analysis but derive the investment equations along other lines — Leblanc
and Hrubovcak (1985 and 1986), Lopez (1985) and Thijssen (1987) — end up
with an equation similar to that in (3). That equation may therefore be

characterized as a general form which is typical of the neo—classical
production theory.
The estimation of investment equations is usually considered a
difficult problem. Before estimating a whole system of output supply and
variable input demand equations,

therefore,

it is better to look for

adequate investment equations — that is, a statistical model which is able
to give a sufficient description of the investment decision process~on the
basis of the available data. After that it will be interesting to

investigate whether this statistical model can also be used in combination
with other equations. A disadvantage of this approach is that we lose the
information which is implied by the restrictions on the parameters across
and within the equations. On the other hand, more complicated statistical
models can be applied. One may worsen and another may improve the
estimation results.

In this article the development of a more appropriate

statistical model is given priority.

2I—aK = <r+ÄqK> l K - ìï<p‚w.q‚L) ], where E(p.w,q.L>=
=-(1+rAqK) ‘1r[aq+qup+Aq,,w+Aqqq+A LL] , and can be considered as the long-run
steady-state capital stock (Epstein, 1981).
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One of the reasons why quantitative research into the investment
decision process of the individual farmer is so complicated, is the large
number of zero observations. In most studies which are concerned with the
determinants of the intensity of investment, some form of linear,

log

linear or semi-logarithmic regression equation of (3) is specified, and the
parameters are estimated by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). Because those

farmers whose investment expenditure is zero are excluded from the sample,
this represents a sample selection bias; and hence the regression
parameters are likely to be biased. The exclusion of such farmers implies
that they have zero demand for investment, which is not necessarily the
case; some may have decided not to invest on the grounds of insufficient
financial capital, for example. It would be more appropriate to assume
that, in choosing not to invest, farmers with zero expenditures are
displaying market behaviour, and for this reason it is important to include

zero as well as non—zero observations in estimating the potential decision
model. Furthermore, to eliminate zero observations is really a waste of

data since they will also yield other information.
But even in cases where zero observations were included, and a
regression equation specified in order to accomodate the zero values of the
dependent variable,

the parameter estimates would still be biased and

inconsistent since the clustering of observations would violate the OLS
assumption of a continuous dependent variable (Amemiya,

1984:

5). This

means that yet another possiblity, that of estimating an investment
equation in binary form (1 if there is investment and 0 otherwise),

is

defective. Using such a statistical model is also a waste of data,
especially of that which is concerned with levels of investment.
It is evident,

then,

that the issue of the investment decision process

is more complex than most studies have considered it to be. That process
involves the simultaneous decision whether or not to invest and,

if the

decision is to do so, what the intensity of investment should be. A
statistical model which has often been used to express this problem is the
Tobit model. This is the most widely used method of dealing with samples
which contain zero observations. But, although the Tobit model is often
used in applied analysis,

it has also been criticized because of its ad hoc

structure. In the words of Pudney (1989: 139):

’It is essentially nothing

more than an ad hoc modification of the regression model, allowing it to be
used in cases where there are observations ’piled up’ at a limiting value

(usually zero), and has no convincing foundation in behavioural theory. It
takes a non—stochastic demand model and generates a corresponding

statistical structure by introducing additive random disturbances
distributed in such a way that observed expenditures are necessarily non—
negative. Thus non—negativity is imposed, almost as an after thought, as a
feature of the stochastic specification. This approach is not very
satisfactory, since it provides no convincing explanation of the process
generating zeros’.
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An important mechanism which may cause zero observations is the length
of the observation period. It is conceivable that one reason why a farmer
does not invest in a capital good is simply that the observation period is
too short. We have annual observations at our disposal, but it is not

likely that a farmer will invest in land, buildings or machinery every
year.
To explore this further, we have made an analysis of the frequency of
investment. We first counted the number of zero observations.
of the observations with regard to land,

3,446 (82%)

1,994 (47%) of the observations

with regard to buildings and 412 (10%) of the observations with regard to
machinery were zero; so zero observations are a serious problem. Next we
analysed the frequency of investment. We were able to investigate this
frequency because of the panel character of the dataset — farms could only
be in the sample for up to 6 years. There were 1,203 farms in the sample,
which gives an average of 4,204/1,203,

that is,

3.5 annual observations per

farm. We divided the whole group of 1,203 farms into six parts, according
to the number of years each farm had been in the sample, and counted the
number of farms which invested in land, buildings and/or machinery during
that period. Table 1 reports the results which we obtained.

Table 1

A picture of the investment frequency of farms: number and

percentage of farms that invested in land, buildings and
machinery, depending on the period of time observed
number of

number

land

buildings

machinery

years in

of

———————————————————————————————————

the sample

farms

no.

perc.

no.

perc.

no.

perc.

l

228

34

14.9

113

49.6

192

84.2

2
3

245
154

71
73

29.0
47.4

180
121

73.5
78.6

235
154

95.9
100.0

4
5

163
171

80
90

49.1
57.9

147
153

90.2
89.5

161
171

98.8
100.0

6

242

159

65.7

229

94.6

240

99.2

From this table it becomes clear that the likelihood of a farmer’s
investing in land, buildings or machinery increases with every year that we
lengthen the observation period. In any given year, approximately 15% will
probably invest in land, 50% in buildings and 84% in machinery, but over a
period of five years these figures increase to approximately 55—60% for
land, 90% for buildings and almost 100% for machinery. On this basis, it is
reasonable to assume that every farmer will invest in land, buildings and
machinery during his lifetime; so the fact that we have so many zero
observations indicates that our observation period of one year is too
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short. The following is an adjusted statistical model, which has been
suggested by Pudney (1989: 173—176).
Define 11* to be the desired but unobservable level of investment in a
capital good by farm i. This level of investment depends on all the factors
we have given in equation (3).

Suppose that all these factors could be held

fixed indefinitely, and the resulting sequence of farm investments observed
over a long period; the average level of investment in this hypothetical
long run is the desired level of investment. The precise way in which this
planned level of investment is translated into actual investment will vary
from farm to farm, for instance depending upon the farm’s financial
situation. Represent these factors by a vector of exogenous variables X,.
Then investment behaviour can be represented by the probability that we

will observe at least a positive decision in a randomly chosen period of
the same length as the survey period; call this probability P1=P1(X1). By
definition, desired and actual investment are equal on average, and so

E(Ii) = If—

(4)

Because the left hand side can be written as

E(I,) - E(IIIIi > 0) * P(Xi) + E(ILIIL'O) * (1—P(X,)),

(5)

and the second term on the right hand side is identically zero,

E(IIIIi > 0) = Il*/ P(Xl)'

(6)

This model then implies the following distribution for Ig

a.
b.

I, = 0 with probability l-Pﬁ
I1 is a random drawing from a distribution with mean If/Pì described

by a probability density function g(IiIIf/Pí).
As it stands the model is incomplete; it is nothing more than a statistical
device for relating the observable Ii to the unobservable 11*. To complete

the model, we have to consider specific forms for P(Xi) and g(IiIIf/Pl).
The first problem, the distinction between zero and non—zero

observations, is a discrete problem and can be modelled by a logit or a
probit model. The second problem, the level of investment, is a continuous
problem and can be described by a linear regression model. Two models have
been developed according to this structure: the statistical model developed
by Blundell and Meghir (1987), known as the infrequency purchase model, and
the statistical model developed by Cragg (1971) and Lin and Schmidt (1984),

known as the Cragg model. Since they do not differ fundamentally, either
could be chosen equally well. In this study we adopted the infrequency
purchase model, but with one alteration. Both the infrequency purchase
model and the Cragg model use a probit model to describe the distinction
between zero and non—zero observations. Initially we had that intention
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too, but we have since found that the predictive power of the probit model
in terms of the R2 is much lower than that of the logit model. The reason
for this is not difficult to understand; because the probit function ® is

non-linear, @ calculated at the sample mean of the explanatory variables X
is not equal to the fraction of non-zero observations in the sample
d’(Î) ‘/' N1/(N0+N1)‚

(7)

No being the number of zero observations and N1 the number of non—zero
observations (see also McDonald and Moffit,

1980:

319). Apart from this it

has emerged that the probit function is also less capable of predicting the
dispersion around the mean chance. For both of these reasons, we decided to
replace the probit model by the logit model.
As an aid to the repreSentation of the complete estimation model, some

= level of investment
= kind of observation: 0 = zero observation,

1 = non—zero observation

= vector of explanatory variables in the logit model
vector of explanatory variables in the linear regression model
II

ZQO‘WNNUH

additional notation is necessary:

- vector of parameters in the logit model
= vector of parameters in the linear regression model
z= parameter in the linear regression model
= number of observations

-1‘ ith observation
On the basis of these assumptions the structure of the estimation model can

be expressed as follows. The distribution of D in terms of the logit model
l / [ 1 + exp(a’X)

]

if D=0,

P(D) = <

(8)
exp(a’X) / [ 1 + exp(a’X) ]

if D=1.

and the distribution of Ii|Ii*/P1 in terms of the linear regression model

P(D=1) * I1 = b’Zi + u1

for I,>0,

(9)

which is, if ur(0,02),

l
g(IiIIl*/Pi) = —exp[ '
a/2n

l
2 (Ii—b’Z1)2] / P(D1=l)

(10)

20

Starting from N observations (D1,X1,I1,Z,),

estimation model is given by
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the loglikelihood of this

Log L-

2

P(D,—0) +

z

g(I,|I,*/P,) -

-

2

log[1/(1+exp(a’X)] +

2

(11)

{ log(1/a/2w) +

—l/2az[exp(a’X)/(1+exp(a’X))*Iì—b’Zi]2 +

+ 2*log[exp(a’X)/(1+exp(a’X))]

},

where the second log in the final expression of (11) corresponds to the
Jacobian term from u, to I, in (9). The loglikelihood (11) is maximized
using a quasi-Newton algorithm which requires analytical first derivatives,
but non—analytical second derivatives, as provided by the NAG-library
(E04KBF).

3. An empirical analysis: implementation and results
3.1. Implementation. To explain the level of investment the following 2—
variables were collected from the farm account network on the basis of
equation (3)

P

— price of total output

W

— price of total variable input

VL
VB
VM

- price of land
— rental price of buildings
— rental price of machinery

HAOWN

- area of owner occupied land (ha)

HARENT

- area of land rented (ha)

BUILD

— value of buildings (DFL)

MACH

— value of machinery (DFL)

LH

- family labour input measured in hours

J4050
J50
JSOSUC

- dummy/ farmer older than 40 and younger than 50
- dummy/ farmer older than 50 without a successor
- dummy/ farmer older than 50 with a successor

Some of these variables require explanation. First, a distinction has been
made between owner occupied land and rented land. Because this study is
concerned with investment, we are only interested in the demand for owner
occupied land. Two types of investment in owner occupied land on the farm
can occur: that which changes the area of land available for production,
and that which maintains the area but changes the owner — where a tenant
farmer buys land from the landlord. For the purposes of this study, the
demand for rented land was considered together with family labour as a
fixed input.
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To construct prices of total output and total input we used the
Tornqvist price index. In this study total output was composed of 21 items

and total input of 20 items. 1975 was chosen as the base year. The
corresponding prices of outputs were calculated from the dataset, and the
corresponding prices of inputs from annual statistics of the Netherlands
Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS). All prices are in Dutch florins.

The rental prices of buildings (B) and machinery (M) were calculated
according to the formula
V, = V,(annual) * [ â + r(t)

] * [ l - WIR(t)

],

i-B,M.

(12)

The annual prices of buildings and machinery V, and the interest rate r,
were deduced from annual statistics of the CBS. The parameter a is the
depreciation rate; from data of the farm account network we found that â

averages 5.63% for buildings and 15.24% for machinery. WIR stands for the
Investment Account Act. The purpose of the WIR regulation was to stimulate

firm investment by offering a particular percentage of the investment sum
as premiums: a minimum of 12.5% to a maximum of 23.0% for buildings and a
minimum of 7.0% to a maximum of 12.5% for machinery. The WIR was abolished
on 28th February, 1988. The price of land was calculated from the dataset
once again, with the result that it was only available for those years in
which farmers did really invest.
Finally, a number of variables — the age of the head of the household
and the existence or otherwise of a successor — were included as a measure

of the farm household’s stage in life. Although they do not result from the
theoretical model, they were found to be important in earlier Dutch studies
(Thijssen, 1987; Elhorst, 1989).
Before the investment equation for land, buildings and machinery could
be estimated, we also had to make a decision about the X—variables which
would explain the distinction between zero and non—zero observations. We
took this as an interesting opportunity to link the neo—classical

production theory of investment with the financial theory of investment, by
choosing the X—variables in the latter. In this way the traditional
investment model was extended by the distinction between zero and non—zero
observations which would explicitly depend on the farm’s financial

position. By this extension it was taken into account that if a farm were
in a bad financial position a planned investment would not take place
however profitable the farmer judged it to be. On the other hand, the
problem of explaining the level of investment remains the same; the

explanatory variables of investment which are typical for the neo—classical
production theory do not change. No variables are added or dropped. The
question as to whether or not an investment is profitable remains
independent of the farm’s financial position.

An alternative choice would have been to replace the X—variables by
the Z-variables. There is a good argument for this as well. It seems
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perfectly reasonable to suppose that variables which affect the level of
investment also affect the decision to invest. Therefore, in addition to
the first alternative, we will discuss some of our results according to
this second alternative.
Three financial variables were chosen within the first alternative:
SRP - the short run profit one year delayed (DFL)
PFQ - the percentage of the farm owned: the initial stock of owned capital
in proportion to the total initial stock of capital
NIR - the nominal interest rate on mortgages, deduced from annual
statistics of the CBS (%)
3.2. Results. Table 2 reports the estimation results. The first point which
needs explanation is the zero parameters of SRP, FPQ and NIR in the
investment equation for machinery. Because we expected a positive sign of
the parameters of SRP and FPQ, and a negative sign of the parameter of NIR,
we decided to limit the parameter space of SRP and FPQ to [0,oo>, and of NIR

to <-�,o]. From the three zeros it can be concluded that, without these

restrictions, all three parameters would have had a wrong sign. The result
would then have been the opposite of that which we obtained for land and
buildings. In the case of land and buildings, all the parameters have the
right sign and, with one exception, they are all significant. This means
that the financial position of the farmer bas a substantial impact on the
distinction between zero and non-zero observations in the case of land and
buildings, but not in the case of machinery, or at least not in the way we
expected. Once again the investment frequency might explain this result. A
farmer will invest in land and buildings less aften than he will invest in
machinery. When a farmer invests in land or buildings it is aften a case of
growth investments. In general this type of investment will be larger, but
will take place less frequently. In most cases a farmer needs to borrow
money from the bank, following negotiations in which bis financial position
may play a role. However, when a farmer invests in machinery it can also be
a case of replacement investments. In general this type of investment will
be smaller and will take place more frequently, with the result that the
farm's financial position might not be so important.
The second point which needs explanation is the reported elasticities.
These elasticities have been derived from the estimated parameters. There
are two groups of elasticities: those belonging to the distinction between
zero and non-zero observations and those belonging to the level of
investment. The first gives the percentage change in the probability of a
non-zero observation, and the second gives the percentage change in the
level of investment, both when the explanatory variables rise by 1%. All
these elasticities have been calculated at the sample mean.
When we look at the estimation results, we find that the parameters
generate a plausible model structure:
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.758
.927
-.654
-.018*10'3

ha.
_.018
ha.
-.005
DFL
.587*10"ó
DFL
1.854'1'10'6
hours
.075*10'3
.603
-.340
-.108
1.063

15.06
28.68
16.59
15.02
267976
121244
4256
.30
.18
.23

-l.272
.840*10'6
.162
-.057

-.408
-.098
.213
.305
.433
.025
-.085
-.034
-

—
1.511
—1.151
-.141

.123
.024
-.837

-2798
451
272
-43917*10f
70796*10'6
2946*10'3
-6518
-11632
-4732
44426

32694
19869
-6341
-

.662
1.904*10%
.048
-9.458

par.

-1.864
.331
.181
-.520
.380
.554
-.088
-.092
-.048
_

1.050
-.362

.474
.012
-2.352

-331
305
288
3578*10-6
58438*10ó
551*10'3
-1750
-3395
-2232
20705

~3260
17104
-5647

2.272
0.000
0.000
0.000

par.

-2.21
7.51
8.22
1.14
7.52
1.74
—1.71
-2.69
-1.95
33.83

—.7o
5.25
-2.64
-

36.21
-

_-_______

-.490
.261
.223
.050
.366
.121
-.028
-.031
-.026
-

1.056
-.376

-

-

T—value elasticity

20917 DFL (only non-zero ob.)

-________—____...—___—_____—_______

-3.14
4.19
2.93
-5.27
3.47
3.52
-2.30
-3.10
-1.49
18.72

2.15
2.26
-1.07
-

2.86
4.85
3.30
-4.60

T—value elasticity

43391 DFL (only non-zero ob.)

___________________-______-________

-3.99
-1.13
1.64
2.14
2.05
.52
-2.01
-.81
9.59

2.23
2.38
2.54
-4.78

—5.37
2.69
1.00
-2.66

T—value elasticity

(only non-zero ob.)

1.00
1.19
1.29
5768

1.00
133867 DFL
.73
8.54 %

par.

4.78 ha.

___—_______-____________-______-___

HAOWN
HARENT
BUILD
MACH
LH
J4050
J50
JSOOPV
02

Intercept
P
w
vL
va
v

Intercept
SRP
FPQ
NIR

values

Average

Investment in land
Investment in buildings
Investment in machinery
--------------------------------------------- - -----------0.69 ha. (all observations)
22810 DFL (all observations)
18867 DFL (all observations)

Estimation results

Explanatory
variables

Table 2

Investment decreases as the farmer gets older, unless the farmer hasa

successor, in which case investment increases slightly. Actually,
these variables are nothing more than an indication of the time—

horizon. As the farmer gets older, the future rents he can
discounthave to be calculated over a shorter time, thereby rendering
increased investment less profitable and so decreasing the farmer’s
willingness to invest. The presence of a successor increases the
time—horizon and so alters the pattern.
Investment increases with the price of outputs and decreases with the

price of inputs. The elasticity of investment in land, buildings and
machinery is, in respect of the price of outputs, 1.51, 1.05 and 1.06
and, in respect of the price of inputs, —1.15, —.36 and -.38. In
other words,

the farmer’s response to the price of outputs is

elastic, but to the price of inputs it is inelastic. In some studies
the price of inputs has been normalized by the price of outputs, as a
result of which the farmer’s response to both price groups has to be

opposite. On the basis of our results, this restriction must be
rejected: an increase in the price of outputs has a greater

stimulating effect on investment than does a decrease of the price of
inputs.
The price of capital goods has a restraining effect on investment.

Investment in land will decrease by .14% when its price rises by 1%,
investment in buildings will decrease by 1.86% when their price rises

by 1% and investment in machinery will decrease by .49% when its
price rises by 1%.
Investment increases with the input of family labour.
The model is stable. When the estimated model is rewritten in the
form K(t)=A,K(t—1)+... and when depreciations are taken into account,

this model only converges to a steady state if all the eigenvalues of
the matrix A, are smaller than 1. We have found that the eigenvalues
of the estimated model are .94,

.91 and .89.

Against this plausible model structure, we also have to observe
negative results. First, as already indicated in the high eigenvalues, the
adjustment rates are very low - approximately 2% per year for land,

10% for

buildings and 9% for machinery. We have to ask whether it is realistic for
capital adjustments towards the optimal level to take such a long time.
Compared with other studies — below we give the results of three from the
U.S. — our adjustment rates are indeed low:
Vasavada and Chambers (1986):

land (59%) and capital (12%);

Vasavada and Ball (1988): land and buildings (74%) and durable

equipment (30%);
Chang and Stefanou (1988):

land and buildings (14%) and durable

equipment (81%).
However,

these adjustment rates are themselves very diverse and,
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in some

cases, also surprisingly low.
the predictive power of the estimated model is disappointing.
As a final concern of this study, we investigated the predictive power of
the estimated investment equations by comparing the observed and predicted
Second,

investment frequencies and investment expenditures, both on the basis of
annual means. Each comparison therefore consisted of 11 observations. On
the basis of these, we calculated a determination coefficient (R2) of the
logit model used to explain the distinction between zero and non—zero

observations, and of the linear regression model used to explain the level
of investment. Table 3 reports the obtained results.
Table 3

The coefficient of determination (R?) of
the logit model and the linear regression
model calculated on the basis of annual

means over 11 years
Land

Buildings

Machinery

Obviously, the R2 of the logit model of machinery equals zero due to
the restrictions imposed on the parameters, but the negative R2 of the
linear regression model of land is a poor result. It means that predictions
which are based on annual means with the help of the estimated investment
model are worse than predictions which are based on the overall mean of

investment in land. An explanation of this might be found in another
mechanism which disturbs the pattern of observations and which is specific
to land. It is possible that planned and actual investment do not coincide
because a farmer is not free to choose the quantity of investment in land.
When land is abundant there is no restriction to its sale, but it may well
be that when a farmer wants to buy land there is none for sale in the

neighbourhood of the farm. This can mean two things:
A zero observation may have another cause. It is conceivable that if
1)
land had been for sale the farmer would have invested, as a result of
which a non-zero observation would be recorded;

2)

A non-zero observation might be biased by the fact that a farmer buys
more or less land than he otherwise would, on the basis of
expectations about the supply of land in the near future.

In the estimated model of this study, these possibilities are not taken
into account.

From table 3 we find that all the other model estimators show
improvements in terms of the RZ, but that they are relatively small. The
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other alternative,

that of replacing the X-variables from the field of the

financial theory by the Z—variables, did not change this picture very much.
Of course the R2 of the logit model increased, but the R2 of the linear
regression model remained much the same. As a result, a general conclusion
of this study must be that a large number of variables are still lacking in
the investment equations - variables which are probably difficult to

quantify. Furthermore, it is unlikely that these variables can be traced
back to the neo—classical production theory. It would probably make more
sense to concentrate on other theories of investment. As we learned from
the estimated investment equations for land and buildings, the financial
theory of investment also contributes to the explanation of investment
behaviour, and there might well be other theories which matter.

4. Conclusions

This study, which was intended to provide a better understanding of
the investment behaviour of individual farmers, has had a clearly positive
as well as a clearly negative result. The plausible model structure
generated by the estimated parameters is certainly positive, owing partly
to the use of micro data and partly to the specified statistical model. By
making a distinction between zero and non-zero observations a substantial
improvement in the estimation results has been obtained. The relative low
adjustment rates and determination coefficients, however, are negative.
This means that there is still a great deal of research to be done. At the

present time it seems that we cannot estimate a whole system in which
investment equations form only a part. Therefore our knowledge of
investment behaviour is still unsatisfactory. Furthermore, it would be
better to search for new variables, for example in the field of the
financial theory of investment or other theories, and to improve the
investment model along those lines, than to focus our attention again and
again on an equation which is typical of the neo—classical production

theory (equation 3).
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DETERMINANTS OF PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN DUTCH AGRICULTURE
Erno Kuiper (Erasmus University Rotterdam)
Geert Thijssen (Wageningen Agricultural University)

ABSTRACT
An investment function is developed by integrating elements of several theories. To
compensate for the lack of a sound theory, Hendry’s methodology is used for this. It
consists of four steps: (i) review of the literature on the theory of investment behaviour; (ii)
data investigation and tests on the order of integration; (iii) the Johansen procedure te
clarify the long-run relationship; (iv) checking and simplifying the error-correction model.
The investment equation is estimated using data on Dutch agriculture over the period
1950—1991. The long—run determinants of private investments in Dutch agriculture turn out
to be the price of capital, the price of the output, the debt-equity ratio and the price of

labour. The price of the variable input, the price of the output, the price of labour, the
price of capital and lagged investments are the determinants of the investments in the short

run.
1.

Introduction

The literature on investment behaviour has been dominated by two approaches. The first
explains the rate of investment of individual ﬁrms in terms of adjustment costs. This theory
implies that the partial adjustment model of investments is applicable. The resulting demand
function for capital is a function of a discount rate, prices of inputs, prices of outputs, and
capital costs. The second strand of thought is harder to characterize because the theory
underlying it is neither unified nor rigorous. A common theme, though, is an emphasis on

the role of ﬁnancial variables in the investment process, such as interest rate, debt-equity
ratio, and retained proﬁts.
Various authors have applied an adjustment cost model to agricultural data (e.g.
Lopez, 1985; Vasavada and Chambers, 1986; and Thijssen, 1992). Pre-testing procedures

cast doubt on the validity of using this model to explain investment behaviour in agriculture
(Vasavada and Thijssen, 1993). Some authors have built ad hoc models that incorporate
variables from several theories (e.g. Lewis et al., 1988; and Weersink and Tauer, 1989).

In this paper the determinants of private investments will be investigated, using one such ad
hoc model. The investment equation is estimated using annual data for Dutch agriculture
over the period 1950—1991.

This paper seeks to make a contribution on two fronts. First, it remedies the lack of
a sound investment theory by drawing on Hendry’s methodology, which starts from a

general model using economic theory and then narrows it down by looking for simpliﬁcations that are acceptable on the data’. Second, the Johansen procedure is used to test for a
long—run relationship between capital and the explanatory variables. One of the advantages
of the Johansen procedure is that statistics can be calculated to test linear restrictions on the

coefﬁcients in the long-run equation.

’ We thank Arie Oskam for providing the data for this study.
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According to Hendry, empirical modelling usually aims to characterize data properties in
simple, reasonable constant, parametric relationships which explain the ﬁndings in previous
studies and are interpretable in the light of current economic theory. Testing helps
determine how well empirical models meet those ends. Our paper is structured as follows:
- review of the literature on the theory of investment behaviour (Section 2);
- data investigation and tests on the order of integration (Section 3);

- the Johansen procedure to clarify the long-run relationship (Section 4);
- checking and simplifying the error-correction model (Section 5).
- conclusions
2.

Theory on investment behaviour

The literature on investment behaviour in agriculture has been dominated by the adjustment
cost theory, which starts from a farm family which maximizes the present value of income
over an inﬁnite horizon. The farm’s objective can be seen as ﬁrst having to maximize
short-run proﬁts with respect to the variable inputs and then maximizing the present value
of its long-run proﬁts. Therefore the short-run proﬁt is conditional upon a ﬁxed level of
the capital stock. The farm family faces adjustment costs when it alters its stock of the

capital good. Changes in this capital stock imply increasing costs, because new capital is
put into a going concern. Adjustment costs imply that input adjustments are sluggish, since
it is costly to change stocks quickly rather than slowly. Such sluggishness could be
construed as a form of asset ﬁxity. Lucas (1967) linked this model to the literature on ad

hoc partial adjustment. The farm partly adjusts the capital stock towards the ’desired’
capital stock at a rate which is directly related to the difference between the desired stock
and the actual stock

(19+l-k.)=m(kI-k.)

(1)

where k is the level of the capital stock, k‘ is the optimal long-run capital, and m is the
adjustment rate. The adjustment rate depends on the discount rate, the parameters deter-

mining the short-run proﬁt function, and the adjustment cost parameter. The optimal
quantity of the capital good follows from the marginality condition where the marginal
proﬁts of one unit of the capital good equal the marginal cost

61r,

_— = Pk. (r. + Ö)
ôk,

_

(2)

where 1r is the short-run proﬁt function, pk is the asset price of capital (corrected for
investment subsidies) normalized by'the output price; ô is the rate of capital depreciation;

and r is the real discount rate. Assuming a quadratic functional form for the proﬁt function
the optimal capital stock looks as follows2

k::

ao+alpkt(rt+ô)+a2pvt+a3plt
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(3)

where pv is the price of the variable input normalized by the price of the output, pl is the
price of labour normalized by the price of the output. Combining equations (1) and (3) we
obtain the demand function for capital

k… = … (Oto + 0113190. + 5) + a2 PV. + 09 Pl.) + (1-m) k.

(4)

In models that take into account rational expectations (e.g. Thijssen, 1992; and Kodde et
al., 1990) a similar model results; however, lags of the exogenous variables may be

incorporated, depending on the processes of these variables.
The q theory or Tobin’s q is a popular theory in macroeconomics (e.g. Branson,
1989). It is related to the adjustment cost theory, see Hayashi (1982). In this theory
investments are related to the divergence of q from unity, where

market value of installed capital

q=

(5)
replacement cost of installed capital

If q is greater than one, then the stock market values installed capital at more than its

replacement cost. In this case managers are encouraged to invest. Conversely, if q is less
than one, the stock market values capital at less than its replacement cost. In this case
managers will not replace capital as it wears out. The q value already contains the market’s
expectations about returns of the ﬁrm for all future periods. In recent studies this theory
has also been applied at the ﬁrm level (e.g. Blundell et al., 1992). Because farms do not
have a stock market value this theory cannot be applied directly to the investment behaviour of farmers. But past incomes and debts might give an impression of expected incomes.

Both theories implicitly use the Modigliani-Miller theorem, which states that under
certain circumstances the owners of the ﬁrm will be quite indifferent between the outcomes
of different ﬁnancial strategies and, furthermore, that the investment decisions of the ﬁrm
can be taken independently of its ﬁnancing decisions (Nickell, 1978: 150; Blanchard and

Fisher, 1989: 295). But the ﬁrm’s ﬁnancial policy will play a substantial role in the
investment decisions whenever the ﬁrm finds it advantageous to use one source of

investment ﬁnance rather than another. This is the relevant situation for farmers. An
application of this extension of the investment theory at the ﬁrm level can be found in
Bond and Meghir (1990). In our study we used data at the sector level and therefore

restricted ourselves to an ad hoc model to take into account ﬁnancial determinants in the
demand function for capital. These ﬁnancial variables are the debt-equity ratio, the real
interest rate, and savings.

The resulting demand function for capital is similar to equation (4), but the cost of
capital is split up into the real interest rate and the asset price of capital, with savings
(which is also a measure of expected proﬁts) and the debt-equity ratio added as ﬁnancial
variables. Further lags of the variables are used to take into account expectations about the

exogenous variables. Only three lags are taken into account because of the number of
observations. All variables are in logarithms; the advantage of this is that the ﬁrst
differences in these variables are rates of growth.
Hence the general demand function for capital is given by3
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k1+l

: 0‘0 + “ik: + azpk, + a3pvt + 04131. + “$ff: + aósf. + (171}
+ “ski-1 + “apk:-i + aioPVt—i + “mph-1 + o‘lzﬁ'm + “1352-1 + “uït-1
+ “uka-2 + alópkt-Z + al7pvt-2 + aleph-z + “roffa-2 + o[2051-2 + “zitt-z + en

(6)

where k is the demand for capital; pk is the asset price of capital (corrected for investment
subsidies) normalized by the output price; pv is the price of the variable input normalized
by the output price; pl is the price of labour normalized by the output price; fr is the share
of owned capital relative to total capital, representing the debt-equity ratio; s is savings; r
is the real discount rate; and e is the error term.

3. Data and integration tests
We used annual data for Dutch agriculture over the period 1950-1991. The key variable is
the amount of capital, which is value of the capital in buildings, machinery and livestock
divided by the Tomqvist price index of capital. Figure 1 shows the ﬁrst difference of the
logarithms of capital, which is in fact the rate of capital growth. As can be seen from this
ﬁgure there is much variation in this variable over time, with increasing growth rates up to

1980.
0.06
0.050.040.030.02 0.01 0.00~
-0.01

19‘5‘0' '1'9'5'5' 'ig'sb' 'is's's' '1'9'7'0' 15,; 'ìs‘sb' 'ig‘a's' '1'9'90
Figure 1. Rate of capital growth of Dutch agriculture
The price of capital is a Tornqvist index, composed of the prices of buildings, machinery
and livestock. The prices of buildings and machinery have been corrected for the various
investment subsidies in the Netherlands. In 1979 the Dutch government introduced an
important increase in investment subsidies, which considerably reduced the corrected price
of capital.

The amount of savings of the Dutch agricultural sector is deﬁned as total revenue
minus the costs of the variable inputs and the costs of labour (reﬂecting the private

consumption of the farm households). Savings were very low in 1979 and 1980.
The variable inputs consist of feed, energy, fertilizer, seed, and pesticides. The price
of labour is equal to the labour costs of farm workers. All prices have been divided by the
price of gross agricultural production to preserve homogeneity of degree zero in prices.
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The share of owned capital to total capital is rather stable over time; it ﬂuctuates
between 0.56 and 0.60. Total capital is deﬁned as the sum of capital owned by farmers,

borrowed capital, and capital owned by landowners. The real discount rate is the interest
rate on mortgages deﬂated by the price of gross agricultural production.
All the data have been based on the definition of agriculture of Statistical Bureau of
the Netherlands (CBS) and are mainly derived from LEI/CBS, Landbouwcijfers. The

validity of the data is questionable, because CBS handle some of the variables as a
’remainder entry’ of the economy. Therefore, we must stress that our ﬁndings have to be
interpreted with caution.
We obtained further insight in the data by checking the stationarity of the data“.
When variables are nonstatìonary but integrated of order one (denoted by 1(1)) one cannot

normally use the t statistics associated with the OLS estimator of the coefﬁcients (Pagan
and Wickens, 1989: 987). To avoid these problems we difference the data. The order of
integration of the variables was established using the (Augmented) Dickey Fuller test,
which consists of running a regression of the ﬁrst difference of the series against the series

lagged once, lagged difference terms and, as an option, a time trend. The t—statistic on the
coefﬁcient of the lagged test variable is the Dickey Fuller statistic, which does not have a tdistribution under the null hypothesis of a unit root. A large negative t—statistic allows the
hypothesis of a unit root to be rejected and suggests that the series is stationary.

Table 1. Test for order of integration of the variables, a ' denotes
signiﬁcance at the 5% level

variable

Dickey Fuller

trend term

lagged differences

Ak

-3.24'

no

0

k

-2.68

yes

1

A pk

—9.69’

no

0

pk

-2.66

yes

1

A pv

-8.02'

no

0

pv

-2.03

no

0

A pl

-5.21‘

no

0

pl

-0.77

yes

0

A fr

-8.14'

no

0

fr

—2.01

no

2

As

-6.25’

no

1

s

-2.52

no

0

Ar

-6.23‘

no

0

r

-2.26

yes

0

Ag

—5.35’

no

1

g

—0.56

no

2
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All the variables we tested turned out to be integrated of order one. The null hypothesis of
a unit root cannot be rejected for the levels of these variables. However, the unit root
hypothesis can be rejected for ﬁrst differences of these variables. A trend term was taken
into account in the regression when a clear trend was apparent in the series. Lagged
differences of the series were taken into account only when they were statistically signiﬁcant.
4.

Cointegration test

Because all variables are integrated of order one the data have to be differenced. One

drawback of the procedure of differencing is that it results in valuable ’long-run information’ being lost. One solution to this problem is to apply the concept of cointegration.
Because all the variables are 1(1) we can specify the following long-run demand function

k. = B. + Blpk. + 521W. + 13.111. + 64ft. + 5.8. + Bar. + u.

(7)

This model can be estimated by OLS. If the resulting residual û, is 1(0), then the demand

for capital and variables on the right hand side (reﬂecting the desired capital stock, see also
equation (3)) are said to be cointegrated. This means that there is a long-run relationship
between these variables (Maddala, 1988: 216-218).

Using the cointegration equation (7) we can rewrite equation (6) as

Akü-l : 0‘0 ‘ (1 ‘ 0‘1 ' as ' 0‘15) û: ' (018 + an)“: ' alS Akt-l ' (0‘9 + O‘ns)Apk1 ‘ alóApkt-l
’ (0‘10 + al7)Ath ' anAPVx-i ' (0‘11 + a18)Aplt ' alSAplt-l ' (0‘12 + o‘19)Af1't ' alQAfrt-l
' (0‘13 + azo)ASt ' amAst-i ’ (au + dat)”: ' aZIArt-l + et

(8)

where A is the difference operator. The error correction term (u,) is the difference between
the capital stock and the desired capital stock. Equation (8) is an error—correction model; it

is a generalization of the partial adjustment model (equation (1)), because separate rates of
reaction to the different determinants of capital demand are allowed for. The error
correction term ensures that the long-run target is achieved in the steady state.
The Johansen procedure is a more robust approach to test for cointegration. One of
the advantages of this approach is that statistics can be calculated to test linear restrictions
on the coefﬁcients in the long-run equation. The t—statistics of equation (7) cannot be used

to test for the signiﬁcance of the parameters. The Johansen approach is described in
Johansen and Juselius (1990) and Cuthbertson et al. (1992), and will only be brieﬂy
described here. We considered a vector autoregressive model of order 3, or VAR(3), for
an (7x1) vector time series X, (t=1….T)

3

Xt=F+EHiXH+5t

(9)

i-l
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where p. is an (7x1) vector of intercepts, II„ i= l....3, are (7x7) parameter matrices, X, is

(k„ pk„ pv„ pi„ fr„ s„ r‚)’‚ and 6, is white noise. Model (9) provides the basis for
cointegration analysis. By adding and subtracting various lags of X„ model (9) can be
rewritten as

2

AX.=11+11X._,+21‘,AX._.+ e,

(10)

ì-l

3

whereI‘,=-(II… +

+II‚)andll=-(I-EII,)
i-l

Now, because X, is a vector of 1(1) variables, the left—hand side and the difference terms on
the right hand side are 1(0) but the second term on the right hand side is a linear combina-

tion of 1(1) variables. Johansen’s approach is to estimate all the distinct combinations of the
levels of X, which produce high correlations with the 1(0) elements in (10); these combina-

tions are the cointegrating vectors. The rank of the matrix 11, r, is the number of cointegrating vectors.
We ﬁtted model (10) to the data described in Section 3. The residuals pass the Box—

Pierce test for being uncorrelated and the Jarque-Bera normality test‘. We used two likelihood ratio tests to examine the number of cointegrating vectors: the trace statistic and the
maximal eigenvalue statistic ()‘…)6. Both likelihood ratio statistics have a non-stande

asymptotic distribution under the null hypothesis. In Table 2 the trace statistic and %… are
calculated and compared to the critical values of these test statistics given in Table 1 of
Osterwald—Lenum (1992: 468).

Table 2. Test statistics for various values of r versus r+1 ()‘…) and
r versus the general alternative r=7 (trace)

H°

trace

trace

trace

6
5
4
3

0.13
10.99
25.14
46.69

(0.95)
3.76
15.41
29.68
47.21

fs2

73.24

rs 1
r=0

120.34
179.17

r
r
r
r

s
s
s
s

Ä…

).…

X…

(0.99)
6.65
20.04
35.65
54.46

0.13
10.86
14.15
21.54

(0.95)
3.76
14.07
20.97
27.07

(0.99)
6.65
18.63
25.52
32.24

68.52

79.07

26.55

33.46 _

38.77

94.15
124.24

103.18
133.57

47.10
58.83

39.37
45.28

45.10
51.57

The maximum eigenvalue statistic ().…) and the trace test both reject the null hypothesis of
no cointegrating vectors at the 95% level. However, the null hypothesis of one cointegra-

ting vector is also rejected by both tests at the 95% level. Therefore, from Table 2 we may
conclude that there are two cointegration vectors in the data. In addition to these tests one

should judge the plots of the two candidate cointegrating relations; see Figure 2.
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The second cointegrating relation must be a spurious result, since the residuals of this

cointegrating relation do not seem to be stationary, see Figure 2b. So we restricted
ourselves to the cointegrating relation displayed in Figure 23. The cointegration vector is

presented in Table 3. An advantage of the Johansen procedure is that statistics to test if a
coefﬁcient is zero can be calculated. This likelihood ratio test statistic is x2(1) distributed
under the null hypothesis.

Table 3. Coefﬁcient estimates of the unrestricted cointegrating relation

(1) and the restricted cointegrating relation (2) estimated (in parentheses the
likelihood ratio test statistic)

k.

pk.

pV.

pl.

fr.

S.

r.

1.

1.00
(6.42)

0.77
(4.00)

0.45
(1.35)

-0.62
(6.93)

-2.40
(9.29)

0.15
(10.57)

0.34
(8.28)

2.

1.00
(9.27)

0.89
(14.75)

-0.61
(21.21)

-1.58
(9.36)

The interpretation of the unrestricted cointegration vector as a long-run relationship is
straightforward

k, = 0.77 pk, + 0.45 pv, + 0.62 p1,+ 2.40 fr, + 0.15 s, - 0.34 r, + a.

(11)

Although the signs of the coefﬁcients in equation (11) are in accordance with the economic
theory, it turns out that the residuals of equation (11) lagged by one period (û…) are not a
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signiﬁcant explanatory variable in the investment equation. This might be because some of
the variables do not belong to the cointegrating relation. Since the coefﬁcient on pv, does
not differ from zero signiﬁcantly, we excluded pv, from equation (11). In order to calculate

a new cointegrating relation pv, was not only omitted from the equilibrium equation but
from the whole model (10).
In the second estimate of the cointegrating relation the coefﬁcients on s, and r,

appeared to be insigniﬁcant in ascending order. So we omitted pv, and r, in model (10) and
estimated another cointegrating relation. The coefﬁcient on s, still appeared to be insigniﬁcant, so the next cointegrating relation was estimated after omitting pv„ r„ and 8, from
model (10). The cointegration vector associated with this cointegrating relation is presented
in row 2 of Table 3. All coefﬁcients appear to be signiﬁcant and to have the correct sign.
The interpretation of the cointegrating relation as a long-run relationship is straightforward

k, = 0.89 pk, + 0.61 pl, + 1.58 fr, + û,

(12)

The long-run elasticity of the demand for capital with respect to the price of capital is
—0.89. Capital and labour are substitutes in the long run, the elasticity of the demand for
capital with respect to the price of labour is equal to 0.61. A 1% rise in the proportion of
owned capital to total capital results in a 1.58% rise of capital in the long run. The
residuals are shown in Figure 3 and using the DF test, appear to be stationary since the

unit root hypothesis has to be rejected at the 10% level.
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Figure 3. Residuals of the selected equilibrium relation

5.

The error-correction model

After estimating a satisfying equilibrium relation we continued to model the short-run
dynamics of the investment equation. For that we substituted 11, of the chosen cointegration
equation (equation (12)) in the error-correction model, equation (8). After estimation of
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equation (8) by OLS we started model selection by deleting variables. The estimated and
tested equation (8) will contain some irrelevant variables. This will not lead to biased
estimates of the parameters, but we will obtain inefﬁcient estimates (Maddala, 1988: 125).

Therefore, the next step was to sequentially impose economically meaningful restrictions on
the maintained hypothesis, each restriction being tested by the classical F test for signiﬁcance against the slightly less restricted speciﬁcation which precedes it in the sequence
(Cuthbertson et al., 1992: 101). This general-to-speciﬁc methodology inevitably involves a
certain amount of ’data mining’. For this reason the ﬁnal preferred equation was also
subjected to diagnostic checks which give some idea of the adequacy of the speciﬁcation
chosen. Note that when testing sequentially at a 5 per cent signiﬁcance level the size of the
overall sequence of tests is likely to be considerably more than the 5 per cent (Gilbert,
1986: 289).
The selected investment equation turned out to be
A

Altm = 0.018 - 0.112 11, + 0.554 Ak, + 0.095 (pk, — pkg) - 0.127 Apv, — 0.076 Apl,_l (13)
(0.006) (0.040)
(0.144)
(0.028)
(0.046)
(0.034)
(Standard errors in parentheses)

T = 40 (1952-1991), R2 = 0.613, Adjusted R2 = 0.556, a = 0.011, DW = 1.914,
AR 1 - 1 F(1,33) = 0.042, AR 1 - 2 F(2,32) = 0.239, AR 1 - 3 F(3,31) = 0.246,
AR 1 - 4 F(4,30) = 0.179, AR 1 - 5 F(5,29) = 0.427, BP x2 (10) = 3.92,
Normality x= (2) = 5.840, ARCH 1 -1F(1,38) = 0.010, x% F(11,29) = 0.717,
RESET F(3,31) = 0.493, Chow 1-81 F(6,28) = 0.748, Chow 2-81 F(11,23) = 0.512

The error correction term (u,) is the difference between the capital stock and the desired

capital stock, see equation (12). When the capital stock is smaller than the desired capital
stock, investments will be positive. Investments will be negative when the capital stock is
greater than the desired capital stock. The estimate of the adjustment parameter is -0.112.

Investment appears to be positively affected by the difference between pk, and pk… but in
fact there is a negative relation between investments and their own price. The interpretation
goes as follows: if pk, rises by 1% then according to equation (12) the desired capital stock
falls by 0.89%, and therefore û, will rise by 0.89%. As a consequence Ak… changes by
—0.112 * 0.89% + 0.095 * 1% = —0.005% in the short-run. So the positive sign of the
coefﬁcient on (pk, - pk”) can be interpreted as a short-run correction of the large long-run
inﬂuence of a change of pk,. Furthermore, investments are negatively affected by Apv, and
Api… in the short run. A common' explanation is that if Apv, and Apl,_, increase, the

liquidity of the farmers diminìshes, making them postpone some of their planned investments. However, because of the error correction mechanism the capital stock will return to
its equilibrium level in the long run.
Our results are in line with the results of the ad hoc model developed by Lewis et al.
(1988). They found that the user cost of capital is the major determinant of investment in

plant and machinery in Australian agriculture. Income turned out not to be an important
explanatory variable, just as in our study. Weersink and Tauer studied data on New York
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dairy farms and found a negative relation between income and investment. Our results
differ from the traditional neoclassical adjustment cost models because the share of owned
capital to total capital turned out to be of signiﬁcant inﬂuence in the long-run equation (see
equation (12)).

Following on from Hendry we used a range of test statistics to assess the validity of
equation (13), most of which are reported below the equation’:
a. tests on residuals. The residuals should be white noise, otherwise the model will be

misspeciﬁed. If there is serial correlation ‚or heteroscedasticity, the ordinary least
squares estimator will not be the best obtainable and a biased variance estimator is likely
to yield misleading inferences.
l. Durbin—Watson (DW) test. The well known DW statistic tests the hypothesis of
zero autocorrelation against the hypothesis of ﬁrst-order positive autocorrelation.
2. Box Pierce test (BP) on serial correlation. A crude check on autocorrelation is to

compare the autocorrelations of the residual with bounds -_1_- T” (T is number of
observations). As well as examing the autocorrelations individually they can also be
examined jointly by the Box Pierce test. This statistic is asymptotically distributed as
;(2 under the null hypothesis of no serial correlation and is small if H0 is true.
3. Test on autoregressive process (AR). This test can be constructed to test for any

order of serial correlation and the test statistic is asymptotically F distributed under
the null hypothesis of no serial correlation.
4. White heteroscedasticity test (X?) . The White statistic also has an asymptotic F
distribution under the null hypothesis. It is a general test for model misspeciﬁcation,

since the null hypothesis underlying the test assumes that the errors are both
homoscedastic and independent of the regressors and that the linear speciﬁcation of

the model is correct.
5. An alternative form of heteroscedasticity is termed auto-regressive conditional
heteroscedasticity (ARCH). Instead of relating the squared residuals to the vector of

explanatory variables as under 4, the squared residuals are related to lagged squared
residuals.
6. Jarque—Bera normality test (Normality). An important assumption underlying the
use of most test statistics is that the residuals of the model are normally distributed.

‘

b. speciﬁcation and stability tests.

7. Ramsey RESET test. An important assumption made in equation (13) is that the

functional form is linear. Ramsey’s suggestion is to include powers of the predicted
values of the dependent variable in the equation. The coefﬁcients of these variables
should be zero if the correct functional form is chosen.
8. Chow break-point test (Chow 1). This partitions the data into two subsets. Each
subset must contain more observations than the number of coefﬁcients in the equation
being estimated. The purpose of the partitioning is to test whether the coefﬁcient
vector may regarded as constant over the two subsets. On the basis of Figure 1 we
chose 1981 to be the sample breakpoint.

9. Chow forecast test (Chow 2). The equation estimated with a subset of the data is
used to predict the values of the dependent variable in the remaining period. Then
there is a vector of discrepancies between the predicted and actual values. If the
discrepancies are small little doubt is cast on the estimated equation, but large values
would cast suspicion on the estimated equation. The sample breakpoint was 1981
again.
10. CUSUM test. The test statistic is the sum of the recursive residuals normalized
by the standard error of the residuals. If the residuals are random we would expect
the statistic to remain close to zero; systematic departure from zero would suggest
misspeciﬁcation.
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11. CUSUMQ test. This statistic is the sum of the squared recursive residuals
normalized by the residual sum of squared errors. Movement of this statistic outside
the critical lines suggests parameter instability.

12. Recursive coefﬁcient estimates. The evolution of any coefﬁcient is traced as
more and more of the sample data are used in the estimation. If the coefﬁcient

displays signiﬁcant variation as more data are added to the estimating equation, the
coefﬁcient instability is very likely.
The estimated investment equation appeared to pass all the tests. Nevertheless, the ﬁt of the
model is rather poor as can be seen in Figure 4. As a consequence, we wish to stress that

our results are provisional and therefore needs to be interpreted with caution.
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Figure 4. Performance of the ﬁt of equation (13)

6.

Conclusions

We have presented empirical evidence of an error correction model of investment in Dutch
agriculture. The coefﬁcient estimates appear to have the correct sign and be of interpretable
magnitude. However, we must stress that the ﬁndings have to be interpreted with great
care, because we have some doubts about the validity of the data and the ﬁt of the model is
rather poor. The main conclusions obtained from the study are
(a) The estimation results suggest that in the short run investments depend on the
price of capital, the output price, the price of variable inputs, the price of labour, and

lagged investments. Furthermore, they also depends on an error correction term that has
been derived from a long-run equilibrium equation for capital estimated by the Johansen
procedure.
(b) In the long run capital depends on its own price, the price of the output, the price

of labour, and the proportion of owned capital to total capital.
(c) As a consequence, our results differ from the traditional neoclassical adjustment
cost models because the proportion of owned capital to total capital turns out to be of
signiﬁcant inﬂuence in the long—run equation. Another difference from the adjustment cost

model is that separate rates of reaction to the different determinants of capital demand are
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allowed for. Since the neoclassical adjustment cost theory does not take ﬁnancial determi—
nants and short—run dynamics into account, it fails to explain investments adequately.
(d) Financial factors such as capital costs and proportion of owned capital to total
capital are important determinants of private investments in Dutch agriculture. However,
we did not ﬁnd statistical conﬁrmation for the commonsense assumption that savings and
real interest rate affect investment behaviour.
Notes

1. For an extensive description of this methodology see Cuthbertson et al. (1992), Gilbert
(1986), and Hendry and Ericsson (1991).
2. The amount of land at the sector level does not change very much in time and we
therefore assumed that it does not inﬂuence investment behaviour.
3. The right-hand side variables are all lagged compared to the left—hand side variable,
because it takes some time before a new capital good is installed.
4. The MicroTSP program was used for the calculations. The Johansen procedure was

carried out using our own program written in Gauss.
5. For a description of these tests, see Section 5 .

6. See Johansen and Juselius (1990: 176—183) for a description of these tests.
7. We restrict ourselves to a brief description of the tests being used; see Hall et al. (1990)
and the references cited therein for more details.
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Nineteen eighty—ﬁve saw the introduction of special EC aid for young farmers setting up in

business based on two hypotheses of which we shall ﬁrst examine the validity. Then, after showing
the diverse impacts of these measures within the EC, we shall put forward some data for
interpretation.
1. NATIONAL APPLICATIONS OF COMMUNITY INSTALLATION POLICY
1.]. The content ofCommunity policy on setting-up aid

Nineteen eighty-ﬁve saw the introduction of special EC aid for young farmers setting up in
business (article 7 of regulation 797/851), which amounted to some 5 % of EAGGF Guidance
commitments for the period 1987—1990. Setting—up aid may be granted in several forms :
a)

Setting-up aid packages in the strict sense a single premium and interest subsidies, up to an

EAGGF maximum of 20 000 Ecus since 1989.
b)

Additional aid for new investments, up to a maximum 25 % of 'standard' aid granted under
a Material Improvement Plan (MIP).

This aid is granted subject to certain conditions : the fact that it is a ﬁrst installation; the age of the
beneﬁciary (maximum 40 years); the activity carried out on the farm (farming as the main
occupation or on a part-time basis, on condtion that it later becomes the main occupation); suitable

vocational skill and competence (it is left to each Member State to deﬁne this); the amount of
labour the farm requires, which must be at least 1 MWU (man-work unit). Where these conditons
are adhered to, the EC generally refunds 50 % of the Member State‘s outlay.
While a112 EC countries have applied the measures, although they are not compulsory, it is

remarkable how differently they have been transposed whether in terms of the criteria for awarding
grants or of the type and size of aid packages.
1.2. National transpositions ofthe Community regulation

Examination of setting-up aid proper (article 7-1)3 shows that some countries have lowered the age
limit to 35 (Spain, France, Ireland, Netherlands) or alternatively imposed a minimum age (some

Italian regions, Luxembourg, Portugal, France). Although 'Man-Work Unit‘ or ‘main occupation' or
even 'setting up' do not mean the same thing everywhere, the primary difference concerns the

deﬁnition of the minimum requisite occupational qualiﬁcation ('adequate vocational qualiﬁcation)
In some countries (West Germany“, Netherlands, France, Denmark, Ireland) this necessarily

involves obtaining a fairly high level diploma, while in others (Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal,
Belgium, Luxembourg) young farmers are entitled to claim aid on the basis of varying durations of

work experience supplemented by a number of hours' training. Thus a young Italian farmer with no
diploma or job experience who undertakes at least 150 hours of specialized courses is on the same
footing as a young Danish farmer who holds the ‘Green Certiﬁcate‘ awarded for completing a

specialist training course extending over 5 years and more.

1 Amended in 1989 and then 1991.
2 Since 1991 the Netherlands no longer grant start-up aid; the preceding period is therefore referred to here;
the UK only grants additional investment aid as part of investment plans.
3 Conditions for granting aid are similar for awarding supplementary investment aid. The UK is excluded
here for the reason stated above.
4 The name West Germany is retained here in view of the study reference period (1985-1989)
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Some Member States have also laid down additional conditions for granting aid either to restrict
the number of recipients (the Dutch government, for instance, set conditions such as that the
premium should only go to 'viable' farms), or to control how the aid is used, or to foster more

rational farm management : undertaking to farm for a minimum period of time; submission of a
business plan; conditons on income or maximum economic farm value at start-up (West Germany);

undertaking to keep books of account.
There are important differences too in the sort of aid allocated. Countries which had a start-up aid
policy prior to 1985 have generally maintained the existing arrangements interest subsidies in
Belgium, state loans in Denmark, direct aid (DJA) and special modernization loans in France.

Of the other countries, some have opted for a single system (Netherlands, Ireland), others for

mixed arrangements combining premiums and interest rate subsidies (Greece, Spain, Italy, West
Germany, Portugal and Luxembourg). Additional investment aid is used everywhere.

The amount of aid available also varies greatly from country to country ; some set the limit at the
maximum eligible under the EAGGF (15 000 then 20 000 Ecus), or less, while others supplement
this from national funds. The setting-up subsidy alone varies from 2 000 Ecus in Spain (for a takeover under an inheritance involving no compensation payments to the other beneﬁciaries) to 26 000
Ecus in France (the amount that can be awarded in mountain areas).
Variations are also found for modernization aid which, in the South in particular, because of
special treatment, may amount to two thirds of the sums invested by young farmers (as in Portugal

for land-related investment - excluding land purchase — in less favoured areas).
Member States have opted for equal or greater selectivity (it could not be less), and lower, higher
or equivalent levels of aid relative to the Community reference level. These choices have obvious
consequences for the quantitative impact of the measures.
1.3. Interpreting thefacts

There are few texts that make it possible to retrace the origin of Community measures on setting-up
aid and the hypothesis that underlies the regulatory arrangements.

The ﬁrst references to Community aid for setting up in farming, at least at an ofﬁcial level, arose in
1983 out of debate over the need to revise the 1972 socio-structural measures (document COM (83)

59, dated 10/10/83).
"The relatively high price offarm land makes it relatively diﬂicult for those who have to buy a
whole farm to enter farming. Even those who inherit a farm are often forced to restore the
production potential which has declined over the previous generation 's ﬁnal period ofactivity. Ilze

compensation to be paid to joint beneﬁciaries also has a serious inﬂuence on the limitedﬁnancial
resources ofyoung farmers setting up in business. In short, ifyoung people are to enter farming
with any chance of success, in the present economic climate, the new policy on farm structures
must acknowledge that they needﬁnancial help.
This aid is a decisive factor for the development of agriculture in the coming years. This is the

position, since, in orderfor this sector to adapt to the requirements ofthis kind ofdevelopment and
to gradually ﬁt in with the general economy, there is need above all for widespread determination

to innovate that only a regeneratedfarm population can provide. " (Commission of the European
Communities, 1983).
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These reasons are re—stated laconically in the regulation. It can be argued then that Community
measures for setting-up aid refer explicitly to two main hypotheses.

Young farmers are in a more difﬁcult ﬁnancial position than their elders and so warrant
direct ﬁnancial aid when setting up in business.
They are vectors of modernization in farming and as such warrant special treatment.
We intend here (i) to provide data as to the validity of these hypotheses; (ii) to provide some

explanations of the different ways in which the Community regulation is applied at national level.
In order to study the ﬁnancial position of young farmers and take-over costs, we shall obviously
examine income but also the value of farm assets and of the family's equity which provide pointers
both to the value of assets that sometimes have to be bought back upon passing on the estate and to
the attractiveness of aid packages.
The effect of the setting-up policy on modernization can be studied through investments by young
farmers through aid packages but above all by explaining the determinants of the propensity of
economic agents to go into debt in order to invest, and therefore to modernize. This helps to
illustrate the speciﬁc position of young farmers and to explain differences between countries by

fundamental economic determinants (leverage).

The impact and effectiveness of aid packages ﬁnally can be reviewed at micro-economic level,
highlighting the economic effectiveness of subsidies or interest subsidies, or at the macro—economic

level. This involves measuring the quantitative impact of the policy on the target population, then
explaining the different arrangements for national application by the general situation of farming in
each country and the overall policy applied.

2. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE VALIDITY OF THE HYPOTHESES UNDERLYING THE
COlVIMUNITY REGULATION
2.1. The micro-economic approach to the economic andﬁnancial position ofyoungfarmers

The ﬁnancial position of young farmers is analyzed in three stages
- valuation of the farm assets and of owner's equity provides a measure of the burden of charges
related to taking over, setting-up or compensating joint beneﬁciaries.
- examination of income allows us to compare young farmers with their elders and to compare

farming with other occupations, as it is true that characterizing a ﬁnancial position is a relative
matter;

- comparison of data on capital stock and income ﬂows sheds light on family take-over practices
and how they are taxed.

2.1.1. Total assets ofholdings

The FADN provides approximate data (because different sources are used for different countries
for the accounts) on the book value on the assets side of the business‘ balance sheet and on the
amount of owner's equity.

Graph l shows the total farm assets. For farmers aged under 30, the value varies from some 60 000
Ecus in Portugal or Greece to 470 000 in the Netherlands. In most countries it lies between 130 000
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Graph n° 1 : TOTAL AVERAGE ASSETS PER HOLDINGS
(all ESU, all farm types)
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(France) and 210 000 Ecus (Denmark and West Germany). The UK, at 340 000 Ecus, comes close

to the Dutch position, but the UK has 100 ha farms and the Netherlands 15 ha. holdings on
average.
Examination of the value of assets according to production orientation shows that, except in two
cases (Greece and Denmark), young farmers' have fewer assets when engaged in horticulture than

in other types of farming. It may well be then that ﬁnancial hurdles to installation are not as great
in horticulture.
2.1.2. Owner’s equity

Table 1
Owner's equity according to age

All age groups
(écus)
West Germ
France
Italy
Belgium
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Denmark
Irland
UK
Greece
Spain
Portugal

'

195 650
118 193
139 094
124 850
214 86]
300 486
85 365
155 498
394 456
50 000
79 789
50 472

Aged < 30
(écus)

Aged 31-40
(écus)

166 589
70 663
137 968
75 731
184 892
276 121
29 002
156 016
299 121
58 772
70 573
54 202

195 714
101 844
154 654
105 959
231 461
292 817
66 378
167 365
368 217
53 275
74 793
50 354

The UK has the highest owner's equity levels reaching 400 000 Ecus on average and 300 000 Ecus
for farmers aged under 30. The Netherlands are fairly close behind. The average value of owner's
equity across the board, as for young farmers, is under 200 000 Ecus everywhere else (leaving

aside Luxembourg because of its size). It stands at about 140 000 to 160 000 Ecus in West
Germany, Italy and Ireland for young farmers under 30. In France, Belgium and Spain it just tops
70 000 Ecus, and falls to a little over 50 000 in Greece and Portugal. In Denmark it is under 30 000
Ecus. The level of Community aid is therefore attractive in these countries.
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2.1.3. Youngfarmers’ income
Table 2
FFllFWU by age
(ECU - index 100 = all farmers)

West Germ
France
Italy
Belgium
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Denmark
Irland
UK
Greece
Spain
Portugal

All age groups
(écus)

Aged < 30
(écus)

Aged 31-40
(écus)

Average
wage

7 304
10129
7 906
16 511
12 824
20 238
2 689
8 381
12 689
3 967
7 377
3 123

6 483
10 562
7 448
13 785
9 552
22 492
-2 764
8 045
13 592
4 269
6 413
3 534

7 369
10141
9 695
17 658
13 373
23 836
l 411
10 065
13 747
4 534
7 684
5 323

9 157
11639
12 178
10 056
8 629
13 931
16 649
9 530
11 150
5 262
5 730
2 115

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

89
104
94
83
75
111
96
107
108
87
113

101
100
123
107
104
118
52
120
120
114
104
170

The income criterion used for this analysis is Farm Family Income5 against family labour on the
holding (FFllFWU).
A ﬁrst ﬁnding, from the 31-40 age group is that these young farmers are not, by this criterion, in a

more difﬁcult position than heads of holdings as a whole. In Ireland, the UK, Italy and the
Netherlands they are even in a far better position, only Denmark escapes the rule as the income of
this age group is nearly half that of heads of holdings taken as a whole.

This gap widens further for Denmark for farmers aged 30 and under.
This is the case in all the other countries (except France) but to a far lesser extent in ﬁve out of
twelve countries only (including Denmark) the negative gap between young farmers and their
elders exceeds 10 % (West Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, Spain).

Notwithstanding the limits of the tool, especially the inclusion of only one reference year, it can be
argued that the Community hypothesis of young farmers being in a more difﬁcult ﬁnancial position
than their elders is only partly borne out inside the EC.
Comparision of income per work unit with the average wage in each country6 shows that in half of
the cases, young farmers' incomes, as is in fact the case for farmers as a whole, are higher than the
average wage for 1987. This is true for Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, the UK, and also

5 FFI = Net Added Value of Holding (NAVH) - wages - rent - interest paid + equipment subsidies. NAVH =
ﬁnancial year‘s production + holding subsidies + standard VAT refund + discounts, deductions, rebates
obtained — intermediate consumption - insurance - taxes - depreciation funding.
6 Cf. Butault J.P. - Coûts de production et compétítivìté des agricultures européennes. Paris, INRA, Actes et
Communications, n° 5, 1991, p. 17.
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for Spain and Portugal. Conversely, for Germany, France, Italy, Denmark, Ireland and Greece,

farmers' incomes are below this average wage level, which might justify the systematic provision
of setting-up aid in these countries.
2.1.4. Tax andfamily valuation ofassets in farm take-overs

Assets are often under-valued at the time of take—over of a holding and this may affect the tax
arrangements for take—overs and, where there are egalitarian legal systems, the computation of the

shares of siblings in the estate.
In order to provide an economic explanation of these inheritance practices, we may posit that the

book value of the liabilities of the holdings, or that of owner's equity alone, differs from the ﬂow of
income generated by this capital. Where income is high relative to capital, it is to be expected that
the take-over is expensive and conversely, that capital is under-valued where income from the
holding is low.

To support this hypothesis, for want of thorough testing, we have plotted capital (total assets or
owner's equity by age group) versus income (relative income per worker, i.e. farm family income
compared with the national average wage-eamer's income, by age group). Graph 2 shows the
results. It is made up of eight points for each country, showing relative income on the x-axis and
either total assets or owner's equity on the y-axis for four age groups (under 30, 30—39, 40-49, 50
and over). Straight lines parallel to the axes show the mean values of the variables. Points in the
quadrant above the diagonal have low income and high assets or owner's equity, and vice-versa for

the bottom quadrant.
These results are to be set against the family and tax conditions for take-over. As far as inheritance
tax is concerned, it is well known that there is a very slight or zero tax burden in Denmark (in the
case of paying transfers inter vivos and no future capital gains) and in Ireland; the tax burden is
light in West Germany. The attitude of the tax authorities in these three countries where undervaluation of assets is tolerated is in keeping with the negative return on capital. The position of the
UK, which is subject to alleviated inheritance taxation, is a logical one. In all these countries the
book value of assets is very high compared with the income that can be expected from farming. In
contrast, where the capital worth is relatively low, as in Belgium where "cash bonus“ or milk
production rights do not ﬁgure on the balance sheet, the heavy tax burden is warranted. The same
goes for Portugal where inheritance taxes are also high.

Do families adopt an attitude that is consistent with the economic logic behind this reasoning? Yes,
in Belgium and Portugal (except in regions where inequality is traditional), in Spain and Greece
where the market value is generally used as the basis for equal share-out in these four countries a
relatively high income is derived from modest capital outlay. This is the case in Ireland and the UK
too (total take-over with no compensation payments), West Germany (tax relief which may be as
much as 80 % for land) and Denmark (usual relief of 15-20 %).These countries are in the reverse

position of the previous ones.
However, family behaviour is not what one might expect in Italy where the inheritance system of
equal shares in kind prevails while capital is relatively high compared with income. France and the
Netherlands are in positions that are hard to interpret. In the ﬁrst case market value is used to
calculate compensation for joint beneﬁciaries (at least for land because operating capital is often

under-valued) which is consistent with low owner's equity compared with relative income, but
more surprising compared with total assets, which are very close to levels in Ireland when
compared with relative income. In the Netherlands, in contrast, tax relief in calculating agricultural
value (between 40 and 60 % of market value) is understandable given the inﬂuence of total assets,

but the level of owner's equity could lead to unequal shares.
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Closer analysis requires that we take a more overall view. In France the state levies high transfer
duties with one hand while it also gives out sizeable aid packages with the other. Take-over is
subject to lower taxes in the Netherlands but the state only distributes meagre direct aid to young
farmers. For a full picture, a review should be made of all aid and costs in order to understand the
logic behind government hand outs and redistribution in the farm take-over process. Likewise
family take-overs may involve other factors non-farm assets : compensation in human capital,
ancillary services at the actual time of take-over.
From this analysis we shall retain the point that, barring a few exceptions, "family chemistry" does
not seem insrumountable in the face of economic calculations.
2. 2. Modernizing youngfarmers' holdings and debt analysis
2. 2. l . An above-average propensity ofyoungfarmers to invest

With the notable exceptions of Spain and the UK, young farmers invest more than average. This
result remains the case if we compare the under 405 with the 41-50 year-olds.7 It is all the more
noteworthy in that in some countries young farmers have under average operating capital (West
Germany, France, UK, Spain) and that in others they stand exactly at the average level (Italy,
Ireland, Greece, Portugal). The gross investment ratio (gross investment/operating capital) is

therefore clearly above the national average in all countries except Spain (graph 3). It is
particularly high in Portugal, not only for young farmers but for the whole farming community.
If investment is indeed an indicator of modernization, the results seem to bear out the hypothesis
underlying Community regulation 797/85 in micro—economic terms.
However the results must be treated cautiously for two main reasons
1. The limited effect in Southern countries.

2. The data used is fragile ; it is based on a single year, 1987, while investment may be subject to
large annual variations depending on the economic climate; the data only covers gross investment,
Member States compute depreciation differently.

For this reason we prefer to pursue the analysis using a variable that is less sensitive to variations in
the state of the economy and is perhaps more sound from an accounting viewpoint the debt ratio.
This provides indications on the tendency to modernize farming in so far as it synthesizes the
sequence of investments covered by borrowing (it may also serve as an indicator of ﬁnancial
hardship, in which event the economic interpretation is different).
Let us return to the ﬁrst point.
2.2.2. The limited eﬁ’ect in Southern countries
If we consider that farmers likely to be affected by the setting-up policy consist in those aged under
35 and who farm as their main occupation (as in the 1987 structure survey from which the
following data is taken), it can be seen that the absolute and relative weight of this population is
highly variable ; they represent under 10 000 people in Ireland and Denmark but over 50 000 in
West Germany and France.

7 Examination for some TEO and sizes shows that this higher level of investment is not the result of
production orientations or structure by size group.
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Table 3

Numbers of young farmers (< 35) who farm as their main occupation

Proportion among heads of holdings - 1987
Numbers

%

West Germ.
Italy

53 571
42 268

7,8
1,5

France

80 231

8,7

Belgium
Luxembourg
Netherlands

10 045
450
12 465

10,9
1 1,6
9,7

Denmark

Irland
UK

6 290

7,4

9 574
13 010

4,6
5,9

Greece

16 660

1,7

Spain
Portugal

40 304
13 919

2,4
2,2

Source 1987 : Structure Survey
In Southern countries as a whole, the small numbers of young farmers and in particular of those

who farm as their main occupation among the population of heads of holdings (Italy 1.5 %, Spain
2.4 %, Portugal 2.2 %, Greece 1.7 %) and their low overall level of training compared with other
European countries, restrict the potential of these groups to have an effective impact on the
development of farming in their countries.
2.2.3. Analysis ofdebt
2. 2. 3. l. Highly variable debt ratios
Graph 4 shows the total debts for each country for all holdings and for young farmers and graph 5
shows the average debt ratio (total borrowings/assets). There are wide disparities : young Danish
and Dutch farmers have debts in the order of 200 000 Ecus whereas totals in Italy, Spain, Greece or

Portugal stand at around 2 000- 3 000 Ecus. In Spain and Italy the debt ratio is respectively 1.9 %
and 1.8 % whereas it reaches 58. 6 %in Denmark.
1
The difference in debt patterns from one country to another often leads to a contrast being drawn

between "estate farming" and "business farming" (Hulot, Loyat, 1991). We prefer to start out from
a more straightforward hypothesis drawn from usual business theory by which people borrow when
the expected proﬁt from an investment exceeds the cost of borrowing ; this is termed "leverage".
2.2. 3.2. The leverage eject on debt ratios

We calculated rough leverage by subtracting the apparent nominal lending rate (ﬁnance
charges/total borrowings) from the economic rate of return (Gross operating surplus/total assets). If
L is the leverage : L = ERR — i
where

ERR = economic rate of return

i = apparent nominal interest rate8

8 This method of computation has two drawbacks leverage should only apply to new investment, and the
leverage effect of the investment after remuneration of family labour should be calculated.
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Graph 6 shows that, for all age groups, leverage is negative in Ireland, the UK, Spain and Portugal.

It is very slightly positive in Italy, Greece and Denmark. In West Germany and the Netherlands it
is slightly above 5 % while it approaches 10 % in France and Luxembourg and 15 % in Belgium.
The link between leverage and debt appears in graph 6 where each point represents an age group
for each country (all ages combined for the graph at the top, under 30 years old for the one at the
bottom). This link is clearly established by an econometric regression for a population made up of
more ﬁnely arranged groups9 than those on the graph R2 is 0.55. We may conclude then that

different debt ratios in Community agriculture are broadly explained by differences in leverage. It
remains to be seen whether other determinants are involved.
2.2.3.3. The inﬂuence ofage, farm size and orientation ofproduction on the debt ratio
Successivcly introducing new explanatory variables gives the results in table 4. Borrowings are
greatest in large economic size classes (4.1; T = 5.7) and for young farmers (7.1; T = 4.4). The 31—
40 age group show a signiﬁcant tendency towards borrowing and older farmers (aged over 51)

stand out in having lower than average debts.
The inﬂuence of orientations of production is more limited. Debt ratios are signiﬁcantly below the
average for permanent crops and sheep and beef cattle only ; pig and poultry farmers borrow more
heavily, Student's T is < 2 for other farm types.

Econometric analysis which combines the effect of production orientation for these farm types and
of other variables used (leverage, age and size, plus a dummy variable for Denmark) provides an
R2 of 0.66 (cf. table 4).
These results ﬁt expectations if it is accepted that borrowing is an indicator of the sequence of
investment ; borrowing is greater for young farmers and on large holdings. The indication
suggested by spot checking investment in 1987 is conﬁrmed ; young farmers invest and borrow
more than their elders. However the dominant inﬂuence of leverage is borne out by these multiple
regressions as a whole Student's T is always highest for this variable. This conclusion seems more

important to us than the modernization effect of newcomers.
2. 2.3.4. Conclusion : a vicious circle ofnon-development
With reservations for the special case of Denmark, the usual logic of debt iprevails everywhere,

whatever the holding size or the age of the heads, even if these last two variables only add to the
leverage effect. This logic is illustrated by high debt ratios in the more advanced countries where
there is high leverage and low debt ratios, due to low leverage in less-developed countries. These
countries cannot adopt the growth strategy which brought about modernization of agriculture
where recourse to borrowing occurred earlier, at a time when money "cost nothing" (negative real
interest rates). Today, on the contrary, credit is fairly expensive and tends to intensify inequalities.
A vicious circle is formed. It is because of under development that there is less recourse to outside

ﬁnance, and this failure to resort to borrowing, and the consequent low investment, perpetuates the
less developed state. This is an instance of Myrdal's circular cumulative causality. Structural or
human factors may be grafted onto the economic base formed by different leverage effects which
compound the circular ‘regressive effects (dysfunction of ﬁnancing circuits, shift away from

9 541 observations are obtained by crossing 12 countries x 4 age groups x 7 TEO x 3 holding sizes and only
including classes with 10 or more holdings in crude data. A dummy variable is used for Denmark to take its
special position into account due, among other things, to the fact that interest payments can be deducted
from income tax.
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Graph n° 6 : DEBT LEVERAGE
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Table &

Constant

Leverage

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

14,6

11,3

1,9

2,5

(15,7)

(15,8)

(1.0)

(1.4)

0,86

0,83

0,70

0,72

(11.8)

(15.2)

(13,1)

(13.8)

44,9

45,3

45,4

(20,5)

(22,3)

(23,0)

4,8

4,1

(6,4)

(5,7)

6,9

7,1

(4,2)

(4.4)

3,2

3,2

(2.1)

(2.2)

Dummy DK

Size

Youngs (< 30 years)

31 - 40 years

Permanents crops

- 4,2
(' 2:6)

Pigs, Poultry

9,1

(5,2)
Beef castle, sheep

- 3,5

(- 2,2)
> 51 years

R2

0,21
(in brackets : student T - test)
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0,55

- 4,9
(- 6,4)

- 4,9
(- 3,6)

0,62

0,66

borrowing, reduced capacity for technical innovation, etc.). For G. Myrdal only government
intervention can break this vicious circle. Examination of the impact of setting-up policy shall
provide us with an opportunity to test this out.

3. THE EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPACT OF THE SETTING-UP POLICY
3.]. The micro-economic approach to the eﬂectiveness ofaid

Aid for young farmers may take the form of capital grants or preferential credit terms, in particular
through the loan subsidy mechanism. These can be traced through the FADNÌO.
Table 5 shows the deviations (in absolute or relative terms) separating heads aged under forty from

the average for these variables and for gross investment.
Deviation between farmers aged under 40 and the whole farm population
Debt

Subsidy (holding
+ equipment)

Debt

Apparent

ratio

interest

Amounts

Gross investment

rate

Amounts

(Ecus)

Rate

(Ecus)

rate
West Germ..
Italy
France
Belgium
Luxembourg

+ 3,8
+ 0,7
+ 9,5
+ 1 ‚9
+ 5,2

Netherlands

+ 6,1

Denmark
Irland
UK

+ 19,1
+ 1,9
+ 1,8

- 0,18
— 0,25
- 0,52
— 0,83
— 0,11
-

+ 331
+ 33
+ 427
— 230
- 543

+ 10
+ 17
- 20
— 59

.

+1086
+ 37+ 6
+ 1159
+ 1 716
+ 4 329

+ 22
+ 14
+ 23
+ 31

- 59

- 27

+ 2 969

+ 18

— 0,18
— 0,07
+ 0,54

+ 103
+ 48
+ 78

+ 18
+4
+2

+ 7 885
+ 836
- 127

+100
+ 36.
— 1

Greece

+ 1,4

- 0,9

+ 147

+ 18

+ 96

+ 22

Spain
Portugal

+ 0,3
+ 0,3

+ 0,78
+ 0,78

+ 984
+ 984

+ 101
+ 101

+ 1342
+1342

+ 55
+ 55

Spain is the prime example of a country where in 1987 young farmers were penalized by aboveaverage credit costs and lower subsidies. Investment was clearly lower than average in absolute

terms and as a percentage. There is consistency between low profitability (almost non-existent
leverage), the lack of any speciﬁc policy for young farmers and less investment by them1 1.

Portugal is a case at the opposite end of the spectrum. Farmers aged under forty receive almost
1 000 Ecus more than average in subsidies. The subsidy/gross operating surplus ratio stands at 25
% for these young farmers. The setting-up premium of 7 500 Ecus represents 14 % of the total

10 The indicators pertain to debt (debt ratio and interest rate) and those on direct subsidies which may be
operating cost subsidies (subsidies for charges, purchase of animals and disasters; except interest rate
subsidies) or equipment grants (purchase of equipment or land).
11 This may seem a surprising situation since Spain implemented a start—up policy as far back as 1977, but
this policy only became signiﬁcant after the 1989 reform, and so later than the year studied here through the
FADN 1987.
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assets of young farmers. The total farming and equipment subsidies come to 40 % of the family
farm income for farmers aged 31—40. There has been a large response to this aid in investment
terms the gross investment rate (in proportion to operating capital) is the highest in Europe for

farmers aged under 40, and is almost double that of France and Denmark. For net investment by
young farmers Portugal comes in second place after Denmark (excluding Luxembourg). It may be

considered that, especially in Comparison with neighbouring Spain, the dynamic approach of young
farmers here is a result of policy. It should be noted that aid is awarded in the form of premiums,

which is logical in a country where the absence of leverage would make a loan policy ineffective.
The case of Belgium is completely different. There is no capital subsidy for young farmers setting
up in business (except small sums in the Walloon region of Belgium) but subsidized start—up loans
are high and 8.4 % of farmers aged under 35 who farm as their main occupation received new
interest subsidies in 1988. The policy of aid for young farmers is channelled through credit which
is consistent with very high leverage. This policy of credit-based aid results in a debt ratio for
farmers aged under 40 that is 15 % above the national average and an interest rate about one point
lower than for the farm population as a whole. Young farmers respond to this aid by gross
investments that are about one quarter above the average.

The Netherlands are the last exemplary case in the picture. The young farmers of this country are
the most efﬁcient high operating capital, quality vocational training, sizeable comparative
advantages for some forms of production, etc. The success of the "Dutch model" results in high

family labour income, especially for young farmers. It exceeds that of their elders by about 15 %.
In such favourable conditions young Dutch farmers invest far more than their elders (18 % only in
percentage terms, but 3 000 Ecus in absolute value) without special aid packages. There is no
large—scale policy on setting-up aid as it is not economically necessary.
The four countries we have just examined are "pure" instances with respect to micro-economic
results of investment from the aid policy : no effective policy or results in Spain (in 1987); a
massive subsidy policy in Portugal and a loan policy playing on leverage in Belgium with good
results for investment in both countries; no policy because the economic situation itself produces
fairly large investment in the Netherlands. The other countries resemble these four to a greater or
lesser extent and often use mixed approaches.
3.2. The macro-economic approach to the impact ofaid
3.2.1. The quantitative impact ofsetting-up aid

In 1989, 22 744 young farmers throughout the Community received setting-up aid while in 1990
there were 24 416 recipients.

Their geographical distribution is very uneven : while France accounted for 55 % of instances, both
Luxembourg and Spain together totalled hardly 1 % of recipients from the whole Community (see
table 6 overleaf).

Comparing the number of recipients with the 'target‘ population, (young farmers aged under 35
who farm as their main occupation) a clear difference appears between countries such as France,
Portugal and Belgium (excluding Luxembourg) where the ratio exceeds 8 % (16.1, 11.7 and 8.2 %

respectively for 1990) and countries like Spain, the Netherlands or Greece where less than 5 % of
the target population are concerned (see graphs 7 - 9).

Portugal stands apart from the other Mediterranean countries in that the impact of aid is relatively
high (8 % of all recipients in 1989). This phenomenon is identiﬁed also for investment aid
supplements under Improvement Plans, as shown in the following table, where the high impact of
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this type of aid in Spain can also be seen. These two countries have successfully used special
conditions available to them12; thus in Portugal modemization aid may cover up to two thirds of
investments.
These overall figures cover up regional differences which are particularly marked in the South
ltaly, Greece, Spain, Portugal.
In Greece, the departments of Serres (Macedonia) and Corinth (Peloponnese) alone received 58 %
of premiums awarded over the period 1986 - 1989 (there are some fifty departments [nomoi] in
Greece).
In Portugal two coastal regions, 'Ribatejo Geste' and 'Entre Douro et Minho' account for 59 % of
recipients and 52.2 % of the subsidies (premiums plus investment aid).

Table 6
Setting-up aid for young farmers approved by Member States 1989-1990
(1)
nbre de
bénéficiaires

Allemagne
Bel&lue
Danemark
EsoaQJ'lC
France
Grè.ce
�
!talie

Lll'-embounz

Pavs Bas

Portu2:al

Royaurne
Uni
Ew-ope 12

1989
4106
857
294
154
12 635
335
537
1519
82
425
1830
0

1990
314 7
827
394
2587
12 936
393

22 774

24416

4%

1435
101
465
1635
0

nb de
(4) = (2) / (1)
bénéf sur aide par bfoér.
obre expl. (écus)
moins 35
ans à titre
ppal (%) •

(milliers
d' écus)

1989
23 050
11 700
3200

1990
18 780
13 860
1990

144 600
1570
3860
12 200
794
4972

151 730

420

0

2110
1120
6350
12260
0

(4)

(3)

(2)

aide éligible
attribuée

1989
7.7
8.5
4,7
0,4
15,7
2.0
5.6
3.6
18.2
3. 4
13.2
0

206 366

7.6

1990
5.9
8.2
6.3
16,1
2.3
5.2
22.4
3.7
11.7
0

1989
5600
13 700
10 800
2700
11 400
4700
7200
8000
9700
11700

1990
5970
16 760
5 050

-

-

9060

11 730
4260
11 115
13 650
7 500

(5)

aide par
exploitation sur
moyen de
capita! par
•• expl. (%)
1989
2.2
8,0
5.2
3.4
6.7
9.0
4 ,3
5.7
3,7
2.6
-

1990
2. 4
9,8
2.5
6,8
2,6
4,2
3
14.3
.

5,9
(Po
1990)

* Enquête de structure 1987
•• RJCA 1987
: = non disponible

12 In lreland, Greece, ltaly and Portugal Regulation 3808/89 provided tor a 10 % increase in investment aid
until 31/12/91, meaning that in these countries
- real estate can be subsidized up to 55 % in less favoured areas, 45 % elsewhere
- other investments can be funded up to 40 % in less favoured areas, 30 % etsewhere.
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Table 7
Number of recipients of supplementary investment aid for young farmers - 1989

Number

% Total

West Germ.

319

2,9

Belgium

395

3,6

Denmark

408

3,7

Spain

3 233

29,5

France
Greece
Irland

2 936
168
420

26,7
1,5
3,8

Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
UK

1 000
84
—
1 885
133

9,1
0,7
17,2
1,3

EEC 12

10 981

100

With regard to the amount of eligible aid awarded, wide diversity is found between countries, in

line with the observations in the ﬁrst section on national applications of the Community regulation.
France, in fact, draws a large share of funds, some 70 % in 1989. Next comes Germany (11 %),
Italy (6 %) and Belgium (5.7 %).
The rank order is somewhat altered when one reasons in terms of eligible aid13 per beneﬁciary.

Belgium is in the lead (13 700 Ecus/young farmer in 1989; 17 760 in 1990) closely followed by
France and the Netherlands. The amount per recipient is lowest in Denmark, Ireland and Germany.
Finally if we compare aid awarded with the mean assets per holding in order to measure the
attractiveness of aid packages, it can be seen that the greatest impact is in Portugal since the
relatively weak aid represents on average 14.3 % of assets, which along with Greece are among the

lowest in the Community. Setting-up aid is far from negligible too compared with average capital
per holding in Greece. Attractiveness is lowest in Germany, Ireland and the Netherlands.
3. 2. 2. Interpreting the diverse applications ofthe Community regulation

The diverse applications of the Community regulation may be interpreted as the direct outcome of
play between attractiveness and selectivity of the national transpositions. But we cannot stop at a
‘mechanical' review. A wider interpretation is asked for, one which draws a parallel between
"needs" (setting-up aid) and political priorities.
3.2.2.1. Attractiveness and selectivity

Community setting-up aid imposes from the outset greater selectivity on South European countries
for at least two reasons

13 Reference here is to eligible aid, so national supplements are not included.
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-

-

it limits potential recipients to people who farm as their main occupation and who are a
small minority in these countries;
the limit imposed on the requisite amount of labour on the farm (at least I MWU) also

implies differencesin selection by production orientations which prove to be harsherm the
South than1n the North.
In contrast, because of markedly lower capital in the South than in the North, attractiveness of aid

packages relative to the amount involved (20 000 Ecus since 1989) is a priori stronger in the South
than the North.

Member States have opted for equal or greater selectivity (it could not be less), and lower, higher
or equivalent levels of aid relative to the Community reference level and these choices have an
obvious bearing on the number of recipients.
Hence at one extreme, the UK has not opted for the system of setting-up aid proper (one might say
that selectivity is maximum and attractiveness nil) and the number of beneﬁciaries is obviously nil.
In the Netherlands the selectivity of the Community regulation has been broadly strengthened
while the amount of aid has remained the same, which in the Dutch context does not amount to
great attractiveness (compared with the capital involved) and which may explain a quantitative

impact whichIS among the lowestm Northern Europe.
In France, although the selectivity of the Community regulation has been greatly increased by a
number of extra conditions, attractiveness is far higher and offsets selectivity the aid acts as an

incentive which explains the relatively high number of beneﬁciaries.
Greece is an interesting case. We saw earlier that aid was attractive but because of similarly high
selectivity14 which eliminates a large number of young farmers from the pool of potential
recipients, the measure has a low impact in terms of the number of beneﬁciaries.
In Portugal, although selectivity equals that of the Community regulation, attractiveness is stronger
(national supplementary aid) particularly with regard to the relatively small outlay involved in
starting up in farming in this country.
3.2.2.2. Aid requirements and government priorities

The choices made by different Member States in applying and implementing the Community
regulation have to be tied into the conditions and arrangements for taking over holdings and also
into the broader framework of their respective structural policies.
For most North European countries the structure policy formed part of the objective of
modernization (and increasing capitalization but also higher income than in the South) from a

fairly early date; for some Northern countries, the legal and tax framework allows for smooth
successions the UK and to a lesser extent the Netherlands and,West Germany. It seems then that for

14 This high selectivity is related to two main factors
- the requirement to farm as the main activity
- the method of calculating the MWU ; this is not based on estimates of the actual work of people on the
holding but on standard time factors for each type of crop or livestock. Close analysis of the factors shows
they are very low for cereal crops, as for livestock, and conversely very high for tobacco, vine or
arboriculture as seen above. The play of these factors effectively excludes aid for most young farmers
especially in livestock and cereal crops.
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these countries direct state intervention upon setting-up can only concern modernization and
remains limited ﬁnancially in any case.
Elsewhere the take-over issue is often more crucial, as it involves buying back the holding (via

compensation of joint beneﬁciaries in France and Belgium, and by purchase in Denmark).
Financial setting-up aid may then prove to be "warranted". These are the three countries with long—
standing start—up policies dating from before 198515.
In Ireland and Mediterranean countries setting-up aid conceived of as aid for taking over the family
farm has little meaning where hand-over practices involve a virtually free transfer of all (Ireland)
or part of the holding (case of share out in kind which is common in Mediterranean countries).
In contrast, setting-up aid conceived of as modernization aid could be of primary importance for
these countries.The fact that small holdings are usually passed on free of charge undoubtedly
allows a high renewal rate among farmers. But that certainly also contributes to maintaining the
structural problems they are then faced with.
At the same time setting-up aid aimed at modernization cannot be entertained in these countries
without a package of coherent structural measures (including aid for leaving farming, land policies,
action on vocational training), effective incentives to keeping the farm as a single unit at the time
of take-over, capable of influencing family choice but also of generally improving the proﬁtability
of farming and the economic context in order to break free from the vicious circle of nondevelopment as referred to above.

However, in these countries which are generally faced with high unemployment (Spain 15.6 %,
Italy 17.4 %, Ireland 17.3 % in 1990) ﬁrst comes the issue of the objectives of such a structural

policy and in particular the compatibility of maintaining plentiful jobs in the countryside while
modernizing agriculture. Other courses must be found than those so far implemented in Northern
Europe that take into account the speciﬁc character of these countries and in particular the
importance of multiple occupations.

CONCLUSION
From analysis of a single measure of agricultural policy and its impact in each Member State, a
picture has been formed of the diversity of European farming. This paper has sought to go beyond
a statement of the facts and to raise the questions of where the diversity stems from and whether or
not it will be perpetuated. Is it an inevitability, basically related to different crops and farming
practices or should it be ascribed to reasoned behaviour in the face of given macro-economic
situations?
It is a difﬁcult matter to decide on the basis of this case alone and it is likely that the two effects are
combined at least if we are to judge by the evidence of the take-over and setting-up process.
It is still of paramount importance to investigate this issue in terms. of political choices are
agricultural structural policies meaningful at Community level? Above all are they meaningful,
regardless of policies of economic convergence, in terms of reducing inequalties among Member
States?

On the more limited issue of farm take-overs and how they are ﬁnanced, and in view of current.

15 Start-up loans date from 1965 in France, the DJA from 1973; in Denmark the ﬁrst measures date from
1967 and in Belgium from 1974.
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changes, the very basis of these measures is brought into question the ends and means should be
reviewed in the light of all the functions that are now attributed to agriculture, but also in the light
of harsher economic conditions which imply more selective state intervention.
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NIETHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The primary statistical source is the Community‘s Farm Accounts Data Network (FADN) which

was speciﬁcally used in this research for 1987. We have at our disposal the main accountancy
variables and some speciﬁcally ﬁnancial ones (interest paid, short term debt and medium to long
term debt).
The data was processed according to age (< 30, 31-40, 41-50, > 50), technical and economic
orientation (7 groups were formed) and economic size (< 8 ESU, 8-16 ESU, 16-40 ESU and > 40

ESU). The results provide average values for the main standard variables.
For the ﬁnancial year 1987 the FADN included 54 743 holdings corresponding to a population of
about 4 million. It is not certain that the picture of the holdings is the same for all twelve
Community countries. In addition, and perhaps more importantly, the scope of the FADN,
comprising holdings of a certain size which employ at least one full time worker, are an inadequate
reﬂection of farming in some EC countries, Italy and Greece in particular where small holdings
worked on a part time basis are the rule. This is the ﬁrst problem with the FADN. Here are a few
others
" Young farmers who have recently set up in business cannot be singled out as the FADN does not
provide data on the start-up date. The situation of farmers is therefore examined by sorting
according to age.
" Accounting practices for the FADN are not identical throughout the 12 countries of the EC.
" Data is only available for the ﬁnancial year 1987, which may lead us to consider conclusions that
are speciﬁc to the agricultural climate of each country in that particular year as structural
conclusions.

" In many instances we have to be satisﬁed with rough calculations compared with orthodox
ﬁnancial practice, for want of adequate basic data. For example, leverage is calculated relative to
the total assets, and not new investments alone.

" We have worked on group data from sorting by age, economic size and production orientation.
This means eliminating variations within the group, which may lead to over-simpliﬁed
conclusions. Variability is very small because we remain at national level for each state.
" We cannot ascertain anything other than FADN data on debt. This omits in particular family
loans or casual credit circuits, bank overdrafts, etc.
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THE DUTCH AGRICULTURAL GUARANTEE FUND: PAST AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS.
A financing instrument for agriculture in Eastern and Central Europe?
J.R.V.A. Dijsselbloem, F.H. de Haan

(Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries,
The Netherlands))

ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the way the Dutch Agricultural Guarantee Fund has functioned since it was established in 1951. This Guarantee Fund offers security
to the banks on the most risk-bearing part of agricultural loans. What are
the Dutch experiences with a public-private partnership of financial institutions and government aimed at stimulating investments on private farms?

From the beginning a number of principles and conditions were used concerning
both the character of the Fund and that of the investments concerned.
Policy-makers from Eastern and Central European countries are interested
in policy instruments which are used in Western European agriculture. A
credit guarantee fund may be an efficient

ments.

Without

going

instrument

to

this papers offers an analysis of social and institutional

have

to

be

in

stimulate

invest-

into the actual situation in the different countries,

place before a credit

conditions

which

guarantee fund can contribute to the

development of agriculture in Eastern and Central Europe.

1.

Introduction.

the

Agriculture in Western Europe, and this includes the Netherlands, is
in
middle of a major re-orientation process which involves a re—orientation

of agricultural production and production methods. This is going to make
large investments necessary. The major challenge for the Netherlands lies in
achieving an environmentally friendly agriculture which still has its competitive edge. The Dutch Agricultural Guarantee Fund is a policy instrument
which, in addition to private lending systems, may help to finance a
sustainable and competitive agriculture.

Agriculture in Eastern and Central Europe is faced with a major restructuring exercise. In the years to come the chief objectives of agricultural
policy will be modernisation of production and privatisation of the means of
production. In view of what Western Europe has achieved Eastern and Central
European countries will no doubt look at the agricultural policy of the EC
member states. Such policy instruments as the Dutch Agricultural Guarantee
Fund will be looked at with interest.
After an analysis of the origin of the Dutch Agricultural Guarantee Fund
and how it works we shall proceed with the institutional and social conditions which have to be in place for such an instrument to contribute to the

development of agriculture. The analysis
Eastern and Central Europe assess the
agricultural sector.
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may enable policy makers from
value of the system for their own

2.

The origin of the Dutch Agricultural Guarantee Fund.

The need for a government policy to finance Dutch agriculture became
apparent after the Second World War when food shortages arose and feedstuff
had to be imported, both having negative effects on the balance of trade. An
agricultural sector able to contribute to the rebuilding of Dutch society
required a proces of rationalisation.
In 1950 the Netherlands had
more
than
400,000
farm
holdings each with an average
6 ha of land (CBS, 1951). This
would
rise
to an average
DEVELOPMENT DUTCH AGRICULTURE
acreage of 16 ha per farm in
Nu,nber of fa.rms (•1000)
1990 for the total of 124,000
holdings that remained (LEI,
400
1991, p.18). Shortly after the
Second World War more than
350
half a million people were
300
employed in agriculture. This
figure has declined since by
250
an
average
1,9% per year
(Stolwijk, 1992).
200
The
many
small mixed
150
enterprises showed a struc
tural imbalance between work
100
force and farm size. Private
means
(savings
and
write
50
downs) necessary for a general
modernisation of these enter
1990
1980
1970
1960
1950
prises were not sufficiently
available. Small farmers in
� a.ll fa.rms � full-ti,ne fa.rrns
particular were not able to
save enough to make the necesthemselves
sary investments
(Slot, 1991, p.15).
This led to what was
Figure 1
Source: CBS Landbouwtelling
called the 'small farmer's
question'. The structural
problems in the farming sector in the 1950s and the subsequent
developments up to and including 1990 are illustrated in figures 1 and 2.
These structural problems were not restricted to small farmers only.
In the horticultural sector it was the same: there was shortage of
funds, a redundant work force and insecurity of income. Here, toa, was a
need for mechanisation and rationalisation. There was little surity and
there were few opportunities to attract foreign capital. The anti-infla
tionary policy of the (Central) Nederlandsche Bank made it difficult for
the commercial banks to provid� advances and loans.
With so many smaller enterprises lacking viability the question was
how to provide the potentially vital enter- prises with a shot in the arm
to carry out the necessary restructuring.
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3.
The creation of the Dutch
Agricultural Guarantee Fund.

DEVELOPMENT DUTCH AGRICULTURE

The

DUtCh

Guarantee Fund was

uwmhmofﬁnminhwmwemu

Agricultural
set

up

in

70

1951 with the financial backing
the Marshall Plan. Just
of
the war the American
after
money
made
had
government

percentage (total = 100”)

60—

available to help the war—torn
Dutch
100m
economy.
Dutch
guilders from what was known as
the ’counterpart fund' could be

40—

30'-

20—

E;
0

1
from. 0 to 5 ha.

from. 10 to 20 ha

from 5 to 10 ‚…

“"‘n
Ä
more than 50 ha

from 20 to 50 na

reserved for agriculture. The
went into arable and
money
grassland farming projects and
25m of it could be usei to set
up a guarantee fund.
of the agreement
Part
with the US Economic Co-operation

Administration was that

the extra money should not lead

m ,950 … ,… m ‚990

to

extra inflation. The number

of
projects eligible for a
secured
loan
was therefore
restricted and the secured
Figure 2
amount was limited to a maximum
Source: CBS Landbouwtellingen
percentage of the investment
.
sum. It was further agreed that
the Fund should have a separate legal personality, that the Ministry of Finance
was to act as the Fund's treasurer and that the executive administra- tion would
be done by agricultural credit institutions.
The Fund was given a legal personality by making it into a foundation. Its
board is made up of representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
Management and Fisheries, the Ministry of Finance and the agro-industry. Since
1989 the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries has acted as
the Fund’s secretariat and treasurer. The board is advised by the Rabobank, a
merger of the former Raiffeisenbank and Boerenleenbank.
The power to decide on security allocation lies with the directors of the
provincial departments of the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and
Fisheries. They are subject to conditions laid down by the Agricultural Guarantee Fund. The provincial director is advised by a commission of representatives
from the government, the agro-industry and banks.

4.

How the Dutch Agricultural Guarantee Fund works.

The following objective can be found in the Fund's Articles of Association:

'The

Fund aims to promote the development of agriculture.’ If a farmer or a market
grower cannot provide the necessary security for an investment he wants to make,
the Fund may take over part of the default risk. The Agricultural Guarantee Fund
thus commits itself to meet the farmer's obligations
to the bank
(i.e.
pay
interest and/or principal repayment on the loan when due) should the farmer in
question be unable to do so e.g. in case of bankruptcy. In principle the Fund
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does not financially contribute to the farmer's investment. It only stands
surety for him.
Initially the Fund worked on the principle of objective financing. It only
guaranteed investments which would benefit production volume or cost efficiency.
To that end it had a limited list of investment objects. Nowadays the Fund works'
along the lines of business financing. Any farm manager can file an application
to take over an
for security to finance the modernisation of his enterprise,
as the latter two
Starters,
business.
new
a
up
set
to
or
existing enterprise
options make clear, can file an application as well. The Fund does not refinance

debts.
The

Fund employs solid security allocation criteria. The bank granting the

loan for which the security application has been filed has to issue a
declaration stating that the loan cannot be granted under normal bank policy and
that the applicant has pledged all his assets as loan security. The major
criterion is the continuity prospect of the enterprise. The estimate drawn up by
the bank as part of the financing plan is the decisive factor in the final
assessment. The enterprise must show a longterm savings and liquidity surplus.
The considerable experience of those involved in security allocation for
farmers ensures that applications can be dealt with on a more individual basis.
Such

requirements

as

a

minimum

and

maximum

farm-size,

percentage or a maximum sum of security are no longer

minimum capital

a

necessary

in

the

Dutch

situation.

5.

Public-private partnership.

Financial

institutions are vital for the Dutch Agricultural Guarantee Fund

to function. The Fund stands surety for the annual payment of interests and
repayment on loans that these institutions have granted.
Farmers negotiating a secured loan are free to choose the bank they want.
Any bank can ask the Fund to stand surety if the farmer cannot provide
sufficient security, as long as the bank has a agreemnet with the Fund. The
Dutch Agricultural Guarantee Fund predominantly deals with the Rabobank, the
Dutch agricultural credit co-operation. This bank provides for the majority of
In 1991 the Rabobank accounted for 85% of the
farmer’s credit schemes.
securities given by the Fund. A good working relationship between this bank and
the Fund therefore is a prerequisite for things to run smoothly. To that end
there is a Framework Agreement which clearly defines the responsibilities of the
government and the bank. This is especially important in matters such as the
valuation and execution of pledged securities.
The

initial

assessment of the credit application is made by the bank. The

bank assesses both the

enterprise

and

its

manager.

Major

factors

are

the

valuation of the enterprise and its economic prospects. To assess the latter
investments
farm size, production plan, financial results, description of the
costs and
private
expenses,
and
revenue
of
estimate
an
forecast,
and financial
into
taken
all
are
development
liquidity
position,
financial
savings,
expenses,

account. The manager's training professional and
reputation and reliability are also given due weight.
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entrepreneurial

skills,

6.

Resources and commitments.

DUTCH AGRICULTURAL GUARANTEE—FUND
In

addition

the

to

Dfl.36m

of

Fund's

resources

its guarantee

the
own
capi-

tal consists of a government
guarantee of Dfl. 140m. On the

number of guarantees (avg/ann 31000)
2.6
2,4
22

basis of experience the Fund
makes use of a multiplier:
a

five guilder security is provided for every guilder of
guarantee

capital. This means

that a total of Dfl. 900m can
be secured.
The number of securities
given since the Fund was created has
declined
). In the
1950s and 605 an annual ave-

rage

of

2000

holdings

were
53/59

given security.

In the

after 1975 this number had
fallen by half. In 1991 a mere
473

securities

sa/s4

period

were

....
was

65/69

agncul ture

70/74

75/79

80/84

85/89

… horticulture

given

(figure 3).
Figure 3

Had the applications

initially been distributed
more or less evenly over the

Source: Annual reports Guarantee Fund

DUTCH AGRICULTURAL GUARANTEE—FUND
aug amount per guarantee (avg/armxtOOO)
240

agricultural and horticultural
sector, from the late 19605 on
there was a shift toward the
agricultural
sector.
This
however has changed:
in the
course
of
the
19805 more
applications came in from the

220

N

200

horticultural sector.
The average
guaranteed
amount per commitment has risen
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dramatically. From an average
Dfl.
6000 in the 19505 to an
average Dfl. 180,000 by the end

160

140

120

of the 19805 (figure 4). This
rise has to do with the development from labour-intensive
to capital-intensive producti—
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securities may have declined
the total guaranteed amount has
increased
from
an
annual
average of Dfl.
11m in the
19505 to an annual Dfl. 143m in
the first half of the 19805. A
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since: in 1991 Dfl.132 was
guaranteed (figure 5).

of

Initially
the
Fund's
activities were focused on the
smaller
enterprises on our

DUTCH AGRICULTURAL GUARANTEE—FUND
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sandy soils. Many of these
have turned to dairying. From
1970 on the largest share of
the guaranteed amount
went
into dairy farming.
In the
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horticultural sector the money
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vegetable growing holdings and
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7.
Costs
of
the
Dutch
Agricultural Guarantee Fund.
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In the period 1951-1963
the Fund's losses
equalled a
mere 0.2%
of
the
amount
guaranteed, viz. Dfl. 400,000.
In the period after 1963,

notably during the early 705
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were 239 claims with a total
loss of Dfl.
35.6m.
The loss
ratio to the guaranteed amount
over this period was an annual
average 0.95%.
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The rise in the number of
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scheme (Slot,

Figure 6
Source: Annual reports Borgstellingsfonds

1992, p.61).

Both in relative and absolute terms the number of
claims themselves were higher

in the horticultural than in the agricultural sector. Several factors may play a
part here: the horticultural sector is more sensitive to market trends and it is
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less

a

land-bound

excluded).

need not be
its debts.

8.

sector

than

agriculture

is (intensive livestock breeding

Land is a valuable asset and when a farm owns a lot of land the

Fund

called in as the market value of the enterprise will often exceed

Cost—Benefit analysis of the Dutch Agricultural Guarantee Fund.

The Fund's losses have always been negligible. The implementation costs of
the guarantee policy also have always been low. It is fair to conclude that
extra investments in agriculture can be made with a relatively inexpensive
policy instrument. The Guarantee Fund acts as a catalyst for the benifit of
farms.
Over the past few years some Dfl. 6,000m. was invested annually in agriculture and horticulture,
Dfl.
éh with the help of the Guarantee Fund. The
guarantee itself amounted to some Dfl. 140m (60% of which went into horticulture

under glass) and the costs of providing security including the losses amounted
to some Dfl. SE. a year, which yields a cost-benefit ratio of 1:100.
In terms of efficiency a government guarantee policy compares very favourably with such instruments as the Agricultural Development and Rationalisation
Fund. In subsidy schemes the money can be spent only once,
in credit security

schemes the guaranteed amount can be much higher than the actual coverage which
afterwards 'flows back’ into the Fund and can be used again. Experience with the
agricultural structure policy has taught us that farm subsidies are effective
only in very specific situations.
The government’s guarantee policy does not affect

the

actual

investement

decision nor the quality of the investment. The secured loan has to be paid back
like any other loan. The applicant’s investment

sound.

plan

tee policy is all the more effective as the investor

lower

has

to

be

economically

His savings balance and liquidity position must be guaranteed. A guaraninterest

rate

has

the

advantage

of

a

as security is provided for the most risk-bearing part of

the investment (Burghouts,

1991, p.35).

There will always be farmers who cannot be helped by government guarantees.
This concerns farms lacking viability and farms which cannot be financed because
of reasons other than the necessary securities such as a non-favourable solvability. If the government aims to improve the financial position of these farms,
others instruments will have to be used. An obvious instrument in this case
would be direct investment subsidies.
The with-without analysis will show which of the investments would have
been realised without a Guarantee Fund in place. It might be that the financial
institutions concerned would have taken the risk themselves. Or that banks or
agricultural organisations might have decided to set up a guarantee fund. These
questions may not remain
guarantee instrument.

unanswered
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in

a

comprehensive

assessment of the

9.

A financing instrument for Eastern and Central Europe?
Could a credit guarantee fund serve

as

a

financing

instrument

for

the

agricultural sector in Eastern and Central Europe? In view of the widely
diverging agricultural conditions in Eastern and Central Europe we have decided
to raise this question to a higher level of abstraction. The question then is:
what institutional and social conditions - on macro, meso and micro levels
-

have to be in place for a credit guarantee fund to function as a financing
instrument for the agricultural sector? In our discussion we shall go back to
our experiences with the Agricultural Guarantee Fund in the Netherlands. We
distinguish conditions concerning government and public policy as well as
conditions concerning markets and marketeconomy.
A specific economic constellation is required for a credit guarantee fund
to function properly. From a theoretical point of view a market economy provides
better opportunities
than a planned economy.
The imperfections of economic

proceedings are given less scope. The

investment

behaviour

entrepreneur in a market economy is determined
economic incentives from the marketplace.

The

national

economy

must

also

show

a

of

an

individual

by conËiderations based on

measure

of

stability.

An

anti-inflationary monetary policy as pursued in the Netherlands after the Second

World War is equally important.
The

supply

of

means of production and the marketing of agricultural pro-

ducts seem to be the main problems for agriculture in the Eastern and Central
European states. A government guarantee policy can only have a complementary
function in solving these main problems.

Before a guarantee fund can be of any interest, there has to be a sound
private financial sector. This is essential. If this is not the case different
policy instruments will have to be considered.
In view of the nature of the public-private partnership in credit guarantee

policy
an

a

private financial sector willing to co-operate with the government is

absolute

must.

Clear

agreements

between

partners,

well-defined

responsibilities and mutual trust must form the basis of such a partnership.
The availability of credit may be a serious problem. This problem is not
solved with a credit guarantee fund. Agricultural enterprises must be creditworthy and have an adequate solvency. On top of that they will have to be able to
offer financial institutions the necessary securities. Therefor farmers must be
the owners of their farm. A guarantee-fund can only offer complementary credit
guarantee. The need for supplementary government guarantee will be greater when
the average farm-size is smaller or production is less land-bound.
Also

a

number

of

conditions concerning government and government policy

will have to be fulfilled. A broad recognition on the part of the authorities
and the public of the necessity of agricultural development is needed for a
government to pursue an effective guarantee policy. Such public support will be
reached more easily when farmers are more efficiently organised.
An agricultural policy aimed at the continuity and development
of
agriculture creates the right investment climate. To achieve this a market and
price policy with the right mix of competition (market forces) and protection
(government intervention) is essential.

The success of an agricultural guarantee policy thus also depends on the
input of all the government’s policy instruments for the agricultural and
horticultural sector. This policy mix contains the elements of structure policy
and income (or price) policy. In the Netherlands the agricultural structure
policy is based on research, extension and education, land use policy and farm
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development policy. The latter aims at the modernisation of long term economie
farms by granting farm subsidies and offering government guarantee.
Objectifiable assessment criteria will have to be used to safeguard the
continuity of the credit guarantee instrument. It is important that only
long-term economie farms be financed. Requirements can be made concerning a
minimum farm size, minimum equity and a maximum government guarantee. Continuity
prospects are to be assessed on the basis of profitability. A proper assessment
can only be made when farmers keep their accounts. The encouragement of farm
accountancy should be made a priority. As long as a proper assessment of the
enterprise cannot be made the credit guarantee fund can restrict itself to
object-financing.
A fullfilment of these conditions, in view of the actual economie and political
situation in the former communist countries cannot be expected at short notice.
Nonetheless, we hope that this paper has contributed in some way to help
policy-makers and scholars decide wether or not a guaranteefund can make a
contribution to the development of agriculture in their country.

FOOTNOTES
1)
Annual accounts of the Foundation Agricultural Guarantee Fund: in 1983 the
data were revalued from kasbasis to transactiebasis. This influenced the
claim-amounts upwardly.
2)
The guaranteed amount is the amount of guarantees minus repayments. The
percentage is without an inflation-correction.
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Preface

The ﬁnancing of cooperatives is a topic of some importance when investigating the European dairy industry
due to the fact that a substantial part of the milk-processing industry in Europe is cooperative.

The International Research Group for the Comparison of Dairy Companies has decided to focus on the
problems of ﬁnancing dairy cooperatives in an attempt to make the national and international discussion on
this subject more systematic than it is at this moment.
At the EAAE-seminar Financing of the European Agriculture 22-23 March in Wageningen four members of
the International Research Group will outline the basic aspects of the discussion in three contributed papers:

1.

Adrie Zwanenberg:
The Complications ofFinancing Dairy Cooperatives.
Financing methods; the need for money; sources of capital; the links between the members and
their cooperative; ﬁnancing the cooperative and ﬁnancing the members’ farms; the performance of

dairy cooperatives; the crucial role of the milk price.

2.

_

Denis Dauchy:
Financial and institutional tools for dairy cooperatives: evolution and European comparisons.

The development of ﬁnancing methods in European dairy cooperatives: reserves, members’ capital,
members’

reserves,

certiﬁcates,

members’

titles,

titres participatives,

cooperatives

shares,

marketable shares of Public Limited Companies.

3.

Michael Keane and Carel van der Hamsvoort:
Comparison of milk payment systems in Europe.
Milk payment systems in cooperatives and in investor owned companies; current national and

international comparisons; proposal International Research Group.

February 1993

Adrie Zwanenberg
Department of Management Studies
Agricultural University Wageningen
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Introduction

"Financing Dairy Cooperatives" is a complicated matter. The three words "Financing", "Dairy" and
"Cooperatives" cause a lot of discussion in themselves. A combination of the three words leads to a

multiplication of the number of aspects to be discussed.
What causes a cooperative’s need for extra money? Does the management’s policy result in a need for extra
ﬁnances? What external factores inﬂuence the demand for extra fimds? What opportunities do the
cooperatives have of ﬁnancing new activities? Can dairy cooperatives expect help from cooperative banks?

Are the members willing to ﬁnance their cooperative? What is the bond between the members and the
cooperative that might persuade them to co-ﬁnance the cooperative enterprise? What is the inﬂuence of the
cooperative’s milk payment system in this respect? What is the inﬂuence of the cooperative’s performance

on the members’ willingness to ﬁnance the cooperative enterprise?

What aspects of the cooperative

enterprise’s performance are important from the members’ point of view? How should the cooperative
enterprise’s performance be analysed from the members’ perspective? What is the link between the capital

structure of the members’ farms and the ﬁnancing of their cooperative?

This paper is aimed at making the discussion on ﬁnancing dairy cooperatives more systematic than it is at
this moment.
In chapter one a survey of the current ﬁnancing methods of European dairy cooperatives is given. Chapter
two consists of various issues related to the need for extra funds. In chapter three, links between the
ﬁnancing of farms and cooperatives are discussed. In chapter four an explanation is given of the way dairy
cooperative’s performance should be analysed from a members’ point of view. Finally, the reasons for the

crucial role the milk price plays in the ﬁnancing discussion are summarized.
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1. Financing methods in European dairy cooperatives
Before making a survey of ﬁnancing methods in European dairy cooperatives one should decide which dairy

companies are to be included on the list of milk-processing dairy cooperatives. Schedule l shows the
difﬁculties of making a proper ranldng. Under what conditions can a company be called a cooperative?
Personally, I have my doubts in this respect in the case of the Milk Marketing Board’s processing
companies in Great Britain and in the case of the Irish cooperatives that have (partly) become Public
Limited Companies. Milk-processing cooperatives do not include trading cooperatives like An Bord Bainne
in Ireland. But how should we classify regional organizations in Germany which are mainly trading
companies but are also milk-processing companies as well? Another problem in ranking milk—processing
cooperatives is how to distinguish the dairy turnover from the turnover of other products. Or should we us

the milk amount as the criterion? If we decide to use the milk amount when ranking coops another question
arises: should we look at the milk delivered by members or the milk delivered by all farmers, members as
well as non—members, or should we use the number of kgs of milk processed by the cooperatives as the
standard?

Looking at the annual reports of European dairy cooperatives one ﬁnds various sorts of capital: general
reserves, members’ reserves, titres participatives, Public Limited Company shares, certiﬁcates, members’
titles, members’ loans, banking loans and other debts.

Schedule 2 summarizes the main characteristics of these capital elements and compares them with the capital
elements of privately-owned companies.
Perhaps the most distinctive difference between privately owned companies and cooperative enterprises is
the link between ﬁnancing and voting power. In privately owned companies the shares give voting power to
the owners. In cooperatives the voting power is related to membership and not to ﬁnancing. The Public

Limited Company shares with voting power to be found in the Irish companies of Kerry, Avonmore,
Waterford and Golden Vale raise the question as to whether these companies are still to be called
"cooperatives".
Besides general reserves, all forms of capital including the members’ capital are not permanently at the

cooperative’s disposal. Again the Irish Public Limited Company shares are in an exceptional position.
With regard to the return on capital invested there appear to be great diffferences between the various
forms of capital
The same can be concluded if we compare the ﬁnancing methods with regard to the item of members’

ﬁnancing. The transferability also takes on various forms.
It would be advisable to study the main characteristics of the European dairy cooperatives’ ﬁnancing
methods in more detail, especially the developments in Ireland, France and The Netherlands which are

interesting enough to be studied. The purpose of such a study could be to ﬁnd out the effects speciﬁc
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ﬁnancing methods can have on the cooperative’s capital structure.
“In chapter 5 of this paper four basic capital concepts are proposed.
(»

30 largest milk-processing
cooperatives in Europe

Campina melkunle

The Netherlands

MD Foods

Denmark

Dairy Crest

Great Britain

Sodiaal
Coberco
Friesland Frico Domo
Vallo
ULN
Mòlkerei Zentrale O-O-O
Arla
Laita
Milchwerke Köln
West Mitch

France
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
Finland

'0 °° '0

Dairygold
Belgomelk

France

Germany
Sweden
France

Germany
Germany
Ireland

Belgium

Unicopa
CERPL

France

Giglio

Italy
Germany

Italy

Nordmilch
Klovermaelk
Golden Vale

Kerry PLC
Avonmore PLC
Eurial

Alliance Agro Alimentaire
Waterford PLC
Milchwerke Westfalen
Sudmilch
GLAC
Zuid Oost Hoek

Denmark
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
France
France
Ireland

Germany
Germany
France
The Netherlands
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Schedule 2

FINANCING METHODS IN EUROPEAN DAIRY COMPANIES
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2. The need for money
The ﬁrst question to be asked when talking about ﬁnancing is: How great is the need for money?
The need for money in dairy cooperatives is determined by external developments and by the strategy the
coop wishes to pursue.
The main external developments which might inﬂuence the need for money in dairy cooperatives are the
changes in EC and GATT regulations and the changes in consumer demand.
The strategy of the dairy cooperatives is mostly an answer to the external developments, but can sometimes

be related to the character of the cooperative involved.
A reduction of the milk quotas for example forces the dairy cooperatives to choose between a reduction in
the production capacity or (force) an increase in the amount of milk purchased from non-members and even
from other companies. The price of this extra milk will in general be higher than the "normal" milk price.
The cooperative can also be forced to pay a member-milk price higher than can be justiﬁed by the results of
the enterprise. Both reorganisation and the purchase of relatively more costly milk, cause an extra need for

money.
The cutback in EC subsidies has forced the dairy companies to change their product range. In particular,
those cooperatives which used to be very dependent on the intervention price system, will need a huge
amount of money to meet the need for investment funds.
Also changes in GATT regulations can force dairy cooperatives to change part of their milk destination. If,
for example, the production of casein will have to be reduced due to new GATT regulations, the
cooperative will have to look for a new outlet for the milk now processed into casein. A decision to increase

the volume other products causes an extra need for money to invest in new production plants.
The changes in consumer demand for low-fat products or high quality dairy products necessitate the
development of new products in that range. Again extra funds are needed to invest in the research and

production of these new products.
If the cooperative’s policy is to obtain a larger share in one or more product markets, extra money is

needed for product development and promotion activities. An alternative way of obtaining new products and
a larger market share is to take over privately—owned dairy companies. It is particlarly the payment of the

goodwill in these take-overs which leads to a demand for extra funds.

The need for money has two different facets. On the one hand there exists a need for money as such,
irrespective of the character of the capital fund. On the other hand at least part of the need for money is a

need for a special "sort" of money: risk-bearing capital. When looking for capital sources to meet the extra

need for money one should recognize these two different facets.
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3. Sources of capital
What sort of money is needed in the dairy cooperatives? Roughly speaking the demand for money can be
split up into two categories:

*

risk-bearing capital

*

non—risk-bearing capital

In looking for sources to cover the demand for these two sorts of capital one must focus on risk-bearing
capital for two reasons:

-

Risk-bearing capital is more difﬁcult to obtain. The ﬁnancier must rely on the cooperative’s ability
to use its money in a proﬁtable way.

—

For obtaining non-risk-bearing capital the cooperative needs a certain amount of risk-bearing capital
as a buffer from risk. The ﬁnancier of 'non-risk-bearing" capital knows that there can only be a
situation of "non-risk" if there is enough other capital to bear the risk. In a situation with a

relatively small amount of risk-bearing capital, the "non-risk-bearing" capital may also be lost.
Therefore the ﬁnanciers of non-risk-bearing capital require a certain level of risk-bearing capital to
be present in the cooperative. The extent to which ﬁnanciers are willing to lend depends on the
relations with and the faith in the cooperative. One can well imagine that the cooperative’s
members are more accommodating in giving loans to their cooperative than banks are. The
cooperatives can probably also expect a relatively more accommodating approach from cooperative
banks, especially when these cooperative banks have many clients among the cooperative’s
members.
Therefore, a rise in the amount of risk-bearing capital means a double advantage for the cooperative. Extra
money as such and a strengthening of the basis to obtain extra non-risk—bearing capital.

The sources for risk-bearing capital can be categorised in three groups:

Additions to reserves
Allocated risk-bearing members capital
Non-member funds
Risk-bearing capital from a non-member source causes major problems with regard to the voting power and
to the level of the milk price. In the report "Financing methods in Irish dairy cooperatives’, published by
the Dutch National Cooperative Council (NCR) and the Federation of Dairy Cooperatives (FNZ), the whys
and wherefores of the Public Limited Company shares in the companies of Kerry, Avonmore, Waterford
and Golden Vale are explained and commented on from a Dutch point of view.
The conclusion of this report is that changing into a Public Limited Company might be the only solution for

the ﬁnancing problems of these four Irish coops, although in general, it certainly is not the best solution for
dairy cooperatives in the long run.
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Anyway, the core of the cooperatives’ ﬁnancing has always been and will always be the members’
ﬁnancing. The key question in ﬁnancing a cooperative is: Are the members willing and able to ﬁnance the
cooperative?

In this paper I will therefore focus on the aspects of ﬁnancing with risk—bearing capital brought in by
members.

Why should members ﬁnance their cooperative’s risk-bearing activities?
The most probable reason for members being willing to ﬁnance their cooperative is the strong relationship
between the members’ farms and their cooperative. The following chapter describes the bonds of
membership that could inﬂuence the members’ willingness to invest in their cooperative.
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4. The links between the members and their cooperative

The members’ involvement in the ﬁnancing of the dairy cooperative is mostly related to the extent to which
the members are tied to their cooperative. The stronger the links are, the easier it is to convince the
members of the necessity of members’ ﬁnancing.
Various links can be distinguished: entry- and resignation-obligations, transport costs, the milk price
payment system, members’ ﬁnancing methods and members’ liability.
Resignation—obligations tie the members to their cooperative, while leaving costs money. Members of Dutch

dairy cooperatives have to pay a resignation fee. Although the level of the fees is being reduced, the
resignation fee still plays an important part in the Dutch dairy industry.
In my opinion entry-obligations obstruct the farmer’s movement in almost the same way as resignation fees
do. In most cases, when new members have to buy shares it is not very easy to obtain direct remuneration
for the value of these shares. But even if it is easy to have the shares remunerated, a farmer who wants to

leave has to meet new entry-obligations by entering another cooperative. This therefore forms a barrier to
leaving the cooperative.
The perishability of milk leads to high transport costs, which may be an obstacle in changing to another

dairy company. There is a certain limit to transporting milk and a dairy plant will not accept "new" milk if
the transport costs are too high. It might be interesting to calculate the "break—even point" in terms of the
number of kilometres.
The the membership-links are stronger if the milk price paid out is related to the results of the cooperative.
In my opinion the milk price payment system determines, to a great extent the cooperative character of a
dairy company. If the milk price is almost independent of the results and is therefore (almost) ﬁxed, the
interest the members have in the results of their cooperative will diminish.

Speaking in these terms, a division might be made between two sorts of dairy cooperatives: dairy
cooperatives with a milk price depending on the annual results and dairy cooperatives with a (more or less)
ﬁxed milk price.
The links of membership are stronger according to the extent to which members are already ﬁnancing their
cooperative. The allocated "equity" (shares, members‘ reserves, certiﬁcates, members’ titles) especially ties

the members to the cooperative, even if the remuneration of that members’ capital is not a problem. The
capital invested by the members is mostly risk-bearing so it is clear that the members will be interested in
the cooperative’s performance.
Members’ liability, the general risk the members bear apart from the members’ capital in the cooperative
means another bond with the cooperative. Nowadays in The Netherlands the trend is to exchange the

indirect members’ liability to direct risk-bearing members’ capital.
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The stronger the links of membership, the greater the members’ willingness to ﬁnance the extra ﬁtnds needed
for reorganisation, product development, promotion activity and take-overs.

Suppose the members of a dairy cooperative have links with their cooperative enterprise strong enough to
convince them of the necessity of extra members’ funds for the inevitable investments. In that case two
other questions need to be asked:
* Have the members themselves enough capital to invest in the cooperative?

* Does the performance of the cooperative enterprise inspire enough conﬁdence for farmers to risk
investing their money in it?
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5 . Financing the cooperative and ﬁnancing the members’ farms.
The members’ ability to ﬁnance the dairy cooperative is strongly dependent on the ﬁnancing situation of the
members’ farms. The necessity for investments in technical development and in environmental measures
holds for all dairy farmers. Young farmers have the additional problem of ﬁnancing the take-over of the
farm.

This need for money at farm level causes two sorts of problems in ﬁnancing the cooperative:
all

The value of members’ liability in the cooperative will be undermined. Members’ liability can be
used by the cooperative as a sort of security when demanding bank loans. Of course banks only
accept valuable securities. In other words: the members’ liability can only play the role of security
if the solvency of the members’ farms is beyond question. If the farmers have to contract bank
loans to ﬁnance the necessary investments, they will use the farm’s land and buildings as security.
In that way the farm’s solvency will in fact get worse and so will the cooperative’s basis for bank

loans .
The members’ ability to ﬁnance their cooperative comes under pressure. Financially, one could

argue, that members’ ﬁnancing of the cooperative enterprise has to have at least the same return as
the general interest-rate on bank loans.
In this way the possibilities of ﬁnancing the cooperative enterprise with members’ capital is

connected with the performance of the cooperative.
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6. The performance of dairy cooperatives
A members’ willingness to ﬁnance the cooperative enterprise will [be enhanced if the cooperative’s
performance is good enough from the members’ point of view; The question is: what performance is
important for the members?

From this perspective there is a clear distinction to be made between cooperatives and privately—owned
companies. In a privately-owned company the performance is mainly measured in the proﬁtability of the
invested capital. The ﬁnanciers of the company do not have any other relations with the company than that
of being the ﬁnancier. In the case of a cooperative, the members are ﬁnanciers and, at the same time,

suppliers of the cooperative. Therefore the members are not only interested in the proﬁtability of the
invested capital but also in the milk price paid out for the milk-delivery. While continuity of the cooperative
is very important for the future of the members’ farms, the members are also interested in the solvency of
the cooperative enterprise.
An analysis of the performance of dairy cooperatives must be made up from the members’ perspective and
thus include the milk price, proﬁtability and solvency.

6.] Milk price and proﬁtability
In the following sections I use the Dutch dairy sector as my frame of reference. Essential drﬁ'erences
between the Dutch dairy cooperatives and dairy cooperatives in other European countries are discussed
aﬁerwards.

Proﬁt is the difference between income and costs. In a privately-owned ﬁrm the income as well as the costs
are easy to calculate although the results are quite dependent on the basis of the valuation that is chosen. In
a cooperative an unambigious determination of the proﬁt is not possible. To put it in plain terms: the term

proﬁt in the sense of income minus costs does not exist in a cooperative. Since in principle the cooperative
pays out income minus costs as a payment for the raw material, the cooperative does not make any proﬁt.
The conviction that cooperatives do not - or should not— pursue the aim of proﬁt is recurrent.
It seems necessary to discuss three aspects of "proﬁt" in dairy cooperatives: the aim of proﬁt, the
destination of proﬁts and the determination of proﬁts.
6.1.1 Proﬁtability aim
It is true that a dairy cooperative enterprise does not make any proﬁt, if we take the annual report as

reference. In other words: in the end, after closing the bookyear, it appears that the cooperative enterprise
has not made a proﬁt. But this conclusion does not mean, that the cooperative enterprise has not had more
income than costs during the year. And of course, it is the aim of every cooperative enterprise to have a

(big) difference between income and costs (milk payments excluded). In this, the aims of cooperatives do
not really differ from the aims of privately owned companies.
In a cooperative it is not the aim of proﬁtability, but the destination and determination of the surplus that
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differs essentially from proﬁts in privately—owned companies.
6.1.2 Destination ofproﬁtability
In a privately-owned dairy company we may distinguish the following steps in the destination of proﬁts:
Step l:

Calculation of turnover minus all costs, including the costs for buying the raw material milk. This
difference is called "proﬁt".
Step 2:

Deciding the destination of the proﬁt earned. There are two main possibilities: addition to reserves
or paying out as dividends.
Schedule 3 shows that in the Dutch cooperative dairy enterprises the destination of the earnings of

production and sales is entirely different:
Step 1:
Calculation of turnover minus costs, other than milk-money.

The income minus all costs (except for the raw material costs).
Say the income is 1.000 and the costs (excluding milk—money) are 600.

Then 400 is available for two purposes: milk price payment and addition to reserves.

Schedule 3

Destination of profitability
in Dutch dairy cooperatives

Turnover

potential

Costs, other than milk money
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Step 2:
Decision on addition to general reserves.
What level of addition to reserves is necessary? The answer to this question can be inﬂuenced by:

- The size of the existing reserves.
A cooperative with high reserves will feel less pressure (for example from banks) to add a large
amount to the existing reserves. In other words: a good solvency level can give the cooperative the
opportunity to pay out a higher milk price.

-The existence of other forms of risk—bearing capital. If the members contribute to the risk-bearing
capital of a cooperative by means of shares, members’ titles, certiﬁcates or members’ reserves,
then it is not as necessary to have large general reserves. In that case, no addition to the reserves

will take place, but a rise in the milk price, in cash or in the form of a payment in certiﬁcates or
an addition to the members’ reserves will occur.
-The ﬁscal regime. If an addition to the reserves is less attractive than other forms of ﬁnancing the
members will prefer to add little or nothing to the general reserves.
-Competitive considerations. If other privately-owned or cooperative dairy concerns (may) pay out

a higher milk price and milk scarcity is prevalent, then it may be necessary to pay out a higher
milk price than what would really be logical considering the results and the capital position of the
cooperative concerned. In that case the amount of money retained will be smaller than it should be.
The ultimate decision may be: addition to reserves: 10. Thus, available for milk price payment:

390.
Step 3:
Decision on deﬁnitive milk price.
Having decided what addition to reserves must be made, one must then decide, what amount of
money is available for the milk price. During the year the farmers, members as well as non-

members, receive an advance milk price. In most of the Dutch dairy companies this advance price
is approximately 90% of the ﬁnal milk price.
The decision may be: the ﬁnal milk price is 78 guilders. The advance payment is, for example, 71
guilders. Thus the remaining payment is 7 guilders per 100 kg of milk delivered.
Step 4:
Decision on methods of milk price payment.
In The Netherlands these 7 guilders of remaining payment can be paid out in three different ways:
Cash
Addition to members’ loans. The members receive interest each year and after, for
example, 10 years, they receive this money in cash.
Addition to certiﬁcates / members’ reserves. This is allocated risk-bearing capital without

interest. In some cooperatives the members receive this money in cash after a ﬁxed
number of years, for example 15. In other cooperatives the money is only paid in cash in
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the case of the farmer ceasing farming or leaving the cooperative (under certain
conditions).

The second step, the addition to the reserves is thus a result of on the one hand the success of the
cooperative ﬁrm and on the other hand the price and the policy of adding to reserves. To label the amounts
of the addition to the reserves as the "proﬁt" of a cooperative and succeedingly to compare this proﬁt with
the proﬁt earned in investor-owned concerns does not do justice to the essence of Dutch (dairy)
cooperatives. This is the main point of criticism levelled by specialists of the Dutch dairy cooperatives at
The Economist’s report on European Dairying, written by Eamon Pitts.

6.1.3 Determination ofproﬁtability
In the annual reports of a privately-owned dairy company the milk money paid out is to be found under
"Costs of raw materials". The proﬁt is calculated as the difference between the tumover and all the costs
made, including the milk money. The division of that proﬁt into addition to reserves and dividend payments
is clearly reported.
A basic methodological problem in the determination of operating results in Dutch cooperative enterprises

concerns the reporting of the values relevant to the relationships with contributing members.
The milk price is not purely a raw material-price, but reﬂects a price- and addition to reserves policy of the
cooperative. The calculation of proﬁts in annual reports only adds to the confusion in the cooperative world.

In Eamon Pitts’ comparison of European dairy companies it is assumed that the Dutch cooperatives’ proﬁts
equal the addition to the reserves. In other words: the milk price paid to the members is completely
arranged under "costs" instead of looking at the milk price as it is seen by members and management: as a
balancing item on the income sheet, or even better: as the amount that is returned to the members after all
costs have been paid and the addition to the reserves (as considered necessary) has been calculated.

6.1.4 Rentability
Although privately owned (dairy) companies and (dairy) cooperatives both try to reach a (large) difference

between turnover and costs, the destination and the determination of that "proﬁtability " are quite different
in both forms of enterprise.
The conclusion must be that the term "proﬁt" is useless in a cooperative environment and therefore it should

not be used in the annual reports of cooperatives, nor in analyzing (dairy) cooperatives, and in comparing
(dairy) cooperatives with privately owned companies.
Therefore, when analysing and comparing dairy cooperatives’ performances I prefer to use the term

'rentability" to express the essential difference from the term "proﬁtability" as used in privately owned
companies.
Schedule 4 shows this approach of rentability.
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Schedule 4

Determination of RENTABILITY
in Dutch dairy cooperatives
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6.1.5 Dairy cooperative’s proﬁt in other European countries
So far the item of proﬁtability has been discussed in the perspective of the Dutch dairy cooperatives. This
approach may be appropriate for the analysis of the "proﬁtability" in dairy cooperatives in other European
countries, but will not be appropriate in all cases. Whether or not this approach can be used to analyse the
performance of the dairy cooperatives involved depends mainly on the milk price payment system applied.

If the milk price of the dairy cooperative is dependent on the results of the cooperative then the
“proﬁtability" is to be seen in the above mentioned way. It seems to me that this is the case in The
Netherlands, Denmark, Finland and Italy.

If the milk price is not dependent on the results of the cooperative enterprise, the milk money paid out is in
effect regarded as the "normal" cost for raw materials. As a result the proﬁt can be calculated and reported
in the same way that the privately owned companies calculate and report proﬁts. This seems to be the
situation in France, Germany and Ireland.
Once again the milk price payment system appears to be indicative of the dairy companies’ cooperative

character.

'

As stated before, the analysis and comparison of European dairy cooperatives seems to require a division of
European dairy cooperatives into two groups with the milk price payment system as a crucial criterion.
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6.2 Solvency: the capital structure
Dairy cooperatives’ members are not (or should not be) only interested in the short term performance of the
cooperative enterprise but also in continuity. The factors that can inﬂuence the continuity of the enterprise
are, among other things, the product range, the market share, the ﬂexibility to respond to changes in
consumer demand and the solidity of the cooperative’s capital structure. In the context of this paper only
one of these factors, namely solvency, the solidity of cooperative’s capital structure, is to be discussed.
6. 2.1 Equity deﬁned

Solvency can be analysed as the proportional difference between equity and debts.
When we apply this deﬁnition to the capital elements in a privately—owned dairy company there is no doubt:
reserves and share capital are deﬁnitely not debt and thus equity. The different forms of debt are clearly
debt.

If we apply this deﬁnition to dairy-cooperatives, the deﬁnition does not seem to be that distinct. What is
debt ? Do different forms of member-ﬁnancing, like certiﬁcates, members’ reserves, members’ titles and

"titres participatives" fall under equity and not under debt ? The capital elements mentioned are riskbearing, even if they can not be counted as permanent capital.
The question therefore arises, which criterion should be used to make a distinction between equity and debt.
The current criteria for the difference between Equity and Debt are formulated from the perspective of

privately-owned companies. The main characteristics of Equity in this respect are:
- equity gives voting power

- equity is permanent capital
- equity is risk-bearing
- equity is the basis of credit—worthiness on which bank loans can be obtained
6.2.2 Dairy cooperative ’s equity
In privately-owned companies it is clear enough that the share capital gives voting power, is permanently

available, is risk—bearing and forms, together with the reserves, the basis for obtaining bank loans.
Application of the equity-criteria to the capital elements in dairy cooperatives is not as easy as it is in

privately-owned companies. With Schedule 1 (page 4) as reference the different equity criteria can be
discussed.
The cooperative’s voting power is not related to the amount of money invested but to the membership. The
voting power of the members/suppliers seems to be the most important distinction between cooperatives and
privately owned companies. Therefore the question arises as to whether Irish dairy cooperatives with Public

Limited Company shares, which have voting power, can still be called "cooperatives".
Looking for permanent capital in European dairy cooperatives we ﬁnd in all cooperatives the general
reserves and (in Ireland) the Public Limited Company shares. Cooperative shares, "titres participatives",

members’ reserves, certiﬁcates and members’ titles are not permanently available to the enterprise as they
will be remunerated after a certain number of years.
Looking at the risk-bearing capital elements in European dairy cooperatives we ﬁnd a different set of
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elements from those we found when looking at permanent capital: reserves, Public Limited Company
shares, cooperative shares, titres participatives, members’ reserves, certiﬁcates and members’ titles.
The list of capital elements that forms the basis for obtaining bank loans is almost the same list as it is for
risk—bearing capital. Under certain conditions the long term loans from members, strictly speaking not risk-

bearing, can help to strengthen the credit-worthiness of the cooperative enterprise. I prefer to use the term
"Guarantee capital" for all capital elements that form the basis for the cooperative’s credit-worthiness:
general reserves, shares, titres participatives, members’ reserve, certiﬁcates, members’ titles and members’
long term loans.

So, whereas "equity" in privately—owned companies includes voting power, permanency, risk-bearing and
credit-worthiness, in dairy cooperatives one needs at least three capital terms to include all these aspects of
"equity": permanent capital, risk-bearing capital and guarantee capital.

To express the role of the members in the ﬁnancing of their cooperative the 'Equity"-term Members’
Capital should be used. What is meant by the members’capital is all the ﬁmds raised from and by the
members. Besides reserves, cooperative shares, certiﬁcates, members’ reserves, members’ titles and
members’ loans, the members’ capital can contain the short-term debt to the members because of milk—

deliveries and short term loans.
Although the (Irish) Public Limited Company-shares and the French Titres Participatives may be bought by
members of the cooperatives these shares and titles are not to be counted in the members’ capital because
non—members might provide this capital as well.
If we wish to compare the Equity of a dairy cooperative with the Equity of a privately owned company on
the terms of the private company we must conclude that only the General reserves and the Irish Public

Limited Company shares are to be counted in the Equity of the dairy cooperative, as only these capital
elements combine voting power, permanency and high general risk.

’

There is no consensus regarding the deﬁnition of equity, neither internationally nor nationally, neither in the
cooperative sector, nor in the cooperative dairy sector.
But suppose that an international consensus did exist concerning the deﬁnition of Equity in cooperatives,
say: "Equity = permanent capital with a high general risk" still the Equity of cooperatives could not be
compared with the Equity of an investor-owned concern. This deﬁnition ignores capital elements that are
important to the borrowing capacity of the cooperative and this is important to the ﬁnancial links between
the cooperative and its members.

Therefore it would be advisable not to use the term Equity at all in an economic analysis of (dairy)
cooperatives.

The cooperative concerns should be aware that the term equity only causes confusion and therefore it should
not be used . Analysts should be aware that investor-owned ﬁrms cannot be compared to cooperative
concerns when it comes to capital-ratios.
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6.2.3 Four basic concepts of "equity"
Instead of the comprehensive "Equity" term as it is used in investor-owned ﬁrms, in the analysis of a

cooperative there is a need for a number of "Equity" terms. An 'Equity'- term to state the time span, an
'Equity"- term to state the general risk, an 'Equity"- term to state the basis for the borrowing capacity and
an 'Equity'- term to state how much the members have invested in their cooperative.
In order to compare the ﬁnancing methods and the solvency of dairy cooperatives in various countries I
suggest the use of four basic concepts of "equity“
1. permanent capital

2. risk-bearing capital
3. guarantee capital
4. members’ capital

In Schedule 5 the deﬁnitions of these four basic concepts of "equity" are given.

Schedule 5
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6.3 The RAD-model: Ratio Analysis Design
The typologies of cooperatives are too different to build & system of indicators having validity for all

cooperative enterprises. But, in my opinion, it is possible to build an alternative system of parameters of
'rentability" and "solvency" for the analysis and comparison of cooperative M enterprises.
In the Rad-model the cooperative enterprise is analysed and compared to a standard on 10 ratios.
This model is used in the Milk Price Comparison and Company Comparison of Dutch dairy cooperatives
published each year in the farmers’ weekly "Boerderij".

Schedule 6 showes the RAD-graphic for the small Dutch dairy cooperative Acmesa.

Schedule 6
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In the RAD-graphic each axis is set up on a different scale.
Inner circle

The point in the middle of the axis is the standard for that ratio. This standard is calculated as the average
of that ratio for the last 3 years for all coops. SO the inner-circle combines all the standard values for the 10
ratios.

Middle point and outer circle
For each ratio I look for the most extreme value of all the dairy coops. I place this extreme value either in
the outer circle or at the centre—point of the circle. In this way I deﬁne the scale of each axis. If for example
the standard value for the three-years average of all cooperatives over 1989, 1990 and 1991— Of the
comparable milk price is f 80,74 and the extreme value is f 86,15, the axis for the milk price will express:
in the centre-point of the circle: f 74,33; in the innercircle f 80,74 and in the outer circle f 86,15.
Graphic of 10 ratios
The real value of a calculated ratio can be put on a point on the axis. If the standard is f 80,74, the extreme

value is f 86,15 and the real value for Acmesa 1991 is

f 80,80 the point expressing the position of the

Acmesa milk price will be near the inner circle. The Acmesa value of the Guarantee capital (Ratio 6) in
1991 is 47,88% of the total. The standard being 37,25 % and the extreme value being 58,9396, the point
expressing the guarantee capital position of Acmesa is put between the inner circle and the outer circle.
Overall view

The advantage of the RAD-model is the opportunity it gives you to see the results of 10 important ratios at
once as well as allowing you to see them in comparison with the standard values of those ratios. It gives
you even more scope using the same graphic: you can compare the results of three cooperatives, the results
of the same coop over the last three years, compare it to the average for all coops, to the average of only
the big coops or the small ones, to the cheese-coops or to the coops in the same region.

The RAD-graphic does not explain the differences, so it is only a start in the interpretation and explanation
of the results of a coop.
Ratio analysis from a members’ point of view

The main purpose of the RAD-model is to analyse the cooperative from the members’ point of view.
The 10 ratios chosen analyse the various aspects of performance important to the members.
J.Rentability of Total Capital
How much return did each guilder invested in the cooperative bring in?
With the help of this ratio the dairy farmers get an idea of the success of the cooperative enterprise in its
entirety: what return did the money invested bring in?
If the farmers wish to get an insight into the whys and wherefores of the changes in this respect, they
should pay attention to the following questions.
Have the sales been disappointing and have the selling prices been low? Can it be explained? Why does one

cheese factory perform better than another? A worse rentability can also be due to higher production costs.
What is the reason? Are the factories and machines being used inefﬁciently? Is the milk delivery pattern too
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variable and therefore too expensive? Or have the problems been caused by external factors like ﬂuctuating
world market prices, quota reductions or changing collective labour agreements?
On the point of rentability it is important to pay attention to the management’s policy on purchasing,
production and sales.

It is clear enough that the members’ interests focus on the cooperative’s rentability. As stated before, there

is an essential difference between "proﬁt" in privately owned companies and "rentability" in cooperatives.
How then is the 'Rentability' to be calculated ?

The rentability is , of course, to be found in the addition to the reserves, but at least part of the "rentability"
is also to be found in the milk price paid out.
Therefore I use the following deﬁnition:

"Rentability" of a dairy cooperative:
addition to reserves + part of the milk price paid out
How to calculate the "rentability"—part of the milk price?
a.

Take theoretical prices for fat and protein. Market-prices do not exist so you have to "set" these
theoretical prices yourself.

b.

Calculate the theoretical price for the milk for each cooperative, in proportion to the content of fat
and protein in the milk of each coop.

c.

Divide the milk-price into

]. the theoretical price
2. the 'rentability" factor
In this way it is possible to calculate the "rentability" of the dairy—cooperative as addition to reserves plus a

part of the milk price. We cannot really call this PROFIT for two reasons:
--

We have only a theoretical price for the raw milk. Taking different prices for fat and protein you
get different prices for the raw material and consequently for the "proﬁt".

--

The results of a cooperative are not only expressed in the addition to reserves and in the milk price,

but also in the services of the cooperative to the members. These aspects of the results are hard to
calculate.

2.Rentability of Guarantee Capital
What return did the "farmers’ money" bring in? The guarantee capital consists of: general reserves,
certiﬁcates, members’reserve, members’ titles and members’ long term loans.

In the interpretation of this ratio the members should pay attention to two factors that inﬂuence the
rentability of the guarantee capital: the rentability of total capital and the interest paid for bank loans.
Borrowing money can be advantageous if the earnings of the "new" capital are higher than it’s interest

costs. Such an advantage makes the rentability of the guarantee capital higher. In the opposite situation of
interest costs being higher than the earnings of the borrowed capital, the cooperative enterprise has to draw
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money from the earnings of the "farmers" money.

3. Potential milk price
What milk price should have been paid out if the addition to the reserves was zero?
Being the owners of the cooperative the members are not only interested in the milk price paid out but also

in the money used to strengthen the solvency. In the long run this might be essential for the cooperative and
hence for the milk price to be paid out.
4. Comparable Milk Price
The different milk price payment systems of the dairy cooperatives are made comparable. The milk price
calculated here can be compared realistically with the prices paid out by other cooperatives.
A point to pay attention to is the relation between the milk price paid out and the rentability. Sometimes the

milk price is relatively high in proportion to the rentability. This means that the cooperative did not add
much to the reserves or, in extreme situations, even drew money from the existing reserves to be able to

pay out a better milk price.
5. Turnover Margin
The difference between turnover and costs on the products, expressed as a percentage of the turnover.
If the turnover has been enlarged by take—overs or mergers, this ratio shows members whether the "new"
turnover makes the average turnover margin higher or lower. This expresses the quality of the "new"
turnover.

6. Guarantee Capital/Total Capital

The basis for the credit—worthiness of the cooperative.
A low guarantee capital will cause problems in obtaining bank loans.
ZRisk—bearing Capital/Total Capital

The buffer against enterpreneurial risks.
A low risk-bearing capital forces the cooperative’s management to be extremely careful in investing in new

products and new markets.
8.Reserves per 100 kgs of members’ milk
The capital permanently at the cooperative’s disposal.
Low reserves do not necessarily create a problem as long as other parts of the risk-bearing capital are large
enough. Nevertheless a certain minimum reserve always has to be at the cooperative’s disposal.

9.Addition to Reserves per 100 kgs of members’ milk
How much money is added to the reserves instead of being paid out in the milk price?
The judgement of this ratio is to be combined with the judgement of the value of other ratios: the potential

milk price, the comparable milk price, the reserves and the risk-bearing capital.
In the case of a high potential milk price, it is easy to combine a high milk price with a huge addition to
reserves. In the case of a relatively low potential milk price a painful decision has to be taken: must we

lower the milk price or are we going to lower the addition to the reserves to save money for a higher milk
price? If the cooperative’s general reserves are already strong the cooperative can take the liberty to have a
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small or zero addition to the reserves. Therefore, cooperatives with strong reserves built up in the past, are
in the luxurious position of being able to pay out a high milk price even when the rentability is not very

good. If the existing reserves are not that large and the cooperative still wishes to pay out a relatively high
milk price there is still one way out: an increase in the allocated risk-bearing capital: certiﬁcates, members’

reserves, titres particpatives, members’ titles. These capital elements also strengthen the buffer from
entrepreneurial risks and more or less replace the general reserves, although in a less permanent way.
10. Value Added per 100 kgs of milk processed
The value the cooperative enterprise added to the milk.

A high value added does not automatically mean a better rentability. Higher production costs might increase
the value added without improving the enterprise’s rentability.
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7.The crucial role of the milk price

"Financing dairy cooperatives" is a complicated matter indwd.
Summarizing we can compile quite a long list of different minor and major aspects relevant to ﬁnancing

dairy cooperatives:
* consumer demand
* EC policy
* GATT negotiations

* technical developments in the processing of milk
* take-overs
* mergers
* relations with cooperative banks

* resignation-obligations
* entry—obligations
* transport costs
* regulations on members’ liability

* technical developments at farm level
* obligation to take environmental measures into consideration
* solvency of members’ farms
* existing general reserves
* tax law
* existing risk-bearing capital

* existing guarantee capital
A complicated matter indeed. But there is one key item of importance in the discussion on ﬁnancing dairy
cooperatives: the milk price.
In almost all aspects of the ﬁnancing-discussion the milk price payment system and/or the level of the milk
price in the past, the present and the future play a crucial role.
The links of membership, (it is very important to convince members of the necessity of members’ ﬁnancing)
are stronger when the milk price paid out is related to the results of the cooperative. As stated before, in my
opinion, the milk price payment system determines to a great extent the cooperative character of a dairy
company. If the milk price is almost independent of the results, and thus is (almost) a ﬁxed price, the

interest the members have in the results of their cooperative are negligible.
Measuring the cooperative’s performance is very important to convince the members of the advantages of
ﬁnancing their cooperative and again the milk price is to be found in almost all aspects of analysis. In the
end, the purpose of all dairy cooperatives is to pay a milk price which is now or will in the future be as
high as possible. In the ratio analysis, from the members’ point of view the milk price is an important ratio
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in itself and is to be considered directly in four other ratios. Indirectly the milk price can be found in the
calculation of another four ratios.

The four ratios with a direct link with the level of the milk price are:
* rentability of total capital
* rentability of guarantee capital

* potential milk price
* turnover margin
An indirect link can be found between the milk price and the following four ratios:

* addition to reserves
* existing general reserves (=sum of additions in the past)

* risk-bearing capital (=reserves + allocated capital elements)
* guarantee capital (=risk-bearing capital + members’ loans)
Milk price as a risk-bearing element
The ofﬁcial risk-bearing capital can be assisted by the milk payment system. If the milk price is dependent
on the cooperative’s rmlts, then it is the members who bear the current risks. Disappointing results lead to

lower milk prices instead of a depletion of the cooperative’s risk-bearing capital. The amount of risk-bearing
capital is then dependent on the milk payment system.
Milk money as a ﬁnancing factor

In many dairy cooperatives there is a delay of payment for milk delivered. This may sometimes give the
cooperative a huge amount of money with which the enterprise can be ﬁnanced. This is cheap money
because of zero interest payments.
Milk price comparison
When talking about ﬁnancing dairy cooperatives one should be aware of the crucial role the milk price plays
in the dairy cooperatives. In any national or international analysis and comparison of dairy cooperatives, a
comparison of milk prices and milk price payment systems is therefore inevitable.
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Les outils ﬁnanciers et institutionnels

des cooperatives laitières : evolution et
comparaison européenne.
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L’ambition de cette présentation se limite à la mise en évidence d’un cadre permettant
de classer et de développer des premières analyses comparatives sur le ﬁnancement des
coopératives Iaitières. On ne peut et ne veut prétendre ici relever l’ensemble des
données et réﬂexions sur le sujet respective à chaque pays. On souligne, par contre, les
differences de conception ou de pratique sur le fonctionnement coopératif et des voies
différentes de résolution de problèmes pourtant similaires entre pays. Pour des raisons
pratiques et d’implication des personnes du groupe de recherche, certains pays sont
privilégiés (Pays-Bas, France, Irlande, Italic), ce qui constitue un appel pour un
approfondissement et un élargissement de la recherche.

Le problème commun aux cooperatives laitières européennes est à la fois stratégique et
ﬁnancier et peut être résumé par les éléments suivants :
- des déﬁs stratégiques importants :

. Investissements en marketing et recherche qui s’imposent comme règle
du jeu dans la valorisation en produits laitiers de consommation ou comme ingredient.

. Croissance externe (rachat de ﬁrmes) comme moyen d’obtenir un
développement supérieur à celui du marché.
. Prise en compte du nouvel espace européen, internationalisation.
- limites de capacité d’autoﬁnancement des cooperatives.

La tendance actuelle est à la diminution des marges : competition face à la
grande distribution, diminution des soutiens communautaires, pression prix à la collecte
(quotas)...
- Inadaptation de la forme d’apport de capitaux par les membres.
Accroissement difﬁcile (voir infra), schémas ﬁnanciers limites pour 1a reprise
d’entreprise : non possibilité, par exemple, de régler l’acquisition par des titres de la
ﬁrme absorbante...

- Coût actuel élevé du ﬁnancement bancaire qui est la source privilégiée de
ﬁnancement des cooperatives : tensions macro-économiques sur les taux d’intérêt réels...
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Face à ces éléments qui symbolisent un décalage croissant entre déﬁs stratégiques qui
s’imposent à toute ﬁrme du secteur laitier (cooperative ou non) et capacité du
fonctionnement ﬁnancier des cooperatives, deux champs peuvent être considérés visanr
à des adaptations :

- l’évolution des outils ﬁnanciers au niveau des cooperatives (préservant leur
structure).

- les modiﬁcations institutionnelles et de structure des cooperatives qui sont, en
partie, liées aux aspects ﬁnanciers.

LEVI

'nd

'

fin

ciers:

On ne peut développer une analyse des nouveaux outils de ﬁnancement des
cooperatives sans auparavant caractériser les conceptions quant aux moyens ﬁnanciers
classsiques.

LĲM:
Il s’agit du meilleur outil de ﬁnancement des coopératives. Le caractère collectif
et indisponible permet la meilleure sécurité pour la coopérative et les banques. La
capacité d’autoﬁnancement à partir de l’activité de la coopérative et l’arbitrage avec 1e
prix du lait conditionnent cependant la mise en réserve annuelle.

Pour la comparaison entre pays, il est intéressant de mettre en évidence la part
des réserves dans la structure des capitaux propres des cooperatives. Les differences
d’équilibre avec 1e capital individuel des membres sont particulièrements signiﬁcatives
des conceptions et évolutions selon les pays :

i
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Italie

:3 %.

France, Irlande

: 10 - 20 %.

Pays-Bas

: 40 à 60 %.

Etats-Unis

: 90 %.

Recommandations de l’ICOS

: 75 %.
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Pour certains pays (Italie, France, Irlande) la structure des capitaux propres est
essentiellement faite de réserves. La mise individuelle de capital représente une part
très minime dans la structure bilantielle. Des considerations ﬁscales mériteraient d’être
intégrées. Cette situation n’est pas, cependant, sans dangers :
- atténuation du sentiment de responsabilité, l’engagement ﬁnancier direct étant
faible.
- atténuation du droit de propriété, les membres n’ayant pas de droits sur les
réserves d’une cooperative.
- accroissement de l’écart entre valeur nominale du capital détenus
individuellement ct valeur intrinsèque ou "réelle" de ce capital.
Pour les cooperatives laitières possédant des marques de notoriété, l’écart entre
valeur du capital des membres et valeur théorique de marché peut-être extrêmement
fort.
- l’habitude créée par la constitution de réserves collectives rend encore plus
difﬁcile la sollicitation de capital individuel auprès des membres lorsque de nouveaux
besoins apparaissent. Un "cercle vicieux" d’auto-existence peut s’installer rendant
difﬁcile changement de logique par l’appel à une contribution plus visible.

2) Mulde… :
Les differences historiques de conception entre pays sont intéressantes à relever :
- congu commme un prét aux Pays-Bas.
Prélévements annuels sur le prix du lait (en général, 1 % du chiffre d’affaires
lait).
Cycle de remboursement variant de 5 ans (une cooperative) à 10 ans (la plupart
des autres).
Paiement annuel d’un intérêt (basé sur les emprunts d’Etats).
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- congu comme capital social en France, Irlande, Italic...

Souscription à l’entrée mais prélévement progressif (en général, objectif de 5 %
du chiffre d’affaires lait en France, existence d’un plafond pour le niveau de capital par
membre en Irlande ct Italic, pas de lien avec le volume de lait en Italie).
Remboursement à la valeur nominale, lors du depart dc la coopérative, une
vente directe entre agriculteurs peut avoir lieu en Italic.
A l’origine, non versement d’un intérêt, généralisation d’un versement en France
(de niveau limité)...
Valorisation possible en France (par incorporation dc réscrvcs), appliquéc de
facom limitée.

Ces diﬁérences de conception posent le débat sur la nature ﬁnancière du capital
des membres dans une cooperative (voir présentation d’Adrie ZWANENBERG). Sous
la diversité et le caractère intermédiaire (entre prêt ct capital propre) des formules se
cachent les mêmes limites de capacité de ﬁnancement par les agriculteurs, en particulier
jeunes ct une capitalisation qui nc correspond pas au mémc actc volontairc ct actif que
l’achat d’action : prélévements sur 1e prix du lait, développement des ristoumes
capitalisées...
L’autre particularité du capital des membres est, comme déjà souligné, sa non
prise en compte de la valeur de la coopérative. L’effet à long terme de décisions
stratégiques est donc beaucoup plus difﬁcilement visible. Le lien individuel est sur le
prix du lait, donc à court terme le paiement annuel d’intérêts sur le capital conforte cet
aspect. Une capitalisation des intérêts serait plus adaptée.
Par contre le fonctionnement coopératif est le seul à garantir un accès de tous les
agriculteurs, d’une génération à l’autre, aux cooperatives et donc à sécuriser un pouvoir
agricole économique.
Les nouvelles formules de ﬁnancement sont intéressantes à observer sous cet

angle.
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3) Nouvelles fgrmes d’appgn de capitg par les membres :

Cette voie est surtout formalisée ct dévcloppéc aux Pays-Bas :

- création de réserves individuelles ou de certiﬁcats.

Prélèvement annuel supplémentaire sur le paiement du lait.
Non paiement d’un intérêt (s’assimile donc à des fonds propres).
Cycle de remboursement (10 - 15 ans).
- création par Campina—Melkunie de titres de membres.
Somme de capital donnant un droit sur un volume de lait.
Peuvent se vendre ct sc louer entre membres (suppression des pénalités de non
respect de l’engagement).
Paiement annuel d’un intérêt.
Complexité et difﬁcultés d’application.

Le point important à souligner est le renforcement du lien individuel en capital
permis par ces nouvelles formes, au détriment des réserves colllectives. Cette tendance

correspond à un enseignement intéressant pour d’autres pays.

Ces nouveaux outils correspondent à un schema ﬁnancier coopératif sans
transformation ou innovation majeures, vue sous l’angle de la diversité européenne déjà
existante. La limite que constitue la capacité ﬁnancière des agriculteurs demeure. Celleci se pose, peut-être, moins aux Pays-Bas ?

Cette voie semble surtout formalisée et développée en France. Les illustrations
données ne sont pas exhaustives :

- possibilité d’associé non coopérateurs (non utilisateurs) en France.
Uniquement paiement d’un intérêt sur 1c capital.
Importance limitéc : liste limitative, 20 % des voix.

Existence d’ancicns coopérateurs laissant leur capital en Italie, Irlande...
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- Instruments financiers bancaires.
Prêts participatifs, titres subordonnés...
Quelle frontière entre capitaux propres ct prêts ?
Implìque des relations privilégiées avec des institutions ﬁnancières.
- Instruments ﬁnanciers permettant un appel public à l’épargne.
Exemple des titres participatifs en France (utilisés par l’ ULN et la CANA) : ‘

Rémunération mixte : partie ﬁxe (70 %) et partie variable calculée à partir d’un
indicateur de rentabilité.

Pas de droit de vote.
Titre valorisé sur un marché, pouvant être émis en bourse.
Coût de la rémunération assez élevé pour attirer les investisseurs.

Tenue difﬁcile des titres ULN et CANA.

Ce dernier type d’outil pose deux interrogations :
. Quel est 1c meilleur indicateur de rentabilité d’une cooperative dans la mesure où
‚existe un arbitrage avec la rémunération du lait ? Un conﬂit d’intérêt évident existe
entre les membres et les investisseurs.
. Une bonne Signalisation d’une coopérative sur un marché ﬁnancier est-elle possible ?
Ia méconnaissance de l’entreprise cooperative par les investisseurs, la contradiction
entre le fonctionnement économique d’une cooperative et la logique dies marchés
ﬁnanciers sont des éléments très peu favorables.
Les coopératives n’ont pas été créées pour être adaptées aux marchés ﬁnanciers.
L’expérience des différents pays montre qu’une amélioration de l’apport en capital des
membres dans le schéma coopératif est une première étape possible (lienS\ plus directs
et individuels...) et trop ignorée dans certains pays mais qu’au delà des évolutions
structurelles et institutionnelles sont nécessaires. Ia comparaison tend à montrer que la
faible prise en comptc de la première étape conduit d’autant rapidement à des
modiﬁcations structurelles.
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II. Modiﬁcations institutionnelles gt de structure:

1) Qs f_ìliues sous form; do sociétés :

La ﬁlialisation et l’existence de ﬁliales sous forme de sociétés de capitaux se
rencontrent dans tous les pays. Les premières motivations sont cependant stratégiques :
reprise d’entreprises, diversiﬁcation, partenariat d’activités, accueil d’activités

commerciales, ﬁliales à l’étranger... Les activités au sein de la coopérative restent
dominantes. Celle-ci est considérée comme la maison mère.
Une introduction de capitaux au niveau des ﬁliales est possible mais reste limitée
selon le degré de contrôle et d’intégration dans l’activité de la coopérative mère. Les
capitaux non coopératifs sont, en ‚général, des capitaux "stratégiques" provenant des
partenaires d’activité.

Un éloignement peut apparaitre en terme d’informations entre les membres et
l’activité des ﬁliales.
On notera la possibilité récente en France de transférer directement les
dividendes des ﬁliales aux membres.

3W:
Introduction d’un niveau ﬁnancier intermédiaire entre la cooperative qui garde
son activité et un ensemble de sociétés contrôlées.
Existence en France, au Danemark..., convient en particulier pour les
cooperatives polyvalentes, les diversiﬁcations industrielles et commerciales...

Introduction possible de capitaux d’origine plus ﬁnancière au niveau du holding
(voir M.D. FOODS).

Ce schéma permet des avancées stratégiques et n’est pas en contradiction avec
une relation coopérative pour les membres. La limite peut-être dans une diminution
progressive du poids de la coopérative au sein du groupe et un éloignement du pouvoir
agricole. La nécessité d’arbitrage avec des avancées stratégiques plus proches de
l’activité de base de la coopérative peut également survenir.
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Développé en Irlande : Kerry, Avonmore, Waterford (cas de Golden Vale non
étudié ici).
Perte d’activité de la coopérative au proﬁt d’une participation majoritaire dans
une société de capitaux.
Deux types d’actions au niveau de la société :

. actions A : introduites sur le marché boursier.

. actions B : détenues uniquement par la coopérative, obligatoirement majoritaires pour
l’instant selon les statuts, non introduites sur le marché mais donnant un même droit sur

l’actif que les actions A, faisant l’objct d’un dividende qui peut—être inférieur au
dividende des actions A, dividendc payé directemcnt aux membres.
Achat du lait au prix de marché donc perte de la notion de rémunération
résiduelle du produit.

L’expérience des coopératives irlandaises montre que des avancées stratégiques
on été permises et la ﬂexibilité améliorée pour l’acquisition de ﬁrmes (en particulier
dans le secteur de la viande coopératives polyvalentes). Les producteurs ont participé
activement à l’achat d’actions A. La tendance est cependant à la vente de ces actions
quand un profit peut-être réalisé ou quand les revenus agricoles baissent. Une
ﬂuctuation des cours selon la conjoncture agricole risque de se développer.

Les coopératives qui ont opérées cette transformation semblent se positionner
moins bien en prix du lait mais restent contraintes par la concurrence à la collecte et la
nécessité d’éviter de trop fortes baisses du revenu agricole qui entraineraíent des ventes
d’actions. Par ailleurs, le classement en prix du lait devrait prendre en comptc la
compensation par les dividendes.
Ia perte potentielle du pouvoir agricole est un autre point important. Une perte
de majorité n’est pas complétement impossible à éviter. Les membres peuvent être
tentés par un remboursemcnt ou un marché des actions B dont la valeur est devenue
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visible. Le pas serait franchi vers une transformation complète en société de capitaux
(voir cas de Golden Vale).

Le cas de l’Irlande montre que pour des raisons stratégiques, ﬁnancières mais
aussi de liens individuels insufﬁsants entre les membres et leur coopérative, la
transformation de structure peut—être radicale. La seule voie pour les coopératives
laitières européennes serait—elle à terme de ne plus être des coopératives ?
La comparaison entre pays montre que les différents axes sont à travailler, de
facom complémentaire et non pas opposée ou ambigüe :
- l’amélioration de l’apport de capital des membres à la coopérative, la
préservation d’une action sur le prix du lait à partir des données incontoumables du
marché.
- la juxtaposition d’entités permettant l’apport de capitaux extérieurs et une
ﬂexibilité pour les acquisitions.
L’approfondissemcnt des analyses et comparaisons peut permettre d’imaginer,
par l’enrichissement des différentes expériences, des cadres permettant d’agencer de
fagon cohérente ces axes, tout en intégrant la diversité des contextes et des histoires.
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Kerry
Cooperative and Public Limited Company
MEMBERS awn 7.2 mllllon non-mnrkalanln aannam/lva shares

COOPERATIVE
COOPERATIVE Owns all (max/mum 102 mil/Ion)
non-marketable B-shares

o! tha Public Limited Company

V
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Maximum 102 million non-marketable B-shares
Maximum 98 mil/ion Stock Exchange Quoted A-snares
(Um/I now 00 mllllon sold lo mombors and omar Investors)

INVESTORS awn markolabla A-shares

From A.ZWANENBERG and Al
Financing - methods in
Irish dairy - cooperatives from
a Dutch point of view.
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Introduction

In the ﬁrst paper to the COGECA Workshop, Dr. Zwanenberg has clearly outlined the
crucial role played by the level of the milk price for the dairy co-operative in all aspects of
the ﬁnancing discussion. He has also contrasted the difference in the nature of the decision
on milk price between the dairy co-operative and the private or investor-owned company.
Before proceeding to a more detailed discussion on milk prices it is appropriate to begin by

brieﬂy summarising this difference.

For the investor owned company the milk price is a purchase cost of raw material which is
no different in character to other costs, e.g. the hiring of labour for milk processing and
product distribution or the cost of non-shareholder ﬁnance e. g. bank loans. The objective

is to seek all of these inputs as cheaply as possible subject to ensuring the long term success
and proﬁtability of the enterprise. Thus the milk or raw material price is decided by the
market and is an external arms-length market-place decision by willing buyers and willing
sellers (Fig 1). The objective of the enterprise is to maximise proﬁt and the Board must then
decide on the allocation of this proﬁt to either shareholder dividends or proﬁt retentions.

For the dairy co—operative, the purchase of labour and non-member ﬁnance for
processing/distribution are similar market determined decisions to that of the investor owned

company.

However, as a crucial difference, the milk price decision is now an …

decision, as the Board, representing the milk supplier members, must allocate the total pool
of remaining funds between milk price and additions to reserves. This internal decision is
inﬂuenced by a number of factors as discussed by Zwanenberg‘. Furthermore, when the ﬁnal
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Fig 1 - Differences between Dairy Co-Operative
and Investor Owned Company
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Methods of Payment

milk price is determined the methods of payment must also be established, which may be
cash payments related to fat, protein, seasonality, quality etc., or additions to members loans
(interest bearing), or additions to members reserves/certiﬁcates (non-interest bearing), or

other methods. Thus for the dairy do-opcrative, the decisions on milk price and ﬁnancing
are totally intertwined.
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Milk Price Comparisons - General Considerations

Dairy farmers, being dependent for their livelihood on the sale of milk, inevitably have a

great interest in milk price comparisons.

In past decades, with limited milk cooling and

transport technology, their ability to transfer milk to purchasers who would offer a higher
price was limited. Nowadays, advances in technology have _made it possible to transport
milk over much longer distances, however structural change and rationalisation in the dairy
industry has meant that alternative buyers are often located far distant from the dairy farm.
Nevertheless the identiﬁcation of alternative purchasers offering better prices will always be
an important concern of dairy farmers, and indeed all farmers.

Because of the unique nature of the raw material milk, perishability combined with daily
output over the entire season, dairy farmers are uniquely vulnerable to market exploitation.
For this reason they have established producer co-operatives on an almost worldwide basis
to process and distribute milk products and hence protect themselves from market

vulnerability. Referring to the earlier discussion, they as dairy farmers wish to be in control
of the decision on milk price, rather than relying on the marketplace where they may be at

a severe competitive disadvantage.

Milk price comparisons are not just of interest to dairy farmers but also to those directly
involved in milk processing and distribution, as they represent an important indicator of
performance. While not of course the sole indicator of performance, the milk price level is
important not just in itself but also because of its interaction with other performance

indicators as outlined for example in the RAD model developed by Zwanenberg‘. Milk price
comparisons as indicators of performance are also of interest to ﬁnancial institutions who
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lend to the dairy industry and to Government who may wish to see dairy farmers receiving
a certain level of milk price. In the EC dairy regime for example, the price support system

for milk products is intended to provide a minimum intervention milk price equivalent, and
it is then important to check actual performance against this standard.

Finally given the many demands for milk price comparisons, it is important that these
comparisons are completed accurately and scientiﬁcally so that good decisions will result.
There are many deﬁnitions of milk price, and a host of factors need to be considered in
relation to standardisation in terms of milk solids (fat, protein, etc.), milk quality and

quantity premia, seasonal factors, advance and supplementary payments, cash and non-cash
payments, transport costs, VAT and public levies, time of payment and interest rates, etc.
etc .

Milk Price Comparisons to Date in Europe

A series of milk price comparisons currently exist both at international and national levels.

The international comparisons are interesting for the way they deal with typical cross border
problems such as exchange rate used, fat and protein correction, etc.

The national

comparisons, involving inter company/co-operative comparisons, are also interesting for the

method applied.
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International Milk Price Comparisons

Average milk prices and/or details on milk payment systems by country are published on an
annual or occasional basis by various international bodies and by researchers.

Examples

include:
(a)
(b)

OECDZ; The Market for Dairy Products: Situation and Outlook (occasional price
series)
International Dairy Federation’: Occasional Reports on Milk Payments Systems
Worldwide

(c)

Eurostat;‘ SOEC monthly and annual price series

(d)

The MMB (EC Dairy Facts and Figures), annuals

(e)
(0

The German data agency ZMPó
Researchers e.g. Pitts/Keane, Ireland”

These comparisons focus on average milk prices on a country level (one price per country)
and rely, at least initially, on public statistics for their data. Some, such as Eurostat, publish
prices at actual fat and protein as well as standardised, with limited deﬁnitions of price
available in terms of transport costs (ex-farm or delivered dairy), excl. VAT, end-of-year
bonuses, etc. Some, such as the regular comparison completed by Eamonn Pitts, Teagasc,
Ireland, take public statistics as a base, but then a set of adjustments are made to arrive at

a more standardised price series for comparison purposes. Some adjustments are made so
that standardised prices can be directly compared with the EC target price, deﬁned as VAT
excl., 3.7% fat, delivered dairy (Eurostat, MMB, Pitts).

As a generalisation it may be concluded that these are national average prices which are

semi-standardised, and normally rely on public statistics. For international comparisons they
are the best available but obviously suffer from some limitations9 (Williams).
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National Milk Price Comparisons

A number of national milk price comparisons are made with examples as follows:

(a)

Ireland:lo - Annual Milk Price Audit - Farmers Joumal/Craig Gardiner

(b)

France:“

(c)
(d)

Germany:12
Annual Milk Price Comparison — Top Agrar magazine
Netherlands:13 Dutch Boerderij Melkprijzenonderzoek

(e)

Denmark:”

—

Monthly Milk Price Comparison - Farmers Journal
Monthly Milk Prices — PLM magazine

Danish Dairy Federation (now ended)

The above comparisons all deal with milk prices of individual dairy companies/cooperatives.

A summary of approaches taken is given as follows:

M: For the last ﬁve years the Irish Farmers Journal Weekly Magazine has published
the Farmers Journal/Craig Gardiner annual milk price audit.

The public auditors Craig

Gardiner are commissioned to produce this report which shows average milk prices at actual

fat and protein as well as at standardised 3.55 % fat and 3.3% protein for about 12 Irish dairy
companies representing about 60% of total milk supply. The prices are published in Irish
pounds per gallon and represent the average price of manufacturing milk paid to own milk

suppliers, including quality, seasonal incentive and other bonuses (excluding loyalty bonuses)
and less quality/inhibitor penalties, exclusive of revolving capital fund, less collection
charges, before levies paid by cash excl. VAT. Dividend payouts on shares held are not
included in the milk price but are mentioned in a separate table.

General ﬁnancial

information to help assess the overall performance of the dairies is also published in separate
tables.

As well as the annual audit, monthly prices are also published for virtually all Irish dairies
in the Farmers Journal based on farmers milk accounts.
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m
The French monthly PLM (Production Laitiere Moderne) publishes the French milk prices

of 24 dairy companies (both private and cooperative) every month. For each dairy company
the basic or reference price is given, the payments per extra gramme of fat and protein, the
maximum possible bacteriological quality premium, the standards one must meet to get this

premium and the milk control premium. The milk prices are compared by standardising
them to 40.1 grammes of fat and 32.1 grammes of protein (Observatoire "PLM", 1990: 811). The information is based on farmers’ milk accounts.

man
In Germany the monthly Top Agrar publishes a milk price comparison every year. For the
comparison of the year 1990, 165 dairy companies were included (Achler‘s, 199.1: 2—1‘1).
The milk prices are standardised to 3.7% fat and 3.4% protein by using the companies’ own
fat and protein prices.

The milk prices are ex-farm, exclusive of VAT, including all

premiums and public levies and including supplementary payments when paid before the end
of the book-year. Thus, supplementary payments after the end of the book-year are not
considered. Interest paid on members’ loans are not taken into account. Apart from the fat
and protein standardisation no corrections are made.

The information used is based on

farmers’ milk accounts (Achler, 1991: 2-ll).

Netherlands

In the Netherlands a milk price comparison has been carried out for 17 years by Wageningen
Agricultural University in association with the farmers weekly "Boerderij". This comparison
covers 94.8% of the total milk produced in the Netherlands (Roefs‘° et al, 1991: 7). It is the
most advanced comparison in existence in Europe. An extensive model has been developed

by the Department of Management Studies of the Agricultural University. Both farmers’
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milk prices for ﬁctitious farmers delivering 100,000, 250,000 and 500,000 kgs a year and

the average farmers’ milk price and cooperatives’ performance prices are calculated. The
milk prices are totally disaggregated into their different elements, like advance payments,

ﬁxed retentions, all supplementary payments, tank milk premium, quantity premium etc.
The milk prices are standardised to the country’s average fat and protein contents.
Additional corrections are made for seasonality, interest corrections for delay of payments,
corrections for the interest paid or not paid on certiﬁcates and members’ loans etc. Apart
from its detailed and precise way of calculating milk prices, the Dutch comparison is

distinguished from the other national comparisons in other countries in that the calculations
are carried out on the basis of information of the dairy companies themselves and also in
continuing cooperation with them.

The Dutch comparison is generally accepted as being

very accurate and the dairy companies therefore are willing to deliver the necessary
information. Due to these direct relations with the companies, it is possible to carry out the
analysis in the way it is presently done.

Denmark
The Danish Dairy Federation carried out a quite detailed milk price comparison for a number
of years but this ended in 1987 when Dairy Denmark (now MD Foods) came to account for
a very large part of the total milk supply.

This shows that, with dairy amalgamations

continuing and further movement towards a single European market, international milk price

comparisons of dairy co-operatives/companies should play a greater role in the future.
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International Milk Payment Systems Proposal

The International Research Group for the Comparison of Dairy Companies, established in

Wageningen in January 1991, is proposing a new approach for international dairy
comparisons.

This approach has been developed by a subgroup on milk prices/payments

which was one of three working groups established by the overall Research Group. The

approach is based on the principle that, at international level, dairy company comparisons
are carried out most satisfactorily if they involve comparisons of milk payment systems,
rather than milk prices as such.

Why not Milk Price Comparisons?

The methods used for price comparisons described earlier are unsatisfactory for the purpose

of an international inter-company comparison.

The problems with the international comparisons are:
(a)

Milk prices cannot be readily compared internationally as they are paid according to

payment systems which are speciﬁc for that country and are the result of the
evolution of the dairy structure in the country.

There does not exist o_ne milk

payment system which can be used to compare all milk prices in all countries. The
diverse structure of Europe’s dairy industries, from the UK’s Milk Marketing Boards
to France’s vertically integrated cooperatives, makes direct price comparisons very
difﬁcult (Kielyl7 1991).
(b)

Adequate corrections cannot be made. This problem is related to point (a). For
example if the prices have to be ranked from high to low in an international
comparison, then corrections have to be made in order to make the prices
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comparable. For example the milk has to be standardised to a certain fat and protein
level. The question however is, which levels and which prices have to be used to

correct the levels?
(c)

Country level instead of company level. The existing international comparisons all

focus on countries’ average milk prices. The target of this study however is to make
an international comparison on company level.

(d)

Comparisons as above normally rely on public statistics, which are not always reliable
sources. Williams (1987: 302) mentions for example, that the Statistical Ofﬁce of the
European Community (SOEC) in Luxembourg collects data from Member States on

a regular monthly and annual basis on ex-farm prices received by dairy farmers in
their countries.

Although the national authorities are supposed to submit ex-farm

prices which are true national averages for milk, both in terms of actual fat content
and corrected to 3.7 per cent, some do not. There is no guidance on the treatment

of local levies and no procedures for ensuring that prices are adjusted for
supplementary payments (Williams, 1987: 302).

As regards the national comparisons, the Dutch "Boerderij" milk price comparison is by far
the most advanced. Though in fact all corrections necessary for an adequate comparison are
included in the analysis, the Dutch comparison cannot just be fully transferred from a
national level to the international level due to the following reasons:

(a)

In the Dutch comparison milk prices can really be compared instead of milk
payment systems, as the payment systems underlying the milk prices are more
or less the same. Internationally the payment systems underlying the prices
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are totally different. An example is the quality premium, which is an integral
part of the milk price in France but which is a separate payment resulting
from a regional pooling system in the Netherlands.

(b)

End—of—year bonuses are different among countries.

For example in the

Netherlands end-of-year bonuses are paid in the form of members’ loans,
certiﬁcates and general reserves. Shares are made use of in Ireland. Such
shares are not considered by the Dutch milk price comparison, which

therefore doesn’t offer a solution of how to treat them.
(c)

There are some additional problems which arise when the comparison is
transferred from the national to the international level, like fat and protein

reference contents, fat and protein correction prices, seasonality, exchange
rates, MCA’s, differences in interest rates, etc.

Alternative Model for an International Milk Pament System Comparison

In this section, a newly developed model will be presented, which involves an international
comparison of milk payment systems on a company level and which takes account of several
current problems which face existing comparisons.

Cross-Country-Cross-Company presentation

As already explained milk prices cannot readily be compared and ranked from high to low
internationally as the underlying milk payment systems are different. Therefore, in this
proposal, milk prices calculated by one common developed system will not be compared (like

in the Dutch milk price comparison), but instead milk prices paid according to countries’ and
cooperatives’ own milk payment systems, which will not be ranked.
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Therefore the

comparison is called "milk payment system comparison" instead of "milk price comparison"
in order to distinguish from other comparisons.

In the comparison two different prices are calculated:
1.

Cooperatives’ performance price;

2.

Farmers’ milk price.

These prices can be deﬁned as follows:

Cooperatives’ performance price:
The cooperatives’ performance price represents the milk price the cooperative could
have paid, if the total achieved result was paid cash to its farmers, exclusive of VAT
and public levys, dependent on the characteristics of the average delivering farmer.

Farmers’ milk price:
The farmers’ milk price represents the milk price the farmer would have received i_n
mige when delivered his milk to the cooperative in question and when he was be
paid according to the milk payment system of his cooperative, exclusive of VAT and
public levys while being subjected to his own country’s interest rates.

From the above deﬁnitions, for each cooperative, milk prices are calculated based on the
milk payment system of the co-operative in question and by using data from the average
farmer from each other foreign cooperative. However how the cooperatives’ performance
price and the farmers’ milk price is precisely calculated will be explained in the following
paragraphs.
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The results of the comparison are presented in a cross-country-cross-company table.

An

example of this table, restricted to two countries and two cooperatives is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 1: Cross-country-cross—company table

data of the average farmer supplying the cooperatives
(fat %, protein %, seasonal pattern etc.)

milk payment
system of:
(see vertically)

France

The Netherlands
Co-op x

Co-op y

FF
France
Co-op x

f
ECU

ECU

A

B

FF

Netherlands
Co-op y

FF

FF

f
'
ECU
C

ECU
D
f

f

The table can of course be extended to other countries and other cooperatives (3x3, 4x4 etc.).

When the table represents farmers’ milk prices, A to D represent the following:
A:

The milk price that the average farmer of French Co-op x has received when paid by

the Co-op milk payment system "in France
B:

The milk price that the average farmer of Dutch Co-op y would have received when
paid by the French Co-op milk payment system;
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C:

The milk price that the average farmer of France Co-op x would have received when
paid by the Dutch Co-op y milk payment system.

D:

The milk price that the average farmer of Dutch Co-op y has received when paid by
the Dutch Co-op y milk payment system.

In each square of the table, the prices will be expressed in ECUs and in the two currencies

of the countries/cooperatives compared in the square in question. A similar table will be
included to represent the cooperatives performance prices.

Elements of Milk Payments Systems Included

The ﬁrst question is what will be included in the milk price calculations and what will not?
While working with different milk payment systems, some general rules/criteria have been
worked out on the basis of which one can check, per element per milk payment system,
whether it should be included or not.

The general rules apply equally to both the

cooperatives’ performance price and the farmers’ milk price.

The following rules are

applied:
(a)

Only farm milk directly delivered to the dairy company is used. In calculating

milk prices, data used is based only on the milk delivered directly from farms to the
dairy company. This rule is established in order to stress that milk bought from other
companies should not be included as the selling company probably will include a
margin in order to cover expenses and proﬁts.

(b)

Average data are used. This means with respect to the milk payment systems of the
cooperative that the milk payment system applied to the mg; farmer is used. If
there are two different systems applied to members and non-members, which cannot
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be averaged, then the systems applied to members is used.

(C)

Cash paid elements.

Apart from the end-of-year bonuses, only the cash paid

elements in the milk price will be taken into account. This meanslthe advance price
or basic price and the cash paid premia.

(d)

Quantity premium.

When a cooperative in one country practices a quantity

premium system within its milk payment system, then the quantity premium will be
recalculated according to the amount of milk delivered by the average farmer of the
foreign cooperative whose production and delivery data are used for the milk price

calculation in question.)
(e)

Transport costs. Only the transport costs as normally charged by a cooperative to
its own farmers will be taken into account in calculating milk prices. Possible extra

transport costs, which invariably arise when a foreign farmer delivers his milk to the
cooperative, are not considered.

Firstly these extra costs are very difﬁcult to

determine and secondly, when the geographical spread of farmers delivering to a

cooperative changes (due to cross border deliveries) this will probably result in a re—
routing of the collection system, the effects of which en transport costs are not clear.

(Ù

Direct or indirect costs covered by farmers. Direct or indirect costs related to the

production of milk and milk products of the dairy company and paid cash by the
farmer will be dealt with as a producer levy. Also, when the farmer pays part of it,
then the net balance of costs paid by the farmer and the company are taken into
account.

For example, some farmers in Italy cool their milk themselves and receive a payment

from their dairy company.

Other farmers, who don’t do this, don’t receive this
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payment.

In the calculation this will be handled as follows: if the costs for the

farmer per 100 kgs of milk for cooling the milk himself are lower than the payment

he gets from the company for cooling the milk, then this difference is considered as
a subsidy for the farmer, which will be included in the milk price (Hamsvoort van

der“, 1991: 2). In the farmers’ milk price this net balance shows up as a net subsidy
to the farmer and in the cooperatives’ performance price it shows up as the ability to
pay out extra, when all costs are covered.
(g)

Quality premiums. Quality systems on the basis of which quality premiums are
paid, will not be harmonised, but just carefully described and explained. Countries,
regions within a country or individual dairy companies (depending on the situation),
do neither use the same quality criteria nor the same standards per criterion in their

quality systems.

The average quality premium as received by the farmers of a

cooperative will therefore be taken into account without corrections or adjustments.

Thus when for example the farmers’ milk price is calculated for the average Dutch
Co-op y farmer according to the French Co-op x milk payment system and when the
milk quality of the average Dutch Co-op x farmer is better than the average milk

quality of French Co-op x, nevertheless the average French Co-op x quality premium
is used.

(h)

Supplementary payments cash. There is a lot of variation among countries and

among cooperatives with respect to supplementary payments non-cash.

Those

variations relate both to the relative importance of supplementary payments non-cash
in the total milk price, as well as to the various types of supplementary payments
non-cash applied. In order to determine whether the typerof supplementary payment

non-cash will be taken into account in the cooperatives’ performance price and the
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farmers’ milk price, the following criterion is applied:

All supplementary payments non—cash which can be regarded as additions to
members ' capital are included in both the cooperatives ’ performance price and
the farmers’ milk price.

Members ’ capital is deﬁned here as allfunds raisedfrom and by the members
Zwanenberg,” 1991: 10), exclusive of general reserves and milk money.

The above deﬁnition means for example, that both the certiﬁcates and members’ loans

as practised in the Netherlands will be included, just like the coop-shares as practised
in Ireland.

(i)

VAT and public levys.

Neither VAT nor public levys are included in the

cooperatives’ performance prices nor in the farmers’ milk prices, with their omission
from each comparison occurring for different reasons. While they are paid cash to
or by the farmers, they are excluded from the cooperatives’ performance price as they
are not a sign of good performance of the cooperative. The cooperative is just the

transfer point for VAT and public levys between farmers and other persons or
organisations.

They are excluded from the farmers’ milk prices as in practice a

farmer will receive the VAT level and pay the public levys according to the system
in his own country, irrespective of the foreign dairy company he delivers his milk to
(public source). Therefore in comparing milk payment systems, VAT and public
levys are irrelevant and would unduly obscure the real differences in milk payment
systems.
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In order to be able to calculate what farmers really receive cash, a separate table will

be presented in which, for each cooperative/country, the VAT and public levys will
be described and also the amount/100 kg or in case of VAT the percentage amount
will be given.

Undoubtedly, there will be elements/payments in each milk payment system which are not

strictly covered by the general rules, however whether these elements/payments will be
included in the calculations will be determined separately when the milk payment system in

question is explained.

As said earlier, the general rules equally apply to both the cooperatives’ performance price
and the farmers’ milk price. However there is one element, which is treated differently in
the two prices, namely the addition to the general reserves.

The addition to the general

reserves is included in the coope‘ratives’ performance price and excluded from the farmers’
milk price, as the farmers don’t receive it in cash nor in the form of named capital.

Other adiustmen§

‚

As well as the general rules earlier a number of speciﬁc adjustments will be made as follows:

(a)

Seasonality

In the comparison in this study seasonality is taken into account in the same way as are fat

and protein content. This means that when milk prices are calculated by use of the milk
payment system of one cooperative and by taking the fat and protein content of the average
farmer of another foreign cooperative, the average delivery pattern of this average farmer
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is also taken into account. The number of kgs delivered in each payment period is multiplied
by the part of the milk price which is also paid in this period according to the milk payment
system used. This is done for every period of the year. The total monetary amount, which
is the result of this calculation is then divided by the total number of kgs delivered during

the year, to bring it back to a milk price per kg (or per 100 kgs).

(b)

Prices

er 100 k

of milk

Prices will be presented per 100 kgs of milk. The conversion factor from litres to kgs can
differ per country and per company, depending on the solids level. The higher the fat and
protein level in the milk, the smaller the conversion factor from litres to kgs will be.
For example:

France‘:
Italyzz
Giglio (coop)
CERPL (coop)
‘ source:
2 source:

(c)

1 litre

=

1.03 kg

1 litre
1 litre

=
=

1.032 kg
1.030 kg

CILFA (Centre Interprofessionel Laitier Flandre Artois)
Ansaloni and Biscontin, l99l:2

Convogsion from real protein to total nitrogen

France is the only EC country which uses real protein as an indication of the protein level.
In all the other EC countries total nitrogen is used,. In this comparison total nitrogen will

be used as an indication for the protein“ level.
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The technical conversion formula by which real protein can be converted to total nitrogen
is:
MAT = real protein + MANP * 6.39

(1)

in which:
MAT (Matiere Azote Total)

=

Total protein;

deﬁnition

as

this is the protein

used

by

other

countries than France.

MANP (Matiere Azote

Non Pratique)

Source:

=

Non Protein Nitrogen

CILFA (Centre Interprofessional Laitier Flandre Artois)

Because of the fact that the Non Protein Nitrogen level is not known, this formula ( 1) will

be replaced by a simpler version, generally accepted and used in practice in France:
Total nitrogen = real protein * 1.05 (2)

(d)

Intprest corrections

Two different types of interest corrections will be made:
1.
2.

interest correction for delay of payments;
interest correction for the interest paid on the "members capital".

The ﬁrst correction will be carried out in two steps:
(a)
The elements of the milk payment system will be divided in two parts. The ﬁrst part
consists of the advance price and premiums per 100 kgs of milk paid during the year
for each delivery. The second part consists of the premiums and the supplementary

(b)

payments (both cash and non-cash) per 100 kgs of milk paid after the end of the
bookyear.
For the ﬁrst part (advance price + premiums) the following correction will be made:
(A12 + B) / 365 * C * D/100 (3)
In which:

A
B

=
=

length of delivery period in days for which the advance price is paid;
delay of payment. Number of days after the last delivery in a certain
period before the advance price + premiums are paid;

C

=

advance price + premiums/ 100 kgs of milk paid on average per

D

=

delivery period during the year;
average short term debit interest rate for the year of comparison.
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For the second part (payments after the end of the bookyear) the following correction
will be made:

(182.5 + E) / 365 * F * D/100

(4)

In which:

E

=

delay of payment.

Number of days after the end of the bookyear

before the supplementary payments and the rest of the premiums are
paid.

F

=

Total payment after the end of the bookyear/100 kgs of milk.

D

=

average short term debit interest rate for the year of comparison.

When different types of supplementary payments are paid after the end of the

bookyear, each with a fairly different delay of payment, then the above interest
correction will be carried out separately for each type.
On top of the interest corrections for delay of payments an extra interest correction will be
carried out for the money retained by the cooperative (the earlier deﬁned members’ capital,
thus exclusive of general reserves and milk money). In order to make milk payment systems
or milk prices comparable, the interest or dividend paid on this members’ capital must be
compared with the long term debit interest rate. If the interest paid to the farmers for the
retained money is less then the banking rate, the cooperative is able to work with cheaper
money than a cooperative which borrows the money from the bank and can therefor pay a
higher milk price. However, how the correction is made, depends on what kind of members’
capital it is.

(a)

For members’ accounts which are not revolving, but are only paid back when the
farmer stops farming or stops delivering his milk, the following interest correction

will be made:
(G-H)/100 * I/J

(5)

In which:
G

=

H

:

interest/dividend rate paid on the members’ capital (exclusive general
reserves and milk money);

the average long-term debit interest rate paid by the (agricultural)
bank;

I

=

total amount on members’ capital (exclusive general reserves and milk
money) before the last addition;

J

=

total amount of kgs delivered by the cooperatives’ own farmers.

Examples of members’ accounts as meant above are the certiﬁcates or members’
reserves in the Netherlands, the "capital social" in France and the

"Geschäftsguthaben" in Germany.
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(b)

For revolving members’ accounts (which means that after some years, each year part
of the capital account in paid back), like the members’ loans in the Netherlands, the
following interest correction will be made:

( (G-ID/H) * K/J
In which:

G

=

interest/dividend rate paid on the members’ capital (exclusive general
reserves and milk money);

H

=

the average long-term debit interest rate paid by the (agricultural)
bank;

K

=

total amount of interest payments, paid on the members’ account
(which can be found in the annual report);

J

=

total amount of kgs delivered by the cooperatives’ own farmers.

The above corrections will be carried out separately for each type of members’ capital and

for both the cooperatives’ performance prices and the farmers’ milk prices. However the
interest rates used for the corrections differ for the cooperatives’ performance price and the
farmers’ milk price. In the case of interest corrections for the cooperatives’ performance
price, the short and long term debit interest rate of the country in which the cooperative is
locatedwill be used. Namely if no money could be retained from farmers, the cooperative
would be forced to borrow it from the bank or another organisation, paying an interest rate
equal to the existing market rate in the country of settlement.

In case of interest corrections for the farmers’ milk price, the short and long term debit
interest rate of the country in which the average farmer is located for which the price is
calculated, will be used. Namely if a farmer is forced to borrow money, in order to bridge

the time that the cooperative retains the farmers’ money, he will borrow this money in his

own country and will therefore also pay the market interest rate as practised in his own

country.
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Jenkins20 (1987: 447) states that for a good comparison also a correction should be made for
the return on general reserves for the UK.

All EC countries pay a return on general

reserves, which is incorporated in the milk price. In the UK only a raw milk price is paid
by the MMB. Jenkins proposed therefore to raise the milk prices of the UK in international
comparisons by an arbitrary 5%. A correction for returns on general reserves will however

not be made in this study, as it is impossible to determine whether an element of return on
general reserves is already included in the normal milk price or not, and if so what the level

of the return is. Whatever correction would be made, would therefore be arbitrary.

Practical application of the model and analysis of result_.s

In this section, the model as presented earlier is applied to a comparison of the milk payment
systems of three dairy cooperatives from Germany, the Netherlands and France.

The

cooperatives are called cooperative X, Y and Z respectively as they wanted to remain
anonymous. The criteria used for the choice of the cooperatives being incorporated in the
comparison was very simple, namely from which cooperative could we readily get the
necessary data?

From the ﬁnal results (the calculation of the farmers’ milk prices and the cooperatives’
performance prices), which are presented in table 2 and 3 no conclusions can be drawn with
respect to the exact milk prices paid, for the following reasons:
1.

The cooperatives have not been chosen on commonly agreed criteria; therefore for

example cooperative X from Germany is situated in the lower rank in Germany with
respect to the milk price paid.

Cooperative Y in the Netherlands is an average

cooperative with respect to milk price.
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2.

All calculations are made by hand as a computer program has not been developed yet.
Therefore it is possible that some errors have been made in the rounding-off of
ﬁgures.

The target of the comparison in this section is to show with a practical example how the
model works and to demonstrate and prove that it is possible to make a detailed and well-

sustained international comparison of milk payment systems of individual dairy cooperatives.

The results of the farmers’ milk prices are shown in table 2 and the results of the
cooperatives’ performance prices are shown in table 3.

Assuming that the differences in farmers’ milk prices as presented in table 2 are more or less
correct, an analysis of the table will lead to the following prudent suppositions:

1.

The average farmers of cooperative X in Germany, cooperative Y in the Netherlands
and Cooperative Z in France would all receive the highest milk price when delivering
their milk to and being paid by the milk payment system of cooperative Y from the
Netherlands, irrespective of their quota, fat and protein level and delivery pattern;

2.

Both the average farmer of cooperative X from Germany and cooperative Z from
France would receive a higher milk price when delivering their milk to and being

paid by the milk payment system of cooperative X from Germany that of c00perative
Z from France;

3.

The average farmer of cooperative Y from the Netherlands is the only one who would
receive a higher milk price when delivering his milk to and being paid by the milk

payment system of cooperative Z from France than that of cooperative X from Germany.
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The last two suppositions seem to indicate that a farmer with a high solids level and a fairly

flat delivery pattern is better off when he delivers his milk to cooperative Z from France than
to cooperative X from Germany.

Table 2: Farmers’ milk prices (*)

Milk Payment

data of the average farmer of cooperative:

system of:
(see vertically)
Germany

the Netherlands

X
57.96 DM

Y
57.70 DM

France

Z
57.54 DM

Germany

X

ECU 24.69
A

ECU 24.58
B

57.96 DM
f 69.38

ECU 24.51
C

f64.92
f 74.44

FF 191.3
f 67.68

Netherlands

Y

ECU 26.27
D

ECU 28.18
E

61.67 DM
FF 190.9

f 74.44
FF 201.0

ECU 25.63
F
FF 200.0
FF 187.1

France

Z

ECU 24.46
G

ECU 25.75
H

57.41 DM
(*)

1 ECU =
1 ECU =
1 ECU =

f 68.01

2.34748 DM
1.64115 fl
7.80557 FF
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ECU 23.97
I
FF 187.1

For the cooperatives’ performance prices (table 3), the same suppositions can be made as for

the farmers’ milk prices (though now from the perspective of the cooperatives instead of the
farmers):

1.

Cooperative Y from the Netherlands is able to pay the highest milk price, even when

faced with foreign farmers’ supply characteristics;
2.

Cooperative X from Germany is able to pay a higher milk price than cooperative Z
from France when faced with an average farmers supply to cooperative X and Z;

3.

However when faced with an average farmers supply like the one of cooperative Y
from the Netherlands, then cooperative Z from France is able to pay more than

cooperative X from Germany.

The last two suppositions lead to the conclusion that with the milk payment system of
cooperative Z from France a higher milk price can be paid than with the milk payment
system of cooperative X from Germany when faced with average farmers with a high solids
level and a ﬂat delivery pattern.
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Table 3: Cooperatives’ performance prices (*)

Milk Payment

data of the average farmer of cooperative:

system of:
(see vertically)
Germany

the Netherlands

X

57.96 DM

Y

57.82 DM

France

Z

57.63 DM

Germany
X

ECU 24.69
A

ECU 24.63
B

57.96 DM
f 70.01

ECU 24.55
C

f 66.05
f75.l7

FF 191.6
f 68.49

Netherlands

Y

ECU 26.51
D

ECU 28.46
E

62.23 DM
FF 190.6

f75.l7
FF 201.0

ECU 25.93
F
FF 202.4
FF 187.1

France

Z

ECU 24.42
G

ECU 25.75
H

57.32 DM
(*)

1 ECU =
1 ECU =
1 ECU =

f 68.01

ECU 23.97
I
FF 187.1

2.34748 DM
1.64115 ﬂ
7.80557 FF

In this ﬁrst comparison only cooperative Y from the Netherlands practices additions to the
general reserves, which means that the differences between table 2 and 3 are not very
signiﬁcant.

Another interesting point is that the Dutch cooperative X is the only cooperative in the
analysis which doesn’t pay the whole milk price cash.
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x,.

Table 4: Additions to capital account} (both named and unnamed)
in ECU’s kgs of milk

Cooperative X

Cooperative Y

Obliged members’ loans

0.00

Certiﬁcates

0.57

Capital Social

0.00

Geschäftsguthaben

0.00

General reserves

0.00

"

"

Cooperative Z

0.28

0.00

means that this type of capital account does not exist within this company.

Table 5:

Additions to capital accounts as a % of the cooperatives’
performance price

Cooperative X

Cooperative Y

Obliged members’ loans

0.00

Certiﬁcates

2.00

Cooperative Z

0.00

Capital Social

Geschäftsguthaben

0.00

General reserves

0.00

0.98

0.00

"-" means that this type of capital account does not exist within this company.

In the farmers’ milk price of table 2, only the additions to the certiﬁcates have been
incorporated.

In the cooperatives’ performance price of table 3 both the additions to the

certiﬁcates and the addition to the general reserves have been taken into account. However,
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it can easily be seen that even when these non-cash elements have been excluded, still the
same suppositions can be made out of tables 2 and 3.

Matters Arising - Research Proposal

A milk payments system comparison at international level of the kind outlined requires full
cooperation from all participating co-operatives/companies.

It is proposed that such a

comparison would initially be completed by taking one co-operative for each country which
would in effect result in an extended set of tables compared with that presented earlier. It
may then be possible to consider further extending the study to incorporate more than one
co-operative per country. However to advance this research, full co-operation from co
operatives is the first requirement.

The second requirement is a bud�et for the research.
completed on a totally voluntary basis.

To date the research has been

Despite the seemingly modest scale of the

comparison (3 co-operative tables), it has involved a very large amount of manual calculation
completed by Mr. Hamsvoort who has provided all the technica! and secretarial support for
the research on a voluntary basis.

As the research extends and perhaps becomes

computerised, it will be necessary for a proper budget to be provided.

If the research is successful this will be the first international comparison based on direct co
operatives' information and will therefore be much more thorough and advanced than any
existing comparisons.
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USE OF MACHINERY IN EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE

Stijn Reinhard (Agricultural Economics Research Institute LEI-DLC, the
Netherlands)1

ABSTRACT
This paper deals with machinery as an important part of the capital

farms use. The use of machinery in EC-agriculture is researched to
draw conclusions for optimal mechanization in Eastern Europe.
data are used to compare machine use in the EC. Besides own

EC-FADN

mechanization multi-farm use of machines is elaborated. Factors
influencing the choice between own mechanization and calling in a
contractor are hypothesized and tested with a logit-analysis. The
agricultural structure, especially the farm—size, determines the use
of machines.

l

Introduction

Mechanization is obviously important in agricultural development
because of the potential to improve productivity by relieving some of

the drudgery of many farm tasks; by improving timeliness of critical
operations; by enabling other inputs (seeds,

fertilizer) to be applied

more efficiently; by relieving peak labour requirements, and so on.
Although research in this field is mostly done by technicians,
economic aspects of mechanization have been researched before. For
instance Hayami and Ruttan (1985) have calculated induced innovations,

the substitution of labour into machines, at macro level. Also optimal
mechanization at farm level has been computed (for instance
Butterworth and Nix, 1983). Differences in mechanization in Europe are

not described yet and relations between agricultural structure and
ownership categories of mechanization are seldom researched. Although
the use of farm equipment can have large economic and structural

consequences.
In this paper mechanization in the EC is analysed to draw

conclusions for optimal mechanization in Eastern Europe. The European
Community Farm Accountancy Data Network data (EC-FADN) are examined

whether they provide useful information about utilization of
machinery. First the machines possessed by farmers are analysed.
Besides own mechanization multi-farm use of agricultural machines is
possible,

this can be profitable for Eastern European countries as

well. Factors influencing the farmer's choice between different
sources of machinery are hypothesized and tested. At last conclusions
are presented for mechanization in Eastern European countries.

1The author thanks K.J. Poppe, M. Mulder and J.J. de Vlieger for
helpful comments on earlier drafts.
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2

Machinery as farm-capital

In this section characteristics of machines as assets are
presented. The amount of machines owned by farmers is compared between
EC-countries.
Machines are considered as fixed inputs. They are not consumed in
one production cycle and the optimal amount of machinery can not
easily be adjusted to changes in purchase-prices of machines. Hathaway

(1966) defines fixed inputs as having a divergence between acquisition
costs and the salvage value. Because a second-hand market of machines
can exist machines are not as fixed inputs as buildings and labour.

Machines are indivisible. Seldom the capacity of the machine will
match with the farm-size (Hanf, 1980). The indivisibility of machines
is one of the important factors which determines the scale-effects. A
machine can be operated more cheaply per hectare on a larger farm to a
certain point. Because machine's fixed costs can be spread over more

hectares (figure l). Therefore ways have been sought to utilize
machines on more than one farm (section 3). Machines and labour are

more or less substitutable.

Costs per annum

Totalcosts

ﬁxed costs

Running costs

Hectares per annun

Figure l. Costs of machinery per hectare
In EC-FADN information about own mechanization is presented as
one value of machines (in ECU). When different machines are added into

a value of machinery a lot of information is lost. Specific
information about the use of separate machines is not available at BClevel. Machinery covers thirteen percent of the value of total capital

(including land and buildings) present on EC-farms. Differences
between the EC-countries are large. Partly differences in the share of
tenancy are responsible for this divergence. Therefore the value of
machines is presented as value of all assets excluding land. This
percentage varies largely among the EC-countries. In Southern European
countries (excluding Spain) this percentage is high. Countries with
high machine costs per hectare also have large labour input. The
United Kingdom's farms are largest and have low costs of machines and
labour per hectare.
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Table 1 Value of machinery in a percentage of total capital (excluding
land), the value of machinery per hectare (in ECU), total (calculated
and paid) labour costs per hectare (in ECU) and mean acreage (hectare)

for all farmtypes, 1989

country

% mach

mach
per ha

labour
per ha

ha

Germany
France
Italy
Belgium

29
21
32
16

1835
693
1329
841

1344
542
2323
1344

27
44
9
26

Luxembourg

23

1205

697

47

Netherlands
Denmark
Ireland
United kingdom

17
20
16
28

2283
1050
297
529

1671
763
615
383

22
35
35
112

Greece

39

783

1340

6

Spain
Portugal

17
33

411
1238

676
1015

20
7

EC/EUR 12

24

894

1059

32

source:

3

EC-FADN,

adaption LEI-DLO

Multi-farm use of machinery
Sources of multi-farm use of machinery use are hiring and leasing

of machines, association of farmers, a farmer contractor, a co-

operative, a machine ring (Agro—Service Ring) or full-time
contractors.
Hiring and leasing of machines makes equipment available without
an operator. With more delicate and costly equipment the risks are
greater. Long term leasing arrangement are generally of relevance only
in countries with relative large-scale farming units and financially
strong machinery dealer organizations. Hiring is more expensive than
buying equipment, but investments are not necessary.
Associations of farmers may be quite informal with a few partners
who are close neighbours or relatives sharing the ownership and the
use of one or two specific items. Where the individual members are

legally partners and therefore jointly and severally liable for the
debts of the association, investment costs and work charges may be
strictly shared according to the size of members' farms. The
formalized arrangements are usually associated with intensive and
sophisticated farming. Collaboration of farmers is not simple; sharing
equipment is a good way to lose a friend.

A farmer contractor uses the surplus capacity of a tractor and
associated equipment required for his own farming operations to

cultivate or harvest the crops of neighbouring farmers for an agreed
charge. Normally this work will be done when the farmer contractor has
completed his own operations. The additional income earned may in part
justify the_original purchase of machinery. The amount of work that

the farmer contractor can undertake is generally restricted by the
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requirements of his own farm operations.

The co-operative as a legal entity on a voluntary basis is
historically well established in agriculture in many parts of the

world. Farm machinery co—operatives have generally been less
successful than marketing and input supply co-operatives.

Co-

operatives can fail due to the failure to recruit, train and retain
the services of managerial staff with the necessary organizational,
financial and technical ability.
The most highly developed form of multi-farm use based on
individual ownership of machinery is the machine ring. This is a
formal arrangement for pooling machinery with surplus capacity. Not
only farmers but also full-time contractors belong to these rings. The
machines are provided along with an operator. Machinery rings were
developed in Germany in the early 1960's. The level of state
government support has had a strong influence on the way rings have

developed. In the larger rings where a full-time manager is employed,
membership numbers have reached 1000. In contrast to the original
concept of the mutual exchange of machinery and services between

members, specialization is a recent trend. The number of farmers who
offer and receive services on equal basis is decreasing. The demand

for services has increased and has resulted in a number of farmers
becoming contractors (FAO, 1985).
Full-time contractors are the main providers of multi-farm

machine services in most EC-countries. Many started business as farmer
contractor and subsequently expanding the contract side of the

business. The Dutch contracting sector is described in section 6 as an
example.
An important difference between these sources of multi-farm use
is that some forms of ownership spread the investment costs over all
users (associations, co—operatives). While a structure with

contractors causes a concentration of the investments (Isermeyer,
1981). Not all these multi-farm sources of machine use are available

in every EC-country. For instance in the Netherlands only a few
machine rings are in operation.

4

Utilization of machinery in the EC

Table 1 shows that the value of machinery per hectare differs a
lot between the EC-countries. Dutch and German farms are most machine
intensive. As is demonstrated in section 3 agricultural machines can
be owned by non-farmers also. To get more insight in total
mechanization in EC-countries these other sources should also be taken
into account. For considering the yearly costs of all machinery which
is used on a farm, the costs for hiring a contractor have to be taken
into account too. The costs of contracting include next to costs for
machines also labour and variable costs of machinery like fuel and

lubricants. Variable costs of own mechanization are not separately
available in EC-FADN, they are omitted in these calculations.
The fixed costs of own mechanization are estimated out of the
depreciation and the real interest. This interest rate is assumed to

be five percent. These costs are added to the costs of contracting to
obtain the yearly costs of machinery. These costs per hectare vary
also enormously in the EC (table 2). But when the yearly machine costs
are calculated as percentage of the output this percentage appears to
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be of the same magnitude for all countries (even for nearly all
regions and farm-types). Equipment is used almost equal intensively as
the produce throughout the European Community (table 2). Countries

which produce intensively like the Netherlands have equally large
machine costs per hectare. Countries with smaller output have smaller
yearly machine costs. At this moment I can not give an explanation for
this phenomenon. Perhaps technical coefficients determine a certain

level of machinery.
To show that this relation between an input category and output
is not valid for all inputs the value of labour input as percentage of

the output is also given. This value of labour input is calculated by
multiplying the number of working hours (paid and non-paid) and the
labour costs per hour. Differences in labour input in EC are bigger
than those in machine input. Intensively producing countries have a
relatively small labour input. An relation between (low) labour input

and (high) machine input can not be demonstrated.
Table 2 Yearly contractor costs (in ECU) per hectare and total yearly

machine costs (in ECU) per hectare and yearly machine costs as
percentage of the output and (calculated and paid) labour costs as
percentage of output in EC—countries, all farmtypes, in 1989.

%labour
costs

country

contr
costs

mach
costs

%mach
costs

Germany
France
Italy
Belgium
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Denmark
Ireland
United kingdom
Greece
Spain
Portugal

72
74
71
122
57
367
90
35
32
101
34
32

611
328
446
472
430
1355
417
138
208
359
205
233

20.1
18.8
16.6
11.7
20.1
16.8
14.6
15.7
16.6
16.6
17.6
16.9

44
31
87
33
33
21
27
70
31
62
‘58
74

433

16.8

47

EC/EUR 12
source:

EC-FADN,

91

»

adaption LEI-DLO

Belgium shows the smallest percentage of machine costs. This is
caused by the small value of machines owned by farmers in relation to
the output.
In the Netherlands most farms cultivate a relatively small

acreage intensively. They can not buy all the necessary equipment
themselves. Multi-farm use of machines enables them to use modern and
efficient machines, because machines can be depreciated and replaced

more quickly. The Dutch farmers have by far the largest contracting
expenses per hectare. The presence of multi-farm sources of machines
will encourage farmers to use new types of machinery or to plant new
crops. Multi-farm use of machinery enables the use of a machine for
only one year on his farm.
Machinery also determines the agricultural structure. The
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availability of machinery enables the transformation of hand-labour
into machinery and the average farm-size can increase. The employment

will drop in rural areas. Fields have to be large and level with
enough carrying capacity for large equipment. In the Netherlands
reallotment has been carried out to prepare the structure for the use
of machines.

5

Choice between sources of machinery services

In this section factors are presented which theoretically
influence the choice between sources of machinery services. This
theory is tested with Ducth agricultural machine data.
From theoretical point of view the farm's optimal mechanization
depends on a cost comparison between own mechanization and multi-farm

use of machinery. A lot of calculations can be found in which the
differences between own mechanization and other sources of machines
are presented for a specific farm (for example Isermeyer, 1981;
Butterworth and Nix, 1983). Most important factors in this cost
comparison are the farm-size and the availability and price of labour.

The fixed costs per hectare are smaller when the acreage is larger.
When (family) labour is available the use of machinery does not
require the hiring of personnel and a machine will be profitable
sooner (Butterworth and Nix, 1983). Further consideration for this
choice is timeliness. Timeliness are the effects (losses) when the

activity can not be performed at the optimal moment. This can be
caused by the limited capacity of the own machine or the limited

availability of the contractor who has to attend to other customers
also. Timeliness depends heavily on the kind (sensitivity) of the
activity and the weather conditions

(workable days),

thus

it will

differ from year to year (Oving et al, 1980). When the timing of the
work is critical farmers have an incentive to buy equipment

themselves. For instance weather conditions influence the effects of
spraying enormously. The spraying has to be done in a short period
otherwise insects or diseases can have destroyed the crop. Timeliness

can not be calculated by individual farmers, it is more a feeling or
considered as insurance.
When a machine costs a huge amount of money the farmer needs to
finance this sum and to take a risk of a short economic useful life of
this machine. The decision to invest in a less expensive machine will

be made more easily than buying expensive equipment. The quality of
the work will influence the choice in both directions. The farmer may
decide to do the work himself because he is more concerned than a
contractor with the results of the job. On the other hand a contractor
will be more skilled to perform a specific activity. The age of the
farmer can also be of importance. An elderly farmer probably will not

invest a lot of money in machinery anymore or is not able to operate a
large machine. A part-time farmer has opportunities outside his farm

to earn a salary. In peak periods he can not work as long as a fulltime farmer on his own farm. He will call in a contractor sooner than
a full-time farmer.
EC-FADN does not contain data per machine. Aggregated EC-data do

not contain proper information to test the hypothesized relations. Two
data-sources are available at LEI—DLD to test these hypotheses. Data

from the Dutch Agricultural Census of Machines are gathered once every
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five years by the National Bureau of Statistics. This census counts
the number of machines of about twenty categories of machines and
registers the owner(category). The machines’ size, type or age are not
administered. To determine the future demand for contracting an

inquiry has been held under 173 farmers in 1992. They were asked the
reasons for buying a machine or to call in a contractor.
With data of the five-annual machine census which contain the
source of the machine the relation between some of the hypothesized
factors and the source of machines is tested. Machine use of a
specific ownership category can only be expressed in a dichotomous
variable. From these data farms were selected which only used a
specific machine from own mechanization or from contracting. Farmers
who utilized this machine from both these sources were excluded. The
logit-analysis is a suitable method to estimate relations between
dichotomous dependent variables and independent variables.

Some

relations mentioned before can not be tested because these factors
either do not reflect differences in selection between farms or can
not be caught in a variable available in the data-source. The
following variables are entered in equation (1) to test the

hypothesized relation between these variables and the farmer's choice
for either a contractor or own mechanization.
The machine cost curve (Figure 1) has a logarithmic shape,

therefore the logarithm of the acreage of relevant crops (in hectares)
is entered into the logit model. Part-time farming is entered as a
dummy variable. This variable also contains information about the
available labour on the farm. A part—time farmer has less time
available to work on his own farm. Also the farmer's age is included.
Logistic regression was applied with these variables to estimate the

likelihood that farmers will choose for calling in a contractor for a
specific activity. Estimating the odds of choosing own mechanization
provides identical parameters with opposite signs. The estimated
equations for 1990 are presented in table 3.

l

Pc=

<1)

--------(a0C + a1ln(HA) + azAGE + a3D)

e
where
PC = Probability contractor is chosen
ai
C
HA

= Parameters
= Constant
= Hectares

AGE = Age of farmer
D
= Dummy Variable (l=part-time farming; O=full-time)
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Table 3 Estimation results of logistic regression for five machines in
1990 in the Netherlands.

c
Combine (harvester)

HA
3.93

-l.54

.014

.55

(.17)

-.77

.016

—.37

(.07)

(.005)

(.18)

1.24
(.16)

-.67
(.03)

.005
(.003)

.63
(.12)

2.00

-.96

.010

(.13)

(.03)

(.002)

(.08)

-.65
(.09)

—.64
(.02)

.020
(.002)

1.22
(.05)

(.05)

3.22
(.28)

Potato-harvester

Self loading forage trailer

Slurry-spread-machine

D1

(.004)

(.22)2
Sugar-beet-harvester

AGE

1.05

1 See equation (1)
2 Estimated standard deviation within parentheses

The estimated parameters do not all have signs according to the
theory. The beet-harvester equation contains for part-time farming an

opposite sign (with a small t-value). This can be caused by part-time
farmers who perform contracting as another activity (farmer
contractors). The value of the constant reflects among other things
the machine's price and the timeliness. A sugar-beet-lifter is a very
expensive machine, a combine is also expensive and combining is a

timeliness activity. Both machines show the largest parameter values
for the constant. A slurry-spread-machine is the cheapest machine of
these five and the timeliness of spreading slurry is very limited.
This machine has the smallest (negative) parameter for the constant.
Demonstrated is that these variables determine the choice for the
ownership of most of the distinguished machines. The results show that
the acreage is by far the most important factor influencing the choice
between own mechanization and calling in a contractor. The farmer's
age as well as the availability of labour (part—time farming)
determine this selection also. These relations are only valid if
multi-farm use of machines is widely available.
Till now the use of machinery has been analysed with objective

measurable variables which differ between farms. To examine whether
qualitative factors and timeliness play a role in the decision making
process, farmers are asked in a recent survey in the Netherlands to
specify the reasons they have for own mechanization or for calling in
a contractor (Reinhard, 1993). The availability of the machine
(timeliness) was by far the most important reason for using own

mechanization. The profitable utilization of the machine on the
individual farm became second and the convenience of possessing this
machine in the own shed third (table 4).
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Table 4 Most important reasons for using a own machine instead of
multi-farm use of machines

reasons*
machine

A

B

C

D

E

F

row fraise
slurry-spread-machine
spraying machine
potato seed machine
potato-harvester
precision seed machine

3O
22
27
32
43
33

37
29
56
32
21
24

19
15
2
14
14
10

15
19
8
9
7
10

4
4
4
11
7
10

—
2
2
3
7
5

combine

23

36

5

5

32

-

self load. forage trailer 25

28

7

30

5

-

total

35

10

15

6

2

29

m m c o @ >

source: LEI—DLO survey

*

machine is profitable to buy yourself
machine has to be available at the right moment (weather)

surplus labour on the farm
convenient to possess this machine

the machine is already present at the farm
the quality is better if I do it myself

The backgrounds for the choice for own mechanization vary from
machine to machine. Timeliness is very important for a spraying
machine, because the weather conditions and the disease pressure
determine the optimal application moment. Optimal application is

decisive for the farm results. A SLF-trailer is used frequently to
harvest grass,

therefore it is convenient to possess this machine. A

lot of arable farmers own an old combine. For these combines the
acquisition costs exceed the salvage value. Therefore they still
combine with own mechanization. These farmers will not replace this

machine but probably call in a contractor when their combine breaks.
Comparing these answers with the estimation results of the
logistic regression shows that the variables which are used to
estimate the choice for either own mechanization or contracting cover
only part of the farmers' reasons. A few motives (for instance
timeliness, convenience and quality) can not be caught in variables
for estimation. Thus the estimation results presented in table 3

contain some disturbances.

6

Farm contracting in the Netherlands

Dutch farmers spend most money per hectare on contracting,
compared with other EC-countries (table 2). Contractors are the

largest source of multi—farm machines in the Netherlands. Contractors
can be found all over the country. They are able to provide almost all
services with machines necessary on a farm. In 1989 a census was
performed under 275 contractors (Reinhard,

1989). The results show a

very differentiated contracting sector. It exists of farmers who
perform contracting next to their agricultural business. On the other
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hand large contracting firms which employ more than twenty men can be
found. Contracting activities are performed in a few peak periods.
Especially the harvest season is a very busy period. In wintertime the
only activity in farm contracting is machine maintenance. To employ
the personnel as long as possible throughout the year, other (nonagricultural) activities are sought. Beside farm contracting digging
for road constructions is done, as well as activities for nature and
landscape conservation. The average utilization of contractors'

machines is less than the utilization which is the basis for the
advice tariffs. The contractors settle regional advice tariffs based
upon cost price calculations. Most contractors work for lower prices
than these advice tariffs. The small barriers to start as contractor
encourage a strong competition.

Contractors utilize their machines on a larger acreage than farms
can do individually. They write-off their machines earlier and are
able to supply their customers with modern machinery. The contractors
invest one third of all investments in agricultural machinery in the
Netherlands.
7

Lessons for Eastern Europe
In Eastern European countries agriculture needs to be

restructured. When conclusions are drawn about the desirable farmsize attention has to be given to conditions for efficient

mechanization. When small farms are created multi-farm use of
machinery, like contracting has to be stimulated to provide machines
cheaply. On the contrary when one is in favour of farms which can
utilize their own machinery, larger farms and more capital are
necessary.
In a transition agricultural structure part-time farming and
small farms will exist and provide the rural population a living. This
structure can only produce efficient when multi-farm use of machines
is available. Agriculture will develop the forthcoming years to larger
farms when part of the farmers will find employment in nonagricultural sectors. The mechanization should be prepared to these
developments. Own mechanization is disadvantageous for a quick

innovation of new machine-types and new crops, because the long write
off period of machines. Multi-farm use of machines is far more
flexible. When multi-farm use of machines is not available farmers
have to establish a rotation which is determined by the individually
owned machines. The farmer wants to be sure to use this machine a
longer period (the depreciation period) before he decides to invest.
Crops are only taken into the growth scheme if the acreage is large
enough to use own mechanization profitably and if the crop is supposed
to be kept in the rotation for several years.
To produce for the European market, high quality products and

therefore high quality machines are necessary. A few machines can be
used for several crops. A tractor, a plough and a spraying-machine are
necessary for all arable land. These machines can be exploit
efficiently on an individual farm. Equipment meant for a specific crop

needs a large acreage for a profitable exploitation. For instance a
sugar-beet-lifter is only suitable for the sugar-beet-acreage. For
these specialized machines multi-farm use of machines is a good
alternative to provide better quality work with less expenditure of
energy for all farms (Hanf,

1980).

If contractors supply farms with
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machine services,

farmers have more opportunities to invest in other

assets.
Contractors usually find it difficult to raise the necessary
capital for the purchase of farm machinery. They should be able to
raise part of the capital themselves, but for the rest they may have
to rely on medium and long—term credit. The provision of satisfactory
medium- and long term credit is an effective means for promoting
agricultural mechanization. Due to lack of capital and uncertain
conditions the rate of interest is usually high in Eastern European
countries. Due to the potential contractors' lack of capital in the
early stages, governmental loans may be the only real way to provide
it in these countries. The scarce available capital in Eastern

European countries can be used most efficiently when machines are used
on a number of farms.
When production co-operatives are restructured special attention

has to be given to the machinery division. It could be profitable to
form an independent contracting firm. Even if the land is not divided
among the members, this contractor can also work for customers outside
the co-operative. When the property is split up over the members this

contractor can provide large machinery which the individual farmers
can not afford themselves. Short-term renting of machinery is another
option.

The organizational structure of a machinery multi-farm use system
will vary according to the size and scope of its operations. The key
to success for any machinery multi-farm use system is competent people
to carry out all the functions for services provided.
8

Proposed research
The EC—FADN have shown not to be adequate to utilize for

researching agricultural mechanization in the EC. Therefore research
will in the near future be proposed by LEI-DLO and Teagasc (Ireland)
to examine the economical use of equipment in several countries. For
each country the most efficient system of machinery use and the
conditions which have to be fulfilled to encourage this system are
determined. Most data contain a summed value of total machines. These
data can not provide the necessary information. Elaborated farm data
are needed for this purpose. A combination of farm economics, socioeconomics and technical researchers will be adequate to tackle this
problem. This proposed analysis will provide a yardstick to support
efficient mechanization in Eastern Europe
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ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE, PROFITABILITY AND RENTABILITY OF
FARMS |N SCHLESWlG-HOLSTEINI)
Uwe Rades (Christian-Albrecht-University, Kiel, Germany) and
Hans-Hennig Sundermeier (Agrar-Daten GmbH, Kiel, Germany)

ABSTRACT
The recently started research project aims to get insight into the importance and
nature of capital and financial structure for the profitability and the economic succes
of farms to explain and interprete structural changes as a base for development pro-

gnoses and to identify successful respectively poor performance as early as
possible. A deeper and more effective use of financial accounting data of farms is
the final goal of the project.
At present the preparation of statistical data on an individual basis is too expensive. Routines to provide the tax and business consultant with reliable and easy
to understand material are to be developed. Management ratios summarize the
business performance and allow the decision-maker to control the achievement of
his goals. A structured, hierarchical order shall improve the information value and the
acceptance. A german industrial ratio chart was adjusted to agricultural purposes.

The empirical analysis used 233 Schleswig—Holstein farms of the type "cashcrops with pig husbandry". The rank correlation analysis investigated the statistical
relationships between success indicators and earning-capacity ratios, factor endow-

ment and capital structure. In a discriminant analysis interest costs, gross farm income, non-real-estate assets and net investment emerged as function coefficients to

discriminate successful and poor performance. Cluster analysis of the top-end and
back-end groups of the population showed a low similarity between the top farms
and the low-end farms each.

1

Introduction and Objectives

Financial Accounting is a common and accepted way to document all economically relevant transactions of a farm enterprise. Many professional services have
developed forms, techniques, methodology and programs to produce detailed and
summarized information for agricultural decision-makers. Some few summarizing
outputs like the balance sheet and the income statement account are standardized
with minor differences. The majority of outputs seems to be more or less arbitrary

with respect to frequency of calculation quantity, sequence, level of detail or hierarchical order. Fiscal laws and regulations form a certain standard.

1) The authors appreciated the delivery of data and the supply with a statistical program package
from Agrar—Daten GmbH, Kiel. The personal presentation was made possible by a travel grant from
the H. Wilhelm Schaumann Stiftung, Hamburg. The contributions are gratefully acknowledged. Some
aspects of the subject are worked out in more detail in "Erlolgsanalyse von landwirtschaftlichen Unternehmen”, unpublished diploma-thesis by U. Rades, Dept. of Agricultural Economics, ChristianAlbrechts-University Kiel, September 1992.
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At the moment no methodology dominates to produce farm business performance data. Many additional summary sheets have been developed to provide the
entrepreneur (and his assisting organizations and services) with comprehensive, aggregated data about the economic behaviour of his enterprise. The different tables
and summaries are appreciated very individually. In some cases the data supply is
totally ignored, because analysis is impossible without professional help and inter-

pretation.
Increase of information value and stimulation of use of financial accounting
data are the final objectives of the project. A system of aggregated and condensed
key figures and ratios has to be developed which allows a rapid evaluation of the

economic situation and recent development of the farm. In the first steps the methodology has to be developed and tested empirically.

2

Management Ratios

Agricultural entrepreneurs pursue - at minimum - four dominant goals: maintain independent economic existence, financial independence, maximum income and

increase of owner's equity (von der Ohe). The first goal is qualitative whereas the
following goals are measurable in monetary units. Financial liquidity is not a single
goal but a constraint to keep the business alive. Liquidity has to be controlled during
the whole economic period. The income goal is related to the profitability and the

rentability of the firm. Profitability measures the capability to generate a surplus; rentability relates this surplus to the capital invested. Sometimes it is argued that profit is
not a useful criterion to measure input efficiency if farm household and enterprise are
considered as a unit. We simplify the consideration and ignore household-related
aspects.
Management ratios summarize the business performance of an economic period and provide the user with few comprehensive data. In the best case quantity, se-

quence and hierarchy of the figures reflect exactly the information requirements of
the decision maker to control the achievement of his goals.

The growth of an enterprise is reflected by the increase of revenues, sum of
assets, profit, value added etc.. In a single firm the growth of the net worth (owner's

equity) characterizes the owner's share of the total assets.
Business analysis has several methodological aspects. The analysis using

summary or key figures and ratios of the investigated period is popular in many settings. In subsequent steps these figures are compared with other periods or with

other firms. Descriptive and inferential statistical treatments try to increase the value
of information or to group the population by succes characteristics. Recent ap-

proaches (Koch, Wagner, Neilbauer) develop expert systems to generate expertise.
The second origin of the paper's topic is to select and arrange the business

summary data not arbitrarily but in an hierarchical structure. In business control settings many values might be suitable to describe the business performance. The tar-

get clientele (farmers) normally express two rquirements: the limitation of the number
of key figures delivered and a selection of easy to understand parameters. The first
request can be easily met but the interpretability and the information value depends
on the individuals’s inclination to abstract accounting concepts.
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To meet these requirements for industrial management several hierarchical
management ratio systems have been developed. One of the first and most famous

is the Du Pont System of Financial Control. It exists since 1919 and it has been
copied or modified in many ways. In Germany the Association of Electric and
Electronic Industry (Zentralverband Elektrotechnik und Elektronikindustrie, ZVEI) has

set an industrial standard chart in the 1970'ies. This proposal has been refined
during several revisions.
In agricultural economic publications these charts are mentioned but seldom
considered as a useful technique to structure the business data of a farm. The high
level of "complexity" of agricultural production and the difficulties to identify causeeffect-relationships are often heard arguments (e.g. Kimme). The paper by Poppe
and Breembroek is one of the recent exceptions. The authors developed a report
writer to analyse financial data in a structured chart. The achieved results and the
acceptance of the farmers seemed to be promising.

3

Farm Performance Summary Ratios
The german ZVEI-System differentiates two types of summary data: data re—

flecting profit earning capacity and those reflecting "risk" (the terminology has no

connection to the decision analysis framework). A second difference is made between key figures and auxiliary figures. The key figures are the object of
investigation whereas the auxiliary figures serve as mathematical connectors

between key figures.

3.1

Growth Analysis

The key figures of the ZVEI system to describe growth of an enterprise are
business volume, staff and the measures for economic success. In industrial settings
business volume is reflected by total orders, total revenues or net value added. Net
value added is equivalent to farm income. The additional indicators are not (yet) relevant in typical agriculture. At present the number of hired labour plays no role to characterize growth processes.
To reflect the profitability the indicators gross farm income, profit and change
in net worth are chosen. An additional indicator of growth is net investment. The indi—
cators are calculated as absolute values for the survey period respectively as relative
changes in % to the preceding period.

3.2

RentabilityAnalysis

The key ratio of the ZVEI-system is the rate of return on net worth (see
figure 1). It is calculated as profit otOO/average net worth and given in %. The profit
of an agricultural enterprise normally includes the return for the non-paid family
labour. Both, the work capacity of family labour and their calculated costs cannot be
stated without doubts. We follow the principles of the federal german farm
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accounting data network (FADN) to calculate the wages of family labour but we drop
the additional values for management with respect to farm size.
The choice of net worth to measure efficiency assumes implicitly, that the total
assets are evaluated correctly. Most difficult is the correct evaluation of real estate.
The relative share of land value and its evaluation regulations has to be taken into
account (german FADN principles evaluate all areas bought after 1970 with their

purchase values, all other area is evaluated by a quarter of the fiscal values).

Figure 1
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Capital and Assets Analysis
The Capital analysis (see figure 2) is restricted to a time-dependent

differentiation of debts. Long-term (more than 10 years) and medium-term (1
10
years) liabilities are added. The sum might include the so-called "iron inventory" (an
obligation in kind without interest payment). Often livestock and/or field inventory are
financed this way in rent contracts. The assets analysis (see figure 3) differentiates
between fixed (real-estate) assets, non real-estate assets and currents assets. The

often used ratio non real-estate assets/net liabilities is given in %. It is a measure for
the coverage of liabilities and assumes a fictive end of the farm enterprise; for values
> 100 liabilities are completely covered by the salvage values of the current assets (if
the book values represent actual salvage values); a value < 100 signals that
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liabilities have to be covered by other private funds of the owner or that parts of the
real—estate assets have to be sold.
Figure 3
Assets-Structure
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The Agricultural Accounting Association Schleswig-Holstein offers its clients a
three page "brief analysis" of the recent economic period. An extract of this data

structure serves as data model for our analysis. At the moment the access is restricted to data of the accounting periods 1989/90 to 1990/91. One farm-type "cash-crop
with pig-husbandry" (classified by the standard gross margin procedure, FADN) with

equity of more than 200,000 DM was chosen to limit variation. Several plausibility
checks reduced the population to 233 farms.
The growth analysis uses the following variables: net investment, farm net
value added, gross farm income, profit, revised change in net worth. The rentability
analysis produces several ratios reflecting earning capacity: return on equity (as key

ratio), return on total capital, return on investment, interest paid, net income, rent
profit or loss, interest profit or loss, book value profit or loss, other neutral profit or

loss. Capital structure is investigated by the so called "risk"-ratios: net worth share,
share of outside capital, share of long-term-liabilities, share of medium-term

liabilities, share of short-term liabilities. The structure of assets is measured by fixed
assets except livestock,‘livestock, non—real-estate assets, non-real-estate assets
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except livestock, coverage of liabilities, coverage of short-term liabilities. Factor endowment of the farms is given by agricultural area used, number of sows, hogs sold

and owner's equity.
The average data of the three year period were calculated and stratified into
five classes—2). The medians of the classes reflect the variation. In the middle class
the adjusted change in net worth was 3.65 % of the average net worth ( lowest class

-2.41 % and highest class 12.55 %). The profit averaged 10.55 % of the net worth
with lowest (highest) medians of 4.15 % (23.02 %).
The return on total capital resulted in 8.64 % respectively 4.36 % ( 15.15 %)

for the lowest (highest) median values. The return on investment averaged to 7.95 %
related to the mean of total capital. The variation for the lowest (highest) class

means were 2.86 % (14.8 %). The variation reflects the different behaviour of similar
farm-types in a small region with comparable market conditions. The differences in
production efficiency and land quality were not investigated.
A similar stratification was made for the so-called "risk"-ratios. The median of
total liabilities in the middle class was 25 % of the total capital. The medians of the

extreme classes were 49 % respectively 8 %. In the farms with lowest liabilities the
short-term debts dominate. All other classes have more long-term than short-term
debts. The class with highest debts has a relatively high share of short-term debts.

4.2

Rank Correlation Coefficients

A rank correlation provides a measure of the degree of linearity between the
ranking variables or a measure of the degree of monotonicity between the variables

being observed. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient was calculated to prevent
problems resulting from asymmetric distributions. A rank correlation coefficient of 1
points out that the ranks of two ratios are always equivalent. A coefficient of -1
shows that a high rank of one ratio coincides with a low rank of the other ratio.

Spearman's rank correlation test (null hypothesis: there is no association between the ranked pairs) gives the following results (CL = 0.05): the relation between
earning capacity ratios and factor endowment were positive for agricultural area

used and sow herd size and negative for equity (see table 1). The number of
fatteners sold showed no relation to the earning capacity ratios. The highest positive
rank correlation coefficient (0.30) was between gross farm income and agricultural

area used. The other relations were weaker (between 0.17 and 0.26). The ranks of
profit, return on total capital and gross farm income to equity were negatively
correlated: higher success indicators were accompanied by lower equity ranks.
A stronger statistical relationship was found between the success indicators

and the earning capacity ratios (see table 2). This can be easily explained by the
mathematical connections and partial dependencies. Only the ranks of rents profit or
loss and other neutral profit or loss to the ranks of the success indicators were

negatively correlated. A high share of rented land (rent cost) is associated with high
profitability and rentability. The other neutral profit or loss is not explainable without
deeper knowledge of the specific business transactions.
2) for all statistical calculations the Statgraphics plus program system from STSC Inc, Rockville,
Maryland, was used
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Table 1: Rank Correlation Coefficients for Profitability Criteria
and Figures of Factor Endowment
Profitability criterion

revised
change in

profit
in %

rentability2 investment”

net worth
in %1)

figures
1 agricultural area used
ha 5)

2 fatteners sold

5)

3 sow herd size

5)

4 net worth

0.26

0.17

0M5)

grossfarm-

return
on

total
capital-

0.21

0.18

0.20

0.20

0.18

-0.31

-0.25

0.21

income
in %4)
0.30

0.23

-0.24

1) Average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91 related to average net worth
2) (Profit + interest paid - interest revenues)/total capital , average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91
3) Profit/total capital, average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91
4) Gross farm income/ total capital, average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91
5) Average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91
Farm type cash—crop—pig husbandry Schleswig Holstein > 200.000 DM net worth.
source: Agrar-Daten GmbH Kiel,

Table 2: Rank Correlation Coefficients for Profitability Criteria
and Figures of Profitability
revised
change in
net worth
in %1)

profitability criterion

profitability figures

1

5 revised change in
net worth

in %1)

s profit

in %1)

8 total capital rentability

grossfarmincome
in %4)

total
capitalrentabilityz)

0.75

0.77

0.79

0.69

1

0.97

0.89

0.86

0.56

0.53

0.40

0.50

0.77

0.97

1

0.95

0.89

0.79

0.89

0.95

1

0.85

0.31

0.18

0.19

0.43

0.26

0.70

0.86

0.89

0.85

1

—0.38

-0.45

-0.45

-0.45

—0.69

0.14

0.41

0.17

0.75

%1

7 net personal exp.

return
on
inVestment3)

profit
in %1)

%2)
9 return on Investment
%2
10 net interest to

debt ratio
11 gross farm income

in %S)
in %4

12 rent balance to
capital ratio

in %5)

13 interes balance to
capital ratio

in %5

0.28

14 book value balance to
in %5)
captal ratio
15 balance of other
in%5
revenues/expenses

0.32

0.27

0.26

0.27

-0.27

-0.26

-0.26

-0.27

1) Average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91 related to average net worth
2) (Profit + interest paid - interest revenues)/total capital ‚ average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91
3) Profit/total capital, average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 I91
4) Gross farm income/ total capital, average of period 1989 I90 and 1990 /91
5) Average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91 related to total capital
Farm type cash—crop-pig husbandry, Schleswig Holstein > 200000 DM net worth.
source: Agrar-Daten GmbH Kiel,
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-0.44

Weaker but mostly significant values are observed for the ranks of the succes

indicators and the so-called "risk"-ratios (see table 3) .
Table 3: Rank Correlation Coefficients for Profitability Criteria and Figures of Risk
profitability criterion

figures of risk

15 total liabilities

revised
change in
net worth
in %1)

in%5)

total
capitalrentability
2)

0.22

17 long and medium term
liabilities
in%
18 short term liabilities
in%5)
19 non real estate assets

profit
in %1)

return
on
investment
3)

grossfarmincome
in %4)

-0.14
-0.30

0.26

0.19

0.24

0.35

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.54

0.25

0.29

0.29

0.35

0.40

0.13

0.34

0.19

in %

20 current assets

in %5)

21 debt covering level

0.19
in %

1) Average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91 related to average net worth
2) (Profit + interest paid — interest revenues)/total capital , average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91

3) Profit/total capital, average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91
4) Gross farm income/ total capital, average of period 1989 /90 and 1990 /91
5) Figures of colosing balance of period 1988/89, related to total capital
6) Non real estate assets related to total liabilities, closing balance of period 1988/89
Farm type cash-crop-lifestock husbandry, Schleswig Holstein > 200.000 DM net worth.
Source: Agrar-Daten GmbH Kiel

4.3

DiscriminantAnalysis

Discriminant analysis is used to classify data into two (or more) groups. One
(or more functions) of quantitative measurements are developed to discriminate
among the groups. The aim is a method for predicting which group a new case is
most likely to fall into, orto obtain a small number of discriminating variables.

With a subset of data (60 farms) but for four business periods the analysis led
to four discriminant function coefficients: a measure for interest costs (quotient of interest profit or loss and liabilities), gross farm income, non-real-estate assets and net
investment. Then the farms were stratified according to the key rentability ratio: adjusted change in net worth related to average net worth during the four year period.
The classification of the upper and lower third were satisfying: 80 % of the

successful farms were classified as successful farms by the coefficients above; 70 %
of the farms with poor performance were classified correctly by the dicriminant function developed. Obviously poor performance is more difficult to detect and to predict.
The canonical correlation was 0.6285.

4.4

Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis groups observations from a multivariate dataset into clusters

of "similar" points. Criteria for similarity are the variables return on total capital, gross
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farm income as percentage of average total capital, quotient of interest profit and
loss and liabilities, and the share of liabilities related to total capital. The population

of 233 farms was ordered by the quotient of adjusted change in equity divided by
average equity. The upper respectively lower group of 60 farms was investigated
separately. The group members were allowed to arrange into ten clusters of similar
observations each.

Figure 4: Characteristic Cluster Ratios
- Sub-Set with High Revised Change in Net Worth revised change in net wonh
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The procedure produced the following results for the "well performing farms"
(see figure 4): 4 "clusters" consisting of one farm, 5 clusters with two farms each
(cluster A, B, C, D and E) and one cluster with 46 farms (F). The big cluster F has a
relatively low rate of return to total capital and a relatively low gross farm income.
Striking characteristics of this cluster are the low interest profit and loss and the low

share of liabilities. This cluster formed the back-end of the successful group. The
leading farms had low liabilities and low interest payments. The positive interest
balance coniciding with liabilities is only explainable by high amounts of so-called
"iron inventory".
Figure 5: Characteristic Cluster Ratios
Sub-Set with Low Revised Change in Net Worth
revised change In net worth
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The farms with poor performance exhibit a similar distribution of cluster sizes
(see figure 5) : 5 "cluster" with one farm, one cluster with 8 respectively 3 farms and
one "big" cluster consisting of 41 farms. The big cluster of not successful farms is

characterized by a medium rate of return to total capital and reduced liabilities and
interest payments compared to the total population of the lower group.
A comparison of the two groups shows that the best and the worst farms are

each "individuals" in their groups. The small cluster sizes show the low degree of similarity between the top farms and the low-end farms each. Therefore it is
impossible to elaborate uniform strategies to reach the top group or to leave the
back-end.

5

Conclusions

The hierarchical management ratio system by the ZVEI could be adjusted to

agricultural purposes. Some figures or ratios were dropped due to irrelevancy (e.g.
staff numbers). Other figures had to be adjusted to fit into the existing accountancy
framework. The adjusted system allows brief analyses of growth, business efficiency
and capital and assets structure.
The variations of the observations were represented by the medians of five

classes into which the data were stratified. They showed different behaviour of
similar farm types in a small region with comparable market conditions. The rank
correlation test showed a significant relation between the earning capacity ratios and
the factor endowment (here measured in agricultural area used, sow herd size and
equity). Stronger statistical relationships were found between the success indicators

and earning capacity ratios. Partial mathematical connections and dependencies
may explain these observations.
'
The use of discriminant analysis gained familiar results: it is easier to predict
farms with a good economic performance than those with a poor performance. The

cluster analysis was used to check for similarity of observations in the upper and lower groups. The top-end as well as the low-end farms formed only small clusters or
were individuals. This makes it impossible to work out general strategies to leave the
back-end or to reach the top group.
The hierarchical structure of the ratio system formed a good base for the ana-

lytical insights into the variation of business efficiency of the farms. Nevertheless the
survey has some serious limitations which reduce generality of the results observed:
- the time period was too short to reveal long—term dependent structural changes; a
long-term time-series of the data model has to be prepared,
- the restriction to one farm-type should be dropped to check the production dependent characteristics and to compare farm-type specific behaviour;
- the limitation to the paramount figures and ratios of the accounting data allows no
detailed cause-effect investigation.

The experiences and the preliminary results are a promising base for further
investigations. The next steps should concentrate on
- methodology to determine a farm's position relative to its competitors and to point
out the individual strengths and weaknesses,
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- data preparation to get deeper into the analytical structure; this means that the ratio
structure has to be extended in more detail,

- procedures to reduce the time and labour input to produce results.

6
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Reform of the Farm Tenancy System - The European Scene

P.C. van den Noort
Wageningen Agricultural University
Department of Agricultural Economics

In the eighteenth century, land was a very important factor in European society; many
political and other rights were attached to it. About 25% of national income went to
landowners, who formed a small and wealthy group. This created various problems.
People objected to (a) the lack of equity or the uneven distribution of income, (b) the
easy way landowners became richt, (c) how they used their income for conspicuous
consumption instead of investments for economic growth, and (d) the uneven distribution of economic and political power that resulted.
Countries reacted differently and introduced various policies to solve these problems.
There were social revolutions (as in France), land reform, heavy taxation of land and of
inheritances (in the UK), distribution of land to farm families (e.g. the Homestead Act in
the USA), the price for land was pegged, and restrictive land tenure regulations were
brought in.
The Netherlands was certainly no forerunner in any of these field. The French
Revolution resulted in only some seigneurial rights being eliminated in nearby Holland.
Traditionally, taxation on land has been very moderate; only since the beginning of the
Second World War has there been a policy limiting the maximum price for land, and a
strict regulation of the land tenure system. These policies and the general changes in
Dutch society have completely changed the position of landowners and the problems
they created. As a consequence of the price-capping and rent-capping policies for farms
and land, the share of the land factor in agricultural income changed from the pre-war
level of about 30% to 5% after the war, and has been maintained at that level ever
since. The share of land in national income is now very small; less than 1%.

In the European scene the Netherlands has a rather'strict and rigrid legislation as is also
the case in France, Belgium, Italy, Spain and Portugal. This contrasts with the more
liberal legislation in Great Britain, Luxemburg, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland on one
hand and the rather special systems in Denmark, Finland and Ireland where the landownership by farmers is openly prefered.
The economic aspect of landownership, therefore, has changed dramatically from a
large and increasing share in national income to a small and decreasing one. Many laws
now regulate the use of land and landowners have to accept restrictions on their use
and ownership. Even the last remnants of old rights have disappeared and the landowners have no special political position. They are no longer an élite, just as the tenant
farmer is nog longer submissive and poor. But, although the old problems have
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disappeared, the old sentiments remain. The problems today are not part of the
struggle against feudal lords or against inequality; they are not large social problems
but are technical and political problems of financing agriculture. Landowners provide
Dutch agriculture with capital. About 24% of total assets are financed by landowners.
The main function of landowners today is to be a source of capital, as are banks,
suppliers of machinery, cooperatives and farmers’ relatives. One source of credit is
perhaps more sympathetic or cheaper than another. The question is whether the
tenancy system in the Netherlands can provide prospective farmers with land and
buildings. Another problem is that the total area rented decreased from 1.2 million
hectares in 1957 (53% of the total agricultural area) to 0.7 million hectares in 1983
(35% of the total agricultural area). In that period, the number of tenant farmers
decreased by about 2% annually.
Tenancy has at least four important functions: (1) able farmers can be helped to
farm, even when they have inadequate capital for a family farm or a commercial
enterprise; (2) tenancy increases the stability of the land market; (3) the system
attracts capital for land improvement, buildings, and even for new land; and (4) a good
farm structure is more likely under tenancy, because there are fewer reasons for
splitting up holdings than for splitting up owner-operated farms.
The capital or credit function of tenancy is still important but is decreasing systema- .
tically at an annual rate of about 2%. This is a new development. The Netherlands has
never before had so little rented land and buildings. In neighbouring countries this
quantity is either stable or increasing. It is said that the main cause of the downward
trend is the low level of rent and therefore the low rate of return for investments in
land and buildings.
In fact, the official maximum rent has lagged behind the general price level of goods
and buildings. The rent is also out of step with the financial results of farming. The
maintenance costs, insurance, interest rates and the costs of drainage have increased
considerably and therefore net rent per hectare has decreased in real terms. Since 1941
the Dutch government has had a conservative rent policy, but this does not mean that
the rate of return of tenancy was too low in the past by comparison with other
investments. Table 1 shows that this rate was high enough in the period of the decline
of tenancy.

Some landowners may object to such calculations because they only think in terms of
the low returns (rents) and the high payments (for maintenance, darinage and insurance). That equation is indeed disappointing, but from an economic point of view the

capital gain also counts and in fact is considerable, leaving landowners with an
attractive investment but perhaps with some liquidity problems. These net total
benefits are on paper only. If you want to enjoy and spend them, you have to sell the
farm! This is a difficult point. Many landowners are attached to their holdings and do
not consider them as simple investments, like shares in a multinational. They also hate
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to speculate with land prices in order to obtain the maximum capital gain. Nevertheless,
some do well and reap financial rewards.
This selling process is the main cause of the decline in tenancy in the Netherlands.
Rented farms put up for sale are bought by farmers who themselves wish to farm and
do not intend to rent out. Dutch law states that when a rented farm is put up for sale
the tenant has a ’priority right' to buy the farm if he is willing to pay its normal market
value. If he does not want to buy it the law indicates that he can stay on the farm for
six more years even if the new owner wants to occupy and use his newly acquired
property. A farm without a tenant (vacant possession) therefore has a premium, which

is about 35% of the market value, see Table 2. If a holding becomes vacant, its value
will increase by more than 50%. This is a very attractive additional profit. So owners
try to sell the farm to farmers instead of to prospective lessors.

Many tenant farmers use their right of priority and buy the farm themselves at the low
value (V-P) even if they do not want to farm anymore. They can make a nice profit by
selling their farm to prospective farmers. A farmer who wnats to quit farming will not
rent his farm to colleagues, because by so doing he will lose about 35% capital.
Instead he will sell his farm. Nowadays it is even more difficult to rent a farm from a
relative. If a father leases his farm to only one of his sons, he benefits that son out of
all proportion. More farmers are therefore using other legal means to set up a farm with
or for a son. In 1959 the area rented out by parents was 223000 hectares: this figure
tell to only 98000 hectares in 1983.

Table 1.

Rate of return on investments in arable farms in marine clay areas in the
Netherlands

1970/
1971

1974/
1975

1978/
1979

1980/
1981

1982

Gross rent per hectare (guilders)

300

391

576

550

805

Net rent per hectare (guilders)

150

196

288

330

400

Rate of return (%)

1.9

1.8

1.1

1.6

2.2

Capital gain (%)

5.0

8.3

14.1

9.5

8.4

Rate of return on state bonds (%)

6.9

8.5

6.7

7.1

7.9

Premium for vacant possession (%)

15

38

39

42

35

Additional capital gain in the case
of vacant possession (%)

17

61

64

72

54

Source:

P.C. van den Noort, Pachtnormen, pachtservituut en de teruggang van de pacht in Nederland. Economisch-Statistische Berichten, 29 september 1982
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The trend towards fewer rented farmers and few (if any) new private lessors will
continue. There are two categories of lessors that behave somewhat differently - the
state and insurance companies. The area of agricultural land leased by the state has
remained constant (about 190000 hectares). There is a tendency to sell a number of
farms each year in order to obtain money to buy land for nature reserves, but the state
may not sell land simply for profit. Insurance companies have always invested in land,
and this policy continues. This investment has a good rate of return and, unlike some
private owners, these companies do not need the cash so urgently. So they can wait
for the premium (P), and have in total an even higher average rate of return than
indicated in Table 1; but even they will do well in the end. To avoid paying the
corporate tax of 48% on the resulting capital gain, however, the insurance companies
reinvest this capital in the land.

Table 2.

Estimates of the premium for vacant possession (guilders per hectare)

Symbol

1970/71

1974/75

1978/79

1982

8890

17810

41720

26700

5%

8%

9%

10%

Market value of farms

V

Interest rate

i

Interest costs

Vi

444.5

1424.8

3754.8

2670

Net rent

N

150

196

288

400

Net costs

Vi-N

294.5

1229.3

3466.8

2270

Net costs discounted six years
= Premium for vacant possession

c(V-N) =P

1496

5679

15566

9897

Relative premium, estimated

PV

16%

32%

37%

37%

15%

38%

39%

35%

17%

61%

64%

54%

Relative premium, measured
Additional capital gain, estimated

P/(V-P)

The premium for vacant possession, rather than the low level of rents, is the main
cause of the decline in tenancy in the Netherlands. Even if the rents could be increased
the premium would still be considerable, (up to 25%; see Table 3), whereas the rents

would reach a high and unacceptable level. The cause of the decline therefore lies in
the strict regulations governing tenancy, which were originally set up to protect the
socially weak tenants. This, ironically, is now working to destroy the system of tenancy
in the country. Young prospective farmers can no longer become tenants unless they
can take over the tenancy from their parents. Farming is increasingly becoming an
occupation for the rich and for the well protected tenant families only.
It is time to re-evaluate the factor ’land’ and the land tenure policies in the Netherlands. Land is no longer an important political, social and economic factor; neither are
the landowners. The landowner these days must be considered as a source of credit
not in the form of money but in the form of land and buildings. Although everything has
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changed dramatically, the old sentiments and stereotypes about landowners have
unfortunately survived and have prevented muchneeded changes, not only in the level
of rents but also in the laws. The rents are too low to maintain buildings, to improve
the drainage system or to consolidate farms. (The latter is essential for modern
agriculture). Low rents also result in delays in maintenance and cause problems of
liquidity for some private landowners, forcing them to sell farms.

Table 3.

The premium for vacant possession in relative'terms (PN) as a function of

waiting period and level of maximum rent, 1978/79 (%)

Rent per hectare

Waiting

period

6 years

5 years

4 years

3 years

2 years

1 year

Present level 570 gld

37

32

26

21

15

8

2 x that level

31

26

22

18

12

6

3 x that level

25

21

18

14

10

5

The regulations governing the security of tenants have become excessive or overprotective. The six-year waiting period after a rented farm has been bought should be
reduced to two or three years (see Table 3). Unless these changes are implemented,
tenancy will continue to dominate other trends. It is difficult to increase rents because
the tenant farmers, especially the tenants of state-owned farms, oppose any increase
and have formed a political coalition with the owner-farmers to protect their interests.
The landowners who lease land have very little political clout in the Netherlands. The
tenant farmers are thus pursuing policies that, ironically, will lead to a sharp contraction
in the tenancy system in the Netherlands. These policies have always been seen as
necessary to regulate the social conflict between the owner and the user of land. In
fact, the youngest generation of prospective farmers has been forgotten and this is a
weak point in the policies. To help the young generation the law was changed in 1984,
removing the right of 65 yearolds to stay on as tenants. It was believed that this would
improve the chances for younger tenant farmers. But, ironically, this legislation enables
the owner to get ’vacant possession’ much earlier, and therefore to make a profit
earlier by selling the property instead of renting it to young farmers.
Conservative rent policies prevent new investments and improvements or even
simple upkeep, and this will hurt the tenant in the long run, even though it may seem a
good policy in the short run.

The decline of the system could also be stopped by lowering the market price of land or
farms. The policy of capping land prices, which was in operation until 1963, could be
reinstated; the legal wherewithal is there. But it is unlikely that this will be realized. The
measure would not be very effective in saving tenancy and in any case it could not be
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implemented without breaking the coalition of farmers, because the landowning farmers
would oppose the lower land prices!

This outline of the tenancy system in the Netherlands shows that tenants are not the
submissive, poor farmers of former days. On the contrary, many of them can even
afford to buy farms (costing over one million guilders) and they have a strong social,
legal and political position. Old sentiments have misled policy makers, resulting in
policies that will contract the system. The farm tenancy legislation in Belgium and West
Germany is in fact more relaxed in the sense that theres does not exists the two-price
system or in other words there is no difficulty with the premium for vacant possession.
In Germany this arives from the fact that the owner can get hold of his land again after
the end of a certain period of time agreed upon in the contract with the tenant. In
Belgium a new tenant has to pay a certain amount of money, the so called ’chapeau’ in
order to be able to farm the land as tenant. This chapeau is equal to the premium for
vacant possesion. It is remarkable that in these two countries the tenancy system is
not declining, whereas in Great Britain and the Netherlands (where we have an
uncompensated premium for vacant possession) there is a rather fact decline. Unless
policies change, the tenancy system will continue to decline until it reaches a level
comparable with that in the rest of Europe, where a large majority (80%) of farmers
own their farms. This would indeed be a remarkable decline.
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